that pack a surprise to give your house you'll want yourself
Henredon extends a traditional welcome.

A dining room designed for entertaining, designed for this festive season of year can only be a Henredon dining room. Because Henredon furniture brings warmth and beauty to every home. And Henredon furniture was built to serve. Dining tables expand, servers move from room to room, buffets offer ample storage space. And Henredon styles are planned to be compatible. For example, Folio VI offers an elegant selection of dining room furniture, all designed to harmonize. So that you can create a home uniquely yours—year after year. Welcome your holiday guests this season in rooms that say welcome so warmly... rooms of Henredon furniture.

For name of your nearest Henredon dealer and brochure showing the Folio VI collection for living, dining and bedroom, send 50c to Henredon, Dept. 141, Morganton, North Carolina 2865.
BOOK-DIVIDENDS: A library-building plan
every reading family should know about

The EXPERIMENTAL MEMBERSHIP
suggested here will not only prove, by
our own actual experience, how effectually
membership in the Book-of-the-Month Club
will keep you from missing, through
carelessness or overbusyness, books you fully
ought to read; it will also demonstrate
other important advantage: Book-Divi
ends. Through this unique profit-sharing
system members can regularly receive va
ble library volumes—at a small fraction
of their retail prices—simply by buying
books they would buy even if they were not
members of the Book-of-the-Month Club.

If you continue after this experimental
membership, you will earn, for every Club
Selection or Alternate you buy, a Book-
Dividend Credit. Each Credit, upon pay
ment of a nominal sum, often only $10
somewhat more for unusually
expensive volumes or sets—will entitle you
to a Book-Dividend which you may choose
from one of augmented, well-equipped, library volumes
whose retail prices now average $7.

This is probably the most economical means ever devised for building a well
rounded personal library. Since the in
aguration of this unique plan, nearly
$450,000,000 worth of books (retail va
lue) has been received by Club members.

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB, INC.
Camp Hill, Pennsylvania 17011

Please enroll me as a member of the Book-of-the-Month Club and
send me the three volumes whose numbers I have indicated in boxes be
low, billing me $1.00 for all three volumes. I agree to purchase at least
three additional monthly Selections or Alternates during the first year
I am a member, paying the special members' prices. I have the right
to cancel my membership any time after buying these three books. If I
continue after this trial, I will earn a Book-Dividend Credit for every
Selection—or Alternate—I buy under the system described at left. (A
small charge is added to all book shipments to cover postage and mail
ing expense.) PLEASE NOTE: Occasionally the Club offers a Double
Selection, two books at a special combined price. Such purchases are
counted as a single book in fulfling the membership obligation.

INDICATE NUMBERS OF THE THREE BOOKS YOU WANT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A71-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A71-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A71-9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Address: [Optional]

City & State: [Optional]

[Sign Here]

[Signature]

[Address]

[Signature]

[Address]

[Signature]

[Address]

[Signature]
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Christmas Gifts
36 Gifts to delight the very, very young
44 Books to blow the mind and recordings to soothe the spirit
46 Tiny Tim gifts to pad a Christmas card
48 Tiny treasures for a grown-up stocking
88 Instant joys at 85 cents
92 Little luxuries under $35
100 Surprises to splurge on
102 Merriment for the family
103 Finds to charm collectors
104 Jolly toys to dream on
136 A case of wine—the gift that lasts all year

Decorating
32 Connoisseur's corner: Enchanting cases for jewelry
70 A galaxy of Bibelots, zodiac inspired
88 Cozy retreat in a hot climate
108 Double-life dining rooms

Building
52 How to keep your house young: twelve basic hand tools
114 The house with two faces
148 Building information

Music
120 Today's irrepiable young pianists: By Anne Stagg
124 Entertaining
24 Notes for the hostess: By Mary Moon Hemingway
108 Double-life dining rooms
122 How to give a big party your personal touch
136 Corkscrew: A case of wine—the gift that lasts all year: By James A. Beard

Creative Crafts
106 Table zinnias: Delightful trompe l'oeil from tin cans

Kitchens and Housekeeping
30 The notes of a happy housekeeper: By Mary Elizabeth Foster
56 Star performer: The hold everything container
79 Favorite utensils of a cookpro
134 The party kitchen of a cookpro

Gardening
128 Garden museum for all seasons
256 Gardener's month: Patterns ir pedestals for outdoor sculpture
258 Everyday notes for weekend gardeners

Features
103 Antiques questions & answers: By Louise Ade Boger
108 On the books: Books to blow the mind and recordings to soothe the spirit: By Joy Herbert
48 Christmas cards that show you care
74 What's new for living
87 How to give the party of the year: (Editorial)
145 The sideboard and Daniel Webster

Travel
60 Going places, finding things in the ABC Islands and Canaries: By Elizabeth Lambert Ortiz

Reader's Service
154 Shopping information
155 Store directory
157 Shopping Around with Betty Fagan
260 Best in Booklets

Copyright © 1968 by The Condé Nast Publications Inc. All rights reserved. Printed in the U.S.A. House & Garden incorporating Living for Young Homemakers is published monthly by The Condé Nast Publications Inc., 425 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y., 10017. Second-class postage paid at New York, N.Y., and at additional mailing offices. Subscription rates in U.S. and possessions, $6 for one year, $10 for two years, $18 for three years. In Canada, $16 (U.S. funds). Single copies 75c. For subscriptions, address changes, and adjustments, write to House & Garden, Box 2202, Boulder, Colorado 80302. Six weeks are required for changes of address. Please give both new and old addresses as printed on last label. Postmasters: Send Form 3579 to House & Garden, Box 2202, Boulder, Colorado 80302.

On the cover: A triad of strong notes—rich red, shiny black, and gleaming leather—sends a ringing welcome to everyone who enters the library in the Walter F. Goodman's country house on Long Island. But while the first glance exalts like a fanfare of trumpets, settling in—whether for cocktails, after-dinner coffee, or a solitary evening with a book—brings the deep psychological comfort that emerges from the magnetic combination of excitement and ease in a really real room. Mr. Goodman, a breeder of prize-winning Skye terriers and collector of Wedgwood, has all the appurtenances here for entertaining smoothly: The closet at the left of the fireplace contains a bar complete with refrigerator and sink; the closet on the right is the center for a house-wide music system. And facing the fireplace, behind the leather-topped table, is a deep, pillow-laden sofa. Architect, Harold Sterner, interior design by Baldwin & Martin. For other aspects of the hospitable mood that dominates this season, see pages 108-113 and pages 122-127.
You can’t have too much of a good thing: Polynesia by Fieldcrest.

Polynesia: an exotic idea from Fieldcrest. You can multiply it, add to it, spice up your bed and bath with it. You can create new combinations of your own with Fieldcrest’s matching solid colors—brown, sand, black, or white. Or, if you prefer, have your Polynesia in blue/green, pink/purple, or yellow/orange. Perfection no-iron sheets, pillowcases, blankets, bedspreads, towels, shower curtains, and bath rugs. In the bed and bath shop at the stores you love most.
EATON MAKES FRAMING SNAPSHOTs AS EASY AS TAKING THEM.

Slip your pictures onto Eaton's Magnetic Photo Gallery, into the Carousel or through the acetate windows of the Photo Showcase. Now they're held in place, whatever the size, however you place them. This way you get your snapshots out of the drawer, onto your desk or table, change them and arrange them the way you like. It's a snap!

Clockwise:
- Magnetic Photo Galleries: Velvet trim. $15.00
- Bamboo Frame. $10.00
- Photo Showcase. $12.50
- Magnetic Photo Mat. $4.95
- Photo Carousel. $5.95

At fine stationery and gift departments.
people who know...buy Bigelow

Fresh. Plush. Very practical. Warfield is the perfect carpet for growing young families. Pile: 100% Bigelow Approved acrylic: Acrilan. Shown: Silver Green, one of 14 colors.

To 5 generations Bigelow has brought beauty that changing fashion never fades, value that becomes more apparent every year. You buy with confidence when you buy a Bigelow.
SPRINGS MILLS, famous for its major role in American night life, reasserts its faith in cotton as the most reliable guardian of sleep. Smooth, comfortable, colorful cotton that washes totally clean; lets the body breathe; never makes its presence felt. As fragrant and fresh as the flowers so lavishly scattered over this sheet and pillow case. Blue (shown), yellow, pink. From $3.99 Matching towels, blankets, bedspread, tier curtains—all cotton. Available at fine stores across the country.

COTTON PRODUCERS INSTITUTE, BOX 12253, MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38152

Wake up every room with the fresh, bright beauty of Cotton.
TREASURY OF CHRISTMAS IDEAS

MAKE this Christmas the happiest ever with the help of this big $6.95 book by the editors of Better Homes and Gardens. It's yours FREE!

TREASURY OF CHRISTMAS IDEAS is an extra-large 83/4" x 11" volume. It's filled with 322 photographs and illustrations (212 in FULL COLOR), and 400 original decorating and gift ideas. Step-by-step directions show you how to decorate doors, windows, foyers, walls, fireplaces, dining areas, children's rooms. How to set up reverent Nativity scenes. How to trim a tree. How to create festive outdoor displays that will win admiring glances from passersby.

You spend pennies—others spend dollars

The cost of some stunning designs is just pennies. Make handsome wreaths from old hatboxes; turn a coffee can into a decorative toy drum; build an imaginative display around a broken clock. Make decorations of pine boughs, ribbons, paper, foil, sequins, felt... create clever new tree ornaments... colorful miniature trees... elegant centerpieces for your dinner and buffet tables... many other surprises.

Tasty treats for a happier holiday

The section on Christmas cooking brings you recipes for crumbly star cookies, gingerbread men, Kris Kringle cake, Yuletide breads, sugar plum surprises, appetizers and dips, holiday fruit punches, etc.

This book will radiate the joy and warmth of the true Christmas spirit year after year. Take it free as your introduction to the Family Book Service.

How the Family Book Service Works

If you have that marvelously feminine urge to create—to brighten your life... to make your home and garden even more beautiful... then you'll love the Family Book Service. It offers—at special DISCOUNT prices—the most creative new cook books and full color decorating volumes... books on medicine and family health... fashions, sewing, gardening... on home remodeling, better living... new books on entertaining, etiquette, marriage, child care... new fiction best-sellers and new books for young readers, too. Your only obligation is to accept just 2 books in the coming year. You're free to resign anytime thereafter.

Also FREE if you act promptly

Better Homes and Gardens

COOKIES AND CANDIES

Are you looking for a creative cooking hobby or a delightful way to raise funds for your church, club or favorite charity? You'll find the answers in this big hard-bound 7¾" x 10½" cook book. It's packed with 200 time-saving recipes and nearly 90 photographs—31 in full color. Keep this $1.95 volume FREE for acting promptly. Mail coupon below.

FREE BOOK CERTIFICATE

Better Homes and Gardens Family Book Service
Dept. 84, 400 Community Drive
Manhasset, L.I., N.Y. 11030

BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP

1. You receive the special DISCOUNT prices on books which save you as much as 75% off the publishers' prices. You will pay as little as $1.95 for a book which normally sells for $8.95.

2. Services are available at subscribers discounts in the United States, Canada, Mexico, and at alternates in the United States. You cannot resign at any time thereafter.

NO-RISK GUARANTEE: If not delighted with this introductory shipment, I'll return both books within 60 days and my trial membership will be cancelled.

Print Name
Address
City State Zip

Canadian: Mail your coupon to the U.S. address above. Books will be shipped only free from our Canadian Servicing Center. FEB-90

FREE for acting promptly. Mail coupon below.
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"Furniture should be tasteful, and appropriate to people at the time we live in." — Terence Conran sounding off

"The thing about furnishings is to get a style, not a cc" — Terence Conran on his favorite subject

"My stuff allows you to be totally relaxed at home." — Terence Conran

"I want my furniture and everything that goes with it to work." — Terence Conran

Wherever you see the tag with the big C, you'll see things for your home created by the British designer Terence Conran, and made in America for you, by these famous manufacturers.

Macy's
Macy's New York,
Bamberger's New Jersey,
Davison's Atlanta,
Leslie's Toleda,
Macy's Missouri-Kansas,
Macy's California, all divisions of R. H. Macy & Co., Inc.,
and other inspired stores
north, east, south, and west.
Meet Terence Conran, one of the new elite of British innovators. A brilliant furniture designer and an impresario of style in living, he has surrounded himself with a squad of specialists in all related home fields. They support his vigorously held theory that a home interior should be of our times: light, easy to live in, colorful, witty, and cheap enough to change. (In Britain his name means an unmistakable kind of home interior, simple and colorful.) Now Conran’s talents have been imported into this country and he and his group have worked with top American manufacturers to create furniture and furnishings that could very well set the style of the late 20th Century home in America.

See furniture by Kroehler, floor coverings by Aldon Mills, glass by Continental, lamps by Quartile, Bloomcraft pillows, fabrics, bedspreads, Springmaid sheets, towels, kitchen terries.
Others have learned to mass-produce 17th century English designs.

We've learned not to.
Kentucky Whisky

EARLY TIMES
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whisky

don't be quart short

THE TRUE OLD-STYLE KENTUCKY BOURBON
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Calypso pieces also available in open stock, with a wide variety of serving dishes.

Syracuse China Corporation
Dept. GL-18 Syracuse, New York 13201
I enclose 25c for full-color brochures of Calypso, Syracuse Fine China and Casualware. Please send to:
Name_____________________
Address____________________
City______________________
State______Zip_____

16-piece starter set, in white....$ 27.95
colors... 36.95
45-piece set for 8, in white....$ 89.95
colors... 119.95
Who decorated the bedroom? Morgan Jones, of course. All it took was "Miramar."

A bedspread that's all one beautiful flow of rippling waves on sun-warmed colors. (You can almost hear the soft lap of the sea.) It washes with the breeziest of ease.

"Miramar" makes waves in Lime, Sand, Cherry, Cornflower, Tangerine, Antique Gold, White, Rose, Avocado. Also available in Queen, King and Dual King sizes, at fine stores everywhere.

Then goes straight back to bed. About $11.98, twin, or $13.98, double size, buys this picture of repose. Change the scenery. With "Miramar." And get a room with a view.

SPRINGMAID®

SPRING MILL, INC. 360 W. 40TH STREET, N.Y., N.Y. 10018
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Nobody plays Santa like Amana.

Who else would give you a Christmas gift of FREE Decorator Panels with your new Amana Decorator model refrigerator-freezer?

No writing to the North Pole. No sitting on Santa's lap. You just pick out an Amana decorator model refrigerator-freezer and the Decorator Panels are yours-ready to slide on and match your kitchen walls or cabinets. Take your Amana home right away. For the panels, you get a gift certificate good for six months. So you have plenty of time to decide on the color and pattern you want. A Christmas present from Amana. Choose from over 329 decorating schemes. And decide on size. There's an Amana to fit every need. Each one designed for maximum capacity in a minimum amount of space. Then pick from three different styles: side-by-side, freezer-at-the-bottom or freezer-at-the-top. Decorator Panels fit all styles.

Behind the doors of the side-by-side and freezer-at-the-top models are all the famous Amana exclusives. Like the Meat Keeper with its own cold control, especially designed to keep meat fresh twice as long as ordinary meat trays. Adjustable cantilevered shelves on recessed tracks® for 100% usable space. A new Add-on Automatic Ice Maker kit lets you convert your refrigerator from ice trays to automatic ice making whenever you're ready for the added convenience of ice in party quantities. The spacious Amana 25 and 22 cubic footers come with a special Hi Humidity Compartment that keeps lettuce fresh up to 3 whole weeks. And every model's covered by Amana's exclusive 5-Year Total Appliance Warranty.

See your Amana dealer soon. He knows all about your Christmas present. Tell him which Amana model you want. And the Decorator Panels are yours FREE! But hurry. Offer expires December 24, 1968.
**Brighten Your Christmas**

WITH THIS FESTIVE MINIATURE INDOOR HOLLY TREE

**Miniature Hibiscus**

An exotic touch of the West Indies, a slow, easy grower that produces magnificent blossoms. Famous as Hawaii's national flower, the Hibiscus flowers profusely. You have your choice of red or golden.

**Miniature Florida Key Lime**

Anyone having had the pleasure of tasting Florida's famous "Key Lime Pie" will need no introduction to this wonderful little tree. Those who have not should start a lime grove in the kitchen window now. Eager and easy to grow indoors, the lush dark-green foliage, fragrant blossoms and subsequent fruit will provide a gardening achievement not soon forgotten.

**Miniature Florida Palm Tree**

A touch of tropical Florida in your home all year. Versatile, it is America's easiest-to-grow indoor tree. Simple growing instructions will permit you to be the sole judge of the tree size—from 8 inches to 6 feet. Palms love deep shade and thrive where other plants refuse to grow.

**GROWS TO 3 FT. WITH CLUSTERS OF CHEERFUL BRIGHT-RED BERRIES—only $2.98**

These are marvelous true miniature trees, little botanical gems grown and developed for planting INDOORS where they blossom and thrive all year round. The shapely and festive HOLLY TREES will add a bright and cheerful touch to Christmas with their handsome green leaves and clusters of bright-red berries. Just think of the many ways you can use several to decorate your house and table both during and after Christmas YEAR AFTER YEAR . . . and imagine the thrill of watching these miniatures as they grow from 8 inches when you receive them to 3 feet tall! The flowers (Hibiscus and Gardenia) produce exotic blossoms, while the miniature fruit trees bear up to 30 pieces of fruit at a time, and continue to bear fruit indefinitely. Before you know it, you'll be eating fresh fruit that you'll pluck yourself! All are true trees, not grafts but rooted cuttings of good well-known varieties. Indoor trees have glossy, green foliage easily trimmed and shaped. Beauties to have and give, you'll find they are real conversation pieces!

**BEAUTIFUL FOUR-COLOR BOX FOR CHRISTMAS GIVING**

Just think what a wonderful and really unusual gift these trees make. Each is in its own pot, individually boxed in an especially nice, bright, colorful package that enhances the tree. Send us your gift cards. All are shipped directly to you from Florida groves. You can have your own little grove if you order now. This year's planting is limited, and orders shipped in the order they are received. All sold on 30-day money back guarantee.

---

**30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE**

---

**MADISON HOUSE, Nursery Division**

Dept. 575, Box 454, Ft. Myers, Fla.

Each tree, $2.98; 3, $7.98; any 6, $14.98; all 10, $22.98; all ppd. Enrolled is check or m.o. for $ .

I understand if I'm not completely satisfied, I may return within 30 days for a full refund.

Holly Trees _ Florida Palms _ Lemon Trees

Gardenias _ Red Hibiscus _ Lime Trees

Orange Trees _ Golden Hibiscus

Not shown: _ Coffee Trees _ Miniature Rose

NAME: 

ADDRESS: 

CITY: 

STATE: 

ZIP: 

---

**Miniature Lemon Tree**

Countless articles have been written describing the many, many years of pleasure growing lemon trees in your home. Watching these miniature trees bud, blossom and bear fruit as a direct result of your own efforts will be a great "green thumb" thrill.

---

**Miniature Gardenia**

Imagine the thrill of producing these delicate, fragrant, snow-white blossoms right in your own living room! Undoubtedly America's most romantic flower, they are easy to grow, have luscious dark-green foliage, produce up to 18 magnificent blossoms at a time, and an unforgettable fragrance. You can even make your own corsage for that special occasion.

---

**Miniature Orange Tree**

Get your greatest gardening thrill when these sturdy little trees BUD, BLOOM and BEAR fruit (up to 36 luscious pieces at a time) right in your own home! Easier to grow than many common house plants, their showy green foliage is easily shaped. It's a fine way to have fresh fruit all year 'round.

---
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Does The Hallmark Make It Any Better?

Yes. Because it's there, you know this handsome side chair is a faithful reproduction of the Queen Anne original in the Brush-Everard House in Williamsburg. The Hallmark tells you that the mahogany is carefully chosen and then hand-crafted and hand-rubbed to a mellow patina.

The Williamsburg Hallmark is reserved for those products that are crafted by one of the 17 licensed manufacturers of home furnishings and furniture.


Enclosed are enlarged copies of the front and back of one of my antique silver spoons. I look forward to any identification of it you can give me.


According to the hallmarks on your spoon, it was made in London in 1794, possibly by silversmith Henry Sardet.

I have lately fallen heir to what we've always called the "Dresden Lamp." My cousin brought it home from Europe many years ago. My research suggests it might have been made by one Carl Thieme. What can you tell from this picture and the mark copied from the base of the lamp?

C.V.M.—Mount Airy, N.C.

Ever since the eighteenth century, "Dresden" has been the familiar name given in England and America to Meissen porcelain. Your oil lamp was actually made in the commune of Potschappel (5 miles from Dresden, 25 from Meissen) at a porcelain manufactory started by Carl von Thieme in 1872, and your mark is an early one.

Our cranberry crystal goblets, champagne, and wine glasses are, we have been told, Steuben's Swirled Cerise Ruby. Is this a fact?


From what I can tell by your photograph, I do not believe you have Steuben Cerise Ruby, since the shape is not characteristic of that glass. But I do think your crystal dates from about the same period, that is, the early years of the twentieth century, 1910 to 1930.

Our cranberry crystal goblets, champagne, and wine glasses are, we have been told, Steuben's Swirled Cerise Ruby. Is this a fact?


WEDGWOOD MAJOLICA

My great grandmother brought this green plate with her when she came from England many years ago. The name Wedgwood is stamped on the back. Can you tell me how old it is?

J.A.C.—Lincoln, Neb.

Majolica plates with the sunflower pattern, such as yours, were made by Wedgwood around 1840-1860. An expert should be consulted to authenticate it, since reproductions of these plates were made in this century.
At last! A whole record library of good music by the one and only

**JACKIE GLEASON**

"You're invited to listen to my biggest and best deluxe record set FREE for 10 days"

**The Sound of Romance for Lovers Only**

Including: Deep Purple • September Song • Cabaret • Lara's Theme • Love Letters • The Shadow of Your Smile • People • The Second Time Around • How High The Moon • I'm in the Mood for Love • Softly, as I Leave You

Imagine acquiring, for just 25¢ each, 60 of the greatest songs ever recorded by the incomparable Jackie Gleason. "The Sound of Romance for Lovers Only" is an exclusive, new 6-record treasury of musical favorites in the lush and lively Gleason style—the biggest and best Jackie Gleason collection ever assembled, and unavailable anywhere else at any price.

Now you can own this magnificent collection for only a fraction of what you might expect to pay. What's more, you can enjoy it in your own home FREE for 10 days before you decide to buy. That's how sure we are that once you play these bewitching records, you won't want to part with them.

Think of being able to match your sentimental moods with Jackie Gleason's haunting arrangements of ballads like "My Romance" and "More Than You Know"...the seductive rhythms he imparts to favorites like "Moon-glow" and "Again"...his sumptuous instrumental styling of great Broadway and film moments like "Make Someone Happy" and "Hello, Dolly!"

You could buy a dozen Jackie Gleason albums and still be missing some of his fabulous hits. But this collection brings all 60 of them together for the very low price of only $14.95. And if you wish, you can pay in 3 easy monthly installments. There's nothing else to buy—nothing to join.

And remember, you also have the chance to win one of one thousand $1,000 cash prizes at the same time.

What could be easier or more enjoyable? Fill out and mail the bound-in postpaid card right now.

FOR FREE EXAMINATION AND SWEEPSTAKES ENTRY, MAIL BOUND-IN POSTPAID CARD. IF CARD IS MISSING, CLIP AND MAIL COUPON BELOW FOR FREE EXAMINATION.

**FOR EXTRA SAVINGS** check here, and return this coupon with payment of $14.95. We will pay postage and handling. Same return privileges.

**NO, do not give me a free 10-day trial, but let me know if I have won. My lucky number is**

---

**WIN $1,000 CASH**

YOUR NUMBER MAY BE ONE OF 1,000 WINNERS

To find out, just tell us whether you want to listen to the record album value of the year
The Towle Reputation:
When everyone's patterns begin to look alike
it could help you make up your mind.

At Towle, we still follow the traditional rules of our craft, even though doing so much work by hand may seem a little eccentric these days. We still keep our shop small, because that's the best way to assure high standards.

Towle's craft traditions go back over 275 years. In fact, we're still located near the same little river in Newburyport, Mass. where we started in 1690.

For color folders showing these and other Towle patterns, write Towle Silversmiths, Newburyport, Mass.
Viking Kitchen Carpet is for women who don't believe in kitchen carpet.

"Worried about soil and spills?" says Phyllis Kirk. "Viking Explorer just shrugs them off. The built-in, waterproof barrier keeps accidents on top. A vacuum or sponge is all you need. Color stays bright, and lasts, because it's woven clear through, not just printed on.

"Viking Explorer makes a family room out of your kitchen. Floors become soft and warm enough for baby. They're bouncy too, which means more comfort for you. And safer when dishes drop, because of Viking Explorer's super-dense, super-tight nylon pile over a B. F Goodrich natural sponge rubber undercushion.

"Go to your Viking dealer and have him prove to you that Viking works — so you don't have to. Imagine, no more waxing or buffing, ever!

"Make sure you ask for Viking. It's the genuine kitchen carpet!"

FREE—Giant 28-page story coloring book of Viking's Television Special "Babar the Elephant."
Pick up a copy at your Viking dealer so you and the kids can all follow the story on the NBC-TV network Oct. 21st, 7:30 PM, EDT.

For the name of your nearest Viking dealer, call FREE—any hour, any day, from anywhere in the country (800) 243-1890. In Connecticut, call collect 325-4336.
The Trimline phone

At home with beauty.
Into your world of style and graceful living comes a new design. A phone so classic, so beautifully simple you can decorate with it. Sculptured to fit in the palm of your hand. The dial in the handset comes to you.

The Trimline phone. In your choice of luxurious colors. Call your Bell Telephone business office.
NOTES FOR THE HOSTESS

BY MARY MOON HEMINGWAY

An enterprising neighbor of mine has achieved an enviable mastery of movable feasts. At least once a week, she has to entertain in her city pied-a-terre, so to save time, she carries the whole dinner in from the country, ready to serve in minutes. Her secret is a portable icebox that she makes by filling square plastic containers with water, freezing them in the freezer to form solid blocks of ice, then fitting them neatly into the bottoms of rectangular plastic foam carriers. Result: no sloshing, no watery mess, but very dependable refrigeration. Into the carriers go plastic bags of washed salad greens, pre-cooked casseroles, even desserts. Her most astonishing feat to date: a delicate whipped cream cake that she kept fresh all the way to their fishing lodge, five hours away.

A very amusing centerpiece for a family birthday party: Upheld two dozen ice cream cones (the non-waffle type) in four lines to form a rectangle. Place a piece of glass shelf on top of this surprisingly sturdy base, then crown the whole thing with a birthday cake—made in loaf shape for a change.

The hottest mustard I have ever used comes neither from England nor France, but to my surprise from the Regina Laudis Monastery Garden Shop in Bethlehem, Conn. Made by the nuns, the mustard is also herb flavored, as well as fiery—a breath-taking condiment for many dishes. Mixed with mayonnaise, it makes a fine base for a chaudfroid. A word of caution: very sparringly.

I’ve discovered a new oven glass that cooks as well as it looks, and it is singularly good-looking. It’s called Arcopal “Topaz,” and its sophistication, clear smoky color goes well with almost anything. Made in France by Wheaton Durand, it comes in over a dozen sizes and shapes to accommodate the fus-sy cook: round and oval covered casseroles, a soufflé dish, a 3-quart oval server, mixing bowls, custard cups. In addition to being oven-proof, “Topaz” is highly shock resistant, almost unbreakable under normal use.

No matter how often I stage a great throwaway, florist containers seem to accumulate around my house. Until recently, I found very little use for them. But now I have a plan which is fun for me and I hope will be for my friends. I have taken to spraying all that white glass and dull crockery in hot wild colors in anticipation of that once-in-a-lifetime when I feel the need of a bright purple vase or suddenly have to have three bright orange flower bowls. I have even painted a set to match the wildest chints in the house. They will also be gay for taking garden flowers to a friend, perhaps to go with her favorite color scheme, or brighten a dull hospital room.

Surprise seasonings: In place of salt and for fascinating flavor, dust a honeydew with powdered ginger. Sprinkle chopped mint on green salad or cucumbers as do the Lebanese. Squeeze fresh lime juice over broiled chicken or steak. Caribbean style. Spice beans or spinach with nutmeg.

Very elaborate china often has flamboyant pattern in flamboyant colors, such as carmine, emerald, or black, and is banded with carnelian. Sap green, yellow, gold, or white—a combination, yet it would make a color scheme: Richard Ginori’s new porcelain, aptly called “Regal,” which is simple enough to be used with more ornate designs yet elegant enough to stand on its own merit. The white ground is banded with carnelian, sapphire, emerald, or black, and rimmed with gold. Particularly striking is the black and gold combination, yet it would make a wonderful complement to a flamboyant pattern in flamboyant colors.

Cook only once a week. See SEAL-A-MEAL, only $19.88 at the dealers listed below. Insist on a demonstration.

Arizona
Phoenix: The Broadway, Woolco
And other fine stores in Arizona

California
Arcadia: The May Co.
Buena Park: The May Co.
Concord: Macy’s
El Centro: H. C. Capwell Co.
Fresno: E. Gottschalk & Co.
Hayward: H. C. Capwell Co.
Hillsdale: Macy’s
Lakewood: Bullock’s, The May Co.
Merced: E. Gottschalk & Co.
Monterey: Macy’s
Oakland: Breuners, H. C. Capwell Co., Simon’s
Palo Alto: The Emporium, Macy’s
Pasadena: Bullock’s, F. C. Nash
Richmond: Macy’s, Simon’s
Sacramento: Breuner’s, Macy’s, Weinstock’s
San Bernardino: The May Co.
San Diego: The May Co., Walker-Scott, White Front Stores
San Francisco: The Emporium, Macy’s
San Jose: Macy’s
San Leandro: Macy’s
San Mateo: Macy’s, Myers-Wyhill Co.
San Rafael: The Emporium, Macy’s
San Ramon: The May Co., Myers-Wyhill Co.
Santa Ana: Bullock’s
Santa Clara: The Emporium
Santa Rosa: The Emporium
Sherman Oaks: Bullock’s
Stanford: Macy’s
Stockton: Breuner’s, Macy’s, Turner’s, Weinstock’s
Torrance: Bullock’s
Valley Fair: Macy’s
Visalia: E. Gottschalk & Co.
Walnut Creek: H. C. Capwell Co., Simon’s
And other fine stores in California

Nebraska
Reno: Weinstock’s
And other fine stores in Nebraska

Oregon
Portland: Fred Meyer, Pay’n Save Drugs
Eugene: Bon Marché
And other fine stores in Oregon

Washington
Chahalis: Yard Birds Shopping Center
Longview: Pay’n Save Drug Store
Olympia: Sea Mart Shopping Center
Salem: Nice Furniture & Appl.
Seattle: Mouche, White Front Stores
Tacoma: White Front Stores
Vancouver: Pay’n Talkit
And other fine stores in Washington

To:
House & Garden Cook Books
Dept. 11-68, P. O. Box 1910
Grand Central Station
New York, N. Y. 10017

Please send the following:
Binder(s) $2.00
Cook Book Inserts
(Checked Below) @ $.25
(Postal & Handling) ... $ .25
Total amount enclosed... $

Please make check or money order payable to HOUSE & GARDEN

□ 49 Specialty Meats
□ 72 Rice & Grain
□ 76 Washington
□ 82 In-a-Pot
□ 85 Sausage
□ 88 Man’s
□ 99 Southwest
□ 91 Hot Hors d’Oeuvre
□ 98 Provençal
□ 108 Hot Breads
□ 119 Creek
□ 122 Quick & Easy
□ 125 Mushroom
□ 139 Carribean
□ 133 Dinner-for-Two
□ 135 Gourmet Diet #4
□ 140 Brandy
□ 143 Crepes
□ 144 Great Fish Soups
□ 145 Hors d’Oeuvre Variés
□ 146 Quiches
□ 147 Salades Composées
□ 148 Kebabs, American Style
□ 149 Mousse
□ 150 Beef at Its Finest—Filet

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE ZIP CODE
Allow 3 weeks for delivery.
HOW TO COOK ONLY ONCE A WEEK!

Revolutionary New SEAL-A-MEAL!

It's like having a supermarket in your kitchen... your own complete home cooked meals, ready to serve in minutes... and only one pot to wipe dry!

Free yourself of before meal clutter and after meal clean-up.

Just cook when you're in the mood. Whole meals ahead of time... mashed potatoes, meats, vegetables, spaghetti, most anything. SEAL-A-MEAL keeps everything hermetically sealed in special tented cooking pouches... flavor locked, airtight, proof until it's ready to serve in minutes... days, weeks, even months later.

No-Stir Cooking

Another thing. With SEAL-A-MEAL you can put the ingredients for fudge, or pudding, or Hollandaise sauce in a special SEAL-A-MEAL cooking pouch, drop it in boiling water, and minutes later it's ready... without stirring, and only one pot to wipe dry. Honestly!

They'll Love Leftovers

And how about leftovers? SEAL-A-MEAL keeps the leftover taste out of leftovers. Those hard to fix over foods... casseroles, rice, steak, fried chicken... are just as flavorful, tasty, and fresh as the minute they came off the stove. Maybe better. Honestly!

Saves Time — Money — Space

Some appliances save you time. Some even save you work and money. SEAL-A-MEAL does all that and more. It really is like having a supermarket in your kitchen. Get your SEAL-A-MEAL appliance, introductory supply of cooking pouches, and Recipe and Instruction Book today. You can start a meal serving revolution in your kitchen for $19.88. No special wiring required. Plugs into any household outlet. Honestly!

Borrow a little of the time you'll be saving with SEAL-A-MEAL. Use it to see the SEAL-A-MEAL dealer nearest you, listed on opposite page. Insist on a demonstration.
For Your Peace of Mind...

birth control
without side effects—
Millions rely on
Emko Foam.
Tests conducted at a
leading University
School of Medicine
showed EMKO
highly effective;
no side effects
encountered.

At drug stores everywhere
no prescription needed,
Emko Foam is the
vaginal birth control
product most women use.

emko foam

A SPECIAL PURPOSE PRODUCT FROM
THE EMKO COMPANY, ST. LOUIS, MO.

For literature, see free booklet
section in magazine.
Before you spend a fortune doing over your house, spend 50¢ on ideas.

For 50 cents we'll send you two booklets full of great ideas. They'll show you lots of color pictures, before and after examples, and money-saving hints. Some of them have to do with using Weldwood paneling, because that's a great idea.

With these booklets you can remodel your house without having to rebuild your bank account. And live with it afterwards.

To: U.S. Plywood, P.O. Box 61, New York, N.Y. 10046.
I enclose 50c. Please send me your booklets "Come see how we have remodeled our house" and "Decorating with Weldwood" prefinished paneling.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City & State ________________________
Zip ________________________________

Weldwood paneling
by U.S. Plywood

U.S. Plywood is a division of U.S. Plywood-Champion Papers Inc.
Tried everything and still can’t get your dishes spotless?
Try Jet-Dry.

Jane Kean, featured on “The Jackie Gleason Show”

Spots are formed by slow, uneven drying in the rinse cycle of your dishwasher. And changing your detergent may not help you. No detergent even gets into the final rinse cycle. That’s where Jet-Dry comes in. Jet-Dry is not a detergent. It’s a rinse agent that works in the rinse cycle and helps dry dishes so fast, so evenly, spots can’t form. Jet-Dry: The thing to try after you’ve tried everything.

SOLID JET-DRY
For dishwashers without rinse injectors

LIQUID JET-DRY
For dishwashers with rinse injectors

PLEASE TELL ME...

Where can we find good contemporary art for under $100? We are planning a trip to New York very soon and would like to find a painting or signed graphic for our living room. Both our time and budget are limited and we don’t want to blunder into a gallery that would find our standards higher than our means.

It has been our experience that most of New York’s three hundred or more galleries welcome the young collector and appreciate their high standards. Some of the most awesome galleries are quite willing to work out time payments suited to young budgets. Naturally galleries particularly strong on modestly priced original art should be at the top of your list. Here are some that H&G’s young collectors have found exceptionally worthwhile. Many of these galleries have large selections of original work within the $100 range, and some have limited-edition graphics that start as low as $15. To help you plan your search in the shortest time possible, we have arranged our list from north to south: Galerie Eke, 1049 Park Avenue (south of Eighty-Seventh St.), call Mrs. Paul Goldschmidt for an appointment, water colors, oil on paper, collages and graphics by young artists; Gallery of Graphic Arts, 1603 York Ave. (south of Eighty-fifth St.), stone rubbings, Eskimo prints, and signed prints by U. S., French, Japanese, and South American artists; Kraushaar Galleries, 1055 Madison Ave. (entrance at Eightieth St.), fine drawings, etchings, lithographs; Multiples, Inc., 929 Madison Ave. (Seventy-fourth St.), silk-screens and lithographs by such famous artists as Albers, Rivers, Vasarely, Indiana; FAR Gallery, 746 Madison Ave. (Sixty-fifth St.), American and European prints and lithographs; Wakefield-Young Books, Inc., also at 746 Madison Ave., a bookshop with good contemporary oils, watercolors, and graphics; Weyhe Gallery, 794 Lexington Ave. (Sixty-first St.), color woodcuts, etchings, and lithographs by well-known modern artists; Davis Galleries, 263 East Sixtieth St., choice watercolors and drawings by American artists (and even a range of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century English art); Hammer Galleries, 51 East Fifty-seventh St., watercolors and pen-and-pencil drawings (no graphics); Marlborough Graphics Gallery, 41 East Fifty-seventh St., graphics by such contemporaries as Motherwell, Lipshitz, Marcia-Relli; Croquis Gallery, 19 West Fifty-fifth St., particularly sketches and drawings by promising young artists and original work in other media; Associated American Artists, Inc., 663 Fifth Ave. (Fifty-third St.), enormous collection of original prints, woodcuts, etchings, and graphics, bins of bargains to leaf through. A catalogue is available by mail for 25¢; The Young Collector at the Ground Floor Art Gallery, 251 East Fifty-second St., mostly small paintings and drawings by the same artists who show at the more expensive Ground Floor Gallery; Graphis Original Prints, 21 Greenwich Ave. (West Tenth St.), contemporary graphics by a wide range of established artists.

Who will clean and recover a fine down comforter? It was bought in Europe many years ago and even though it is too shabby now to put on a bed, I hate to discard it.

Alden Comfort Mills, Plano, Tex., 75074, will clean the down and recover it to your specifications. Prices start at $23.95.

© 1968 Economics Laboratory, Inc., 250 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017
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HOUSE & GARD
enter the BROYHILL SWEEPSTAKES

win

a vacation for two via Pan Am jet clipper to romantic SPAIN • HAWAII • BRAZIL
or you may win a roomful of Broyhill Premier furniture
Composition Filigree... out of Finland by Tapio Wirkkala

Rosenthal china, glass and silver is selected by an international jury in order to maintain the industry's highest design standards.

THE NOTES OF A HAPPY HOUSEKEEPER

BY MARY ELIZABETH FALTER

Some women organize their marketing lists the logical way—meats, vegetables, staples, cleansers, etc. Some women simply follow the layout of their kitchens, going from cleaning closet to refrigerator to canned-goods cupboard or whatever. I've tried both ways only to find myself bouncing back and forth from one side of the supermarket to the other just to make sure I didn't skip anything on my list. Finally it dawned on me that the only way to save time was to forget logic and make out my list to fit the layout of the market. Since I trade at three different ones (where is the market that has everything?), that means three different lists. Rather a complicated procedure until I adopted a friend's idea of making out a master list (in my case three) and having a big batch run off on a copying machine. Somehow it seems a lot easier and quicker to cross out what you don't need and it sure saves time and shopping-cart collisions to be able to run up one aisle and down the other without having to retrace your steps.

My daughter Sally's newest pride and joy is the Lady Sunbeam Electric Manicurist she acquired as a combination birthday present and reward for taking good care of her nails. A round plastic box about 10 inches in diameter, it's good looking enough to be left in plain sight on Sally's bureau top. Under the lift-off cover is a neat circle of attachments for the master electric-powered handle—a buffer, a shaper, a cuticle pusher, and so forth, and at the base is a nail-polish dryer. If Sally's current enthusiasm for the Manicurist holds up, she'll soon have nails worthy of a model.

Tom spent a rainy afternoon last week doing a lot of little minor repairs—things that were irritating to put up with, but took just minutes to fix. He retacked some loose weather stripping, tightened all the loose cupboard latches, replaced two worn and wobbly doorknobs, oiled all the squeaky door hinges. Then he went to work on all the balky locks—put a few drops of oil on the key, inserted it in the lock, and gave the key a couple of turns. By the time the sun came out, we really felt we were living in a new day.

I love candlelight on the dinner table, but for a change now and then I like to use a pair of old glass kerosene lamps we found in a country antique shop. Their white glass bowls are very pretty on the table, they give a soft glowing light, and are more economical than candles because all we have to supply to keep them in perfect shape are a few cents worth of kerosene, and once in a long time, a new wick. I wouldn't have cared to wash a dozen lamp chimneys every day, but washing two now and then is not much of a chore.

By way of getting ready for the holidays, I just finished cleaning the last of the brass, the copper, and the silver boxes, and picture frames. A big job, but I consoled myself that I wouldn't have to do it soon again because the last step in cleaning each piece was to spray it with Haperty's Tarnish Preventive Spray, another of those lovely wonders that come in aerosol cans.

I think we've found the perfect housewarming present for the Martins' new apartment. Their new kitchen is bigger than their old one but Connie misses her bread storage drawer, so the other day when I was browsing in the hardware store and came upon a handsome new Polly-flex bread box I decided that should console her. The fact that the bread box is extra large and good looking is only part of the story. Inside, neatly packed as a surprise bonus, is a four-piece canister set, a 64-ounce pouring pitcher and six tumblers to match. From among the four color schemes, I chose antique gold with white trim which ought to look great with Connie's black-and-white-checked kitchen curtains.
a trip to glorious Spain as the guest of Broyhill Premier

or win

a roomful of "Gracias"

Gracias has all the richness of romantic Mediterranean styling with its impressive, massive look. Its deep, intaglio carvings and multi-tiered mitered moldings are graceful—beautifully Spanish in design. And you can win a complete roomful during the Broyhill Sweepstakes!

Or—you can win an exciting trip to Spain for two via Pan Am!

Just visit any of the Broyhill Premier "Gracias" dealers. Fill in the entry blank. (You’ll find a free gift waiting for you, too!) Cross your fingers, and you may be the winner. For the store nearest you, see page 37.
"So we ran out of Kahlúa again! Boy, one of these days..."

First time it happened you said it was because everybody wanted Black Russians at our cocktail party. Okay.

Then the next time you said it was because we’ve been having Kahlúa sours before dinner. All right.

Last time we ran out you said it was because you’d been basting chicken, fish, and meat with it, adding it to chocolate cake batter, and making all those wild desserts. So fine.

But now there’s no Kahlúa left to put in my coffee and I know why. You’ve been pouring it straight over ice and sipping it all evening long.

"Boy one of these days... Pow, right in the sipper!"

First pick up an extra bottle of Kahlúa. Then send for our free recipe book which tells you how to run out of Kahlúa twice as fast, enjoy it twice as much.

JULES BERMAN & ASSOC., 116 NO. ROBERTSON BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

These authentic Pre-Columbian figures are from the famed Kahlúa collection of authentic Pre-Columbian figures.

CONNOISSEUR’S CORNER

ENCHANTING CASES FOR JEWELRY

Many delightful boxes and cases designed to hold jewelry are really jewels in themselves. Of gleaming china, lush velvets and leathers, slick plastic, or wild-colored paper, they are so dashing that they can often be filled with treasures other than jewels, and used as enchanting ornaments anywhere in the house. You might, for instance, choose small boxes to hold stamps and paperclips, a larger one, letters waiting to be answered. A fabric traveling case would make a sumptuous Christmas wrapping to encase a tiny-but-very-precious gift.

1. White china heart, feminine as a blush, with wreaths and garlands painted in delicate pastel glazes. By Limoges. 7 inches wide. $65 at Bonwit Teller. 2. Clear acrylic box on a maroon base (or any of seventy-nine other colors) that might display a gem of a bibelet in the living room. 5 inches long. $42 at Albrizzi Designs. 3. Family of boxes, regally covered in printed velvet and lined with moiré, to keep every link of jewelry from a tiny pendant to a treasury of chain belts. One-of-a-kind. $175 at Mark Cross.

Continued on page 34
Win a trip to romantic Hawaii...and it's all on Broyhill Premier

or win a roomful of "Diamond Head"

Diamond Head is as romantic as the famous Hawaiian landmark...inspired it. Its deep, diamond shaped panels are reminiscent of the craggy Diamond Head slopes overlooking the Pacific. Broyhill has created this design for your bedroom, dining room and living room. And you may win a roomful!

or you may win a trip for two via Pan Am jet to Hawaii...and see this island paradise yourself! Just enter the Broyhill Sweepstakes at your Broyhill "Diamond Head" dealer. (Pick up the free gift that's waiting for you, too.) For the store nearest you, see page 37.

Broyhill Premier
Sculptured metal French (Louis XVI) fluted urn with typical pineapple finial on pedestal. 37½ inches. About $79.50.*

**The Stiffel Lamp**

For brochure of selected Stiffel lamps, send 25¢ to The Stiffel Company, Chicago 60610.

*Slightly higher west and south.

---

4. Beribboned pirate's chest dazzling with gilt braid, that could hold love letters as comfortably as jewelry. 7¼ inches long. $57.50 at Bergdorf Goodman. 5. Zippered traveling case of smooth red suede, compartmented to carry beads and trinkets tangle free, lockable to keep them safe. 7 inches long. $15 at T. Anthony. 6. Man's sleek pigskin jewel case with row upon row of velvet-covered pleats for holding every cuff link, ring, and tiepin he might own, plus special pockets for keys, pens, and his medallion-and-chain. 11 inches long. $69.50 at T. Anthony. 7. Roll-up case of cotton print in Old-Glory colors or green and white, with see-through plastic zippered pockets inside, and a satin ribbon to tie it. Open, 12 inches long. $9 at Matthews. 8. Miniature chests-of-drawers in sassy colored paper, that are great for holding note pads, rubber bands, or spools of thread as well as jewelry. Smallest box—3 inches high—has a flip-up mirror just big enough to see one jeweled ear. Small box, 98¢; others, $1.49 and $3.98. At Azuma.
win a trip to colorful Brazil ... compliments of Broyhill Premier...

or win a roomful of "Brasilia"

brasilia is exciting furniture—inspired by the sweeping curves and imposing columns in the architecture of Brazil's exotic capital. Brasilia brings a contemporary elegance to your bedroom, living room or dining room.

You can win a roomful of this graceful Broyhill design—or a trip for two via Pan Am to fabulous, romantic Brazil! All you have to do is enter the Broyhill Sweepstakes at any Broyhill "Brasilia" dealer. (There's a free gift waiting for you, too.) For the name of the store nearest you, see page 37.
GIFTS TO DELIGHT
THE VERY, VERY YOUNG

WHEN A CHILD IS STILL SO TINY THAT THE ELVES CAN REACH TO WHISPER IN HIS EAR, SOFT DOLLS, BRIGHT BIBS, AND THINGS HE CAN HUG ARE SURE TO REAP SQUEALS OF GLEE.

Smiling cloth doll in a dotted playsuit, plus a nightgowned slipcover for her at bedtime. 8 inches tall. $3.50 the set.

Printed linen bibs that fold up when supper is done and slip neatly into their own hanging cases. Starchy soldier or little girl. 11 inches high. $3.50 each.

For dining out. Danish linen bibs—one with baby birds singing for their supper and the other with a proud mother hen and chicks. 12 inches high. $2 each.

To tack at tot's eye level on a nursery wall, a linen hanging with a winsome little doll that slips into his highchair, bathtub, playpen, and, at the end of his very busy day, into his little bed. 17 inches high. $6.25.

For little ones who can eat all by themselves, a blue gingham apron to catch spills, and, in a cart, a cotton-tailed rabbit to share the meal. 17 inches wide. $5.

Linon elephant in natty red shorts—a hand puppet for Daddy to work—plus a baby elephant for a tiny dimpled finger. Hand puppet, 9¾ inches. $3.50.

THE CHRISTMAS SPOON
A Mother's Heart
The spirit of Christmas captured in solid silver, gleaming goldplate and enamel by Henry Heerup, renowned Danish sculptor. Each year since 1910, A. Michelsen has commissioned a noted artist to create an exclusive design for his famous Danish Christmas Spoons. The exquisite 1968 design, "A Mother's Heart", is now available. $20. Matching fork, also. Christmas Spoons from other years: 1930-1939, $32. 1940-1949, $29. 1950-1967, $24. Spoons from 1910 through 1929 available from antique dealers only. Start your collection now in time for the holiday season. For a catalog of traditional Christmas Spoons and the name of the store nearest you, write:

DANISH SILVERSMITHS, INC.
573 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK, NEW YORK
PLAZA 9-6457
Free Gift! "How to give an Hawaiian Luau"

Inspired by House & Garden, this booklet will give your all the information plus recipes that will help you to throw a luau at home.

Free Gift! "How to give a Brazilian Mardi Gras Party"

This complete booklet, inspired by House & Garden contains decorating ideas, party themes, and authentic recipes.

Free Gift! "How to give a Spanish Fiesta"

House & Garden inspired this exciting booklet that gives you everything you need to know to throw a real Spanish party—including easy-to-make recipes.
Who but Schumacher's could capture, in decorative fabrics, the charm of America's Federal architectural style with its luxuriously styled interiors? The quality, authentic styling and coloration of this group of fabrics will add elegant distinction to every room in which they are used. There are glazed chintzes, English linens, mat-...
If you enjoy cooking—and compliments—the COOK BOOK GUILD invites you to accept any **3 COOK BOOKS** for only $1

Using data from the image, here is a natural text representation:

**IF YOU JOIN NOW AND ASK FOR JULIA CHILD'S THE FRENCH CHEF COOKBOOK**

At last! Julia Child's entire repertoire of recipes from her famous TV series on French cooking can be "switched on"—at your convenience. Select Julia Child's new illustrated French Chef Cookbook as one of your three introductory books and "turn in" to such superb delights as Filets de sole Sylvestre (fish filets poached in white wine), Le Marquis au Chocolat (Chocolate-butter sponge cake) and Soufflé Démoulé Mouseline (a "collapse-proof" soufflé). There are over 100 magnificent recipes to choose from. Every one explained step by step—so you couldn't go wrong if you tried illustrated. Pub. ed., $6.95

Including if you wish—JULIA CHILD'S THE FRENCH CHEF COOKBOOK

**THE COMPLETE ROUND UP MEAT COOK BOOK**

Myra Waldo. Over 350 recipes—most delicacies from all over the world with helpful tips on what and how to buy each meat. Publisher's ed. $6.95

**THE WORLD MEAT COOK BOOK**

Dorothy B. Marsh. A completely new and revised edition features cooking instructions from the modern homemaker. Publisher's ed. $16.95

**THE BLENDER COOK BOOK**

A. Serrana. 500 tasty recipes designed to cut drudgery out of meal preparation. Publisher's ed. $6.95

**THE DRINKING MAN'S BOOK**

N.Y. school. Step-by-step instructions help you make your own test kitchens. Filled with full-color photos and line drawings. Publisher's ed. $6.95

**2-WAY COOK BOOK SHELF**

Stands on counter or hangs on wall. Holds up to a surprising 100 recipe cards. Publisher's ed. $6.95

**RECIPE FINDER**

A unique thumb-index system instantly locates your right cook book and page! Publisher's ed. $6.95

**PATTERNED COOK BOOK SHELF**

Stands on counter or hangs on wall. Holds up to a surprising 100 recipe cards. Publisher's ed. $6.95

You get three of these books for only $2.99 plus shipping and handling, mail card today. Your two free gifts will be included. If card has been returned write to:

**THE COOK BOOK GUILD, Garden City, N. Y. 11530**

SEND NO MONEY—MAIL ATTACHED CARD TODAY

**Extra FREE Gifts**

**RECIPE FINDER** . . . A unique thumb-indexed cross reference instantly locates your favorite recipes... sends you automatically to the right cook book and page.

**TRADERS COOK BOOK SHELF**

Stands on counter or hangs on wall. Holds up to a dozen cook books. Handsome black wrought iron effect, fits any decor.
Introducing an extraordinary way to redecorate for less than $20. Duro-Lite® Bulbs.

Things seem a bit ordinary? Want to cheer up a weary room? Just buy the different light bulb—Duro-Lite. Duro-Lite is the difference between ordinary and extraordinary lighting effects. You can have things bright and sparkling. Or dimly romantic.

Ideas will flow once you see: Flamescent (4), the torch-shape that gives the effect of romantic gaslight. Ideal for sconces and chandeliers in white, amber or pink....in a variety of decorative shapes. And, Chimney or Mini-Chimney (2) for indoor and outdoor. (They're weather-proof).

There's a Flicker Flame (6) too. If you didn't know, you'd be positive it was an actual candle. For a fabulous cut-glass effect, Crystaller (1). All this extra sparkle looks rich in living or dining areas.

Globelite (5) is the perfectly round shape that's a fixture all by itself. Use it in all its naked elegance or dandy up a Tiffany lamp. Its charm is heightened by a wide range of vibrant colors: white, candlelite, yellow and crstaller.

The newest departure in lighting is Flower Lites. (3). A soft floral 3 watt glow is the perfect night light for a bedroom, nursery, playroom or TV den.

There's everything in the Duro-Lite colle including the fact that Duro-Lite outlasts and shines by three times any ordinary light with a year's guarantee. Duro-Lite Bulbs are seen at lighting showrooms, department stores and everywhere better light bulbs are sold. Send for the colorful brochure "The Art of Decorating with Duro-Lite Bulbs (for less $20)." You'll find a myriad of lighting ideas that will enchant you and guide your decorating flair.

Send me "The Art of Redecorating with Duro-Lite Bulbs." Enclosed is 25¢ in coin for postage and handling.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip ______

Send to: Duro-Lite Lamps, Inc.
Dept. HG, 17-10 Willow St., Fair Lawn, New Jersey 07410
Home Lighting Division of Duro-Test Corp.
Like everything else, gift-giving has changed. The tie clasp has lost its grip. Handkerchiefs have given way to color-splashed tissues in a crystal-cut box. Candy is the sweeter when it comes in an old apothecary jar or a bone china serving dish. The House Gift has come into its own.

The House & Garden House Gift is the new status gift. The perfect choice for the man who has everything... and the young woman who is starting from scratch. It's a gift of the pleasure of food, drink, music; the comfort of light for the extra chair, the convenience of at-hand accessories. The ever-welcome House Gift is for the man who loves to cook, the woman who loves to garden, the couple who loves to entertain.

For this year's giving, consider an H&G House Gift. It's the gift of people who give of themselves, to enrich the environment of living, add to the ambiance of home.
superlative

Chelsea
Classics of American Craftsmanship

The Willard Banjo
Height 32" (inc. Eagle)
$225.00
Send for free illustrated catalog.

CLOCK
COMPANY
1118 Everett Avenue,
Chelsea, Massachusetts 02150

Capturing the romance of gracious plantation living in colonial Virginia, The James River Collection perpetuates a tradition in time-honored home furnishings.

Hickory Chair Company
HICKORY. NORTH CAROLINA
Send $1.00 for a colorful brochure showing the entire James River Collection of living room, dining room and bedroom furniture.

ON THE BOOKS

BOOKS TO BLOW THE MIND

and recordings to soothe the soul—way-out gifts that will always be in

BY JAY HERBERT

Every year about this time publishers pour forth a veritable torrent of book blockbusters designed to make handsome Christmas gifts. These volumes have several things in common: they are large; they are lavishly and opulently illustrated; the text is incidental to the illustrations (although it is often interesting and/or erudite); and the price is usually a whopper.

This year's incontestable winner on every one of these counts is Andrew Wyeth (Houghton Mifflin, $35 through December, then $75). Measuring 17 by 15 inches—almost the size of a coffee table itself—this volume contains 121 superb full page color reproductions of Wyeth's paintings. The text by Richard Meryman is succinct and makes generous use of quotes from Mr. Wyeth. And for the donor who has everything, including a bulging pocketbook, to give to someone very special, Gambit, Inc. has a limited edition of the book, each copy numbered and signed by the author. The price: $1500 to $2000.

Basking in the shadow of this titan, but still giants themselves, are other beautiful volumes. Picasso Theatre (Abrams, $25) contains the master's costume and set designs for plays, ballets, and films, with 447 meticulously reproduced drawings and paintings. Buckingham Palace and Its Treasures by John Harris, Geoffrey de Bellaigue, and Oliver Millar (Viking, $25) expounds the history and architecture of that famous palace, copiously illustrated with the fabulous wealth of art and bibelots therein. English Gardens and Landscapes, 1700-1750 by Christopher Hussey (Funk & Wagnalls, $15), gives plans, paintings, and drawings of famous eighteenth-century gardens with photographs of these gardens as they exist today—some of them open to the public.

Alexander Liberman, with a true artist's eye, is responsible for the exquisite photographs in Greece, Gods, and Art (Viking, $18.95 through December, then $22.50), with text by Iris C. Love. This is the world of ancient Greece—its terrain, architecture, magnificent art and artifacts—all reproduced in brilliant color. American Albam by Oliver Jensen (Simon and Schuster, $17.50), an American Heritage publication, is a nostalgic collection of early photographs of American life from 1839 to about 1930.

You might give the antique devotee, Pottery and Porcelain by Bevis Hillier (Meredith Press, $12.95), which treats ceramics from the eighteenth to early twentieth century—and to the admirer of the modern, Decorative Art in Modern Interiors edited by Ella Moody (Viking, $14). For the cook of the house there is a real gem: The Horizon Cookbook (Doubleday, $12.95 until Christmas, $16.50 thereafter). Part I of this two-in-one volume is a history of food, stunningly illustrated with paintings, drawings, photographs; part II gives 600 classic international recipes and menus. This is a rewarding book even for the non-cook.

If you can't decide whether to give a book or record, here is a compromise: The Generations of Israel (Columbia Records, 32B50012, $15), a two-record album with the music of Israel and the voices of many of its famous statesmen such as Levi Eshkol, Moshe Dayan, Abba Eban, accompanied by a beautiful hardbound book, record-size, presenting in a series of essays and numerous photographs the history of this brave little nation from the eighteen-eighties to the present. Many of the essays are by renowned Hebrew personalities such as Theodor Herzl, Henrietta Szold, Martin Buber, David Ben-Gurion, Nobel prize winner S. Y. Agnon. (This fascinating twosome would make an inspired Chanukah gift.)
A Selection of Records

If you prefer to give records, a thoughtful and different gift would be the recording of a great play or a poetry reading. All the following are by Caedmon, the giant in this field. A good choice might be More Stately Mansions, Eugene O'Neill's last broad-casting drama presented exactly as on Broadway with Ingrid Bergman, Arthur Hill, and Colleen Dewhurst (TRS 331, $18.85) or Paul Scofield, perhaps England's finest actor, in T. S. Eliot's majestic Murder in the Cathedral (TRS 330, $12.90). In Emily Dickinson: A Self-Portrait, Julie Harris creates a poignant characterization using material from the nineteenth-century poetess' letters and verse (TC 2026, $11.90), and Richard Wilbur Reading His Poetry presents a twentieth-century master (TC 1248, $5.95).

For the opera buffs, the outstanding record of the season might well be Donizetti's sparkling Théa du Printemps of the Regent-is with Joan Sutherland (London OS A1273, $11.58). If you seek an off-beat opera, there is Handel's Solomon with the New York Handel Society (RCA Victor LCS 6087, $17.37).

To give music that goes with the season, you might pick Baroque Christmas Cantatas (Vanguard VCS 10045, $3.50), or for music with a religious-like fervor, the imposing rendition of the Berlioz Requiem, Grande Messe des Morts conducted by Charles Munch with the Bavarian Radio Orchestra and Chorus (Deutsche Grammophon, 139264/65, $11.98). Admiring organ music will be delighted with a new album featuring E. Power Biggs, that giant among organists, playing Handel's Sixteen Organ Concertos (Columbia DS 5777, and DS 5778, $23.18) on an authentic Handel organ once played by the composer himself. The result is majestic and awe-inspiring.

Many people who like to bask in the nostalgia of old recordings would enjoy the new and improved releases of some classic disks, most of them rechanneled for stereo. In the Columbia Hall of Fame series, for instance, there are such gems as Les Milly's Blackbirds of 1928 (OL 6770, $0.79) featuring Duke Ellington, Calloway, the Mills Brothers, Bill Robinson, and Adelaide Hall, and Ethel Waters: On Stage and Screen, 1925-1940 (CL 2792, $4.79) with all Miss Waters' most famous hits. Epic Records in its Encore Series has The Bing Crosby Story, Vol. I, The Early Jazz Years, 1928-1932—a big title, a big record (E 2019, 9.59).

In the classical field Odyssey offers aLegendary Performance series, the most intriguing of which is The Fabulous Edison Cylinder (32160207, $2.49) and fabulous it is, recorded directly from the original disks played on one of the few remaining Edison Amberola machines. Among the artists are Leo Slezak, Frieda Hempel, Lucrèzia Bori. The earliest aria was recorded in 1908. A record belonging in the library of every serious collector.

Here are some additional suggestions that should please someone on your list: Kurt Weill's The Seven Deadly Sins (Deutsche Grammophon 139308, $5.79); Mahler's Symphony No. 6 in A Minor and Symphony No. 9 in D with Leonard Bernstein and the N. Y. Philharmonic (Columbia M3 5776, $17.39); Pierre Boulez Conducts Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique and Lélia, the Return to Life, Jean-Louis Barrault narrating the latter (Columbia 32810010, $7.79); Mendelssohn's Symphonies No. 1 and 2 (Mercury PHS 2904, $11.58) recorded for the first time in stereo; Berlioz (it seems to be his year) Nuits d'été and Ravel's Shéhérazade (Angel S-36055, $5.79), two exotic French song cycles sung by mezzo-soprano Janet Baker.

Next month, H & G's round-up of books and records for youngsters from cradle-rocking babies to hard-rocking teens.
Question: Can a woman be happy with one dinnerware pattern for all occasions?

Answer: Yes, if it is Denby Stoneware.

Breakfast for two or buffet for 20, Denby's unique beauty marks you as a woman of taste and a hostess to be remembered. Pattern: new Camelot in Royal Olive and White. A herringbone motif on vertical shapes helps capture the sculptured mood. Handcrafted in England; exceptionally strong; oven and dishwasher proof. 16 pc. starter set: $35.95.


**TINY TIM GIFTS**

to pad a Christmas card with an extra chirrup of cheer

Emerging sooner or later from the lovely holiday hubbub of major gift shopping and card addressing is the prospect known as The Gift That Is Only a Thought—the tiny present you want to give to a friend or acquaintance for whom a card isn't quite enough, but a bottle of champagne too much. However uncostly, these trifles—being tokens of affection—are important. But they must also be wrapped and mailed, so what better way to keep your Yule cool than to pop the trifle into a Christmas card, lick the stamps, and find a mailbox?

This bit of expedition involves two precautions: the gift itself, naturally, must be small enough to fit into a maxi-greeting card envelope (the mini is out), and it must be soft. During the holiday rush, post offices use high speed canceling presses that smash down with enough pressure to ruin anything lacking resilience. This narrows that field somewhat, but not insuperably. Handkerchiefs and sheer, not-too-large scarves are naturals, as would be—for the man who likes one—a bow tie. There are endless tiny books ranging from a minuscule Midsomer Night's Dream or a cook book for a gourmet chef (you do the cooking, he gorges) to very good maps of someone's favorite city. Like most people, H & G considers dogearing a book sacrilege, so why not a non-brittle book-mark folded up into a nice little pancake? Or, for someone's best sheets, a flat sachet? It makes a plump envelope, but a sweet one.

Needlecases, eyeglass cases, and card cases—if they are made of silk or velvet—telescope beautifully, and for travelers who like scented cold water washes for lingerie, you can get them in little packets no thicker than a wink. Less exotic, but enormously practical, a plastic rain bonnet can be compressed into a wafer the size of a folded handkerchief, and is a lot more help in an unheralded rain shower. A plastic, inflatable pillow has the same shrinking-violet talent.

These are only beginnings. There are dozens of Lilliput gifts for as many tastes—interesting old theatre programs, tiny prints and etchings, thin memo or address books, even something as simple as a favorite recipe long admired by a friend to whom you have never given it. (You don't know why—or if you do, remember that this is the season for giving.)

Whatever your trifle, it must have a pretty traveling companion, and if you feel, as so many people do these days, that the average Christmas card has been commercialized beyond endurance, try your local art museum, or, lacking one, write to one of the big and famous ones for a Christmas catalogue. It will cost only a quarter or so, and the cards are beautiful. That old school-days' chum will love a sachet snug in the shadow of a Rembrandt.

The refrigerator that goes where you go.

Keep the fun at your fingertips with Norcold's Entertainer. The compact refrigerator on a serving cart that rolls wherever the party goes. Thin-wall insulation provides 30% more storage, plenty of space for drinks, snacks, hors d'oeuvres. Handsome linear styling in walnut finish. See your local dealer or write . . .

**NORCOLD**

1501 Michigan Street, Sidney, Ohio 45365
A Subsidiary of the Stolle Corporation

**HOUSE & GARDEN**
CHRISTMAS CARDS
THAT SHOW YOU CARE

A single box of UNICEF cards is worth many times its weight in milk, medicine, or books to the world's hungering children.

To buy a UNICEF Christmas card or New Year's calendar is to give a gift of love and care to some hungry child who may have to sleep tonight on a mat of straw, just as another child slept on the chilly hay that first Christmas long ago.

With colorful illustrations donated by gifted artists from around the world, the cards' standard message is "Season's Greetings," printed in the five official languages of the United Nations: English, French, Spanish, Russian, and Chinese. The cards also come as blank notes, so you can use them all year round or insert your own Christmas message. A box of ten cards, each 4¼ by 6¼ inches and printed in color, is $1.50, the calendar, 6½ by 7½ inches, is $2.50. You can send for a brochure, which includes pictures of the calendar and all twenty-five card designs plus instructions for ordering, by writing to U. S. Committee for UNICEF, 331 East Thirty-eighth Street, New York, N. Y., 10016.

Spiral bound calendar with drawings back to back; so when the calendar pages are removed, an art book remains.

Card depicting a peaceful old French village snuggled under new snow. By Jean Eve of France.

A Christmas dream, with kings, reindeer, merry children, and even a unicorn. By Carolyn Jablonsky of the United States.

From British Columbia, a painting of happy holiday visits in a horse-drawn sleigh. By Vincent Haddelsey.

The Housemaster Chair whirls and twirls through a full circle of comfort.

And comes to rest at the most relaxing angles. Because it's designed on a 360° swivel, with or without tilt. Constructed on a patented, molded shell, the Housemaster is gracefully contoured, but deceptively strong. And comes with a matching swivel ottoman. Both available in your choice of rugged vinyl, or in Scotchgard protected wool and nylon fabrics specially designed by SELIG.

Send $1.00 for our new complete folio of fine designs to Selig Manufacturing Company, Leonminster.
the brilliant designs of Gordon’s . . .
Gordon’s glowing design produces a symphony of a cellarette. From the Whiteleigh group. Crafted of solid African Teak and carefully selected Pecan veneers. Fruitwood or Nut Brown finish. With a handsome alcohol-resistant interior plastic serving shelf. A “Safe-guard” lock which secures the lower compartment. Plus an automatic electric light and assorted beautiful glassware. Send 50C for catalog featuring this and other exciting designs.

TINY TREASURES FOR A GROWN-UP STOCKING
FOR SWEETHEARTS OR SPOUSES, ENCHANTING MINI-GIFTS THAT ARE INFINITELY PRACTICAL IN SPITE OF THEIR DASH
Pair of silver-plated napkin rings, lacy one from Denmark, the sleek silver circle from England. 1 1/2 inches across. Eisenberg Lozano. Each, $6 plus postage.

Slim plastic pen in silver holder with adhesive-coated bottom that clings to walls, phones, or countertops. 8 1/2 inches long. By Sheaffer, at Goldsmith, Bros. $5 plus postage.

For sailing weekends, camping out, foreign travel, or a quick afternoon whisk at the office, a wind-up shaver that really works. With zippered vinyl case. 4 1/8 inches. By Riviera De Luxe at Haverhills. $19.95 plus postage.

Transistor radio the size of your thumb, plus a carrying case that holds battery charger. Sony. $39.95 plus postage.

For holiday champagne bottles, French stopper of stainless steel, engraved with a grapeleaf. 1 1/4 inches. Bergdorf Goodman. $5 plus postage.

Three sticks of scented sealing wax plus a brass-eagle die to seal in the kiss. 4 inches long. Carolina Soap and Candle. $2.50 plus postage.

Tape measure that retracts onto lacquered paper-mâché spool. At The Pear Tree. $3.75 plus postage.

Magnifying glass that stands on its own three sterling silver legs. 1 inch in diameter. Tiffany. $6 plus postage.

How to diet ducally.
Duchess, pick up two of these exquisite, embossed, silver-plated saccharin boxes. His and Hers. Made in England for those who entertain royalty. 1 1/2 inches in diameter with removable lid. Life can be sweet if you know how. Only $5.50 each.

primitive art barometer or clock for distinctive wall decoration

For soiling weekends, camping out, foreign travel, or a quick afternoon whisk at the office, a wind-up shaver that really works. With zippered vinyl case. 4 1/8 inches. By Riviera De Luxe at Haverhills. $19.95 plus postage.

Transistor radio the size of your thumb, plus a carrying case that holds battery charger. Sony. $39.95 plus postage.

For holiday champagne bottles, French stopper of stainless steel, engraved with a grapeleaf. 1 1/4 inches. Bergdorf Goodman. $5 plus postage.

Three sticks of scented sealing wax plus a brass-eagle die to seal in the kiss. 4 inches long. Carolina Soap and Candle. $2.50 plus postage.

Tape measure that retracts onto lacquered paper-mâché spool. At The Pear Tree. $3.75 plus postage.

Magnifying glass that stands on its own three sterling silver legs. 1 inch in diameter. Tiffany. $6 plus postage.

Continued on page 50
J&B rare scotch. Pennies more in cost, worlds apart in quality.
VACUFLÒ

... built-in vacuum cleaning convenience

VACUFLÒ is an ideal house gift because there is no easier, or better way to vacuum your home. The VACUFLÒ system is built-in. No tanks to lug, cords to tug, No bags or filters to empty or change. Just insert the lightweight hose into a magic inlet valve and vacuum. Your home gets progressively cleaner. The VACUFLÒ system eliminates any recirculation of dust and dirt. Vacuum power is always constant. It empties the receptacle only three or four times a year. The system is convenient, efficient... and it adds extra value to your home. VACUFLÒ installs in a day in new or existing homes... and at a reasonable cost.

Write today... get all the facts.

H. P. Products, Inc.
Louisville, Ohio 44641

Please send free booklet on your VACUFLÒ Built-in Cleaning System.

Name
Address
City
State
Zip.

I'm considering an installation
( ) Now ( ) in 3 months
( ) 6 months ( ) a year

For use in ( ) new home
( ) existing home

TINY TREASURES FOR STOCKINGS continued from page 48

 Tiny glass eggs with delicate etchings of one of the twelve astrological signs. Left, a star-gazing Leo; right, the crab of Cancer. 1 inch long. Wilburt. Each, $5 ppd.

 Flashlight that will light your path for a year without change of battery. (Then you throw it away.) 3 1/2 inches. By Tensor at Sam Flax. $1.95 plus 75c postage.

 Bits of camel bone, hand-painted in Persia, to display on a little easel. 4 1/2 inches long. Ezoir. Each, $6.

 To fill the toes of a lady's slippers, flowered orange hearts with dangling golden elephants-on-chains. 4 inches high. The Pineapple. $2 plus postage.

 Dainty ballpoint pen of gold bamboo, to carry in an evening bag, or tally a bridge score. 4 inches. Tiffany, $64 plus postage.

 Spectacles that let you read a book or watch TV while flat on your back. Special prism lenses bounce the image to your eyes. 6 inches wide. Hammacher Schlemmer. $10 plus postage.

 Glass globe paperweight with minuscule black-eyed Susans deep inside. 1 1/2 inches wide. Venini. $6 plus postage.

 Traveling scissors from France that fold up to fit into their slim cobra case. 2 1/2 inches long. Lord & Taylor. 5.75 plus postage.

 ALL PRICES APPROXIMATE.
 FOR STORE ADDRESSES, SEE PAGE 155.
Create your get-away room ...with Bassett

There are times when every woman wants to get away from it all into her own private world, and that's when she needs a 24-hour bedroom retreat. A place to shut out noise and problems, listen to music, watch TV, hem a dress, write a friend, dream a little, or linger over a leisurely Sunday morning breakfast. All are easy to achieve with Bassett's total-living room ideas ... ideas that make every room in your home more liveable, with beautifully finished wood furniture, upholstered pieces from Bassett's Prestige division, and young ideas from Bassett's juvenile line. Send 50¢ for brochures on all our many styles to Bassett, Dept. M-81, Bassett, Virginia 24055.

El Prado armoire, under $255; headboard, under $115.

Bassett
GIVE FINE DESK APPOINTMENTS TO THAT MAN IN YOUR LIFE

When you give hand-crafted desk appointments by Smith Metal Arts to the businessman in your life, you give a lasting reminder, ever-present on the desktop, that you care. All items may be engraved for that personal touch. This year give Smith Metal Arts solid bronze, brass, aluminum or stainless steel accessories known to America's foremost executives for more than 50 years... at better stores and office furniture dealers, or contact us for your nearest store.

Send $1 bill at our risk for complete catalog.

smith metal arts
1721 Elmwood Avenue, Buffalo, New York 14207

The Hammary Elegance...

Furniture of distinction, flair and finesse... beautifully crafted with that unique Hammary look. Whether your taste is French, English or Italian, Hammary belongs in your home. For 36-page color booklet, send your name, address, and 50¢ to: Hammary Manufacturing Corporation, Department 33, Lenoir, North Carolina 28645.

HOW TO KEEP YOUR HOUSE YOUNG
TWELVE BASIC HAND TOOLS

Of the thousands of tools to choose from, these will help you do most ordinary household tasks

In this era of the almost non-existent handyman, a few well-chosen tools can constitute the homeowner's basic survival kit. Whether you were born with ten thumbs is no longer relevant. The point is simply that when things need fixing around the house, the only true friends you can count on are good old hand tools.

In order to help you determine which tools are truly basic and which supplemental, House & Garden has consulted nationally respected toolmakers. Our selection should satisfy the neophyte artisan, man or woman, homeowner or apartment dweller.

CLAW HAMMER Should weigh between 10 and 14 ounces. Don’t make the mistake of buying a lighter “woman’s” hammer: it won’t do the job (far better for a woman to pick the heavier model and hold it farther up on the handle). Make sure the head is forged, not cast, and that the V opening between claws is finely machined. Most important, choose a hammer that feels well balanced when you swing it.

SCREWDRIVER The range seems infinite—stubbies, ratchets, Phillips, magnetized, interchangeable, etc. If you have to settle for a single type, make it one with a good grip, a 4-inch blade, and a 1/4-inch tip. But don’t settle for that if you can help it. Ideally you should have a wide enough variety of screwdrivers (or screwdriver bits which can be interchanged in a single handle) to ensure that you have a snug-fitting tip for any screw slot commonly encountered. Screwdriver sets, which usually consist of four separate ones with different size blades and tips, can take care of most ordinary needs.

If you own a hand drill, you can fit it with screwdriver bits of various sizes. This combination enables you to drive a screw with considerably more force than can be realized through wrist strength applied to a simple screwdriver.

CROSSCUT SAW Of the two basic kinds of hand saws—crosscut and rip—the crosscut saw will be used a great deal more by the weekend carpenter. The difference between the two is easy to understand when you know that a crosscut is designed to saw across the grain, and a rip saw with the grain. Such common handyman tasks as cutting moldings, 2-by-4’s, posts, braces, and frames almost invariably require sawing across the grain. The best single piece of advice for anyone choosing a hand saw is simply: buy a good one. Any quality saw will be thinner at the back edge (or top, as you hold the saw in your hand) than at the teeth edge. This taper discourages binding in the wood itself as you push the saw back and forth.

Other saws for other jobs come in fascinating shapes and sizes. As proficiency and need grow, you will want to look into hack saws (for making precision cuts such as mortised corners), compass and keyhole saws (for cutting curved shapes starting from a drilled hole), coping saws (for intricate patterns in thin wood), and hack saws (for cutting metals).

HAND DRILL There are two basic types: the egg-beater or twist, and the brace and bit. Either is used to bore holes in wood or to start screws. Although the mechanism in each type is simplicity itself, the quality should be superior. Since the tool is a receptacle for a wide range of drill and screwdriver bits, the fastening jaws must be well-machined and sturdy.

Continued on page 54
The good friend you don't have to leave behind.

If you don't know where the future will take you, get the dishwasher you can take with you. The versatile KitchenAid convertible-portable dishwasher.

You can use it as a portable the day you buy it. No installation necessary.

Or, you can build it in whenever you're ready. Just like that.

For all the details, see your KitchenAid dealer. (He's in the Yellow Pages.) Or write KitchenAid Dishwashers, Department 8DA-11, The Hobart Manufacturing Company, Troy, Ohio 45373.

KitchenAid
Dishwashers and Disposers
By the makers of Hobart commercial dishwashers and food waste disposers.
PLIERS Along with the screwdriver, a pair of ordinary slip-joint pliers may be called for almost daily by both the young woman living in an efficiency apartment. The most common and versatile pliers have adjustable jaws with a milled, or striated, gripping surface inside. Buy a pair made of forged alloy or carbon steel, rather than the cheaper cast-iron variety.

KNIFE Until recent years, a jackknife couldn’t be topped for all-around hardness. Today, however, there are a number of patented knives with filet-size grips and provision for quickly snapping up fresh, razor-sharp blades. These, for many household jobs, are safer and surer than old-fashioned pocket knives.

CHISEL Like screwdrivers, chisels come in awesome variety. But there are only two basic kinds: wood chisels and, for cutting metals, cold chisels. The amateur should limit himself to wood chisels until he gets the feel in perfect cutting condition.

LARGER ARM Usually measures 24 inches, the smaller 16. With this size, the rule is left blank along one edge so that you can make a mark with a pencil to indicate the actual length you need.

THE RULE The best rule for having a rule is: Get a well-marked one. In carpentry, the 6-foot zig-zag hinged rule is most versatile. You can now buy such a rule with a “memory.” That is, the rule is left blank along one edge so that you can make a mark with a pencil to indicate the actual length you need.

TRY SQUARE Performing the most rudimentary carpentry without this small measuring device is unthinkable. The try square is used as a guide for marking saw cuts on milled lumber, for checking the trueness of ends and edges of lumber. A typical try square consists of a steel blade ranging from 4 to 12 inches and graduated in inches and fractions of an inch. This blade is set at a 90 degree angle in a wood handle. More elaborate try squares are adjustable, so that tighter or wider angles may be measured and marked.

Carpenter’s LEVEL A larger measuring device, it has two arms set at right angles; the larger arm usually measures 24 inches, the smaller 16. With this level, you can accurately measure large pieces of lumber such as plywood and wallboard, linoleum etc. As your skill increases, you may want one with several scales on the back that will be of value in estimating amounts of materials needed.
Eisenhower Presidential Decanter

The third in our Limited Edition Presidential Series pays tribute to Dwight David Eisenhower, 34th President of these United States.

On the face of the decanter, "Ike" is depicted in the statesman-like manner most associated with him. And, on the back is engraved his promise to the Allied peoples during World War II: "... Peace with Justice."

This handsome amethyst decanter with iridescent highlights is timed to coincide with Eisenhower’s Birthday, October 14th. It takes its place beside our other two Presidential Decanters on John Fitzgerald Kennedy and Franklin Delano Roosevelt as a First Edition Collector's Item. Together, the three make an historic and colorful Collection.

Eisenhower Decanter, 7¼" high, $5.00 in gift box, at stores on adjoining page. FDR Decanter: $10.; JFK Decanter: $12.95 at same stores.

A reflection of the Past, Present and Future.

NOVEMBER, 1968
V

THE HOLD EVERYTHING CONTAINER

In our package-mad world, practically everything comes wrapped in something. The problem is how to store foods and the like once they're opened without accumulating an unsightly hodgepodge of jars, cartons, and miscellaneous containers. The happy solution: Corning's new wardrobe of store 'n see Pyrex containers. They are transparent, so you can tell at a glance what's in them. They stack, to economize on space. They go directly from refrigerator to oven, for reheating leftovers. They are airtight so you can store just about everything in them, even potato chips or candy. They are so good looking, with their avocado or white lids, they can be kept in full sight. The tall one might be used for a cocktail shaker; the smaller one for pencils or paperclips on a desk or for cotton puffs in the bathroom. And to cap it all, they are sold separately. You need buy only the size you want, from a 6-ounce jar for 79c to a 5-pound giant, S1

Plastic screw-on tops make jars airtight, keep staples continuously fresh. There are six sizes and three diameters, and the widest have a grasp-handle in the lid to facilitate opening. Small jars, stacked or lined up on open shelf, serve prettily as spice and herb containers.

Because they are heat-proof, the jars can go into the oven (use aluminum foil to replace plastic tops). So you can use them to warm up baby food, vegetables, ice-cream toppings and to store them too.

A WELL-DESIGNED SOFA

And there are thousands more unlike it. Custom Mates is a collection of sofas and matching chairs with an almost unlimited number of variations. Choose from three basic designs—French, Italian or Mediterranean. Three wood finishes. Three back styles. 91 exclusive fabrics treated with Scotchgard®. All interchangeable at one price! So you wind up with upholstered furniture that's right in every single detail.


AMERICAN OF MARTINSVILLE
All other indoor-outdoor carpets were made with 'The Big Fiber.' They'd be the world's toughest indoor-outdoor carpet, too.

Four Seasons Niagara is the carpet made with Marvess CG, fiber twice as thick as any other in fiber.

The fiber is twice as strong. So is the carpet. Four Seasons Niagara indoor-outdoor carpet by G.F.I. is made with face of Marvess olefin CG, the big fiber from Phillips 66. Stepping, stamping and stomping won't wear it down. Or wear it out. And just a damp sponge wipes most stains away. Outdoors, it hoses clean and resists rotting, mildew, insects and the effects of weather.

Because Marvess CG holds colors better, our decorator colors are brighter, richer and longer lasting.

Niagara is unlike any other indoor-outdoor carpet you've seen. The Big Fiber makes the big difference.
Going places, finding things in
THE ABC ISLANDS
AND CARACAS
By Elisabeth Lambert Ortiz

One of the greatest advantages of the KLM flight from New York to Caracas, Venezuela, is that you can stop off at the islands of the Netherlands Antilles at no extra cost. Recently I fitted in a week on three of these—Aruba, Bonaire, and Curaçao—known as the ABC islands. Distances are so short between Curaçao and her sister islands that even day trips are perfectly feasible via ALM, the Netherlands Antilles airline.

Curaçao

For me, one of the perennial charms of the Caribbean islands is that each one is distinctive in character, and I found Curaçao no exception. One of its most entertaining aspects is the local language, Papiamento—a combination of Portuguese, Spanish, Dutch, English, and African words that took its name from the Portuguese verb papear, to jabber. Dutch, of course, is the official language of Curaçao. Spanish and English are used as well, but everyone speaks Papiamento. The islanders insist that it is a genuine language (it is, in fact, taught at the University of Amsterdam) that has evolved from the speakers choosing whatever word pleased them from the languages available.

The cuisine of Curaçao is as mixed-up as the language, with the islanders again adopting whatever pleased them from the multiple culinary influences to which they have been exposed. I found their empanadas made with masa harina (pre-cooked corn flour), pastechi (shrimp-stuffed patties), sopito (coconut soup), and stoba (kid and cucumber stew) all very good and original. The best place to sample the native dishes is at the hotels, such as the Curaçao Inter-Continental, Curaçao Hilton, Flamboyant Beach, and Avila Beach, and at the Jan Christiaan Restaurant at Westpunt, where the food is authentically native.

Dutch-like Willemstad

Willemstad, the capital of Curaçao, is, in the unblinking Caribbean sunshine, paradoxically reminiscent of Holland. The streets are lined with houses and shops ranging in age from the early eighteenth century to the present, all decorated with scrolls and traceries of painted wood and topped with the steep tile roofs and baroque gables typical of Dutch architecture. Legend has it that a former governor suffered from headaches. His doctor at-

Continued on page 62
The **Lively Look** starts with Tell City Braided Rugs

If you want to make your Early American room look different—start from the floor. Pick a color from Tell City’s vibrant braided rugs. Carry this theme through walls, drapes and fabrics. Add authentic patterns of Tell City Young Republic dining, bedroom or living room furniture. Then select some of Tell City’s more than 200 original accessories. It’s fun to decorate this way. Mistake proof, too! And the nice part is that you can get everything you need from your Tell City Dealer!
tributed these to the sunlight reflected from the white houses, so the governor banned white houses from the island. Whether the story is apocryphal or not, color certainly predominates on buildings—shades of yellow contrasting with bright orange tiles, pastel pinks with warm red brick, deep greens and pale blues—an effect particularly striking in streets where the buildings are packed closely together. Some houses are even painted different colors on the front, back, and sides.

The most famous feature of Willemstad is Queen Emma pontoon bridge, which is said to swing open something like 7,000 times a year to allow tourist and cargo ships to enter or leave St. Anna Bay. Although much of the fun of the island is in ship-watching, you do not have to wait for Queen Emma to swing closed for cross-harbor traffic as there is a free ferry.

The bay nearly bisects the town into Punda, where most of the action is; and Otra Band—“the other side”—where you can visit the Curacao Museum, a restored Dutch plantation house furnished with antiques, paintings of the colonial epoch, and weapons and implements belonging to the Caiquetios, original inhabitants of the island. Occasionally there are exhibitions of local paintings and other works of art so that the museum encapsulates the history of the island.

**Shopping in Curacao**

Undoubtedly the most popular part of Curacao is the five-square-block shopping area in Willemstad, overflowing with luxury goods from all over the world at prices often half what they would be in the United States.

The Huisvliet, the Home Industry Exchange, located in one of the shops in the old Waterfort on the harbor, specializes in crafts. Among the usual array of baskets and straw hats, I found coconut planters made from the hollowed out shell of the ripe nut, painted and polished. The Divi-Divi shop in the main shopping area has more handicrafts, including the Curacao national costume—a long, full skirt in brightly colored cotton with a white blouse trimmed with lace, and square head scarves that the sales staff will teach you to fold and tie in the traditional Curacaoan manner. Occasionally, they have really impressive carved coral pieces by a local artist and poet, Elis Juliana.

Near the shopping area is the Mikwe Emanuel Synagogue, built by the Jewish community in 1732. It is the oldest synagogue in the western hemisphere. The yellow and white stucco exterior contrasts with the dim, cool interior, all dark, carved wood with massive brass chandeliers hanging from the mahogany ceiling. The floor is covered with a thick layer of white sand, symbolic of the Jews wandering in the desert before they reached the Promised Land. The synagogue has a permanent exhibition of old Hebrew ceremonial artifacts.

While you are in the shopping area, it is also worth stopping to study the Autonomy Monument on New Harbor Road. Few modern monuments seem to me to be worth looking at, but this striking sculptural form showing six birds leaving the nest symbolizing Holland and the six islands of the Netherlands Antilles—is both unusual and pleasing.

Quite near the monument is the floating market, a reminder...
"flower-fresh"... really clean

Colors brighten, fibers liven when your DURACLEAN Specialist absorption-cleans your furnishings

Even light colored furnishings and delicate fabrics can be entrusted to Duraclean. This modern cleaning process eliminates soaking and harsh scrubbing that shorten the life of carpet fibers and upholstery fabrics. Your local Duraclean Specialist applies a scientifically formulated foam that absorbs the dirt. Furnishings are dry and ready for use the same day. Your trained Duraclean technician does the cleaning right in your home. Before he leaves, every piece of furniture is back in place... ready to enjoy, flower fresh and really clean.

Call your Duraclean Specialist. He's listed in the yellow pages.

Send for Free Book on selecting proper cleaning methods for carpets and furniture and name of your nearest Duraclean Specialist.

DURACLEAN INTERNATIONAL, Dept. B-2N Deerfield, Illinois 60015

Please mail me a gift copy of your book on carpet and furniture cleaning methods and name of my Duraclean Specialist.

Name: __________________________
Address: ________________________
City: ___________________________ State: _____ Zip: ______
Noritake introduces a carefree new approach to fashionable cooking and dining with beautiful, practical PROGRESSION China. Just imagine:

- a true, fine quality china, with a sparkling snow-white body...
- that actually goes from freezer or refrigerator, to flame or oven, to table or buffet...
- yet so strong and durable Noritake offers a two year free replacement guarantee against breaking or chipping under normal household use...
- completely dishwasher safe, of course
- with versatile Saucepan, that becomes a Dutch Oven, Oven Casserole or Vegetable Bowl on the table...
- and a Skillet, that turns into a Souffle Pan, Baker or attractive Serving Dish...
- and, naturally, a magnificent stove-to-table Percolator, with stainless steel coffee basket and pump.

Noritake China patterns come in open stock, and feature today's most prized designs and decorator colors. Detachable, stay-cool handle available for Saucepan and Skillet.

Be sure to see new Noritake PROGRESSION China at better stores everywhere or write for free brochure and name of your nearest dealer.
of how very close the mainland is. Small boats arrive daily loaded
with produce from there and the neighboring islands. They are
drawn up at a convenient wharf and the shoppers trade exactly
as if these were prosaic land-based shops.

The islanders are used to traffic with the mainland. Twice
during the struggle to liberate South America from Spanish domi-
nation, Simón Bolívar took refuge in Curaçao as did his colleague
Francisco de Miranda, the pioneer of Venezuelan liberty. The
house where Bolívar’s sisters lived during their stay in 1812, an
eight-sided building with a tiled roof, known as the Octogon, has
just been restored and is open to the public. The interior is fur-
nished as it was when it housed its illustrious guests.

Exploring Curaçao

In spite of the cooling effect of the Trades, pleasantly warm
Curaçao can get uncomfortably hot as the tropical sun beats
down. While there are taxis at reasonable rates and hotel bus
services at rather infrequent intervals, I found it advisable to
hire a small car for forays around the island. I wanted to explore
the little beaches, of which there are about thirty-eight in all. My
favorite was Playa Alto (Beach Below). To reach it you climb
down rough stone steps to a tiny cove where the beach is covered
with small branches of tree coral and the sand is so white and
fine that, when wet, it is almost like a paste. I have never seen
water so clear. Near the shore it is a pale, translucent green, and
farther out, turquoise shading gradually through royal blue to
indigo. As I swam in this crystal-clear water a friendly fish per-
sisted in nudging me, the first time I can claim to have been
pursued by a fish.

On one of my beach explorations, I stopped to see Brievegat,
a restored plantation house just north of Willemstad. Although
it is open to the public, it is also a private residence, and you must
telephone ahead (the local Tourist Office is very helpful in mak-
ing arrangements for you). The house, built in 1710, has arced galleries in front and back and is furnished with some fine Dutch
antiques and, according to local superstition, inhabited by a pair
of friendly ghosts, an elderly man and woman, who are supposed
to have been seen a number of times.

The sister islands

Curaçao is flanked by Bonaire and Aruba, its sister islands.
Bonaire is a breeding place for pink flamingos, herons, snipe,
terns, pelicans, green parrots, and parakeets. It is a good place
for swimming and fishing and has all the necessary hotel facilities
for a pleasant stay. Serious bird watchers should check the local
tourist bureau for the best dates to go to Bonaire, but there will
always be enough variety for the amateur.

Aruba is a very small island. The coast is lined with beauti-
ful beaches, some where the resort hotels are to be found, and
also a very fine public beach with palm-thatched lean-tos and
picnic tables. Although there is not a great deal to see on Aruba,
I did enjoy driving around the island’s windward coast where the
landscape is strangely forbidding. Instead of the white sand and
clear sea of the leeward coast, the Caribbean hurls itself on rocks
it has weathered into curious formations. The vegetation is brown
and scabby, scoured by the unceasing wind, and the piled-up
rocks are almost sinister. The sea’s endless pounding has formed
a natural bridge and, on another part of the northern coast, huge
boulders of diorite litter the landscape. It is amazing that so small
Continued on the next page

Remember your last party?
Where did everyone end up?

OVEMBER, 1968
Showing off your most treasured possessions can be accomplished with dramatic style and tasteful elegance with Allan Keith's newest, hand-crafted display cabinet. Soft illumination and invisibly suspended shelves present your collection unobstructed through an identically framed pattern of handsomely sculptured panels. There are over three hundred other inspirations created by Allan Keith at fine stores everywhere. Send one dollar for brochure: Box 120, 1933 South Broadway, Los Angeles, California 90007.

Wouldn't you rather have a bedroom decorated by Nettle Creek

Imagine the loveliness of Bedspreads, Headboards, Draperies, and Boudoir Chairs custom made for you from fabulously coordinated prints, solids and textured fabrics—all with that Nettle Creek flair! It's so easy and the cost is just a little more than the ordinary. Send $1.00 now for our 48-page color booklet “Beautiful Bedrooms.” Nettle Creek Industries, Dept.H-14, Peacock Rd., Richmond, Indiana

Surprising Caracas

It is only a brief flight from Aruba to Caracas, the capital of Venezuela, a city that lies in a long, narrow valley 3,000 feet up in the coastal mountain range. The air is fresh, clear, and invigorating, and my first impression was that this must surely be one of the world’s most energetic cities. Porters leaped forward for my baggage and the customs officials seemed to be in a positive hurry to deal with me. It seemed only a matter of minutes before I was in a taxi speeding along the super highway en route to my hotel. Throughout my stay I was constantly struck by the activity and air of cheerful optimism in this city of nearly two million people, and by its verdancy and color.

The landscape is brilliant with flowering trees and shrubs—purple-blossomed jacaranda, red-petaled acacia, climbing bougainvillea in shades of pink, scarlet, and purply-red. The buildings vie with the landscape for attention. A low-cost housing development painted in bright pinks, red, blues, and yellows seemed to have taken its cue from that gaudy local bird, the large-billed toucan, whose colors range through pale blue to yellow and fiery red. The development was built by the government to replace the shanty towns that have swarmed up some of the hillsides around the city, but even these ramshackle and desperate homes of the very poor are bright with paint and, wherever possible, flowers. Curiously, all this vivid color seems not garish but appropriate under the clear equatorial sun.

Caracas was partially destroyed in the earthquake of 1812 and it was only after the discovery of oil that modern Caracas was built. The best-known landmark is the thirty-story Centro Simón Bolívar, a huge modern complex with twin glass towers and many criss-crossing underground ramps for cars, pedestrians, restaurants, and shops. The center is flanked by the many-gay colored colonial church of Santa Teresa, a contrast that points up the change in the character of the city. Another of the surviving colonial buildings in the center of the city is the house where Simón Bolívar was born and lived for many years. Much of the original furniture is still here, and some of the walls have been decorated by Venezuela's well-known painter, Tito Salas, with scenes from Bolivar’s life. The Bolivarian Museum next door displays relics of the conquest, colonial, and independence epochs.

Continued on page 68
People always end up in the kitchen. Luckily, this one is carpeted with LesCare:

LesCare makes morning after clean-ups a breeze. Takes less care than hard floors. Resists stains. Spills wipe right up because soil stays on the surface. Just spot clean or vacuum when needed. The deep, densely tufted Acrilan® acrylic fibers (149,000 tufts per square yard) create a lower, tighter pile for better crush resistance, longer wear.

And LesCare is non-allergenic and mildew-proof. Its special Backstop® backing holds the surface to provide an extra cushion of comfort and safety. LesCare can be installed over most existing floors. At a cost comparable to traditional kitchen floors.

But don't limit LesCare to the kitchen. Cozy up patios, porches, boat decks, poolsides, terraces, walkways and mud rooms. Select from 3 textures. A handsome tight loop pile (shown below). A decorator-perfect Tweed. And a luxurious new Plush. In a total of 18 beautiful colorations.

Put Cabin Crafts LesCare in your life. And live a little more!
Once the home of the Marquis del Toro, this huge colonial mansion contains a comprehensive collection of furniture, tapestries, paintings, books, and so on. Wandering over the beautiful red tile floors and through indoor gardens and private patios, I felt more than a twinge of nostalgia for the past.

Venezuela does not have a very extensive native cuisine and most of the Caracas restaurants serve international food. The best place to sample the *cocina típica* is the Alvarez, and perhaps the most typical dish is *pabellón*, which is fried shredded beef in a spicy, peppery sauce, with white rice, black beans, and fried plantain. Sugar is occasionally served on the side but may be ignored, and in my opinion should be. *Hellucus* are another traditional dish and are rather like Mexican tamales wrapped in banana leaves. The *masa* however is made from a different type of corn and is extremely light and delicate. *Sancocho*, made with chicken, cassava, and pumpkin is the local *pot-au-feu* and *arepas* are the Venezuelan tortillas, but quite different from the Mexican type.

A very elegant French restaurant, Henri IV, does interesting things with the *cocina criolla*. Its version of the native *chipsi-chipsi* soup has a base of rich beef stock mixed with dry white wine instead of the rather watery consommé in which the tiny tropical clams, shells and all, usually float.

**Shopping in Caracas**

I discovered some interesting Venezuelan handcrafts in Caracas.

The best shops, both of which are near Plaza Venezuela, are Folklore and Pro-Venezuela, which has a permanent exhibit in its *Salon de Exhibiciones*. Both shops sell ceramic vases and candlesticks in colonial designs; brightly-colored handwoven Indian blankets in plaids, stripes, and solids that make wonderful wall hangings or bedspreads; intricately woven hammocks, called *chichorros*; and *maraos*, mats made from heavy straw in natural color. The edges are scalloped and the mats, usually from 2 to 3 feet in diameter, are used on the floors of informal rooms in Venezuela to display current magazines. You can also get inexpensive necklaces made of unusual seeds that make good small gifts and, of course, *maraos* and *cuatros*, the traditional four-stringed guitars, beautifully made and decorated. There is an assortment of typical peasant clothes—the full cotton skirt, lace trimmed blouse, and *cotzhos*. These flat leather sandals with enormous, bright colored wool pompons on top, worn by the Goajiro Indian women, are so offbeat and amusing that I bought quite a few pair for Christmas gifts. For men there are *alpargatas* with rather stiff leather soles and woven string tops, not quite such fun, but good for the beach.

Despite the gold crisis, you can still buy *casique* coins in most jewelry shops. They represent the heads of the eighteen Indian chieftains who fought against the Spanish conquistadores in the sixteenth century and may be bought separately in five sizes, ranging from one a bit smaller than a dime—fine for earrings—up to one a bit larger than a fifty-cent piece that would make a matching pendant. The coins also make unusual cuff links.

I enjoyed the shopping, the sightseeing, and most of all the fresh, fresh air of Caracas so much that I was more than a little reluctant to return to air-polluted New York and the daily chore—what else can you call it—of breathing.
Meet him tonight in dreamland and let the gentleness of cotton cushioning take you there. Cotton cushioning—gentle but firm. Gentle enough to relax tired muscles. Firm enough to support you evenly from head to toe. Press down on a cotton-innerspring mattress; feel the controlled give-and-take. No mushy softness; no uneasy sinking sensation. And cotton cushioning keeps you cool. Air moves freely through the layers of cotton, rids them of heat and moisture. Asleep or awake, in bedding or furniture, there's no dreamier comfort than cotton cushioning. Insist on it.
How to redecorate any room in your home for under $100

Maybe you've got a room or two going kind of "blah" on you. But haven't got a small fortune handy for new furniture, rugs, drapes or repainting.

There's a quick, painless, inexpensive way to bring fast, fast relief to tired rooms.

Lighting fixtures.
From Progress Lighting. World's largest manufacturer of lighting fixtures for the home.

New fixtures and chandeliers — and new ideas in lighting — can change the appearance of a room as easily as you change your mind. And give you better lighting where you need it.

Take a good look at some of those old fixtures that came with your home or apartment. Isn't it time for a change?

Whether you choose one new fixture for $10, or beautifully styled Progress chandeliers up to $200, nothing else so inexpensive can make such a dramatic difference in your home.

One idea is this Progress Tiffany model, (under $100). Try it where you wouldn't expect it to be. At one end of a sofa, for instance. Above a cocktail table. In a library, kitchen, den or bedroom.

Visit a Progress showroom for hundreds of other ideas. The lighting experts there will show you a whole new approach to lighting and decorating your home.

The easy way.

5. "The Zodiac—Cosmic Sounds," a long-playing record to add atmosphere to your zodiac party—one song for each of the twelve signs. Music by Mort Garson, lyrics by Jacques Wilson. Elektra Records #EKS-74009. $4.79.* 6. The twelve signs of the zodiac, each sculptured on the handle of a silver teaspoon, along with the month and special flower belonging to the sign. $11.50 each by Gorham.* 7. Lucite cubes with signs of the zodiac, each side painted a different, vivid color. 2½ inches. To use singly as paperweights, or perhaps to arrange as a centerpiece to go with your zodiac-inspired plates. $10 each at Cornucopia. 8. Each of the twelve heavenly signs etched in the center of a Val St. Lambert crystal coaster. $27.50 for the set at Tiffany & Co. 9. Revolving globe that opens roughly at the equator to reveal a chart of the heavens inside. In lower half is a brass ice bucket and ample room for glasses to celebrate your favorable days or ease the bad ones. 40 inches high. $595 at Richard Ginori.

*NATIONALLY DISTRIBUTED. FOR STORE ADDRESSES, SEE PAGE 155.
a Casa Royale! If you have been captivated by the touch
nish in home decorating mood, see the new Casa Royale grouping by
ler. It is a complete collection of sofas with go-together chairs and
ing tables—designed to add that distinctive flair of Spanish design, with-
getting your practical nature. All pieces are built down to the floor for
assive Mediterranean look that's IN in home decorating, with hidden
es for easy housekeeping (and mind-changing, too). Each has the addi-
ating depth for extra comfort. Dozens of fabric designs, including cut
k, new Scotchgard-protected prints, and others in the Spanish mood.

You're right at home with KROEHLER

THE FURNITURE NAME THAT GOES INTO MORE
LIVING ROOMS THAN ANY OTHER IN THE WORLD.

Decorator Showcase Booklet, 25¢
Write for Kroehler's just-off-the-press, 32-page furniture and dec-
orating booklet. Send 25¢ to P.O.
Box 5067, Chicago, Illinois 60680.
What You Can Do About Your Nervous-Tension Headache

What Causes It? What's Best To Take?

Emotional stress causes most headaches. Tension (1) causes muscles to tighten. (2) Press on blood vessels, reduce blood supply and irritate nerves. This results in (3) more pain, more tension, more pressure on nerves. Your headache gets worse.

What's best to take? Why not the strong pain-relief medication doctors recommend most for headaches? You'll find it in Anacin®. Anacin is a special fortified formula that gives you twice as much of this soothing medication as the other leading extra strength tablet. In minutes Anacin... turns off pain so...relaxes tense muscles...and lets circulation re-establish itself...helps prevent further irritation of nerves.

Notice how fast Anacin breaks up your nervous headache — lets you feel better all over.

Despite its strength, Anacin is safe taken as directed. It doesn't leave you depressed, groggy. And it's gentle on the stomach. Next time take Anacin Tablets.

WHAT'S NEW FOR LIVING

House of foam

According to Domenico Mortellito, the sculptor who is chairman of DuPont's Color Council, the coming residential building material is rigid urethane. Our future foam houses, he claims, will be amphibious shelters that can either float free or rotate easily with the sun. His model of a urethane structure, right, could be cast in two parts from a giant mold, would include dining and service areas. "Since five-eighths of the earth's surface is water, it is inevitable that man will one day spend most of his time on it."

Atomic sculpture

To the artist, every material has a potential. John Flynn unleashes the hidden inner beauty of plastic by aiming a stream of electrons through 2-by-10-inch bars, which etches delicate crystal configurations or leafy traceries deep within them. He does it with a 7-million volt linear accelerator and calls the results "ionization tracks of high energy electrons captured in plexiglass." At America House in New York, where the bars are sold as objets de virtu they are called Crystal Trees.

IN BRIEF

THE KIT BAG. For the fledgling furniture refinisher, a special order antique-it-yourself kit contains paint matched to any scrap of wallpaper or fabric. The kit, $20 for enough to antique an armchair, includes step-by-step instructions and a wood sample showing exactly how your finished piece should look. THE SECOND HOME TAKES TO THE ROAD. Newest addition to our mobile society is the self-propelled mobile home powered by its own engine. Vacationers find them roomier and easier to drive than conventional house trailers. THE HYGIENIC HEARTH. If the objective is clean hands, the battle of the
New on the party scene: a buffet trolley that can roll the high drama of flambé foods to center stage anywhere—cherries jubilee on the terrace, crêpes at poolside, kidneys flambé in the dining room. The Flambi, which has a built-in double brazier on one end, a food warmer on the other, and plenty of counter space makes the theatrical practical.

Stick-to-it-ive fabrics
Cloth that clings may mean cotton or even burlap now that these sturdies are being backed with a pressure-sensitive coating that adheres on contact. They might well inspire any do-it-yourselfer to a binge of peel-and-stick upholstery of walls, headboards, screens. The cotton prints and the jute hopscotching in solid colors or tweed effects all come in 18-inch wide rolls, 9 feet long. Blue and gold tweed adds textured luxury to Sufeco’s inexpensive peel-and-stick paper closet organizers, above, and the scraps were used to cover a desk set, left.

fireplace has been won by Box O’ Fire, a carton smaller than a loaf of bread that contains cannel coal and a starter. The combination lights with a single match, burns for hours. THE DURABLE PRESSER. Skeptical of, or perhaps inspired by, the flood of no-iron fabrics, the newest electric irons are equipped with “permanent press” settings. IN THE AIR. Among the new products in spray cans—soft drink concentrates, dessert toppings, etc.—the most elemental is “Omit,” a can of air. Its 1,500 pin-point jets of moisture-free filtered vapor whisk dust from chandeliers, out of crevices, or off a collection of tiny thingumabobs.

This is Keller’s frankly luxurious Formal Mediterranean

BILANCIA isn’t just “something for the dining room” … it also satisfies your feminine soul! Rich carved detailing, an air of handcrafted quality—a delightfully expensive look! All protected by washable Armor-Gard plastic tops and Guardsman finish. So beautiful. BILANCIA!

KELLER MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
CORYDON, INDIANA 47112

America’s Fine Dining Furniture Specialists including Modern, Early American, Italian Classic and Mediterranean styles.

Send 10¢ for professional “Decorator Tips” to Dept. HC-118

Player Piano by Keller with Art Deco influence
The Carpet Anything Carpet

Invent a place to carpet, then carpet it with Textra by Firth. It’s made 27” wide with its own attached rubber back, with a pile of tough weather resistant, washable Herculon® olefin fiber to hold up indoors and out. For $1.79 a linear foot you can afford to let your imagination go.

© REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF HERCULES INCORPORATED, WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, FOR ITS OLEFIN FIBER.
An out-of-the-ordinary gift for your very special friends

HOUSE & GARDEN

the Christmas present that delivers pleasure all year

To give House & Garden, simply mail the order form today. We’ll do the rest: sign gift cards for you, and send them to your friends’ homes just before Christmas.

Every month during the coming year, we’ll deliver another of your House & Garden presents.
FAVORITE UTENSILS OF A COOKERY PRO

Robert Carrier, the food expert whose London party kitchen appears on page 134, insists on utensils made out of the best materials and designed for serious cookery. He likes tools that have a simple, natural look and chooses as carefully for the shelves of the Carrier Cookshops now in American department stores as he does for his own kitchen. Here are some of his selections for cooking, and for serving. For a list of stores where you can buy them, see page 134.

1. Sturdy, practical wineglasses and carafes, the kind they use in French bistros. These are non-tippable, pleasantly heavy in the hand, dishwasher proof.

2. Traditional English earthenware bowls. An unprecedented size range includes mixing bowls with edges for easy grip, round pudding steamers, oval deep-dish pie dishes just right for the British pies in H.G.'s Cook Book (page 137).

3. Natural oatmeal-colored stoneware—a covered casserole, crock for cooking or storage, deep pie plate.

4. Stout French café china, all white or banded with black. From left: a tureen, serving plate printed with a Carrier recipe, egg cup and nest of extra-deep soufflé dishes, French filtre coffee maker and demitasse, sauceboat and oblong dishes, galantine mold.

Here's the key to home security—
and family peace of mind

An ADT residential burglar alarm system "sensitizes" your home against intruders. If entry is attempted, the system triggers an outside alarm, or silently signals an ADT central station or police headquarters. Occupants can summon police secretly with emergency call devices. Residents have complete freedom of movement within house or apartment, and while entering or leaving.

With ADT automatic protection on guard, you and your family can feel confident of greater security at home. Valuable possessions will be safer, especially in your absence.

System components are inconspicuous . . . can be installed with minimal disturbance. And you need never worry about maintenance because it is included in the low monthly service fee. For further details or free survey, phone your nearest ADT representative listed in the Yellow Pages under "Burglar Alarms" — or, for brochure "Will Your Home Be Next?" write to:

Residential Protection, Dept. C
155 Sixth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10013

Name ____________________________
Address _________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip ______

Continued on the next page
THERMADOR SELF-CLEANING OVENS REALLY ARE DIFFERENT.

Thermador Self-Cleaning Ovens really are different. They are the only ones with their own built-in exhaust system. Fresh air is circulated around the oven frame, mixed with the hot air from the cleaning process and exhausted to the outside at relatively low temperatures. No smoke, fumes or odors can escape into the kitchen.

This exclusive, self-ventilating system operates automatically during the self-cleaning process and during prolonged broiling and baking. It also operates manually for regular broiling or baking. And to provide double assurance of a smoke-free kitchen, Thermador Self-Cleaning Ovens have a self-sealing gasketless door (an award winning feature). This means no leakage and no fragile gasket to be cleaned around and replaced regularly.

See the Difference Yourself. Write for details.

THERMADOR
5119 District Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90022, Dept. HG-1
America's Finest Built-In Appliances Come from Thermador
Often Copied...Never Equalled

Division of Norris Industries

5. Wire whisk and bowl with its own stand. You can concentrate on the beating in this secure bowl of very heavy tinware from France. 6. Enamelled iron skillets. These, with perfectly flat bottoms and handles at both ends, were specially designed by Mr. Carrier for shaking contents rapidly over the flame. Bottoms are decorated with Carrier sun motif. 7. Enamelled steel casseroles. Shining white ones, made in Italy, with sun motif in bronze and greenish blue. 8. English knives of high carbon stainless steel with natural-wood handles. In a range of sizes and shapes—paring, slicing, chopping, carving, etc. 9. Bain-Marie set for sauces. Of beaten aluminum with brass handles, saucepans are 4¾ inches high; pan, 15¾ by 11¾ inches, can double as roaster.

For shopping information, see page 154.
There is something new under the sun!
Del Sol by Cone First Family.

One of an exciting new group of bedspreads to top off the first room she'll decorate (that's why we called them Cone First Family).
An elegant woven jacquard in vibrant non-fading colors, designed with the young homemaker in mind or anyone young-in-mind.
Pre-shrunk? Of course.
Just wash in your automatic, tumble dry and never iron.
There's a size for every bed from Twin to King and they start under $20.00.
That alone is something new under the sun.
Can't read a note of music?

Fine!

At Conn Organ, we've invented something for people just like you—people who want to make music without a lifetime of learning.

It's a completely automatic, visual playing guide called the Conn "Show-Chord." It shows you how to play basic organ chords without the aid of a book. With "Show-Chord," a beginner's simplest melodies enjoy a rich chord accompaniment.

You actually create music in minutes, yet "Show-Chord" never restricts or limits your ability. It's like a built-in teacher that helps you gain proficiency faster than you ever imagined.

You'll find this amazing Conn exclusive on Models 432 and 460 home spinet organs. Both offer solid-state circuitry, with such dramatic features as a two-speed built-in Leslie speaker system and repeat percussion. Both come in your choice of popular decorator styles.

Conn models start at $895. Your Conn dealer can arrange convenient terms. And even if you can't read a note of music, we'll have you playing familiar tunes in minutes!

CONN ORGANS / PIANOS

Made by C. G. Conn Ltd., Elkhart, Ind. World's largest manufacturer of band and orchestral instruments...since 1875

CLIP COUPON AND MAIL TODAY

GET BOTH FREE:
1. Record of organ music—"Caprice Capers II."

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________ County ______
State ______ Zip ______________

MAIL TO DEPT. BO-46
CONN ORGAN CORPORATION
ELKHART, INDIANA 46514

FINE HOTELS AND RESORTS

NEW JERSEY

ATLANTIC CITY

OCT. NOV. DEC.

VACATION...

in the sunny season, over a long Thanksgi

sgiving weekend, for the Christmas holidays.

Fortunately modern with original charm.

Adults' and children's game rooms, ocean

front decks, fashionable Edwardian Cocktails,

Laugh, famous food, renowned Inn, pleasant,

entertainment. Write for color brochure and

rates.

Marlborough-Blenheim

5 Magic Arms on the Dunes at Park Place

Atlantic City 08401

67 Years White Family Ownership-Management

Elbert S. Ryan, General Manager

SOUTH CAROLINA

HILTON HEAD ISLAND

William Hilton Inn

Come away to Hilton Head and Sea Pines Plan-
tation. Our very special island. An almost foreign
isle just off the coast of South Carolina but
connected by causeways and bridges. Here you'll
find the William Hilton Inn overlooking the sea.
The golf is quite well accommodated also—on
36 holes of Sea Pines championship courses,
taken from tropical forests, bordered by lagoons
and the ocean. While even more pleasures may
be afforded you at the nearby Plantation Club;
Carolina coast country cuisine, tennis and in-
door-outdoor swimming among them. All away
from the crowd, among those who break away
for a few days, a week or so at the Inn or a bit
more permanently with a home or villa within
the Plantation. Write Box 99,

Do you have a "dream of a vacation" in mind... a place
where you can relax, have fun and treat yourself
to the finest food? Read House & Garden's travelog and make that dream come true.

BAHAMAS

NASSAU

Sheraton-British Colonial Hotel. The only
beach hotel on downtown Bay Street. Golf, tennis,
pool, gourmet restaurants, entertainment. Call
travel agent.

JAMAICA

OCHO RIOS

Plantation Inn. The charm of Old Jamaica.
Each room with balcony. All facing the sea. See
your travel agent or Helland & Stevens, Inc.

Has House & Garden Travelog helped you in deciding where your vacation or holiday will be spent? If so, when going to the hotels or resorts for literature, or when making your reservation, inquiries mentioning House & Garden will be given special consideration.

Here are some of the stores where you'll find Burlington House draperies...

Los Angeles, Calif.
Broadway Dept. Store
"The May Co.
Oakland, Calif.
N. C. Capwell Co.
San Francisco, Calif.
The Emporium
Denver, Colorado
May-D & F
Birkenhead, Conn.
D. M. Read Co.
Hartford, Conn.
G. Fox & Co.
New Haven, Conn.
The Edna Malley Co.
Norwich, Conn.
Reid & Hughes Co.
Washington, D.C.
The Hecht Co.
Jacksonville, Florda
May-Cohens
Miami, Florida
Burlington, Vermont
Chicago and Peoria, Illinois
Carson Pirie Scott Co.
Indianapolis, Indiana
"Wm. H. Block Co.
"Wm. Watson & Co.
Davenport, Iowa
Peterson's-Von Maur, Inc.
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Goudschaars', Inc.
New Orleans, La.
"Krauss Co., Ltd.
Baltimore, Maryland
"The Hecht Co.
Boston, Mass.
"Bingman Marsh Co.
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Warner Bros.
Lansing, Michigan
"F. N. Arbaugh
Kansas City, Missouri
The Jones Store Co.
St. Louis, Missouri
"Famous-Barr Co.
St. Louis, Missouri
"J. C. Penney Co.
Manchester, N.H.
"Machinist's
Binghamton, N.Y.
"Fowler, Dick & Walker, Inc.
Brockport, N.Y.
"Abraham & Strauss
Buffalo, N.Y.
"Adams, Medstrand & Anderson Co., Inc.
"Hens & Kelly, Inc.
New York, N.Y.
"Gimbels Brothers
Rochester, N.Y.
"Sibley & Sibley & Corr Co.
Rochester & Syracuse, N.Y.
"E. W. Edwards & Son Co.
Syracuse, N.Y.
"Dey Brothers
Charlotte, N.C.
"J. I. Vey & Co.
Greensboro, N.C.
"Thalhimer's Greensboro, Inc.
Akron, Ohio
"The M. O'Neil Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio
John Shultz Co.
Cleveland, Ohio
"The Hiebop Co.
Columbus, Ohio
"The F. & R. Lazarus Co.
Dayton, Ohio
"The Rice-Kumler Co.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
"John A. Brown Co.
Portland, Oregon
"Schehl & Frank Co., Inc.
Allentown, Pa.
"Hess's
Greensburg, Pa.
"A. E. Troubhman & Co.
"Gimbels Brothers
Strasburg & Clothier
Pittsburgh, Pa.
"Gimbels Brothers
Kaufman's
Memphis, Tenn.
"Goldsmith's
Nashville, Tenn.
"Cain-Sloan
Dallas, Texas
Sanger-Harris
Seattle, Washington
"The Bon Marche
Charleston, W. Va.
The Diamond Department Store
Charleston & Wheeling, W. Va.
"Runkle & Sons.
Green Bay, Wisconsin
"H. C. Prange Co.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Gimbels Brothers
Milwaukee Boston Store Co.
*Also carry Made to Measure drapery colle
enough for a drapery to do works? To wash, never sag, or shrink, never need ironing? ice. But it's not enough.

At Burlington House we be- that, no matter what else, drapery has got to hang there be beautiful.

So, for the first time, we've en glass—into beautiful jac- rds and damasks and all s of rich patterns and colors. we've made our glass dra- es with Burlington House of workmanship—big hems, red corners, deep stay-put ts, stitches you can't see. They cost from about $10 to for a pair of single-width, floor- eiling length draperies. And now glass is a good-look- do-gooder.

just because you have taste doesn't mean you can't have glass draperies.
It began as a simple idea.

(Then competition started.)

Ideas like products start in the humblest of ways. Particularly great ideas. But it takes more than an original genius to make these ideas grow into something big. It takes the lively competition among nationally advertised brand names. The kind that has changed the sound of music to what it is today.

Brand names are what manufacturers call their products. They put their names right on the package so you can see who they are. They work hard to make these products better. Offer brighter developments. Innovations. Consistent quality. This is how they try to outdo other brands. And they let you know about these improvements through advertising. But if they don't live up to these claims it's good-bye to their reputations. That's how competition works.

Nationally advertised brands are what we take for granted. But we'd soon know the difference if they weren't around.

When brand names compete, products get better. Ever notice?
We know a charming young lady from Connecticut who calls her decorate relatives.


Of course you were grateful to receive all this furniture, but where do you start decorating — or re-decorating — with stuff like that?

From the bottom up, that's where.

Just remember that the floor comes first in home decorating. And that means carpeting, because carpeting does something for a room that nothing else can: it unifies. Carpeting makes everything work together. Beautifully. Colorfully. And with style.

And if you think really fine carpeting costs too much money, you're wrong. Haven't you ever heard of Cumuloft®? It's continuous filament nylon. Sturdy, easy-to-clean, beautiful nylon. And Masland makes three different carpets in 35 colors of 100% Cumuloft nylon pile.

Go see your Masland retailer. You're certain to find the right color, the right pattern, and the right texture. At the right price.

And tell your Masland retailer what you're up to. He may have a few ideas of his own about Aunt Emily's sofa.
THE $150 DIFFERENCE

When a table is designed so that each of its leaves adds to its beauty as well as its length only more money can buy it.

You might be able to find a table that looks a little like this for about $250. It won't be as roomy. You might have to hide its leaves with a cloth. But if all you want is a table that will squeeze in the occasional ten you have over for dinner, you'll be happy with it.

This Heritage dining table will cost you about $400. Or $150 more than its look-alike. With no leaves in, this table seats six. With all three leaves in place, it easily seats twelve. But with each leaf you add, you add more than just room. You accentuate its design.

Above the oak base and legs of this table is a top of pecky pecan veneer. Set so its parts form a bond that's stronger than solid wood. Selected so its patterns of grain flow the length and breadth of this table. So unique is each grain of the pecan veneer, we label each table with a registry number that corresponds with its leaves. So subtle are the grain's variations, we number each leaf with its order to make sure the match will always be perfect once our table is yours.

The higher price on this Heritage table, or any other piece of furniture we make, buys something that only more money can buy. Whether it's the way we'll work with a wood to take a table out of the realm of pure function. Or the way we'll shape a sofa from the inside out to support the look you select.

When you see work like this, you'll find the Heritage name. Swinging on a hang-tag from this table from our new Transcept Collection. Hiding under the cushion of a chair from our Distinguished Upholstery Collection. If you'd like to know more about Heritage and see how it could fit into your home, send two dollars for a Heritage catalog collection and room planning kit to Dept. HG-11-68, Heritage Furniture Company, High Point, North Carolina.
Entertaining, like a number of other activities these days, has broken away from the old formulas. People aren’t hung up any more on the notion that you can’t give a dinner party without a dining room. Or that a big bash is always a bore. Or that you can’t entertain in the kitchen. Mark all those tired statements False. There are no more formulas that spell out what a party has to be—or where (see pages 108-113). The issue today is, what makes a party great? Whether it’s dinner for six, dancing for sixty, or an open house for twice that, what makes a party so effervescent that all who were there remember it fondly as the party of the year?

“People are what make a party,” says a hostess whose parties no one can bear to miss—“people at their best.”

“But what can an only-human hostess do about that?” H&G asked her recently.

“A lot,” she insisted, and spent the next hour expounding her philosophy. Boiled down, it amounts to this:

You start with comfort. This is the nuts-and-bolts part, simply a matter of making things easy for your guests. Remove every hurdle before the party begins, if you want to give people a running start. The watchword is: do as you wish you’d been done by.

Add delight. Color, lights, music, superb food. Anything that wakes up the senses makes people come alive. At a small party a few eye-openers are quite enough. (For a shower of sparkling ideas to ignite a large party, see page 122.)

Then add a surprise. A little make-believe, a cheerful put-on, a single elegant touch at a small simple party, one bit of homespun at a lavish do. Surprise works like a push button to bring people together, start them talking.

Make your aim diversion. Which is what a party is all about—a few lovely hours of diversion from the workaday concerns that sharpen the disposition and dull the wit.

“When people are comfortable, delighted, truly diverted,” our hostess concluded, “they’re always at their best. Then, you can depend on it, they will entertain each other. And go home calling your party great.”
An architect married to an interior designer, Mr. Burrall Hoffman and his wife are a peripatetic couple who divide their time between work, travel, and their winter retreat in Hobe Sound, Fla. Their one-story, white stucco house there was designed by Mr. Hoffman and decorated by Mrs. Hoffman (known to friends and clients alike as “Dolly”) in a style they call half French, half Caribbean. The Gallic half is more evident indoors, where Mrs. Hoffman, who has spent years designing interiors in the grand manner for friends and friends of friends, decided to relax and have a house “that was dressed down, rather than dressed up.” Her approach to this almost untranslatable term was to be free and easy in the prettiest possible way. (Continued)

The living room, opposite page, is a study in simplicity played against elegance. With its 17-foot-high tray ceiling, it is an impressive room deliberately made less so by white plaster walls and an almost countrified floor of random-width oak planks. Foregoing silk, Mrs. Hoffman covered her antique French furniture in beige and white linen, hung linen curtains. “My husband helped me with the valances—I wanted them to curve like an Edwardian waistline. The screen was painted on lacquer by my old friend Robert Chandler. Took him practically forever, but it’s well worth it.”
The dining room, right, Mrs. Hoffman calls her “easy” room because it was designed around a screen covered in old and beautiful Chinese wallpaper. She simply had it nailed to the wall, framed it in black lacquered bamboo, then extended the bamboo around the room as a molding. “I didn’t have to worry about what colors to use in the room; they’re all in the screen: the blue of the walls, the curious acid green of the curtains. The yellow fringe was a stroke of luck. It’s the color of the screen’s lemons.”

Against the opulence of the screen, she didn’t hesitate to place an old French country table with wicker chairs. “I had them on an endless veranda in a house in New Jersey that burned down. They survived that, and will probably survive me.”

When she is decorating to please herself, Mrs. Hoffman likes a mélange that may begin with collector’s treasures and end with what she calls “amusements.” To her, the affinity of one object to another has nothing to do with the dollar sign: She sees no reason in the world, for example, not to cover a costly chair in an inexpensive fabric as long as the fabric complements the chair. Because she likes a medley rather than a match, some of the furniture in the house is extremely elegant, some of it is wicker, and all of it the Hoffmans have had for years. “I used the living room zebra hides in my bathroom in 1929, when zebra was a rarity. Today you see it everywhere.” Certain of her possessions she admits are out of context: “The boiserie in my bedroom, far too grand. But I don’t care. It makes me feel like a marquise.” Other notions she adopted just for fun. “The painted checkerboard floor in the dining room. It’s like a Harlequin’s leotard. We worked out a similar pattern, but in stone and grass, outdoors on the terrace. My husband has a flair for exterior designing, and between us, we chose all the planting. Just our favorite flowers and shrubs and trees like those tortured pines, which I love. Perfect ones always remind me of a nursery.”

High overhead in the living room, opposite page, hangs a graceful replica of an early American chandelier that makes the airy room feel even taller. An “amusement,” the blackamoor clock on the Louis XV mantel, is a Napoleon III automation: at each stroke of his bell, he nods his head. The fire dogs are brass giraffes wrought by sculptor John Gregory, and the dazzling zebra screen was painted by Robert Chandler.

THE SIMPLE AND THE SPLENDID SIDE BY SIDE
There was just enough of the Regence boiseries— the carved and painted paneling Mrs. Hoffman is so fond of—to cover one wall of her bedroom. To stretch it, visually at least, she had the other walls painted the same color. "It's what the French call couleur de rose—such a nice way to say pink." She used the color again in curtains of sheer textured linen, edged and banded with silk fringe, and hung as high as the wall permits to "push up the ceiling—wonderful for claustrophobic people like me."

The separate guest pavilion is a brand new addition. "When we built the main house, we thought we would be hermits, which was a foolish notion. So along came this little thing. It's just one big bedroom with a bath, its own kitchen, and a bar."
"Since the guest bedroom is a his-and-her room, I tried to keep it from being too frilly, which men hate, or too tweedy, which never flatters a woman. The beds are copies of old French ones, and the covers and canopies are plain white chintz, but quilted to give them body and texture. Since the pattern in the curtains has a ribbon in it, I looped them up with real ribbon, the kind little girls wear in their hair, and hung them almost at the ceiling. And because the pool is only a broad dive away, we chose terrazzo for the floor so guests could hop in and out without worrying about wet feet and drip."

THE GUEST PAVILION: SELF-CONTAINED, WHOLLY PRIVATE
IF well-speared kebabs or just plain hot dogs, hand-forged black iron skewers, 24 inches. John the Blacksmith. $1.50 each plus postage.

2 AN elegant little black patent leather memorandum book with a personalized pad and its own pencil—gold, if not exactly gold. 41/2 inches long. Henri Bendel. $5.50 plus postage.

3 A bundle, built to last, from Italy, a white ceramic bowl "tied" like a handkerchief. 61/2 inches high. Bergdorf Goodman. $7 plus postage.

4 Cluster-of-grapes decanter, clear glass with a painted gold cap, to top off each place setting at a dinner party. Guests do their own wine pouring, then take the decanter home to keep the memory green. Joss. $3.25 ppd.

5 Cake testers. old-fashioned broom straws tied into a bow with velvet ribbon. The "handle," a painted doll, makes the funny little haystack 9 inches long. Ancill House Ltd. $2 plus postage.

6 For clean views of salad tossings, 10-inch glass bowl with six little bowls. Plastic to and spoon have wood handles. Altman's. $8 the set.

7 Bar boons: lemon zest peeler and bottle opener of stainless steel with plastic handles masquerading as ivory—and most convincingly, too. Williams-Sonoma. $6.95 the pair ppd.

8 For admirers of the Grande Armée, a painted stamp box of wood with Napoleonic soldiers sticker across its top. About 6 inches long. The Soldier Shop. $4.50.

9 The queen of all ladybugs, snoozing away on a lacquered plastic tray, 13 inches across. Alcohol-proof finish makes this a sensible server for refreshments involving demon rum. Joss. $4.50 plus postage.

10 Flight-of-fancy air notes. 20 notes (each makes its own envelope), per box in gay colors. Lord & Taylor. Set of three, $7.50 plus postage.


12 Nice new shape; octagonal coasters in solid colors or patterns on white. Plastic, 8 inches across, fine for flowerpots or hot pots. Albrite Designs. $5.60 each plus postage.

13 To startle the post office: notepad in divinely mad designs—junglefish prints ($4 for 60 notes and envelopes), polka dots (10 notes for $1, 36 sheets for $1.75), geometrics ($1 a tablet, 22 envelopes for $6.50). All by Montog.

14 Ceramic but lordly, a tortoise that sheds his skin every five years. $7.50 a set plus postage.

15 Orange or green enamel teapot with an aristocratic spout, plugs in (350 watts, you furnish the cord), holds 8 cups. Altman's. $5 plus postage.

16 Snappy little spice rack, coal black, with six containers in flower garden colors. About 14 inches long. Lord & Taylor. $1.50 plus postage.

17 Sturdy as the old oak bucket, wood wastepaper basket painted either blue or orange with natural-finish interiors. 13 inches high. The Pottery Barn. $7.50 each plus postage.

18 For gay blades, a pocket knife shaped like a lady's leg in Old Glory trims. Sexy as a knife can be. The Country Place. $3.75.

19 Mr. Carroll's famous fade-in, fade-out Chesh­ire Cat, about to chew up a jigsaw puzzle. For "Alice" and puzzle fans, what better? 12 by 18 inches. The 3 Penny Bit. $1.95 ppd.

20 To cussle staples, set of enameled canisters in glamorous colors. Tallest is 7 inches high. Lord & Taylor. $7.50 a set plus postage.

21 Railroad lantern, Carey Jones style, with a beam strong enough to pierce a Maine fog. 8 inches high. Crescent House. $2.98 plus postage.

22 Launder bag, bright with ladybugs, for either an entomologist or those who put laundry in a pillowcase. 32 by 20 inches. Burns of Tucson. $5.50.

23 Curlicued wood magazine rack that looks like a home for Godey's Ladies' Book, but would make a nice change for Playboy. 13 inches long, seven colors. Circa. $5.50 plus postage.

24 One dozen straw coasters in tea-rose colors, nested in a straw box with a play-hat lid. About 5 inches high. Americana. $6.50 plus postage.

25 Little glass vases molded in a bamboo stalk pattern. Slim, elegant—nice for slim, elegant flowers. Fressia, maybe. The Pottery Barn. 7 1/2 and 10 inches high, $2.50 and $3.50 plus postage.

26 Hot mittens, 9 inches long (big enough for even his big paws), with onion and pea pod insignia. Lord & Taylor. $4 a pair, plus postage.

27 Amber glass vases molded in a bamboo stalk pattern. Slim, elegant—nice for slim, elegant flowers. Fressia, maybe. The Pottery Barn. 7 1/2 and 10 inches high, $2.50 and $3.50 plus postage.

28 From Japan (which doesn't mean you have to cook sukiyaki in it), a vinyl apron with a red pocket. Design Research. $6.50 plus postage.

29 Cushion covers designed by Albert Sheer with the pleasant homespun look of a new work sampler. 15 inches. Macy's. Each, $6.50.

30 Bright-of-eye plastic plates compartments that accommodate to such "dipping" rituals as fondue and teriyaki. About 9 inches in diameter. Macy's. $1.50 each plus postage.

31 To pinion papers, a beautiful big plexiglass clip, 6 1/2 inches long, with a grip like a tie. Shreve, Crump & Low. $2.75 plus postage.

32 Kitchen op art, signed by the designer. A apron partnered with a potholder that matches the apron's pocket. You can tuck it in like a handkerchief. Cargo Houston. $5 plus postage.

33 A two-birds-with-one-stone corkscrew—corker of Lucite and stainless steel. Distant handle covers corkscrew to form a smooth bar. Biondi Art Imports. $2 plus postage.

34 For a lively holiday luncheon, a linen to cloth in Yule colors, psychedelic style. 52 by inches. Lord & Taylor. $7.50 plus postage.

35 Burning bright, a tiger's head ceramic pl pl cansome enough to hang on the wall, big glazed enough to make a stalwart ashtray. Inches. Bonwit Teller. $6.50 plus postage.

36 For a hostess who delights in color coordina tion, 40-inch square cotton tablecloth that matches that match, Lord & Taylor. Each with candles, $6 plus postage.

37 Pretty cloth-bound books of plain smooth paper of excellent quality. These might please diarist, a recipe jotter, or someone who likes sketch. Design Research. $5.75 each plus postage.

38 Old Dobbins, ecstatically munching a flower, a line linen mat backed with foam rubber. 12 1/2 by 18 inches. Lord & Taylor. With matching napkin (just dots, no Dobbin). $4.50 each plus postage.

39 A quartet of hourglasses 6 inches high, each filled with 3 minutes worth of vividly tinted "sand" Lord & Taylor. $6.50 each plus postage.

40 Dazzlements. 1-foot-square tile with mirror center. Backed with adhesive, it sticks by itself. One makes a gleamy touch; an entire wall, so tile would be great. Georg Jensen. $7 plus postage.

41 Whopping big salt and pepper shakers—ceramic. 5 inches high, and tough enough to use outdoors. Accepts. $2.50 the set plus postage.

---

IN THIS GLORIOUS GRAB BAG ASSEMBLED TO MEET THE DEMANDS OF THE YARD-SOING CHRISTMAS LIST, YOU WILL FIND CHARMS AND PRACTICALITIES, SWINGERS AND NIFTIES—ALL AT A SOOTHING SUM
PHOTOGRAPHS BY MIEHLMANN

From India, perforated tin stencils to make 49 white porcelain dishes, 4 inches in and toils flexible. 6½ inches tall, upright. Woke...

47 For when the cat's away, two joyous mice de...

46 Marble cutting slab, 6 by 9 inches. For slicing 47

71/2 inches high. Altman's. $7 a pair plus postage.

59 The Capricorn. $1.25 each plus postage.

58 3 by 4. $5.25; 3 by 4½, $5.75. All ppd.

57 Twin cup-borne white ceramic coffee jugs

55 Demi-tasse cups and saucer of Hammersley gold or white. 18-inch squares. Environmental Ceramics, Inc. $8 plus postage.

56 Twin cup-borne white ceramic coffee jugs

52 For fastidious Her or, for that matter, a neat Him, a leather-backed clothes brush, very natty.

51 Plastic cup, bowl, and plate for Junior's high-

49 From India, perforated tin stencils to make 49 white porcelain dishes, 4 inches in and toils flexible. 6½ inches tall, upright. Wake...

48 Sextet of white porcelain dishes, 4 inches in diameter, swirled in blue. Good coasters, good ashestrays. Gump's. $6 the set ppd.

47 For when the cat's away, two joyous mice designed by Robin Phew. Their fur is felt, their legs and tails flexible. 6½ inches tall, upright. Wake...

46 Marble cutting slab, 6 by 9 inches. For slicing 47

45 Thermowater pitcher of glazed ceramic, 9

44 Italian white ceramic candleholder in a bam-

43 Italian white ceramic candleholder in a bam-

42 from Denmark, where cheese is a na-

ALU PRICES APPROXIMATE. FOR STORE ADDRESSES, SEE PA...
1. Called the "Wow Now," a clock of the future designed by Peter Max for General Electric. 9 inches across and a traffic stopper in zingy pink, yellow, blue, and orange. Hess Bros. $9.98 plus postage.

2. For ladies dedicated to sleeveless dresses, the Contourier exerciser—an arm glorifier. Black patent-leather case lined with red plastic. 10 inches long. Henri Bendel. $20 plus postage.

3. Satin-bound, waterproof bath pillow patterned in flowers from a very lively garden. Suction cups on the back pin it to the wall or the tub itself. Hammacher Schlemmer. $12 plus postage.


5. Non-talking, nut-cracking parrot. Hoist his tail, put a nut in his mouth, whack the tail down, and he does the rest. Natural wood, 6 inches high. Georg Jensen. $21 plus postage.

6. Beautiful brass tortoise from Italy with a trivet for a back. 9 inches long—roomy enough for a teakettle. Bonwit Teller. $20 plus postage.

7. Firehouse red bath towels appliquéd with symbols of the zodiac—in this case, Pisces and Taurus. Though all heavenly twelve are available. 64 inches. Lord & Taylor. $15 each plus postage.

8. Bookends for people who like monograms on books. 6 inches high, polished walnut, sticks out, $12.50. Chequer.


10. Domed ceramic ashtray in pure white, sits as an igloo. Dome comes off for emptying. Italy. 5 inches high. Frank Bros. $10.95 each plus postage.

11. Fruit basket of silverplated rings jeweled and there with blue and orange disks with the zodiac written on in the glass. About 10 inches across, by ham, Macy's. $24.95 plus postage.


13. Swedish glass paperweight imprisoning flowers. They seem to be fresh flowers. They are not, but pretty trick. Lord & Taylor. $10 plus postage.


15. Hand-forged iron trivets, 9 inches in diameter. Environmental Ceramics, Sunburst, $10.50; and Cross, $10.25; Chinese Calligraphic, $10.50. All plus postage.

16. Passion meters: You hold them in your hand (depending on your pizzazz) their colorful vials leap and churn. Scarabaeus. 7 inches high. $9.95, $15, $19.95, $27. All plus postage.

17. Adjustable bed-stand reading table—thovento-reader. Chrome legs, plastic top, 26 inches high. Hammacher Schlemmer. $15.95 plus postage.

18. Sumptuous ultimate in memo books. Fine leather or red leather with brass catches and rings, leaf fillers. T. Anthony Ltd. 10 inches high. $23.95, $24.95, $28.50, $29.95 plus postage.

19. For your best Château-neuf-du-Pape, a 2
coaster with bamboo-patterned gallery. 7
Bergdorf Goodman. $10 plus postage.

32 Ready for the South Seas or Saskatchewan, wicker traveling bags with leather handles, brass fittings. Elizabeth McCaffrey. Weekender, $24.95, Fortnighter, $29.95. The brace for $45. All ppd.

33 Suede-covered reminder board with a treillage of ribbon to hold invitations, theatre tickets, etc. Karl Springer. $30 plus postage.

34 For safari fatigue, a worm-or-cool electric massager—the Lord Burgess Traveler. 4 1/2-inch diameter. Burgess Vibrocrafters. $19.95 plus postage.

35 For diamonds and such, a suede jewel case with seven zippered pockets. Kelly green, blue, aqua. 8 by 9 inches. T. Anthony. $26.50 ppd.

36 Tiny spotlight, 6 inches high, that throws a 50-foot beam, can be wall-mounted. By Roxter. Chrome or satin black. Brentano’s. $26 ppd.

37 Imari porcelain ashtrays and butane lighter in brilliant colors and gold on white. Gump’s. Ashtrays, $11 the pair; lighter, $13.50. All ppd.

38 Charming trinket-on-ribbon boxes covered in dragon-motif paper, white on blue. Mediterranean Shop. $7 to $13 ppd.

39 For purists-at-down, a coffee bean grinder of white plastic, 6 1/2 inches high. By Braun. At Hamacher Schlemmer. $30 plus postage.

40 Obelisk of fresh ivy—an indoor “topiary” tree on wire frame. 32 inches. Stephen Barony. $20 ppd.

41 From England, beautifully simple cube clock of red plastic with black face, gold hands, 4 inches square. Design Research. $35 plus postage.

44 House jewels: amethyst-and-sapphire glass bud vases from Italy that look like little handleless Greek amphorae. Venini. 1 1/2, 6, and 8 inches high, $10.60, $13, and $13. All plus postage.

45 All twelve zodiacal signs, Aries to Pisces, stamped into ashtrays of heavy glass, 6 inches across. Tiffany & Co. $10 each plus postage.

46 For double-tiered floral arrangements, an Italian ceramic washbowl and foot-high pitcher. White and pink. Lord & Taylor. $30 plus postage.

47 New wrinkle in espresso brewers: a 6-cup machine that works on burner with a lift-off pot. Zobor’s. $10.95 plus postage.

48 Benign and beautiful ram’s-head flower holder or planter of Italian pottery in browns and yellows, 9 inches high. Bonwit Teller. $35 plus postage.

ALL PRICES APPROXIMATE. STORE ADDRESSES. PAGE 155.

GIFTS:
LITTLE LUXURIES UNDER $35

48 GREAT PRESENTS TO GIVE TO YOUR HOUSE, TO YOUR COUSIN ABIGAIL, OR TO YOURSELF

E & GARDEN, NOVEMBER, 1968
1 Splendid bar of inlaid mahogany, draped and compartmented to keep all the comforting accouterments for winter sherries. 20 inches high from the legs up. Lord & Taylor. $219 plus postage.

2 Crystal elephant for decanting wine via a corked opening on the far side of its serpentine head. The wine pours out through its ivory-tusked trunk. 16 inches high. Bonwit Teller. $600 plus postage.

3 Safari tote of Spanish deerskin, convenient carryall for nights out or shopping sprees. 18 inches long. Hunting World. $99.00 plus postage.

4 Electric muscle toner, compact and sleek enough for a man to keep in the office to soothe and relax muscles that tense during a hectic day. "Executive" by Relax-a-Cizer, in 13-inch-long carrying case. $397 plus postage.

5 Clock with golden hands that sweep around a face of rough-hewn jode. 7 inches across. International Gem Corporation. $110 plus postage.

6 Masculine-looking butane table lighter of German chrome with side panels of block leather. 3¾ inches long. Bonwit Teller. $39.95 plus postage.

7 Needlepoint card trick: two little tent-stitched pillows to trump, perhaps, a game-room loveseat. Queen of Clubs or King of Hearts. 13 inches long. Belgiovia House. $75 each plus postage.

8 Steel pirate’s chest, locked and trimmed in shiny brass, with an antique-print lining that could underscore a whole trave of family treasures. 16 inches square. Bloomingdale’s. $85 plus postage.

9 Tray of richly groined teak on a folding stand of sleek chrome, to help serve dinner on the terrace, or Christmas grig in the sitting room. 3½ feet high. Bloomingdale’s. $200 plus postage.

10 Trim transistor desk clock with a brushed brass case and serene white face that tells you exactly how many days, hours, minutes, and seconds until Christmas. 8¾ inches high. By Hamilton Watch, J. L. Hudson. $69.95 plus postage.

11 Italian black leather-covered cigarette box topped with a lip-smacking watermelon of inlaid stone, and lined with mellow wood. 5 inches long. Bonwit Teller. $45 plus postage.

12 To reach the unreachable star—on the highest shelf—of a dreaming library steps of Danish fruitwood with a round stairway to stabilize the heaven-bent. 44 inches high. Lord & Taylor. $60 plus postage.

13 Funny green hippopotamus of pressed stone, with glinting rhinestone eyes and a languid grin that lets you know he is ready for a nap. 6½ inches long. Belgiovia House. $45 plus postage.

14 Cotton comforter, hand-patched, hand-crafted by a group of talented women in Alabama who call themselves the Freedom Quilting Bee. White with red or blue, block with gold. Twin size, 120 or full, $120, plus postage. Lord & Taylor.

15 For wigs that travel, a Styrofoam head to sit in for hers, and a natty duck-covered box—stealthy enough to ride a jet’s hold (where new regulation say it must go)—and operable only by those who know the combination. 14 inches high. T. Anthony. $79.50 plus postage.

16 Flowered cigarette box of bright-butterfly French china, trimmed with bands of gold. 5½ inches long. Tiffany & Co. $55 plus postage.

17 Steel covered cigarette box of sterling silver hand-sculptured in Mexico to resemble the scales of some super-fabulous fish. Lined with wool. 8 inches long. Tiffany & Co. $495 plus postage.

18 Four graceful white ceramic canisters — yellow and orange chrysanthemums climbing their sides. Canisters range from 4½ to 9 inches tall. Altheimer Imports. The set, $36 plus postage.

19 For passport, travelers’ checks, & al.—on elegant case of block elephant hide. 21 Slim packings for passport, travelers’ checks, et al.—an elegant case of black elephant hide.
33 To glide on a desk top, a sculptured duck of pure polished brass, with gleaming curves that undulate like sun-sparkled waters of a peaceful mountain lake. Designed by Bill Huey for Nambé Mills. 10 1/2 inches long. $37.50 ppd.

34 Impressive range-top espresso machine of stainless steel. While dispensing the coffee into your demi-tasse, it can blast a jet of steam into the pitcher of milk to make it frothy for cappuccino. 9 inches high. Biordi Art Imports. $38 ppd.

35 Cushioned stool of round white plastic, with two deep shelves for magazines, or, in the playroom, teddy bears. 15 inches high. 14 square. Georg Jensen. $52 plus postage.

36 Portable music Italian-style AM-FM radio with a big speaker that swings out on hinges. 6 inches long. Scaboeues. $110 plus $2 postage.

37 Ship-shape salt-and-peppers with red or green glass sides to tell whether they are coming or going. 2 inches. Danish Silver. The pair, $37.50 ppd.

38 Amiable turtle of terra cotta whose shell lifts off to reveal a polished steel barbecue grill. 23 inches long. Georg Jensen. $60 plus postage.

All prices approximate. For store addresses, see page 155.

Gifts:
Surprises To Splurge On

38 Extra-special gifts to pamper the very important people in your life.
GIFTS: MERRIMENTS FOR THE FAMILY
THE ONE-GIFT-FOR-ALL THAT BRIDGES GENERATION GAPS FAR BETTER THAN A TRIFLE-FOR-EACH

1. For copying recipes, chemistry notes, or letters home from camp, an inkless dry copier by CopyMate. 20 inches. Hutzler's. $29.95 pppd.


3. For Old Maid or bridge, playing cards in a star-spangled paper-maché box. 4½ inches long. At Fitz and Floyd. $4 plus postage.

4. For mom-versus-dad Chinese checkers, or a Hi-Q tournament, a handsome rondeau board of translucent amber acrylic. 16½ inches long. Hammacher Schlemmer. $13 plus postage.

5. Table-tents court only 32 inches long that can be placed low for a rip-roaring children's game, or at regulation height for parents. Ball is attached via an elastic card. Gimbel's. $7.99 plus postage.

6. Delectables to please TV gourmets of every age, in a miniature wooden packing box 12½ inches long. Henri Bendel. $14 plus postage.


8. For vegetarians with a sweet tooth or children who balk at vegetables, candy peas in a clear glass preserve jar. 7 inches tall. Neiman-Marcus. $5 plus postage.


11. Soft music that plays all through the Children's Hour, during dinner, and on after tiny feet have padded off to bed. 3M "Cantata" tape player with 700 instruments on a single cartridge. 16½ inches. 3M Business Products Center. $479 pppd.

12. Ice-cream cones filled with dripless dollops of bubbly gumdrops that delight small fry or those not so small. Flora-Mir. Each, $1.75 plus postage.

13. Delicacies in old-fashioned containers. From left: brandy sauce for dad, $1.79; pickled watermelon rind, $1.49; tomato preserves, $1.29; for mom; maple syrup for junior, $2.49; and butter-scotch for all, $2, plus postage. Gourmet Delights.

14. Cork-surfaced metal backgammon board with magnetized checkers that won't slip off or blow away. 9 inches wide. M&M. $13 plus postage.

15. A pint of fresh candy raspberries and blackberries to reward little ladies and gentlemen—in a golden metal basket for mother to use for summer wildflower arrangements. Henri Bendel. $12.


17. Clear acrylic chessboard with op spots that are sure to make everyone delightfully dizzy. 18 inches square. Reeves Co. $16 plus postage.

18. Chess and checkers to play on a glass-covered board, and store in the hinged cylinders. 15½ inches long. Birgendt Goodman. $75 plus postage.

19. To help dad teach Junior golf, a device that tallies yardage, loft, and flight path. 9 inches long.

Abercrombie & Fitch. $14.95 plus postage.

Super-8 movie camera so simple to operate that Buster can be cameraman while father steers. 7½ inches long. Bell & Howell. $149.95 pppd.

For Scrabble scraps or homework, a loose-leaf encased copy of the Random House Dictionary. 12½ inches high. T. Anthony. $79.95 plus postage.

For mother and her sleepy-heads to pass winter evenings by the fire, an impressive book that touches on every facet of American art. 13 inches high. Harcourt, Brace & World. $12.

Cards and dice for an evening of family gambling, all in a round Styrofoam box 10½ inches. Lord & Taylor. $6.50 plus postage.

ALL PRICES APPROXIMATE. FOR STORE ADDRESSES, SEE PAGE 102.

HOUSE & GARDEN, NOVEMBER, 1968.
GiFTS: DOWNS TO CHARM COLLECTORS

INATING TREASURES ALONG WITH SOME THE-MINUTE WAYS TO SHOW THEM OFF

A young mineralogists who lean to the esthetic, an inspiring array of mineral specimens, each elegantly mounted on a block of clean Neiman-Marcus. The set, $50 plus postage, meritable fossilized fish from the Eocene age, rated in a block of shale and mounted on a by Arthur Court. Fish, 3 inches long. Neiman-

 Marcus. $45 plus postage. Stand alone, $21.

glass eggs in sherbet colors that must surely rolled from a storybook songbird's nest. 2 inches high. Each, $5. To lift them an inch above it all, clever gold-plated stands: a foot, $3; urn, $4; and blossom, $5 postage. Lord & Taylor.

Ashtrays of honest-to-goodness semi-precious stones, hand-cut and polished. Clockwise top left: rhodonite, aventurine, sodalite, and red quartz. Each 2½ inches long. At Interna-

tional Gem. The set, $45 plus postage.

Shell fanciers, a fancy shell with a shimmering blade that opens letters. 11 inches. Stix Rara Shell Gallery. $35 plus postage, feline crystal, looking like a Christmas rose, and royally on one of a trio of graceful brass stands. Stone about 3 inches across, mounted, plus postage. Stand alone, $18; others, $15 and $21. By Arthur Court. Lord & Taylor.

Arclight acrylic cases that can protect a bibelot inside, or enthrone one standing proudly on a desk, or pennies on a bedside stand. From left, 8-inch cube, $40, 4 by 6 inches, 6 by 8 inches, $35, 6-inch cubes, $30 plus postage. Henri Bendel.


Bellows that opens to hold air-mail boxes on a desk, or pennies on a bedside stand. Inches long. Tiffany & Co. $725 plus postage, or the bedtime-story set, characters that bring tales to life. "Clever Noel," the ceramic fox, inches tall; the "Dora Munca," mouse family trio, and a mischievous china Peter Rabbit. Rabbit licky-split toward the cabbage patch, field-Younh Books. $7.50, $6.75, and $6.75 respectively, plus postage.

Bricken egg of smooth wood, painstakingly painted with original works-of-art in mini-

12 The tiniest day flowerpot bursting at Christmas time with real-looking china crocuses and buds that cannot wait for spring. Each bloom, $15; each bud, $12; plus postage. Tiffany & Co.

13 Spheres on turned wooden stands: a bubble of clear glass 7 inches high, a striated onyx globe, and a carved wooden ball. Marshall Field. $30, $50, and $40 respectively, plus postage.

14 Gardens-in-glass: eggs made in Venice with a thousand flowers of brilliantly colored glass sealed inside. One stands upright, the other reclines. Cargo Houston. Each, $10 plus $1 postage and shipping.

15 Clear-as-crystal easel made from a transparent acrylic sheet, artfully cut and bent to hold a prized etching with understated elegance. De-

signed by Neal Small. 9 inches high. Scarabaeus. $10 plus $1 postage.

16 Nature's treasures under glass: From left on coa1 (in a dome 2½ inches high), a tourmaline crystal, and a chunk of malachite. Lord & Taylor. $20, $30, and $45, respectively.

17 For amateur historians, model soldiers, meticulously detailed, that you assemble and point yourself. Kit includes one 2½-inch-tall soldier on a wooden stand, his portrait and history, and 12 jars of paint. The Soldier Shop. $9.95 plus postage.

18 For collections in the limelight, a clear acrylic stand with two display shelves, illuminated by a shaft of light from the sphere. 20 inches high. At Sterns. $69 plus postage.

ALL PRICES APPROXIMATE. FOR STORE ADDRESSES, SEE PAGE 155.
GIFTS:
JOLLY TOYS
TO DREAM ON

ANIMALS, TRUCKS, AND THINGS TO DO THAT ARE VISIONS-OF-SUGAR-PLUMS ALL COME TRUE

1 For a junior ornithologist's aviary, a parade of painted clay birds from India: cockatoo, flamingo, parrot, and peacock along with cranes, roosters, and doves that are still resting in the box. Each 2 inches. Go Fly a Kite. Set of 12, $4.50 ppd.

2 The famous flying car from Ian Fleming's novel for children, Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, its wings spread and four passengers eager to soar. 9 inches long. F. A. O. Schwarz. $5 plus postage.

3 To sail gaily through forty days and forty nights of pelting winter rains, a take-apart plywood ark and cargo of bright-painted animals plus Noah and his wife watching for the rainbow. Ark, 9½ inches long. 1-2 Kangaroo. $9.50, ppd.

4 Warbling wooden whistle, its fine-feathered head hand-carved in Switzerland, its burned and painted plumage so cheery it cannot help but sing. 7 inches long. Gallery Shop, Brooklyn Museum. $2.10 plus postage.

5 Sturdy wooden swings that convert to seesaws (crossbar lifts out). Four giggly occupants in painted tee-shirts seem elated by either sport. 7¼ inches high. 1-2 Kangaroo. $9.50, ppd.

6 Hospitable wooden chicken house, home of the most raucous of roosters, with perched sleepy wooden chickens, ducks, passing pickle jars. 9½ inches. 1-2 Kangaroo. $30 plus postage.

7 Green felt bag filled with red, yellow, orange felt animals, each with its name in big readable letters. "Reading Zoo" by B. Shackman. $3.50 ppd.

8 Bright little plastic hydrofoil, with a rubber-powered propeller, that zips along on land or under water. 16 inches long. By Ideals. $2.50 plus postage.

9 Dexterous model car that maneuvers with agile ease at a radioed signal from Junior's dad, on the most tortuous track that can be marked out by ten little flags. 10 inches. Polka Model Craft. $70 plus postage.

10 Whittled wooden bear cub that frolics the crossbar whenever someone he likes pulls nylon strings. 6 inches tall. The Stone. 50c postage. Proceeds are donated to the Hill Village for mentally handicapped children.

11 For the when-I-grow-up set, the shiniest dest fire engine going, with rotating ladder six valiant firemen pledged to douse the blaze. 11 inches. F. A. O. Schwarz. $9 plus ppd.

12 Orange fox-a-snuggle on his fluff of tail for a Little Prince to be his friend. By F. A. O. Schwarz. $10.95 plus postage.

13 Fenestrated wooden boxes built to last filled with all manner of arches and blocks for sized construction engineers. Large box, 9½ inches high. 1½ Kangaroo. $4.50 plus postage.

14 Four smooth wooden blocks with little holes just the right size for little round wooden people to poke their heads through. Blocks in 12 Kangaroo. $6, ppd.

15 Straight from the enchanted wood, Mama, Papa Bear, and Baby Bear in their neat little house with three beds, three chairs, but when flocked Goldilocks is around, no porridge in its cover tooled in gold. Wakefield-Young Bros. $5 plus postage.


17 Space-age lucite building rings that slot together into towers and castles, and, for tomorrow's Cinderellas, space stations. 2 inches high. 1-2 Kangaroo. Set of 24, $6.25 plus postage.

18 Rubber-band art, scores of vari-sized blocks in merry-go-round colors, to cross and around brass screws set into a wooden block. Blocks in 1-2 Kangaroo. $2.25 plus postage.

19 His very first Cadillac, a silver plastic verticar with four-on-the-floor that really moves out, and doors that open to reveal luxurious upholstered bucket seats. By Schuco Toys. Inches long. $10 plus postage.
little helpers on snowbound cookie-bake
the teensiesi tin grater, funnel, spatula, box, and sifter. Each about 2 inches long. 
na. The set, $2.50 ppd.

30 E. A. O. Schwarz. $17.95 plus postage.

31 any plastic "beans" that bounce with de-
the palm of a happy child. Characters, in all, include a shake-ed soldier, a frog
a vest, a lion cub, and a penguin. 1 inch
2 Kangaroo. 60c each plus postage.

32 look about a tallenecked hippy mouse from
who takes a walk in the country—plus the
Houndenk itself to help read the big
Book 6 inches high. B. Shockmor. $3 ppd.

33 stic hexagons that hitch together into
and towers and proper honeycombs, and
ildren busy as bees. 9/4 inches across,
igaroo. Set of 19, $8.50 plus postage.

34 Plastic Mercedes to build from the rood up,
then dismantle again. Two models, each 4 inches
long. Schuco Toys. $6 each plus postage.

35 Rare climbing crocodile and frog who delight in
seeing how quickly they can reach the tops of their
strings. Wood frog, 7 inches, $4.50; wood croco-
dile, 12 inches, $6; both plus postage. The Store.

36 Downhill straightaway drag strip with two
lanes that merge into one at the finish line to
eliminate contested victories. Strip measures 120

37 A friendly lap for little ones: clownish chair with a
jovial countenance, washable red and blue duck
suit, and big shakeable hands. Designed by Fay
Huber, For ages one through three, $22; four
through six, $23; plus postage. New Directions.

38 Smile! Ludicrous toy camera that takes none-
theless real pictures, and for an encore develops
them. Distorting mirror lens rearranges subjects;
flash cube in the bared tooth insure proper
lighting. Outfit comes with film, developer, and

39 Switchabout painted plywood chair that comes
apart and—presto—reassembles into a desk. 18
inches wide. Henri Bendel. $11 plus postage.

40 For twentieth-century Aesops, big paper pic-
ture cards that link into illustrations for fables as
long and fanciful as one or several young imagina-
tions can stretch. 12 cards designed by Enzo Mari,
each 7 inches long. 1-2 Kangaroo. $5.25, ppd.

41 Ten wooden puzzles that lock together when
numbered piece corresponds correctly to count of
cats, mice, or other zoologics. Each 6 inches.
The Studio Shop. Set, $2 plus postage.

42 Seaworthy Danish vessels, with red sails and
enclosed bridges, ready to embark in search of
oysters and shrimp. 6 inches high. Seabon Scan-
dinavian Imports. $5.95 each ppd.

43 The laziest red and white gingham hippopotamus
who loves nothing better than to bask sleepy-
eyed in some sunny window. 12 inches long.
Georg Jensen. $6 plus postage.

ALL PRICES APPROXIMATE, FOR STORE ADDRESSES, SEE PAGE 155
Delightful trompe-l'oeil from tin cans:

TOLE ZINNIAS

Zinnias of tôle might almost be called trompe-l'œil flowers. Their likeness rivals that of summer's own. You can almost see the dew on enameled petals. But then, real zinnias, with their layer-upon-layer of starchy petals, often seem too precise to be true—which makes that much simpler to imitate. Among the most beautiful of made-up flowers, tôle zinnias can conjure up a spot of summer in mid-summer, or make a permanent understudy-centerpiece in the exact spot you want on your table for the seasons when real flowers are under ground.

In a single afternoon, you can make an armful of tôle zinnias from a cache of lowly tin cans with surprisingly inex- 
extand easy-to-assemble tools: some from the workshop from the florist, and a few from a kitchen drawer. Your can be as true to nature as you wish if you brush-paint your petals with subtly shaded colors. Or you can emphasize their symmetry by spraying them one bold hue. Depending on the number of petal layers you add, the flowers can range from new buds to voluptuous blooms in full, glorious maturity. You will find illustrated step-by-step instructions for making them on page 106.
Today's dining rooms are an exciting new breed—versatile, full of surprises, livelier than ever. To earn their keep, they have to be. We have too many interests these days and too little space to put up with the static, sacrosanct, three-times-a-day room reserved for meals only. Instead we are setting the dinner table in some other room, or furnishing the dining room to function between meals for something else. Because these multi-purpose rooms are so much more lived in, they are more personal, warmer, friendlier, marvelous for entertaining. There is nothing makeshift about them. No chairs have to be dragged out of closets; no table tops pulled down from concealing wall cabinets. Yet the table and chairs do not necessarily dominate the room. What counts is an amiable arrangement that makes the most of space for the way we like to live and entertain today.

Dining in tandem with music

Playing the piano can share space amicably with dining since each benefits from the quiet of a place apart from other activities and each is enhanced by a relaxing mood. In the dining music room of Mrs. William Hillman's New York brownstone, rich damask and a crystal chandelier glow against a countrified background of painted brick and rough wood beams. Casual placement of the table at one side of the room makes it easy to add another table or two for a party. Interior designer, Rosabelle Edelstei
Dining in tandem with art

The presence of paintings creates a lively atmosphere for dining, inspires stimulating dinner-party conversations. In this dining room-art gallery the table is wide enough to seat two at each end, thus bringing four guests within easy conversational reach. To give full play to the paintings, the colors are purposefully subdued: dark brown stretch vinyl on the walls and vertical blinds, neutral snakeskin on the chairs. Paintings hang from a steel ceiling molding perforated at 1-inch intervals so they can be changed easily without marring walls. On display at the moment, left to right, oil by Nicholas Krushenick, “Study for Falling Man” by Ernest Trova, oil by Jean Levin, “Structures” by Renato Fascetti. Interior designer, Renny B. Saltzman.
A foyer plays host through the dinner hour

A dinner party in an entrance foyer, left, can be as festive as Mardi Gras if all the furnishings are carefully planned to that end. Since the zebra patterned tablecloth is a permanent part of the scene, the table can be set quickly and unobtrusively after the last guest arrives. And the black and white background—shiny vinyl on walls and doors, vinyl tiles on the floor—makes a marvelous foil for vivid napkins or, upon occasion, a switch to a color-mad cloth. Designed by Angelo Donghia, Burge-Donghia.

A kitchen café welcomes luncheon guests

A kitchen is a convivial spot for informal parties such as pre-foot Saturday lunches or late suppers, and Mrs. Robert B. Peltz often entertain in the tiny dining area off the kitchen and prefer it to their dining room for family dinners. Furnished and decorated to look like a French country kitchen, it creates a pretty fusion with practical materials: vinyl floor tiles, knotty pine walls rubbed with white paint, checked vinyl on cushions and ceiling and the tassel lamp hoods. Designed by David Bar.

A dining room takes on the look of a living room

A dining room furnished to look like a sitting room gives you the equivalent of an extra room. Freed of the tyranny of a big central table, this New York apartment dining room with its settee and comfortable chairs makes a pleasant “quiet room” between meals, while the display of bibelots instead of china in the William and Mary cabinet adds to the living room look. Twin tables offer flexible arrangements for parties. Interior designed by McMillen, Inc.
A garden room turns every meal into a picnic

In a garden room or a glass-enclosed porch, every meal combines indoor comfort with the casualness of a picnic. In the glass-walled garden room of fur designer Jacques Kaplan's stone mill house in Dutchess County, N.Y., luncheon guests enjoy green-glade views while sitting on director chairs at a table covered with dark green oilcloth and decorated with an earthy centerpiece of vegetables. Paintings are by Van Leyden (at left) and Man-Ray.

A pencil-slim L masquerades as a full-blown room

Even a small sliver of space in an L-shaped living room may be made to feel elegant enough for a black-tie dinner party. In Mrs. David Lutsky's apartment in Fort Lee, N.J., an 8-by-12-foot space near the French doors to a balcony was enlarged visually by mirroring one wall and keeping the furnishings to a minimum: no curtains, no rug. Wall sconces, each doubled by the mirror, stand in for a chandelier. Interior design, Leif B. Pedersen.

For shopping information, see page 154.

A balcony offers a new point of view

Balconies—usually under-employed space—make marvelous spots for dining, provide a pleasant surprise for dinner guests, a diverting switch from looking upwards to looking down. And table clearing can proceed unseen while coffee is served below. Mrs. Joan Lerrick has turned her dining-balcony into a separate world with a mélange of exotica: a Portuguese antique iron chandelier, an Indian embroidered tablecloth, Dutch Queen Anne chairs, a Moroccan rug, a china cabinet with doors made from old Moroccan window grills.
Sleight of hand:

A dining room can be comfortably dovetailed with a guest room and fool everybody. The cabinets flanking the window, above, pass for china closets but when the hi-folds doors are opened, out come twin beds, above left. In the cabinet tops are lights for reading and brackets on the backs hold tiny folding bedside tables plus a fold-up crib for a visiting grandchild. On the wall, a primitive by Obin, paintings by Minda Hess and Joe Stefanelli. Designed by Edward Benecki.

Fresh-air scene:

dining room on the roof

Transformed into a summer dining spot, the roof area outside interior designer Victor Ramos' New York apartment, left, is as delightful as a Caribbean cottage. To give it a room-like look, the space was enclosed with white shutters and a shiny white painted ceiling, then hung with white canvas curtains and a crenellated valance. Old parlor furniture—the chairs painted white, the table top scraped and bleached—add to the cool spot-in-the-tropics effect. Designed by Jack Orton and Victor Ramos of Orton & Ramos.

Popular partnership:

the dining room-library

A dining room cum library is as compatible a pair as the Jack Spratss since a library takes no floor space, dining takes no wall space, and both like good light. Dr. and Mrs. Claude Bloch wanted to leave their living room walls free for paintings, so, to accommodate their books, they built glass-shelved bookcases in their dining room, added movable spotlights that wash the wall with light, illuminate the books and the sculpture.
THE HOUSE WITH TWO FACES
Behind the Atlantic dunes in eastern Long Island, stands an enigmatic house that creates a totally different impression depending on where you see it from. The front of the house consists of large flat planes of flush cypress siding, but the back is broken up by jutting decks and a heroic chimney of golden granite. The view from the front is a bare, light-struck panorama of potato fields that would seem familiar to a Dutch landscape painter, while the back faces an oyster pond, sprawling dunes, and the sea.

The plan consists for the most part of a closely related series of small intimate rooms, but there is also one big spectacular room for entertaining. Contrast and variety, in short, are the essence of this house which was built by architect Harry Bates for I. Levy, a man whose business is design. He knew exactly what he wanted and worked closely with his architect in order to achieve it.

The house is made up of three gabled sections, each with a dormer-like vertical skylight that reaches up above the gable to gather the light. In addition, there are nearly a dozen different kinds of windows, varying in size, shape, means of operation, and purpose. Some are for ventilation, some are for light. Others are for view-framing or just for fun. The exterior is further varied by seven decks that pop out on four sides and at two levels extending the living space in different ways.

In a house filled with the unexpected, it is the living room that is the greatest surprise. To begin with, it is on the second floor—a vast high-ceilinged space that comes as a stunning eye-opener after the smaller, more intimate rooms below. And because of its elevation, it enjoys marvelous, far-reaching views that do not exist, in this flat seaside terrain, at ground level. Planned specifically for entertaining, the room is connected to a little party kitchen that helps to facilitate the care and feeding of guests. Mr. Levy loves guests, but he also loves solitude, and his house is designed to accommodate both.
The upper deck extends the living room to the outdoors, is connected to the deck below by a spiral iron staircase. The whole back of the main section—almost all glass from its big triangular gables to its four sets of sliding doors—commands a sea view.

The second floor is an enormous room for parties.

As you climb the stairs to the living room, you are swept up into the exhilarated mood the room was designed to stir. Its very size is exciting—22 by 24½ feet in area, 22 feet tall where the vertical skylight pushes through the roof—and wherever you stand you can scan the landscape though you were in a giant lighthouse. A trio of exposed trusses boldly reveal the roof structure. The floor is laid with a highly decorative pattern of mitered concentric squares and the walls, like those in most of the house, are finished with a rough white sand paint. Immediately to your right as you reach the top of the stairs, top of page, are glass doors leading to a breeze deck where party guests love to sip their drinks, and enjoying the view. On the other side of the stairway, above, is the small open kitchen where Mr. Levy uses as a serving center for drinks and supper for on-the-spot quick-cooking. The far end of the roof opposite page, is opened up with glass from floor to roof except for the great central stone fireplace. All the paintings are landscapes of the locality by Robert Da
The master bedroom enjoys a wide green vista through its sliding glass doors, but drawing the curtains and lighting a fire transform it into a snug retreat. Elevated hearth is in full view even from bed. In ceiling over French Canadian armoire: speaker for housewide music system.

The library makes a cozy sitting room for solitary moments or for entertaining a few guests at pre-dinner cocktails. When the curtains are drawn, this room, with its linen-covered walls and ceiling and its carpeted floor, conveys a deep sense of enclosure and serenity.

Downstairs rooms are small and intimate.

The dining room is almost square but it opens wide on one side, above, to the glass-walled entrance gallery and on the opposite side to a deck, opposite page. An 8-foot-high glass panel in the vertical skylight over the gallery doorway gives great height to the room, and sometimes lets in enough moonlight to provide the sole illumination. Arching over the beautifully crafted rosewood table, a floor lamp stands in for a chandelier, making an intimate pool of light. The room is designed for groups of six or less, since Mr. Levy likes dinner parties to be small.

The kitchen is a delightful porch-like room with continuous glass back splashes on three sides framing views of the garden. Two tall casements provide cross-ventilation.

For more photographs of this house, please turn to page 146.
New excitement for home listeners:

**Today's intrepid young pianists**

**By Anne Stagg**

“Piano-playing is a dangerous art. It must be lived dangerously. Take chances, take what comes... Plunge, give yourself entirely to your art and to your audiences. No one can resist that.”

Nobody could be a more dramatic example of the power of Artur Rubinstein’s advice to young pianists than Rubinstein himself. Living music dangerously is partly what produces his magic, his exuberance, the warmth and freshness of his playing: it also gives him his amazing youthfulness, his ability to outwit age with art. Only last winter at the time of his eighty-first birthday, he plunged with zest into a marathon of nine recitals in seven weeks in New York City alone, followed by a thirteen-week tour of the United States.

At one time Rubinstein lamented the fact that so many young pianists did not have enough daring, that they were too careful, too afraid of making a mistake. On today’s scene, however, is a group of young pianists in whom Rubinstein must surely take pleasure. Using the vigor of their youth to the fullest degree, these young artists—all in their twenties or early thirties—are some of the most exciting talents to erupt in the world of music in a long time. They are very much a part of the great youth explosion that is quickening the pace of all the performing arts today: A thirty-two-year-old, Seiji Ozawa, was recently named music director of the San Francisco Symphony. A twenty-two-year-old, Suzanne Farrell, is one of the top ballerinas at the New York City Ballet. A twenty-three-year-old English cellist, Jacqueline Du Pré, has already been called one of the great cellists. A twenty-nine-year-old opera singer, Teresa Stratas, has been a smash at the Metropolitan Opera.

In the case of the pianists, their success does come to a large degree from plunging fearlessly and totally, as Rubinstein urged, into their dangerous art. For each of them public notice came about in a different way—some through the sheer, arresting abundance of their talent, some from a lucky break. All of them, the moment they begin to play, grab your attention in that unmistakable way it is captured on the rare times you watch or hear a great performance.

Youngest of all is **Peter Serkin**, who was twenty-one last summer. Tall and lean, with a gentle, boyish face, straight, unruly dark hair usually in need of a cutting, quick, intense eyes behind his glasses, an unassuming manner, and a rather slouchy posture at the piano, Serkin is the complete antithesis of the traditional image of a concert pianist as a flamboyant, high-strung being. He is also very much a part of his generation. He thoroughly enjoys listening to the Beatles, Bob Dylan and The Rolling Stones, likes girls and parties, worries about the fate of the world. But at the same time he is also, as one music critic has called him, “one of the foremost pianists of the immediate future...the piano his boyishness slips away and he sinks himself into the music in a way distinctively his own—intense, thoughtful, scholarly. You feel, has as much of a work-out as his fingers...Youth or extravagant body movements, simply the purest music-making, hinged with a joy that sings through a tangible sense of wonder a music he is creating. One of the most remarkable things about Serkin is that the music he plays ranges all the way from Bach to Bartók and an amazing ability in one so young. Too many pianists, he feels, are stuck on the safe, standard piano repertoire. He likes to be adventurous—play and record works by Schoenberg, Webern, Bartók, Stravinsky as well as the lesser-known, neglected masterpieces of Mozart, Haydn, Schubert, Bach, Chopin, and also chamber music.

Music has always been in his blood and background: he is the son of the renowned pianist Rudolf Serkin, and his mother’s father was the violinist Adolf Busch. In addition, young Serkin grew up on a family farm in Vermont only twenty miles from the Marlboro Music Festival, a unique summer festival and school that his father founded and is director of, where musicians (from Pablo Casals to music students) gather for the joyful experience of playing and existing chamber music together in an informal, devoted, and compelling way.

As with many another offspring of a famous parent, Peter Serkin was anxious to make it entirely on his own, not ride on his father’s name. But from the moment he began the piano at the age of ten, his own talent was quite obvious. At eleven, he went to the Curtis Institute Music in Philadelphia; the following summer he made his first public appearance playing the Haydn Piano Concerto in D Major at the Marlboro Music Festival; that winter, when he was twelve, he made his Russian Vladimir Ashkenazy mingles dazzling virtuosity with quiet, poetic moods.

Russian Vladimir Ashkenazy mingles dazzling virtuosity with quiet, poetic moods.

Misha Dichter attack keyboard with passion
Two years ago at the Tchaikovsky Competition, a twenty-year-old American, Misha Dichter, from New York's Juilliard School of Music, made headlines in an extraordinary happening. Although first prize at the competition was awarded to a young Russian pianist and Dichter came second, he was overwhelmingly the popular favorite and the Moscow audiences kept shouting for him. Thus, when he returned home, he received all the excited attention due the one who should have won. As with Van Cliburn, everyone was eager to hear this new prodigy. But Dichter, a nice-looking young man with a friendly, open face, smiling eyes, and thick, wavy, dark hair, said he did not want to rush things. First of all, he wanted to put his studies at Juilliard (he graduated last June) in the two years since Mosc}

Dichter is the essence of an exciting performer. He attacks the keyboard with passion and daring. Nothing is held back. The music surges out. And the excitement is increased even more by the wide range of what he plays: a typical recital program often contains Scarlatti, Shostakovich, Brahms, Stravinsky, Schubert, Rachmaninoff. All this is even more amazing in light of the fact that Dichter, now twenty-three, did not steep himself full-time in music until four years ago. Brought up in Los Angeles, he began taking piano lessons when he was a boy like many other children, but it was not until the end of his first year at UCLA that Mme. Rosina Lhevinne (famous eighty-eight-year-old Juilliard teacher of, among others, Van Cliburn) heard him play at a master class and invited him to come East to Juilliard.

A little younger than Dichter, André Watts was twenty-two last summer. Another in the line of dazzling, natural virtuoso performers, he surges up and down the keyboard, using his whole body, his arms flashing, the long fingers of his large hands spread wide, getting a tremendous build-up of power and dynamic sound out of his instrument. His technique alone leaves you slightly breathless, moving from the hard-edged brilliance of ice to the outburst of a tempest. A tall, slender, handsome, dark-haired young man, brought up mostly in Philadelphia, Watts got his first big break when he was sixteen. He was called in by Leonard Bernstein (who had presented him a few weeks earlier at a Young People's Concert to play at a performance with the New York Philharmonic, as a substitute for Glenn Gould who was sick. Watts had a spectacular success and in the extraordinary way that things can happen in the life of some artists—the instant combustion of chance and big talent—his career was launched with a bang. In the years since then, Watts, like Dichter, has deliberately limited his public appearances; he wanted to finish his studies with pianist Leon Fleisher. But now he is starting to blossom out. Last year he went on a 7-week tour of Europe and Asia (Continued on page 150)
how to give a big party your personal touch

The spark that ignites any party of any size anywhere is the hostess's personal signature. To make a giant bash marvelous and memorable, you have to put your stamp in large letters on all the party’s facets in advance because in many ways your personal stamp is your stand-in: at a big party you can’t be everywhere at once. However different their big galas may be, talented hosts and hostesses wittingly or unwittingly adhere to certain guidelines. Here are their main strategies, all generally applicable whether you are giving a huge fete at home, or lacking enough space there, at a club or a hotel:

Anticipate the party step by step, from your guests’ viewpoint as well as your own. Concoct a festive marker for the driveway so they won’t lose a moment wondering if they have the right address. Be sure you have adequate parking space, even if you have to borrow a neighbor’s field and hire a mini bus to shuttle guests from car to house (that introduces strangers fast). Arrange a place for hanging every coat in good order, and in bad weather, a place to sit and don off boots without going into one-foot acrobatics. Enlist a few close friends to come early and help with introductions. If you are planning a buffet dinner, think up ways to make the help-yourself part go as smoothly as possible. Figure out how you can make the serving of wine simpler. Visualize where your guests will sit, then see that everyone will have a table nearby.

Work out a theme—one that reflects a personal interest, inspires a special mood, makes the party a new experience. A theme helps to make a big gala more intimate because it can unify a large area—several rooms, or outdoors.

Make your decorations larger than life: To be seen and make an impression in a room filled with people, decorations must be stunning in color, scale, materials. In your house they will add surprise to rooms furnished on an intimate scale; in a hotel ballroom they will conquer architecture designed on a scale too grand for easy friendliness.

Think up an enchanting menu: People do not go to parties primarily to eat, but superb food always helps to make a party memorable. Concentrate on in-season foods, or regional specialties, or dishes that carry out the party theme.

Little ideas for big galas

For a country buffet
Christmas colors and a vegetable garden

For an early winter buffet, table are covered to the floor with cut-patterned fabric in Christmas colors. On the buffet, towering twin centerpieces of plastic vegetables (see how to make them on page 149), a ceramic rabbit tureen, lettuce-leaf plates. Sterling silver by Gorham; Pasco crystal. Painting by Guy Bardone, from Findlay Gallery.

For shopping information, see page 151.

HOUSE & GARDEN, NOVEMBER
Imagination turns on a benefit ball

Even a charity ball can have bounce if you scrap the stereotype and add the same kind of lively touches that spark a party at home. With a pioneering spirit and flair, the planners of New York's last Feather Ball created a remarkable camaraderie even though the guest list ran to hundreds. To give the ballroom of the Plaza Hotel a warm friendly look for the benefit for J.O.B. (Just One Break), the decorations committee headed by interior designer Ellen Lehman McCluskey curtained arches and festooned walls with yellow and white polka-dot fabric, graced loges and tables with a pretty profusion of yellow flowers and plumes. And to encourage the guests to mingle, Mrs. David Evins' arrangements committee banished the banal seated dinner, opted instead for a fabulous buffet. All the food was arranged to emphasize its natural beauty: crisp green salads in clear plastic bowls, popovers in wicker baskets, butter in tubs. Among the main dishes was baked corned beef glazed with apricots, prunes, and kumquats—a big switch from the usual benefit fare. And throughout the evening, bar wagons made stops at each table so the men did not have to make safaris for drinks.

On the invitations, an engraving of the old house

Echoes of a romantic past drift through an open house

A gala that recreates the former life of a beautiful old house can be like an adventure into history. Memories of the carriage age were set aglow at a cocktail buffet that landscape architect Wallace Kay Huntington gave last December to launch the holidays in his marvelous Victorian house in Portland, Ore. In keeping with the nineteenth-century architecture, candles and firelight illuminated the high-ceilinged entrance hall, the front parlors, and the dining room. Designer Charles Kofler who masterminded the decorations shunned man-made ornaments in favor of the Northwest's native plant materials. And native regional specialties, such as Northwest crab and salmon, starred on the menu by Yours Truly, caterers. On the buffet table arranged to resemble a charming old-fashioned still life, a centerpiece of yellow and orange roses and tangerine carnations flared up from a tureen from the host's collection of Canton. And Canton plates and platters served all the food just as they did in the days of the clipper ships.
A Mexican theme carried out in folk-art decorations, food, and music created a lively mood for 400 guests at the gala that actor Rock Hudson held on the terrace of his Beverly Hills house in honor of TV star Carol Burnett. To create a buoyant atmosphere and make the giant-size party run smoothly, Jan Currey designed big and breezy decorations in hot colors and placed them strategically to guide party-goers. An enormous fluttering standard of pennant cloth, papier mâché, and mirrors marked the entrance to the driveway. On the way to the terrace, outsize paper daisies nodded from branches of a huge elm. On the terrace, vivid banners and bright cloths on a score of round tables created a color riot. Guests helped themselves to a buffet of Mexican foods, enjoyed the panoramic view of lights from Santa Monica to Los Angeles, and later danced to music by the Guadalajara Kings.
A zodiac party celebrates "everybody's birthday"

Everyone is studying the stars this year. Quicker than you can say "Sagittarius," talk turns to horoscopes, and zodiac motifs are popping up on everything from curtain fabric to paper plates. All of which inspired H&G to give a zodiac party for "everybody's birthday." In a New York City apartment we established the mood for an evening of dinner and dancing by draping the entrance foyer in fabrics printed with a bold black and white zodiac design and curtaining two walls of the living room with a big-scale black and white palmistry pattern. After moving out all the furniture, we set up tables-for-six, some round, and some rectangular placed parallel to the walls in front of brig-banquettes composed of multi-color multi-pattern painted cardboard chairs. Our original plans for tables-for-four were vetoed by astrologist Eleanor Shoemaker whom we had asked to come to the party to consult with the guests on their stars. At tables-for-six, she said, we would be more apt to get a good balance of people who would be happy together. (In the zodiac, it seems, there are three air signs, three earth signs, three water, and three fire, so it is easier to work out compatible groups based on multiples of three.) Accordingly, we arranged the seating so that guests born under fire signs Aries and Leo, for instance, were side by side. At each place was a paper plate printed with the sign for the guest's birthday. Instead of flowers and candles, our centerpieces were small planter boxes with party lights that resemble crystal balls, and flash on and off in different colors.

Opposite page: Tables were covered with white felt topped by black and white zodiacs cut from printed fabric—a good base for the bold colors of zodiac paper plates and linen napkins. Zodiac fabric, blinking lights, paper plates, and paper chairs all designed by Bill Bell. Sterling silver by Reed & Barton, wineglasses imported by Colony; plates by Contempo. Astrological wall painting on canvas by Dale Wozdelman.

On the buffet: avocado and lobster mousse with cold green sauce, a torta Pasqualina, and Russian salad.
GARDEN MUSEUM FOR ALL SEASONS

Trees, shrubs, and the terraced slopes of a rolling landscape make an ever-changing, all-weather setting for sculpture.
All you need to look at a painting is a little distance. To see sculpture, you need space. In most museums and some houses you can get enough distance and a little space. But until you have looked at a fine piece of sculpture outdoors where you can look at it from many vantage points, in changing lights, against an ever-changing background, and in all seasons, you have not seen sculpture in the best museum of all. The Alan Wurtzburger collection, on some thirty rolling wooded acres at Stevenson, Md., dramatizes this astonishing affinity of the open landscape which is always changing, and sculpture, which except for the way you see it, never really changes at all. Actually the collection is small—some thirty odd works. But all were chosen deliberately with loving care over a period of years. Wedding the sculpture to the landscape also has been the result of many years of thought—by Mrs. Wurtzburger and her late husband, and by James Rose, landscape architect, who created the environments. Not everyone can afford sculpture of such quality or quantity. But the Wurtzburger garden sheds fresh light on the use of the landscape as a setting for works of art. (Continued)
A good landscape, like a good house, represents an amalgam of existing conditions, individual requirements, professional skills. Because the land was rolling to begin with, James Rose created a related series of changing levels by the free use of railroad ties as retaining walls. He used gravel and stone for terrace paving, concrete and brick for platforms beneath the biggest and heaviest pieces and a variety of other materials.

Almost all the elements of which good landscape are made were present in abundance on the Wurtzburghers' site—trees, shrubs, stone, earth, and sky. When sculpture was introduced into the scene, what was chiefly needed was a rearrangement and adaptation of what was already there. Big trees remain where they always stood. New plans look as though they had always been there. A series of separate but related display spaces were provided by a variety of means. Retaining walls now create level terraces on the slopes which steps and walks, chiefly of gravel, make easy to traverse. They also connect the several terraces on which not only the sculpture but all the ordinary amenities of outdoor living can be enjoyed. Around the house and reaching out to the trees in the background, turf covers the casual and uncluttered slopes, providing still another kind of environment for the sculpture, another invitation to the eye of the beholder.

The perfect compatibility of sculpture and the landscape is most dramatically illustrated when autumn thins the foliage of the trees, opposite page. The half-dozen pieces that become clearly visible at a single glance—works by Lachaise, Minguzzi, Zadkine, Noguchi, Laurens, and Richier—stand either on projecting terrace platforms or on the slopes beyond. In winter, below, they assume a clear and sharp separateness in spite of—or perhaps because of—the all-encompassing snow.

The straight and simple trunks of the surrounding trees dictated the equally simple form of the ledge-stone pedestal for Jacques Lipchitz's "Mother and Child." As the bellwether of the collection, it holds an especially important position—beside a great tree-shaded terrace and just outside the living room's largest window. In summer, top of page, a big yew provides a green background; in winter, above, the sculpture and the tree behind it are outlined by their blanket of snow.
the party kitchen of a cookery pro
where he cooks to amuse himself and his friends

In a bright, imaginatively planned, two-room kitchen that opens to a garden at the back of a house in London's Islington district, Robert Carrier proves to his friends his oft-quoted point that "Cooking is magic; food is a happiness." Mr. Carrier, well-known in England as restaurateur and food writer, maintains in another part of his house a laboratory kit where he tests recipes and equipment, but it is in this cheerful, provincial setting that he takes his youngest son's holidays and cooks for his own pleasure and the delight of his friends who love an audience, and the arrangement of his party kitchen gives him excellent reasons to do so.

When he moved into the 1830 building the most logical place for a second kitchen was in a pair of quite small rooms. Since one was a few steps lower than the other, they had to be divided, but he welcomed this necessity because fixing meals is also divided into parts—the advance preparation and the cooking itself. Thus in the inner section of his kitchen, food and wine are stored, and the early stages of cookery—pounding cutlets, chopping onions, washing salad greens and such—are performed sans audience. Accordingly, the work counter includes an electric blender, a vegetable sink, an undersink disposal unit. In the kitchen's outer section is the main cooking center with its gas range top, barbecue grill, and glazing oven. This is the party zone where Robert Carrier can perform his favorite magic: glazing a gratin or puffing up pommes soufflées—while his guests watch, drink, and nibble hors d'oeuvres. Opening to the garden, this area seems actually a part of the outdoors, cause of its glass roof over which Mr. Carrier is patiently training vines. Guests wander in and out and forth and if the weather is good, the garden is where they dine.

In both sections of the kitchen much of the storage consists of open shelves and racks in the better to show off Mr. Carrier's utensils, an aspect of cookery very close to his heart. Since becoming a kitchen pro he has been searching the world's markets for cooking gadgets that are made for a serious job and seem to him to have a simple, honest look. His finds so impressed Harrods department store in London that two years ago they opened a "Carrier Cookshop" to sell utensils he uses and believes in. Now "Carrier Cookshops" are opening in several American department stores: Macy's, Herald Square, Roosevelt Field, and Macy's, San Francisco; Maison Blanche in New Orleans; Higbee's in Cleveland; Hudson's in Detroit.

This page: Robert Carrier is partial to cooking gear that combines straightforward practicality with good looks—such as the tart flan forms, and molds, above left, and wood implements, left. For others, see page 79.

Opposite page: Mr. Carrier's imaginative party center is a three-zoned complex consisting of an inner room for preparing food, an outer room for cooking, a garden to eat in. 1. The outer room where he cooks before his guests is the warm, Mediterranean type of kitchen he loves. Almost every surface is covered with ceramic tiles—walls and floor in patterned tiles pieced with a sunburst motif (his personal insignia), work counter gleaming white tiles. Copper of range is repeated in a scalloped valance edge shelf where some of his favorite utensils are enthroned. 2. The garden is a completely closed stone paved court romantically lit with vine-covered treillage where Mr. Carrier has staged anything from small seated dinners to a huge outdoor buffet party for seventy-five. 3. In the inner, food preparatory room, a wine rack was built into an old chimney behind a hooded tile work counter that includes one electric burner for special tasks. Cooking here is limited to baking and roasting in wall ovens—processes not for watching
YOU'LL FIND QUALITY IN OUR CORNER

It's uncanny

How Nabisco did it. Took real cheese and put it in a can. SNACK MATE Cheese Spread. It’s uncanny, all the ways you can use it. Put it on RITZ Crackers. It makes great hors d’oeuvres, instantly. Put it on a hamburger. It makes a cheeseburger an easeburger. Put it on your patio. It makes sense. SNACK MATE doesn't need refrigeration. You can take it anywhere. (Like to the beach.) Uncanny.

Only Nabisco makes cheese-in-a-can. Delicious pure pasteurized processed cheeses. Cheddar, American, Pimiento, Cheddar-Blue, Pizza and French Onion. So good, you’ll never guess SNACK MATE came from a can. SNACK MATE Cheese Spread. It's uncanny.

CORKSCREW

A CASE OF WINE—THE GIFT THAT LASTS ALL YEAR

BY JAMES A. BEARD

In any competition for the gift that will please just about anyone, a case of good wine probably would win hands down. Not only is it a sublime compliment to the receiver’s status as a connoisseur, but it will be welcome not once, but twelve times over. This is especially true if, when you choose bottles for a fellow wine lover, you take into consideration his taste in foods and his preference for wines of a certain district, or if you introduce him to wines you have recently discovered and specially enjoyed. While a consumable gift of food and drink is admittedly a fleeting way of sending holiday greetings, there is a way to keep the good cheer coming throughout the year. We have had a cheese of the month and a fruit of the month; why not a wine of the month? I cannot imagine a more thoughtful or exciting gift for the wine connoisseur or even the novice than the promise of wine on six, eight, or twelve different occasions during the months to come. If the wines are related to seasonal food, the anticipation is all the greater. This is a gift that requires time and thought—searching for the right wines, tasting them, and after the final selection is made, writing notes to accompany them. Here are five different plans built around gifts of one or two cases of wine.

Gifts of one case

Select a case of twelve different wines that you have tasted and enjoyed. Arrange to have your wine dealer send the wine in several installments during the year, or, if that is not possible, send the entire case at Christmas time. Enclose a card with each bottle, describing the wine and giving your critique of it. If you would like to turn this gift into a dialogue, ask for an evaluation in return. In this selection it would be a nice idea to include a good sherry or Montilla and perhaps a Madeira. And I would also be tempted to include that delicious and delicately flavored aperitif wine, Lillet, which is still relatively unknown here.

As an alternative, you might send a case of all-American wines, representing the range from sherry to champagne. Here you might select from New York State Taylor's Cream Sherry, Widmer's Beerenauslese; and Fournier Nature Champagne. From California a good sampling would be Paul Masson Emerald Dry; Charles Krug Pinot Chardonnay; Wente Sauvignon Blanc; Almaden Gewürztraminer; Louis Martini Zinfandel; Almaden Pinot Noir Reserve; Robert Mondavi Cabernet Sauvignon; B. V. Georges de la Tour Private Reserve (another Cabernet Sauvignon); Korbel Brut Champagne.

A second plan would be to give a case of wine to be sent three bottles at a time in four installments during the year. At

Continued on page 144

Opposite Page:

A PIE WITH AN AVIAN SURPRISE

Ham Roll Pie, a traditional English mixture of sweet fruits and savory meats, comes to the table with an unexpected intruder nesting on the crust—a shiny pottery blackbird that calls to mind the nursery rhyme. This droll disguise for the steam vent is actually the decorative top of a plain china funnel that supports the pastry from underneath and permits gravy to be poured directly into the pie.
Great British Pies
Great British Pies

The savory pie, a seasoned mixture of meats under a tender crust, represents the best in traditional English cooking. It is as likely to be found in a wayside pub or farmhouse kitchen as in a London restaurant or picnic hamper at Ascot. As early as the fourteenth century pies flourished in England, and different shires or counties had their own jealously guarded recipes that included a variety of meats and game with such unusual extras as oysters and eggs, apples and nuts. These pies—some to be eaten hot, some cold—make splendid hearty fare for luncheons or family dinners. And for a tailgate picnic or Sunday supper nothing can beat a cold game pie with a salad, pickled walnuts, and red wine.

PIE PASTRIES

There are four types of pastry used in making savory English pies: short crust, flaky, rough puff, and raised. Short crust is the pastry we use for fruit pies, tarts, and turnovers. Flaky and rough puff pastries are less rich, easier-to-make versions of French puff paste and excellent for topping sweet and savory deep dish pies. Raised pastry, the key to all raised pies, involves a totally different concept. Hot liquid and lard are stirred into the flour to make a dough that can be molded while warm, very much like clay, hardens as it cools, and produces a tender, solid, golden crust.

Pie Forms and Dishes

The typically English raised pie filled with chunks of game, pork, veal, or ham (its nearest cousin is the French country-style pâte en croute) can be shaped in two ways. The traditional method is to mold or "tame" the pastry around the outside of a round object, such as a canning jar. An easier way is to line a plain or fluted metal or oven-proof glass funnel; or mold or "raise" the pastry around the outside of a round object, such as a cannikent, and mold the pastry above the filling and provide a seal. For the traditional English type. Certain pies, such as the Twelfth Night Pie, are baked in a regular, deep, scalloped-edge 10-inch pie plate.

Pie Decorations

Leaves, roses, and tassels, fashioned from pastry scraps are applied to the top crust of a savory pie to distinguish it from a sweet one, give it an attractive appearance, and cover an otherwise unsightly steam escape hole. Moisten the underside of the decorations with water before arranging them on the crust, so they will adhere.

Leaves may be stamped out with a small leaf-shaped cutter.

To make a rose, cut 6-8 thin 1-inch circles of pastry. Overlap 2 circles, pinching together at one end. Gradually turning, add remaining circles to make petals. Cut off excess pastry. To make a tassel, cut a strip 1½-inches wide by 3 inches long, then cut lengthwise in silver-like threads, leaving a small portion at one end uncut. Roll up and pinch uncut end.

Rough Puff Pastry

2 cups all-purpose flour
⅔ teaspoon salt
¼ pound soft butter
¼ cup soft lard
⅛ cup (approx.) ice water
1 tablespoon lemon juice

Place flour and salt in a bowl. Work the butter and lard together, divide into walnut-sized pieces and drop into the flour. Toss to coat. Combine water and lemon juice and, using a fork, add enough to the flour-fat mixture to make a soft dough, allowing the fat to remain in large pieces. Gather into a ball, cover with plastic wrap and let stand 10-15 minutes.

Roll out the dough on a lightly floured pastry cloth or board into a 20-by-8-inch rectangle. Mark in thirds lengthwise. Fold further third over middle third. Fold bottom third over other two. Seal the edges by pinching. Give the dough a quarter turn so that a sealed edge is to your right. Roll out and fold in the same manner at least 3 more times, refrigerating for 20 minutes whenever dough becomes too sticky to work with. After final rolling refrigerate at least 1 hour, preferably several, before covering pie. This recipe makes enough pastry to top a 10- or 12-by-4-inch round dish, a 13-by-9-by-3-inch, or a 15-by-10-by-2-inch rectangular dish.

To support and decorate pie crusts: bird-shaped china and glass funnels; pastry crimper.

Flaky Pastry

½ cup soft butter
⅔ cup soft lard
2 cups all-purpose flour
⅔ teaspoon salt
⅛ cup (approx.) ice water
1 tablespoon lemon juice

With a broad flexible knife or spatula work butter and lard together. Spread over a 9-inch plate and divide into four equal segments. Place flour and salt in a bowl and with a pastry blender or the fingertips work in one segment of the fat. Mix together the water and the lemon juice. Stir into the flour mixture with a fork until it makes a dough. Knead gently 30 seconds to make a ball. Cover the ball with plastic wrap and set aside for 10-15 minutes.

Roll out the dough on a lightly floured pastry cloth or board into a rectangle about 18 by 6 inches. Mark it in thirds lengthwise. Dot lower two-thirds of rectangle with one of the three remaining fat segments. Fold plain third over center third and bottom third up and over other two. Seal edges by pinching. Give dough a quarter turn so that final seal is to your right. Roll out to an 18-by-6-inch rectangle, divide into thirds and repeat above procedure with another fat segment, refrigerating if dough becomes too sticky to handle. Repeat again with final segment of fat. Roll and fold once more. Refrigerate, wrapped in wax paper, for at least 1 hour after final folding, before using to top a pie. This recipe makes enough pastry to top a 10- or 12-by-4-inch round dish, a 13-by-9-by-3-inch or a 15-by-10-by-2-inch rectangular dish.
Covering a Deep Dish Pie

Roll out the chilled pastry (flaky, rough puff, or short crust) into a rectangle or round 2 inches bigger than the dish. Cut off 1 inch all around, moisten lightly with water and, with the cut edge facing out, line the rim of the filled dish. Moisten again and top with the remaining pastry, making sure not to stretch the pastry but letting it ease in toward the funnel and filling. With the back of a knife make horizontal cuts on the double edge layers to give a flaky appearance. Decorate the top edge by crimping with a fork or crimper or pinching with fingers. Make a steam hole in the center. Cut out decorations (leaves, rose or tassel) from the scraps of pastry with a knife and place on top. Before baking, brush the pie all over with egg mixed with water, heavy cream, or milk. If the pie is not to be baked right away, chill it and brush just before baking.

**SECUARING PIE CRUST**

Lining a Form or Tin With Short Crust Pastry

Roll out two-thirds of the pastry on a lightly floured pastry cloth or board. To line a loaf or rectangular tin or form, place the tin on the pastry and mark around the four sides and one bottom section. Cut out pieces to fit, slightly overlapping, into tin or form, sealing the joints with egg. For round or oval forms, cut sections to fit bottom and sides and join together similarly. Bake lined tin 10 minutes in a 425° oven before filling with the meat mixture. Roll out remaining pastry to fit the top. Brush with egg to seal pastry to the baked case, making sure pastry does not lap over edge of tin. Decorate edge of pastry with crimpler, fork or by pinching with fingers. Make a steam hole and decorate with leaves and a rose or tassel. Brush top with beaten egg, heavy cream, or milk before baking and place a tin on the oven shelf below to catch any drippings.

Making a Free-standing Pie Shell

Mold two-thirds of the warm raised pie dough around the outside of a greased quart canning jar or a 6-by-4-inch cake can. Remove jar after pastry has cooled and hardened slightly. Individual pies can be made by forming a quarter of the dough around 6-ounce jelly glasses. Reserve the remaining three quarters for the tops. The recipe will make 3 individual pies. Fill and top the pies, set on baking sheets to bake, and brush all over with egg-and-water prior to baking.

---

**RAISED PASTRY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4 cups all-purpose flour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>½ teaspoon salt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>½ pound lard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>½ cup milk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>¼ cup water</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Place the flour and salt in a bowl and set in a warm place. Heat the lard, milk, and water, stirring until the lard melts. Cool to lukewarm. With a wooden spoon, stir the warm liquid into the flour until mixture forms particles. Knead particles together in bowl. Turn onto board and knead and press until dough forms ball. Set in a clean bowl, cover with a cloth and let stand 20-30 minutes in a warm place.

The recipe makes enough pastry for a 9-by-5-by-3-inch loaf pan, an 8-inch spring form pan, a 6-by-4-inch round pie dish, or a 9-by-5 ½-by-4-inch oval pie dish.

**LINING A FORM OR TIN WITH RAISED PASTRY**

Roll dough and fit on top. Make a steam hole. Bake and allow to cool. Add jellied stock through funnel.

When pie is completely cold, carefully remove form.

**LINING OVAL FORM WITH RAISED PASTRY**

Center form on dough and lift up dough to judge size.

Fold dough in thirds, put in form, mold up and over sides.

Trim overlapping edge of top dough to size of rim.

Decorate edge with knife or by pinching with fingers.

When dough is crumbly, press on knead with hand.

Fold and press on board into soft ball.

Ball should remain indented when pressed.

**LINING A RECTANGULAR FORM**

Fold rolled dough into thirds, center in form.

Raise pastry up sides and over edge.

Unroll pastry top onto pie with rolling pin.
The Vermouth that's good enough to eat.

Imported Martini & Rossi has a taste that comes through even when it's grilled, browned, iced, or dipped. A taste so versatile that M&R is No. 1 in the nation. You can use Sweet Vermouth to add intrigue to countless dishes. And Extra Dry Vermouth in any recipe that calls for white wine. Here are just a few of the delightful things that can happen when M&R and your imagination take over:

1. **M&R and Soda.**
   - Pour 2 ozs M&R Sweet Vermouth over ice in tall glass. Fill with soda. Twist of lemon peel.

2. **Dry Rob Roy on the Rocks.**
   - Pour 1 part M&R Extra Dry Vermouth and 3 parts Scotch over ice. Twist of lemon peel.

3. **Rossini (Reverse Martini).**
   - Stir 2 parts M&R Extra Dry Vermouth and 1 part gin with ice. Strain into chilled glasses. Twist of lemon peel.

(4) **(1) M&R and Soda.**

(2) **Dry Rob Roy on the Rocks.**

(3) **Rossini (Reverse Martini).**
Guacamole Viva.
Large ripe avocados
1 tbsp lime juice
2 tsp salt
3 drops Tabasco sauce
3 finely chopped onions
3 cloves garlic, crushed
3 tsp salt
(4) Melon Aperitif.
Scoop cantaloupe, honeydew, or Spanish melon into balls. Marinate with one cup M&R Sweet Vermouth. When well-chilled, arrange in half melon shell.
(5) Scampi Rossi.
2 lbs shelled and deveined shrimp
1/4 cup olive oil
1/2 cup M&R Extra Dry Vermouth
2 cloves garlic, crushed
1/2 tsp salt
1/2 tsp freshly ground black pepper
3 tbsp chopped parsley
3 tbsp lemon juice
Brown shrimp in hot olive oil. Add M&R, garlic, salt and pepper. Cook until liquid is almost gone. Sprinkle with parsley and lemon juice and serve. 4 servings.
(6) Martini & Rossi Grande Mixed Grill.
Lamb:
Pour marinade over rack of lamb or lamb chops and marinate several hours. Grill meat and baste with marinade.
On the Skewers:
4 link sausages
4 lamb kidneys or chicken livers
8 mushrooms
8 pieces green pepper
8 pieces red pepper
4 cherry tomatoes
Parboil sausages 3 minutes, drain and dry. Marinate sausages and kidneys or chicken livers one hour. Arrange meats and vegetables on skewers. Brush well with the marinade and grill until browned. Serves 4.
RENFIELD IMPORTERS, LTD., N.Y.
**HOT PIES**

**Steak and Kidney Pie**

Steak and kidney pie needs no introduction to the majority of Americans, but the variation with oysters may be a surprise. It is particularly popular around Colchester and Whistable, the famous oyster centers of England.

6 tablespoons butter
1 1/2 cup finely chopped shallots or onion
3/4 pounds boneless beef rump, round steak or eye round, cut into 2-inch cubes
3 medium-sized veal kidneys, trimmed and cut into bite-size pieces
1 cup flour mixed with 2 teaspoons salt and 1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1/4 pound mushrooms, sliced
2 cups beef broth
2 bay leaves
1 teaspoon thyme
1/4 teaspoon marjoram
1 recipe flaky or rough puff pastry or 1/2 recipe short crust pastry

Melt 2 tablespoons butter in a large skillet and sauté the shallots or onion. Remove and reserve. Add 2 more tablespoons butter to the skillet.

Dredge beef cubes and kidney pieces lightly in the seasoned flour. Brown the beef pieces a few at a time, in the butter, adding more butter as needed. Remove and reserve. Sauté the kidney pieces quickly. Add the mushrooms and cook 1 minute. Add the broth, stir to loosen browned particles from skillet, bring to a boil. Return shallots and meat to the skillet. Add bay leaves, thyme, and marjoram, cover and simmer until the meat is cooked, about 1 hour, depending on the cut.

Taste for seasoning. Remove the bay leaves and pour into a 2 1/2- to 3-quart casserole or deep pie dish, preferably one with a rim all around. The meat should protrude above the crust, but not too high. Place a pie funnel or a glass or metal funnel in the middle to help hold the crust up and allow the steam to escape. Allow to cool to room temperature (the dish may be refrigerated at this point until ready to bake).

Preheat oven to 450°. Roll out the pastry, cover pie and brush as directed on page 139. Bake 15-20 minutes, or until the pastry is set and well browned. Reduce the oven heat to 350° and bake 30 minutes longer or until the pastry is cooked. Serve hot reserved, heated gravy, Serves 8.

**Twelfth-Night Pie**

This pie has been described as the happy ending to Christmas leftovers. Originally, the remains of the traditional boar's head, the Christmas ham, cooked sausages, and cooked leftover bacon were all chopped to fill a raised pie, either mixed with or topped with, apple pieces. The modern version below calls for fresh pork and veal, but could easily be made with ground leftover meats.

2 tablespoons butter
1 clove garlic, finely chopped
1 onion, finely chopped
1 pound lean boneless pork, ground
1 pound boneless veal shoulder, ground
2 cups sautéed applesauce
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon
1/2 teaspoon allspice
1/4 teaspoon celery seed
Salt, freshly ground black pepper to taste
1/2 recipe short crust pastry or 1/2 recipe raised pastry
1/2 pound cooked sausage links
1 egg lightly beaten and mixed with a little water or cream

Melt butter in a skillet and sauté garlic and onion until tender. Add pork and veal and continue cooking, stirring occasionally, until the meat loses all pink color and is lightly browned. Add applesauce, cinnamon, allspice, celery seed, salt and pepper, but do not heat further.

Roll out two-thirds of the pastry on a lightly floured cloth or board and line a deep 10-inch pie plate. Fill with the meat mixture. Arrange sausages on meat like spokes of a wheel.

Roll out remaining pastry and cover the pie. Seal edges, decorate, and make a steam hole. Surround and loosely cover steam hole with moistened decorations. Brush pie with egg.

Bake in a 450° oven for 20 minutes or until pastry is well browned. Reduce heat to 350° and cook 20 minutes longer, or until pastry is cooked. Serve hot or cold. Serves 8.

**Ham Roll Pie**

(See book cover)


2 tablespoons butter
5 shallots, finely chopped
1/2 pound mushrooms, chopped
3 tablespoons finely chopped parsley
1/2 cup fresh or canned gooseberries or seedless grapes
1/2 cup chopped dried apricots
2 tablespoons seedless raisins or golden raisins
1/4 cup fine soft breadcrumbs
2 cups cider or apple juice or 1 cup English hard cider and 1 cup apple juice
Salt, freshly ground black pepper
1/2 teaspoon tarragon
1/4 teaspoon nutmeg
4 hard-cooked eggs
1 pound baked ham, cut into 12 slices about 1/8-inch thick
24 fresh spinach leaves, well washed
1 recipe flaky or rough puff pastry, or 1/2 recipe short crust pastry
3 egg yolks, lightly beaten

Melt butter and sauté shallots until tender. Add mushrooms and cook until liquid evaporates. Remove from heat and add parsley, gooseberries or grapes, apricots, raisins, breadcrumbs, 1/2 cup cider, salt and pepper to taste, thyme, nutmeg, and mashed, hard-cooked egg yolks. Mix well.

Line up ham slices in a single layer and top each with spinach leaves. Divide filling between slices. Roll each piece of ham to enclose spinach and stuffing. Roll each piece side down in a 13- by 9-by-2-inch baking dish with a rim edge. Set a pie funnel or metal funnel in the middle to hold up the pastry and allow steam to escape. Chop hard-cooked egg whites and scatter over rolls. Pour 1 cup cider over rolls.

Roll out pastry as directed for covering pie, page 139. Bake in a 450° oven for 40 minutes or until pastry is puffed, well browned and done. Combine remaining cider with egg yolks and pour into the steam hole. Reduce oven heat to 325° and bake 10 minutes longer. Serves 8.

**Chicken-Foremost Pie**

Foremost is another word for stuffing and can be made in many variations, with or without meat, and used in bulk or formed into balls. In this pie, give added flavor and texture to all kinds of dishes, including savory pies.

5-6-pound roasting chicken, or 2 1/2-3-pound roasting chickens
Salt, freshly ground black pepper
1 bay leaf
2 ribs celery, chopped
1 carrot chopped
1 clove garlic, finely chopped
2 sprigs parsley
1/2 teaspoon thyme
1/2 pound lean veal, ground
1/2 pound smoked ham, ground
12 tablespoons butter
3 shallots, finely chopped
3 mushrooms, finely chopped
1/2 cups soft fresh breadcrumbs
1/2 cup light cream
1/8 teaspoon mace
2 tablespoons chopped parsley
1 egg, lightly beaten
1/2 cup plus 1/2 tablespoons flour
3 cups concentrated chicken broth
1 pound sliced mushrooms, or 1 package frozen artichoke hearts, thawed
1 recipe flaky dough or rough pastry or 1/2 recipe short crust pastry

Place chicken, 2 teaspoons salt, 1/2 teaspoon pepper, bay leaf, celery, carrot, onion, parsley, spinach, and 2 teaspoons thyme in a heavy Dutch oven or casserole. Add water barely to cover. Bring to a boil. Cover and simmer 1 1/2—2 hours or until the chicken is tender, turning once. Allow chicken to cool in broth several hours.

Meanwhile, grind veal and ham together in a bowl. Melt 4 tablespoons butter in a skillet and sauté shallots until tender. Add mushroom and cook 2 minutes longer. Add mushrooms and shallots to veal with breadcrumbs, cream, salt and pepper to taste, mace, remaining thyme, chopped parsley, and egg. Mix well. Form the mixture into about 2 dozen 1/2-inch balls. Toss in 1/2 tablespoons of the flour and sauté in 2 tablespoons butter until browned on all sides. Set aside.

Remove chicken meat from bone, skin, and cut into serving-size pieces. Strain broth and boil uncovered until reduced to 3 cups. Melt 4 tablespoons butter, blend in remaining 1/2 cup flour, and gradually add the broth. Bring to a boil, stirring, and season to taste with salt and black pepper. Cook sauce 3 minutes.

Cook mushrooms or artichokes briefly in remaining 2 cups broth.

In the bottom of a 3-quart baking dish or casserole with a rim, arrange a layer of chicken. Season with salt and pepper, top with a layer of forcemeat balls and mushrooms or artichokes. Repeat layers until all ingredients are used. Pour in sauce to come about 3/4 way up filling.

Roll out the pastry and cover according to directions on page 139. Bake in a 450° oven for 30 minutes, reduce heat to 350° and cook until pastry is done, about 20 minutes. Serves 8-10.

**Variation:** For chicken and oyster pie, substitute 24 drained oysters for forcemeat balls and 1/2 cup oyster liquor for 1/2 cup chicken broth.
Preheat oven to 425°. Grind together 1/2 pound of the veal and 1/2 pound of the ham. Finely dice remaining veal and ham and add to the ground meat. Add salt, pepper, allspice, lemon rind, thyme, nutmeg, cognac, and eggs. Mix well but lightly.

Line the mold or tin with two-thirds of the pastry as described on page 139. Bake 10 minutes if short crust pastry is used. Pack meat mixture into lined tin until it is half full. Center hard-cooked eggs in pan and place pickled walnuts in between and at either end. Pack remaining meat mixture around and over. Top with remaining pastry. Bake 40 minutes at 425°. Place a small pan beneath the tin while it bakes to catch any drips. Then reduce oven heat to 350° and bake about 1 1/2 hours or until done. Cover top with foil to prevent overbrowning.

Soak the gelatin in 1/4 cup of the broth, heat to dissolve, and add to the rest of the broth. Using a funnel, pour into the steam hole, filling all the spaces where the meat has shrunk from the pastry. (More can be added as the pie cools if desired.) Allow the pie to cool completely before removing from the tin and serve at room temperature. Slices about 1/8-inch wide make attractive servings. Serves 8-10.

**Boneless Game or Duck Pie**

Although this recipe is very close to the French game pâté en croûte it is a traditional English summer picnic at race meetings.

5-pound duck, or 2 1/2-pound pheasants or grouse, boned

toasted boned veal shoulder, ground
1 1/2 pounds boneless pork loin, ground
3 shallots, finely ground
1 egg
Salt, freshly ground black pepper
6 tablespoons cognac
1/2 cup heavy cream
2 tablespoons Spices Parisienne
1/2 pound lean ham, cut into 1/2-inch cubes
2 large truffles, diced
1 bay leaf, broken
2 sprigs parsley
1 sprig rosemary
1/2 teaspoon nutmeg
1/2 cup shelled and peeled pistachio nuts
1 recipe raised pastry or 1 recipe short crust pasty
1 envelope unflavored gelatin
2 cups duck or chicken broth

Grind together the duck or game meat, reserving the breast meat, and mix with the veal, pork, shallots, egg, salt and pepper to taste, 2 tablespoons cognac, cream and 1 teaspoon Spices Parisienne. Refrigerate. Dice the breast meat and combine with the ham, truffles, bay leaf, parsley, rosemary, remaining cognac, nutmeg, and Spices Parisienne. Refrigerate several hours or overnight.

Line a form with the pastry as described on page 139. Bake 10 minutes at 425° if using short crust. Pack 1/2 the ground meat mixture into lined tin. Remove parsley, rosemary, bay leaf and other mixture. Add the nuts to it and pack into tin. Top with remaining ground meat and the pastry. Bake in a 425° oven for 35 minutes. Place a small pan on the shelf below the tin while it bakes to catch any drips. Reduce oven heat to 350° and bake about 1 1/2 hours longer until done. Cover top with foil to prevent overbrowning. Stuff gelatin in 1/4 cup of the broth, heat to dissolve, and add to rest of broth. Pour into cooling pie through a funnel inserted in the steam hole. Remove pie from tin when it is cool. Serve at room temperature. Serves 8.

**Pork Pie with Apples**

Tart juicy apples counterbalance the richness of pork dishes. This recipe is a pastry version of a well known potato-topped pork and apple pie.

4 strips bacon
1 onion, chopped
2 1/2 pounds lean, boned pork shoulder, cut into 1/2-inch dice
2 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
2 tablespoons flour
1/2 cup ale
1 teaspoon chopped fresh sage leaves
1/2 teaspoon dried sage
1/2 recipe short crust pastry
2 cups roughly cut tart green apples
2 teaspoons sugar
1/8 teaspoon nutmeg

Heavy cream or egg-and-water mixture

Sauté the bacon until crisp, remove from pan, crumble, and reserve. Sauté the onion in the bacon fat until translucent. Add the pork and cook until it loses all its pinkness. Cook briefly, until tender. Add salt and pepper. Sprinkle with flour and stir. Add the ale and sage and cook. Line a deep 10-inch pie plate with two-thirds of the pastry. Place 1/2 the pork in the bottom, top with the apples, sprinkle with the sugar and nutmeg, and cover with remaining pork. Cover pie with remaining pastry, decorate the edge and make a steam hole, decorate with rose, tassel or leaves, brush with heavy cream or egg and water. Bake in a 425° oven for 40 minutes or until the pastry is well browned and cooked. Serve slightly warm, or at room temperature. Serves 6.

**Rabbit Pie**

In rural England young rabbits find their way into this hearty country dish.

1/2 pound salt pork, diced
2 1/2-pound rabbits, cut into serving pieces
6 tablespoons flour mixed with 2 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
6 onions, finely chopped
2 cloves garlic, finely chopped
2 cups chopped, skinned fresh tomatoes, or canned tomatoes
2 tablespoons chopped parsley
1 cup brown sauce or canned beef gravy
1/2 teaspoon thyme
2 ribs celery, chopped
2 bay leaves
1 recipe flaky or rough puff pastry or 1/2 recipe short crust pastry

Cover the salt pork with hot water and simmer 5 minutes. Drain and dry. Sauté the salt pork in a heavy skillet until crisp. Remove and reserve. Dredge the rabbit pieces in the seasoned flour. Brown in a few pieces at a time, in the salt pork fat. Transfer to a heavy casserole or a Dutch oven. Sauté the onion and garlic in the skillet until tender and slightly browned. Add the tomatoes, parsley, brown sauce or gravy, and thyme. Heat, stirring to loosen all the browned particles from the skillet.

Scatter reserved pork bits, celery, and bay leaves over rabbit and pour in the sauce from the skillet. Cover and bake in a 350° oven until the rabbit is almost tender—length of time depends on the age of the rabbit, usually about 1 hour. Let cool to room temperature.

Transfer rabbit to a 2 1/2-3-quart casserole or deep dish, preferably with a rim. Add enough gravy to cover the meat 1/2 of the way. Reserve remainder to serve separately. Place a pie funnel in the middle of the filling to hold up the pastry and allow steam to escape. Roll out pastry, cover pie, and brush as directed on page 139. Bake 15-20 minutes in a 450° oven, or until pastry is set and browned.

Reduce oven heat to 350° and bake 30 minutes longer, or until pastry is cooked. Serve hot with reserved gravy. Any leftovers may be eaten cold. Serves 8.

**Cold Pies**

**Veal and Ham Pie**

This is a mildly seasoned, country-style, pâté mixture which is traditionally encased in a raised pastry crust.

1 1/2 pounds boned veal shoulder
1 1/2 pounds smoked ham
2 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
2 tablespoons allspice
1 teaspoon grated lemon rind
1/2 teaspoon thyme
1/8 teaspoon nutmeg
2 tablespoons cognac
2 eggs, lightly beaten
1 recipe raised pastry or 1 recipe short crust pastry
2 hard-cooked eggs
3 1/2 pickled walnuts
1 envelope unflavored gelatin
2 cups chicken broth

Grind together the veal and pork, nicely, and mix with the veal, pork, shallots, egg, salt and pepper to taste, 2 tablespoons cognac, cream and 1 teaspoon Spices Parisienne. Refrigerate. Dice the breast meat and combine with the ham, truffles, bay leaf, parsley, rosemary, remaining cognac, nutmeg, and Spices Parisienne. Refrigerate several hours or overnight.

Line a form or tin with the pastry as described on page 139. Bake 10 minutes at 425° if using short crust. Pack 1/2 the ground meat mixture into lined tin. Remove parsley, rosemary, bay leaf, and other mixture. Add the nuts to it and pack into tin. Top with remaining ground meat and the pastry. Bake in a 425° oven for 35 minutes. Place a small pan on the shelf below the tin while it bakes to catch any drips. Reduce oven heat to 350° and bake about 1 1/2 hours longer until done. Cover top with foil to prevent overbrowning. Stuff gelatin in 1/4 cup of the broth, heat to dissolve, and add to rest of broth. Pour into cooling pie through a funnel in the steam hole. Cool and chill briefly. Serves 8-10.
The Spirit of Grand Marnier... comes alive with every sip! Let Grand Marnier introduce you to a delicious Sour... the GRAND MARNIER SOUR... 2 ounces Grand Marnier, juice of ½ lemon... shake and serve on the rocks. Grand Marnier flames in magical ways in many fine recipes... excels in cocktails... or in a snifter. It has spirit! For cocktail and gourmet recipes, write for our free booklet.
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WINE—THE GIFT THAT LASTS continued from page 136

Christmas send three bottles for holiday drinking—perhaps a fine sherry, a Port, and a Madeira. In April, send two bottles of a fine white wine—Meursault, Montrachet, or Corton Charlemagne, and one lesser but interesting white wine—a Muscadet or a Pouilly Fumé. In July, I would recommend three German wines, so pleasant for summer drinking, to pair at luncheon with a fish mousse, for example, or with an hors d’oeuvre table, or to take on a picnic. Choose wines with that matchless flowery, fruity quality characteristic of some of the Rhines and Moselles. Avoid the heavier, richer wines, which, to my thinking, are not suitable for summer. The final wines in this series should be sent in late October or early November to accompany game—a great claret to be drunk with a pair of mallards; or a great Hermitage (if you can find one of a good year) which is perfect with partridge or venison; and a superb bottle of Fleurie or Juliénas (although it becomes increasingly difficult to find good honest wines from the Beaujolais) for such game birds as quail or dove. Thus you will have covered the year in seasonal fashion and offered as widely varied a selection as anyone could wish. Again, if the installment plan is impracticable, the entire case could be sent at one time, although it would lack the surprise and fun of the quarterly offering.

An opulent gift

If you want to be really lavish and send two cases of wine, your plans can be considerably more elaborate. One of the more interesting plans would be a series of wines for eight special dinners, geared to different times of year. Here are a number of wines to consider:

December. Three bottles of champagne for New Year’s morning, to be used as an aperitif or to accompany the first meal of the year. Many people find champagne an excellent restorative for the morning after. Choose the dryest, either a brut or a blanc de blancs.

March. A bottle of good Riesling or a Muscadet for oysters and two bottles of a pleasant Burgundy for a filet or roast of beef. For the latter I would choose from the Côte de Nuits—a Corton, a Nuits St. Georges, or a Fixin.

April. Three white wines—two fine Meursaults for shad and shad roe or similar fish and a bottle of fine Sauterne for dessert, especially a fruit dessert, for this is the time of the year when strawberrries should be easily available.

May. A bottle of Montrachet for the salmon season and two bottles of a Médoc to go with lamb which is at its peak at this time—perhaps a Château Palmer or a Leoville-Las-Cases.

June. A bottle of Pinot Chardonnay for a first course of crab-meal, a Pinot Noir for a steak grilled outdoors, and a fine Cabernet Sauvignon of good vintage for cheese. These could include some of the ever-improving wines of California.

July. A trio of hot weather wines—a Pouilly Fuisse or Pouilly Fumé to be drunk with luncheon or used with crème de cassis for a kir; a bottle of California rosé (by far the best rosés we can get in this country, because they are what a rosé should be: new, light, and fruity); and finally a good Beaujolais, to be used with an outdoor meal, or, cooled, with a cold supper.

August. Three fine Moselle wines for a breakfast or luncheon party or for a refresher on a hot afternoon. These might also be used with a supper of fish mousse or vitello tonnato, and they go nicely with many of the summer fruits, such as peaches.

October or November. Three great red wines—two of Bordeaux, to be drunk with pleasant, duck, or wild turkey; and a Burgundy, a Chambolle, or a Clos de Vougeot, to be drunk with venison.

Two cases might also be divided into monthly offerings, two bottles a month, in this fashion:

December. Two different champagnes for celebrating.

January. Two great Burgundies for important dinners.

February. A couple of good wines of the Beaujolais for pleasant, less serious dining.

March. Two California reds—a great Cabernet and a great...
Pinot Noir—for comparative tasting.

April. A white Chassagne Montrachet and a red one, again for comparison, with suggestions for a good menu to set them off.

May. Two good Alsatians for veal or a choucroute garnie.

June. A fine Montilla and a bottle of Lillet for aprés-ris.

July. Two excellent Loire wines—a Pouilly Fumé and a Sancerre or a Muscadet—for summer lunching.

August. Two good California roses, perhaps a Grignolino and a Grenache (their charm and youthfulness are well suited to this time of year).

September. Two wonderful Moselles, perhaps an Eiswein and a Beerenauvode, to enjoy with autumn fruits.

October. Two priceless clarets to be drunk with game or with lamb or beef. The '52s and the '45s are sensational.

November. A magnum of fine Burgundy for the holiday dinner.

This is a year's course in good drinking and a gift of no small expenditure. The same plan could, of course, be halved or multiplied, depending upon the amount you wish to spend.

A final and quite luxurious gift: six or twelve magnums to be delivered all at once or on a monthly basis. Attach notes to each bottle. It is a novelty to serve a magnum of wine with dinner, and this gift should delight any recipient.

It goes without saying that all these handsome gifts can be assembled only in those cities where there are wine shops catering to an imaginative and appreciative trade. Where the selling of wines and spirits is a state monopoly it might prove virtually impossible to get these selections, except in one or two states like Michigan, where they are exceedingly intelligent about wines.

If you are sending your gifts in installments you must have a cooperative wine dealer who will be responsible for the various delivery dates and will be certain to hold your wines in stock for you. If a wine is in limited supply, it might be wise to have your dealer guarantee delivery.

---

**THE SIDEBOARD AND DANIEL WEBSTER**

An example of the statesman's own furniture adds further dimension to a fine portrait

Daniel Webster's love of good living is symbolized by the American Empire mahogany sideboard—Webster's own—that stands beneath his portrait by George P. A. Healy in the Smithsonian Institution's National Portrait Gallery. This new arm of the great museum, the only portrait gallery in this country, will concentrate on the faces of Americans. Now on exhibit, the opening show, "This New Man," examines our national character not only through paintings but with the added dimension of memorabilia such as the Webster sideboard with its marvelously executed fan front and silver compartments with lift-up lids at the tops of the columns.
you're just a short drive from the world's most popular Dry Cleaner

More people trust their dry cleaning to One Hour "Martinizing" than any other dry cleaner. With good reason. All work is done right on the premises. That means more personal care. Clothing, slip covers, draperies—everything you bring in is returned looking and feeling fresh, clean, like new again. And there's no extra charge for prompt service. One Hour "Martinizing" has become so popular with so many people that there are now over 2,700 stores coast-to-coast and around the world. Stop in at your neighborhood store soon.

Decks expand the house on all sides, upstairs and downstairs

On the far side of the glass-walled entrance gallery, nestled between the two wings of the house, is a shaded deck that faces the distant dunes through a screen of evergreens and provides true seclusion.

Dining room deck faces the sunset and is an especially likely spot for a lazy drink after an afternoon at the beach. At noon, the deck is dappled with shadows making it pleasant for lunch. Boards are laid in mitered concentric squares, a pattern Mr. Levy often uses.

Rooftop breezeway above entrance gallery is a favorite post for view-seekers—eastward to the ocean, westward to the farms. Standing there in a good sea breeze is like being on board a ship.
Myriad details are highly functional and decorative as well.

Closet for pitchers and glasses is lined, as are all the shelves and drawers in the house, with handsome durable paper from Sweden. Boxes on the floor, covered to match, were made for cluttery miscellany.

Long slot window in master bedroom can be completely darkened with folding panels that are joined by piano hinges. When they are extended, the panels serve as a headboard.

Horizontal and vertical windows side by side are designed to edit the view: bonsai trees are framed, giving them a Japanese scroll quality; less interesting shrubbery is blocked out.

There's a good reason why Waste King Universal can give you a guarantee like this. Their dishwashers are made in the New West where the development of better metals for space equipment is an important science. And Waste King engineers specify a special stainless steel that has been tested thoroughly, and found to be so durable, it's guaranteed for 20 years against failure due to corrosion. (See our written Guarantee.)

Another advanced idea is Waste King's exclusive "H-Arm" that circulates more water per minute to each pot, pan, plate and glass than other dishwashers. And it washes a full day's load—dishes, cookware, everything.

There's a beautiful Waste King Universal stainless steel dishwasher for every budget. So why not choose the one that's right for you? Especially if you want the best.

For information, write Dept. HG-11.

To introduce you to Cascade, America's #1 dishwasher detergent, Cascade provides full-size samples for each dishwasher and shares the cost of this ad by agreement with Waste King.
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There's a beautiful Waste King Universal stainless steel dishwasher for every budget. So why not choose the one that's right for you? Especially if you want the best.

For information, write Dept. HG-11.
It's Spring in your home
ALL WINTER LONG...

With the healthful comfort of ideal indoor humidity furnished by an Aprilaire®
HUMIDIFIER

Just set the dial in your living area... and the out-of-sight Aprilaire Humidifier automatically furnishes the humidity your family and home need. For Health — to help repel upper respiratory ailments aggravated by too-dry air. For Comfort — feel warmer at lower thermostat settings. For Protection — of furnishings from damaging dryness.

Ask Your Qualified Heating Contractor—
There's A Model For Use With Every Heating System

RESEARCH PRODUCTS Corporation
DEPT. 101, MADISON, WISCONSIN 53701
Send me your Humidification Facts Booklet, which explains the damaging effects of too-low humidity on my family and home, what to ask my dealer about humidifiers, why the Aprilaire is the "Finest in Automatic Humidification."

CONTRACTOR: William Lynch
SIZE OF LOT: 6 acres
SIZE OF HOUSE: 2,563 square feet of enclosed space; garage, 324 square feet.

Structure
Foundation: Full basement under body of house with concrete footings to support concrete block walls and concrete slab floor. Crawl space under wing of house.
Framing: Standard wall and roof framework of fir with exposed wood roof trusses in living room, dining room, and adjoining bedroom.
Exterior of house
Walls: 1 1/8-inch shiplapped vertical cypress siding.
Roof: Red cedar shingles.
Insulation: Glass fiber batts in exterior walls and attic roof; 1-inch rigid board insulation between pitched roofs and wood shingled ceilings.
Windows: Ponderosa pine casement and awning type sash by Andersen Corp., and wood frame fixed glass panel windows.
Exterior finishes: Bleaching oil by Samuel Calbot, Inc.

Interior of house
Interior wall finishes: In kitchen, putty color paint; in all other rooms, white paint by Pratt & Lambert. In living room, dining room, and adjoining bedroom, wood stain on fir boat ceilings by Minwax Co., Inc.
Flooring: In living room and master bedroom, 1 1/8-inch oak boards; 3-inch oak flooring in gallery, dining room, and kitchen; "Fawn Gray" quarry tile; in bath rooms, ceramic tile by American-Olean Tile Co.
Lighting fixtures: Recessed ceiling fixtures and surface mounted fixtures by Lightolier, Inc. and General Electric Co.
Music system: Built-in house-wide system with speakers in major rooms. In library cabinet, record player-tune combination by Benjamin.
Hardware: Brushed steel lever handles on doors by Sargent & Co., and brushed steel wire pulls on cabinet doors.
Fireplace: Chimney of Westchester granite, Damper by Dominy Bros. Co.
Kitchen cabinets: Custom made of natural finish birch.
Kitchen countertops: Plastic laminate by Parkwood Corp.

COMING NEXT MONTH:
HOUSE & GARDEN'S
SUPERB HOLIDAY FRUIT CAKES COOK BOOK
By Cathrine Hindley
How to create the bountiful centerpiece of plastic vegetables on page 123

The two basic ingredients you will need to make vegetable towers such as those on page 123 are Styrofoam forms and soft, hollow plastic vegetables. The forms are readily available in many shapes at party supply stores. You can choose whatever assortment of vegetables you like, or you might experiment with a mixture of vegetables and fresh fruits.

To duplicate each of our towers, you will need a Styrofoam cone about 28 inches high with an 8¾-inch-diameter base, plus a ring approximately 1½ inches deep and 6 inches in diameter, and a 12-inch cube. The vegetables include three large and eight small peppers, about sixty sprigs of parsley, five heads of lettuce, an artichoke, a zucchini, and an avocado. Some vegetables come molded together in clusters. Of this type you will need five groups of mushrooms, three of leeks, and for the top, five more groups of leeks or eight of asparagus. A few plastic vegetables have built-in spears—the lettuce has a spike in its base, the parsley a sharp stem—but for most you will have to improvise fastenings. For this, you will need a supply of small bamboo hibachi skewers or dark green pointed sticks, and fern pins (the last two you can get from a florist). You will also need pliers, an awl, green spray paint, 8-inch lengths of picture wire, and some narrow red ribbon.

Begin by painting the forms green. When dry, slip the ring over the cone as far as it will go, and secure with fern pins. With an awl make a hole in the base of the leeks or asparagus that will form the crown. Insert a skewer or stick part way into the vegetable, leaving the pointed end out to be pushed into the Styrofoam. Do the same on each of the small vegetables, but make the hole on the side, near the base. For each long vegetable, puncture two holes in the side about an inch apart, insert wire in one hole and out the other and twist the ends with pliers to form a spear.

First attach the larger pieces around the cone, using fern pins for extra support, then the smaller ones, and finally the parsley to make a pretty lacy effect (and to hide any exposed areas of Styrofoam). To make the top, press the asparagus or leeks into the top of the ring, tie them into a bunch with wire, and cover the wire with the ribbon. Then, using a generous amount of parsley, transform the ring into a frilly wreath. Place the centerpiece on the table, setting the tower on the slab for added height. Surround the bottom with the lettuce heads and perhaps a few small vegetables, and tuck in parsley for a finishing touch.

Another selection from Cointreau’s gourmet collection:

COINTREAU CHEESE CAKE

1¾ cups finely crushed graham crackers or zwieback
¼ cup sugar
¼ cup melted butter
1 pound pot cheese, sieved
1 package (8 oz.) cream cheese
1 cup sugar
¼ cup flour
½ teaspoon salt
4 eggs, separated
½ cup heavy cream
1 teaspoon grated lemon rind
½ cup Cointreau

Mix graham cracker crumbs, ¼ cup sugar, and butter. Press evenly on bottom and sides of 9-inch spring form pan. Bake at 350 degrees 10 minutes. Cool.

Beat pot cheese and cream cheese until fluffy. Combine sugar, flour and salt; add to cheese, mixing until blended. Add egg yolks, one at a time, mix well after each. Stir in cream, lemon rind and Cointreau. Beat egg whites until stiff but not dry; fold into cheese mixture. Pour cheese mixture into cooled crumb-line pan. Bake at 325 degrees 1 hour and 15 minutes. Turn off heat and leave in oven 1 hour with door closed. Cool at room temperature. Remove sides from pan and chill for several hours. Makes 10 to 12 ample servings.

Free recipe booklet shows you dozens of other ways to add excitement to your cooking and cocktail-making with Cointreau. For your copy of “Adventures with Cointreau”, write P.O. Box 4200, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017.
Royal Worcester Flameproof Porcelain looks so lovely by candlelight it's hard to believe it slaved in a hot stove all day

Cook in it. Serve in it. But please don't eat those luscious fruits that grow all over it. They're for decoration. Not dessert. The Royal Worcester collection of Flameproof Porcelain consists of casserole dishes, ramekins, baking dishes, and souffles in all sizes and shapes. All in white. The better to believe it slaved in a hot stove all day. It looks so lovely by candlelight it's hard to bring forth from the piano a tremendous world of sound, without worrying about disturbing the neighbors.

Twenty-six-year-old Israeli pianist Daniel Barenboim is an absolute powerhouse of energy, talent, and musical daring. Combining the confidence of youth with an electrifying musicianship, he takes on staggering projects that would daunt many pianists twice his age. He has performed on several occasions and is now recording on the Angel label the complete cycle of Beethoven's thirty-two piano sonatas. He is also recording the complete Mozart piano concertos. And recently, to increase his grasp of music and his exploration of the orchestral possibilities of the piano, he has become a conductor—from the podium, as well as from the keyboard while performing such great works as Beethoven's First Piano Concerto. His technique, it almost goes without saying, is superb. Even in the most accelerated passages, every note stands clear with a wonderful proud beauty. But more important to him than simply dazzling listeners with his dexterity is bringing forth from the piano a tremendous world of sound, of rich and varied color. Listen to him playing one of the Beethoven Piano Sonatas: it is incredible that such an assured, mature performance comes from one so young.

In one way, of course, Barenboim has had a rather formidable head-start, packing in more since he was a small boy than many musicians can attain in a whole lifetime. Taught to play by his piano teacher parents he gave his first concert at the age of seven in his native Buenos Aires. Three years later when his parents moved to Israel (he has been an Israeli citizen ever since), he was invited by Igor Markevitch to play at the Salzburg Mozarteum. When he was thirteen, he was the youngest pupil ever to win a master's degree at Rome's famous Academy of Santa Cecilia. At fourteen he made his London debut with the London Philharmonic, and several months later Sol Hurok brought him to America for his debut here with Leopold Stokowski and the Symphony of the Air. Since that first visit, Barenboim—a short (5 foot, 6 inches), thickset young man with surprisingly small hands for a pianist and busily, curly, dark hair—has completed ten tours of America alone in addition to traveling as far as Australia.

When Barenboim is not touring, he lives in London where some of his closest friends are several more of today's top young musicians—conductor Zubin Mehta, the Russian pianist Vladimir Ashkenazy, and cellist Jacqueline Du Pré (who recently became Mrs. Barenboim). All share Barenboim's same quality of powerful drive and commitment, and all love to perform together whenever possible. Their concerts are joint appearances.

Barenboim's friend, thirty-one-year-old Russian pianist Vladimir Ashkenazy has been acclaimed by Harold Schonberg of the New York Times as "the greatest living pianist of his generation." For most people, he is also the most famous—though he was not yet nineteen in 1956 when he zoomed into the public eye after winning what was (before the first Tchaikovsky Competition) considered the great Olympics of piano competitions—the Queen Elizabeth of Belgium award in Brussels. Two years later, Sol Hurok brought him here for his first triumphant North American tour. Ashkenazy is a pure, glorious romantic at the piano—a style kept alive nowadays mainly by the Russian school. His
playing reminds you of his brilliant countrymen Sviatoslav Richter and Emil Gilels, but it is tempered by his own highly distinctive, mellow, melting sound. He can mix power and technical brilliance together with the loveliest delicacy, moving from the most poetically played, lyrical passage into a finale that bursts forth in a great storm without ever pounding or losing one whit of his clarity and beautiful tone.

In the ten years since his American debut, Ashkenazy, who looks even younger than his age with his appealing, rather pointed face and gentle expression, has returned here a number of times. Nearly every concert has been sold out way in advance, and he has made over a dozen recordings, more than any other member of his generation. In 1960, he married an Icelandic pianist whom he met in 1958 in Moscow where she was the youngest foreign pianist competing at the Tchaikovsky Competition that was won by Van Cliburn.

A wealth of young talent

As always when there is a great deal of talent on tap, it is hard to know where to draw the line. In addition to these five major young pianists, there are several other extremely talented performers well worth watching for. Most notable are: twenty-eight-year-old Stephen Bishop from California, a beautifully lyrical, sensitive performer, who was Dame Myra Hess' last major student before her death; twenty-four-year-old Lorin Hollander, who began his concert career when he was eleven, and two years ago was the only soloist invited by the Cincinnati Symphony to accompany the orchestra on its around-the-world State Department tour; thirty-three-year-old Malcolm Frager, who is the only pianist to have won both the Leventritt and the Queen Elizabeth of Belgium competitions. And early in 1969 there will be an interesting newcomer: twenty-eight-year-old Christoph Eschenbach, a German pianist, who played with great success for the first time in North America at a concert at Expo 67, and who will arrive to make his American debut with George Szell and the Cleveland Orchestra, first in Cleveland, then in February in Carnegie Hall.

In addition to playing concerts, all these young pianists are making records, and many of the things they record are particularly distinctive parts of their musical personality and progress. You can hear, for instance, Misha Dichter playing the Tchaikovsky First Piano Concerto that he played in competition in Moscow. You can hear Peter Serkin perform two concertos by one of his favorite composers—Bartók—recorded with young Seiji Ozawa and the Chicago Symphony. André Watts' most recent recording is the Brahms Second Piano Concerto that he played early this year with much success with Leonard Bernstein and the New York Philharmonic at Lincoln Center. And you can compare this with Ashkenazy's new recording of the Brahms Concerto, made with his friend conductor Zubin Mehta.

Probably the most ambitious recorder of the lot is Daniel Barenboim, making the complete cycle of the Beethoven sonatas, a formidable undertaking even for pianists much older than he. (Arthur Schnabel was the first to accomplish the feat on records, and it took him, at age 89, four years—from 1931-35.) Barenboim's extraordinary technique at recording sessions is to play the sonatas straight through from start to finish without any breaks in order to achieve the spontaneity he feels is absolutely essential for music-making at all times. "One must have the courage to play these sonatas dangerously," he has said. "This is the only way to bring them to life."

Rubinstein would surely approve of these young men.

Here is a list of today's young pianists on disks:

Peter Serkin
BARTÓK: Piano Concertos Nos. 1 and 3 (with Seiji Ozawa and the Chicago Symphony). RCA Victor LSC-2929

Enjoy the finest from the start-the luxurious KAWAI Grand Piano fits easily into your living room and your budget.

Step into a delightful new world of musical pleasure for the whole family with the decorative Kawai Grand 350.* It blends comfortably with surrounding furnishings without overcrowding.

The unique tonal performance reflects the quality of its precise craftsmanship and design. And the decorator inspired finishes of elegant satin ebony or American Walnut make it perfect for any decor.

Discover for yourself how easily a Kawai Grand can become a member of your family by visiting your nearest Kawai dealer soon. It'll be love at first sight. For free colorful illustrated booklet, complete the coupon and mail it today.

*Kawai grand pianos also include larger sizes up to the full concert, long acknowledged by performing artists as one of the world's finest. Many stylish consoles of the same superb quality are crafted also by Kawai.

Kawai Pianos of Precision and Craftsmanship

Kawai Piano (America) Corporation
24200 South Vermont Ave., Dept. M
Harbor City, Calif. 90710

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Zip</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued on page 262
Drama and enchantment in the knowledgeable look of luxury that Hallmark brings to your dining chamber.

Skilled hands join fine, solid ash with handsome pecan veneer for a majestic achievement of design.

Before you begin your tole bouquet, cover your work surface with an old sheet so that, when you are finished, you can shake out all the tiny tin slivers in a place where they won’t be able to work havoc with the interior of your vacuum cleaner. Also, be sure to wear a pair of sturdy cotton gloves while you work, to prevent metal cuts.

GATHER YOUR MATERIALS

For each zinnia, you will need about 4 tin cans (not aluminum), plus heavy florist’s wire for stems, lightweight wire for stringing petal layers, shirt cardboard, ruler and compass, scissors, green florist’s tape, and flat enamel paint in sunny zinnia colors plus green to match the tape. Also collect from the kitchen and workbench:

- Length of flat wood
- Light cotton gloves
- Ice pick
- Wire-cutting pliers
- Needle-nosed pliers
- Metal-trimming shears
- Heavy tinsnips
- Small hammer
- Felt-tipped pen

MAKING PETAL DISCS

To prepare a flat piece of tin, (1) remove both ends of a can, and, using tinsnips, cut off the broad metal seam and the two rims. Flatten tin into a fairly smooth rectangle.

Using compass and ruler, make nine cardboard-pattern disks with the following diameters: 3 ½ inches; 2 ¼; 1½; 1¼; 1¼; plus two disks with 1-inch diameters—one for the center fringe, one for the calyx. Set aside one of the 1-inch disks. With the ice pick, punch two holes at the centers of all the others, so they look somewhat like large buttons. In the remaining disk, which will be the calyx, punch only one hole. Trace all the cardboard patterns on the sheets of tin (2) with your felt-tipped pen, marking the center holes with dots. Cut out the metal disks with trimming shears; then place them one by one on the wood slab and punch out the center holes with ice pick and hammer.

When all the metal disks have been completed, arrange them in a row from the largest to the smallest. With your felt-tipped pen, mark off sixteen evenly spaced sections on each of the four largest disks by dividing them into quarters, then eighths, then sixteenths. On the next three disks and the calyx, mark off
twelve sections by dividing them into quarters, then dividing each quarter into thirds. With trimming shears slash the sections almost to the centers (3). Cut the petal shapes at the end of each resulting wedge of tin. Shape the petals by lightly creasing them lengthwise around the needle-nosed pliers. To make the center fringe from the last disk, remove four wedges equidistant from each other (the resulting tin shape would resemble a Maltese cross), and slash the remaining wedges into a thick fringe (4).

**FORMING BLOSSOM HEADS**

Taking each petal disk separately, hold the center firmly in one hand and bend the petals with the other—bend three largest disks downward; leave fourth straight; bend next three upward; bend fringe tightly upward; bend calyx slightly upward.

Thread lightweight wire up through one center hole of the fringed disk and down through the other, leaving two roughly equal free ends. Thread the two wires through the two holes in each petal disk, beginning with the smallest (5). Push the disks firmly together on the wires and twist the ends together. If you are planning to spray-paint the zinnia, this is the time to do it. If you would rather brush-paint it, you may do the blossom now and cut leaves while it dries, or assemble the whole flower and then paint.

**ADDING CALYX, STEM, AND LEAVES**

From another rectangle of tin, cut four leaf shapes (6)—blades should look like elongated hearts; petioles should be about 2 inches long, ¼ inch wide. Bend them into natural-looking curves and score them with the ice pick to look veined. Paint the leaves and calyx green. When the calyx is dry, insert both ends of the wire that holds the petal disks together into its center hole, and slide it snugly up against the underside of the bottom disk.

Now, taking a piece of heavy florist's wire the length you want the stem to be, force it through the calyx hole (7) and wrap the other wires tightly around it, holding it securely so the blossom head does not wobble. Beginning at the top of the stem, wrap all the wires together with the florist's tape, pausing at two likely places along the stem to wrap in the two pairs of leaves (8).

Margaret was found in a back lane of Calcutta, lying in her doorway, unconscious from hunger. Inside, her mother had just died in childbirth.

You can see from the expression on Margaret’s face that she doesn’t understand why her mother can’t get up, or why her father doesn’t come home, or why the dull throb in her stomach won’t go away.

What you can’t see is that Margaret is dying of malnutrition. She has periods of fainting, her eyes are strangely glazed. Next will come a bloated stomach, falling hair, parched skin. And finally, death from malnutrition, a killer that claims 10,000 lives every day.

Meanwhile, in America we eat 4.66 pounds of food a day per person, then throw away enough garbage to feed a family of six in India. In fact, the average dog in America has a higher protein diet than Margaret!

If you were to suddenly join the ranks of 1½ billion people who are forever hungry, your next meal would be a bowl of rice, day after tomorrow a piece of fish the size of a silver dollar, later in the week more rice—maybe.

Hard-pressed by the natural disasters and phenomenal birth rate, the Indian government is valiantly trying to curb what Mahatma Gandhi called "The Eternal Compulsory Fast."

But Margaret’s story can have a happy ending. For only $12.00 a month, you can sponsor her, or thousands of other desperate youngsters.

You will receive the child’s picture, personal history, and the opportunity to exchange letters, Christmas cards — and priceless friendship.

Since 1938, American sponsors have found this to be an intimate, person-to-person way of sharing their blessings with youngsters around the world.

So won’t you help? Today?

**Sponsors urgently needed this month for children in Korea, Taiwan, India, Brazil. (Or let us select a child for you from our emergency list.)**

**CHRISTIAN CHILDREN’S FUND, Inc.**

Box 511, Richmond, Va. 23204

I wish to sponsor [ ] boy [ ] girl in

[ ] Choose a child who needs me most.

I will pay $12 a month. I enclose first payment of $.

Send me child’s name, story, address and picture.

I cannot sponsor a child but want to give $. [ ] Please send me more information.

Write today: Verbon E. Kemp

CHRISTIAN CHILDREN’S FUND, Inc.

Box 511, Richmond, Va.

23204

Name

Address

City

State

Zip

Registered (VFA-050) with the U. S. Government’s Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid. Gifts are tax deductible.

Canadian: Write 1407 Yonge, Toronto, Ont.
COVER:
Cigarette box made of Perspex, $44.50, Albrizio Designs, Inc. Book covered in stenciled calf skin, $25; bird sculpture made from natural rock formation, $180, Karl Springer, Ltd.
Silver vase, $36, Tiffany & Co.
Sterling silver cigarette lighter, $32, Georg Jensen.

ROBERT CARRIER KITCHEN
Page 73 and 134:
Pike mold, triple plated tin, 8" l., $8.99; scallop shell mold, 3½" x 7½", $9.79; rectangular tin pastry bands, 2½ x 7½", $2.92; heart shaped pastry band, 6½" x 3½", $1.59; loose bottom fluted edge flan tins, 8", 7½"; lamb mold, 18 fluid oz., $13.99; wooden chopping board, $4.95; wooden spoon, 8½", 17c; pastry cutter, boxwood, 15c; salt mill, boxwood, $2.79; roller, butterprint, $4.99; steakbeater with ring, whitewood, $5.99; wooden vegetable press, $1.39; wine corks, 100, $2.92; stemware glasses, 9 oz., $1.59; beaded aluminum bain-marie set with brass handles, $24.55; bain-marie pans, $8.99 ea.; earthenware pie-pudding mixing bowls, 7½", $1.29; deep round pudding bowl, 6½" x 4½"; gripstand mixing bowls, 9½", $3.49; reinforced wire whisks, 12", $1.39; casserole, 150 fl. oz., 5 qt., $13.99; oblong hors d'Oeuvres, 10½ x 6", $3.99; round pie mold, 11½", $8.99; cattrelier, $16.99; soup tureen, $10.99; empire coffee cup and saucer, $1.89; egg cup, $1.69; sandwich plate, 5½", $2.99; deep soup plate, 7½", $4.99; gratin dish, 7 x 4½", $2.29; crinkled edged tart dishes, 6½", $3.99; galantine mold, $15.99; Robert Carrier Recipe Plate, $3.29; natural colored stoneware crocks from England, storage jar, 1 lb., 5½"; extract jars, 2 lb., $2.29; Dutch pot, 32 oz., $1.89; turtle pot, 40 oz., $1.29. All at Macy's. Many of the above items come in a variety of sizes.

TOLE ZINNIAS
Page 104:
Flowers are available in all the natural colors of zinnias: $7.50 ea. flower, $4.50 ea. bud, The Bookman, 2243 San Felipe, Houston, Texas, 77019

DOUBLE-LIFE DINING ROOMS
Page 119:
Bake and white vinyl flooring, "Ivanhoe," from Antico Vinyl Flooring Inc.

Page 112:
All linens in room from D. Porthault, 55 E. 57th St., New York, N. Y., 10022

GIVE A PARTY YOUR PERSONAL TOUCH
Page 122:
Paper curtains and tablecloth, "Cori­ dair Green" pattern, curtain panel, pair, $7; tablecloth, 2 for $12, Paperworks, Inc.
Sterling silver, "Hampton Court" pattern, 6-pc. place setting, $66.55, Reed & Barton.
Glass punch bowl used as salad bowl, West Virginia Glass.
Paper lanterns, $3 to $4, The High­ boy, 330 Bleeker St., New York, N. Y., 10014

Page 123:
Cloth and table duo, corrugated table holds 50 lbs., folds flat when not need­ ed, tablecloth, $8.50; table, $4; special for both, $10.50, Stewart's, Baltimore, Md., 21201.
Cublets, "Wonderful" pattern, 16 oz., $2.95 ea., Pasco Crystal.
Sterling silver, "Rondo" pattern, 6-pc. place setting, $75; sterling silver cof­ fee set in "George I" pattern, $255, Gorham Silver.

Page 127:
Dinnerware plates in "Herb Garden", 5 pc. place setting, $69.95, Reed & Barton.
Wine glasses, "Grand," 8 oz., $1.50 ea., Pitman-Dreitzer, Division of Lan­ caster Colony Corp.

ZODIAC PARTY
Page 126:
Cigarette case with polished stainless steel base and glass top; $280, Pasco/ JH Associates.
Hexagon, geometric pattern planters, used as wine buckets, $35 ea. Bill Bell.

Page 137:
Pyrex funnel, $1.50; 8" spring-pan of tin, $2.50; round decorated mold of tin, $5, The Bridge, 498 Third Ave., New York, N. Y., 10016

Baker's Mill, 12th & K Streets Washington, D. C., 20005

HOUSE & GARDEN
Page 137:
Pyrex funnel, $1.50; 8" spring-pan of tin, $2.50; round decorated mold of tin, $5, The Bridge, 498 Third Ave., New York, N. Y., 10016

Blackbird pie funnel, open-pot china, $7; stainless steel pie crimper, $1.75, La Cuisinerie, Madison Ave., New York, N. Y., 10021

Plain rectangular mold, $4.45; deco­ rated rectangular mold, $5.85; de­corated mold, $5.95, Bazaar de Cuisine.

English pottery piebird, open-pot china, $1.95, Williams-Sonoma, 5 Sutter St., San Francisco, Calif. 94102

SHOPIING INFORMATION
ALL PRICES ARE APPROXIMATE. CONSULT YOUR INTERIOR DESIGNER OR STORE DECORATING DEPARTMENT.
CAROLINA SOAP & CANDLE MAKERS
Southern Pines, N.C., 28387

CECILCOUR
1071A Third Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10021

CIRCA
1935 Peachtree Road
Atlanta, Ga., 30309

CORINTHIA
10 S. Main Street
New Hope, Pa., 18938

THE COTTAGE SHOP
Box 232
Ligonier, Pa., 15658

THE COUNTRY PLACE
1845 Berkeley Street
Santa Monica, Calif., 90404

CRESCENT HOUSE
135 Central Park Road
Plainview, L.I., N.Y., 11803

DANISH SILVER
537 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10022

DESIGN RESEARCH
53 E. 57th Street
New York, N.Y., 10022

THE EGG & THE EYE
5814 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif., 90036

ELCO CALENDARS
2072 Mound Street
Los Angeles, Calif., 90028

ELIZABETH MCCAFFREY
Northport, N.Y., 11768

ENVIRONMENTAL CERAMICS
651 Howard Street
San Francisco, Calif., 94105

ESTHER-ANN
190 W. 27th Street
New York, N.Y., 10011

EZRAH
922 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10021

FITZ & FLOYD
4906 Top Line Road
Dallas, Tex., 75247

FLORE MIR
145 E. 23rd Street
New York, N.Y., 10010

THE FORUM
487 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, N.Y., 14222

G. FOX & CO.
960 Main Street
Hartford, Conn., 06103

FRANK BROS.
2400 Long Beach Blvd.
Long Beach, Calif., 90806

GARFIELD INDUSTRIES (GILBERT)
200 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10010

GALLERY SHOP, BROOKLYN MUSEUM
Eastern Parkway
Brooklyn, N.Y., 11238

GEOG JENKINS
667 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10022

GEMBELS
Broadway and 33rd Street
New York, N.Y., 10001

GUNDI FIFTH AVENUE
711 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10022

GOU FLY A KITE
1613 Second Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10028

GOURMET DELIGHTS
111 Main Street
Cold Spring Harbor
Long Island, N.Y., 11724

GUMP'S
250 Post Street
San Francisco, Calif., 94108

HANMACHER SCHLEMMER
145 E. 57th Street
New York, N.Y., 10022

HARBOUR, BRACE & WORLD, INC.
757 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10017

HAVERHILLS
384 Washington Street
San Francisco, Calif., 94111

HENRI KNUDEN
10 W. 57th Street
New York, N.Y., 10019

HERS BROS.
831 Hamilton Street
Allentown, Pa., 18101

L. L. HUDSON'S
1206 Woodward Avenue
Detroit, Mich., 48226

HUNTING WORLD
247 E. 50th Street
New York, N.Y., 10022

KUTZER'S
212 N. Howard Street
Baltimore, Md., 21201

REAL TOY CORP.
200 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10010

INTERNATIONAL GEM CORP.,
15 Maiden Lane
New York, N.Y., 10005

JENIFER HOUSE
New Marlboro Stage
Great Barrington, Mass., 01230

JOHN THE BLACKSMITH
1835 E. State Street
Westport, Conn., 06880

JOSEPH MANNIN
Stockton & O'Farrell Sts.
San Francisco, Calif., 94108

JOSI
6099 York Road
Baltimore, Md., 21212

KARL SPRANCE
239 E. 53rd Street
New York, N.Y., 10022

LA CUCINA
5802 Kennett Pike
Wilmington, Del., 19807

LACUISIÈRE
903 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10021

LORD & TAYLOR
Fifth Avenue at 38th Street
New York, N.Y., 10018

M & M CO.
430 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10022

Continued the next page
A complete selection of Bedroom, Dining Room and Occasional Furniture designed to fulfill the need for simple graceful lines. Contemporary yet softened with traditional overtones, Dictate offers the finest in design and craftsmanship for today's home.

Brochure $1.00

FANCHER FURNITURE CO. SALAMANCA, NEW YORK

How to get good windows when you buy, build, remodel

Window Planning Guide

to help you make the right window decisions for your new home or remodeling project. Send today for informative, full-color folder packed with helpful hints and facts plus a description of the Andersen Window line.

Clip and Mail Today!

Mr.
Mrs.

Address
City State Zip

Andersen Windowwalls

Andersen Corporation • Bayport, Minnesota 55003

FREE

STORE DIRECTORY Continued from preceding page

Macy's
Herald Square
New York, N.Y., 10001

Mark Cross
707 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10022

Marshall Field
111 N. State Street
Chicago, Ill., 60602

Mattel
300 E. 44th Street
New York, N.Y., 10016

Matthews
22 W. 57th Street
New York, N.Y., 10019

Mayhew's
603 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10022

Mediterranean Shop
876 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10021

Montague
245 N. Highland Drive
Atlanta, Ga., 30307

Nambe Mills, Inc.
Route #1, Box 202
Santa Fe, N.M., 87501

Neiman-Marcus
707 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10022

Nimee Mills, Inc.
Route #1, Box 202
Santa Fe, N.M., 87501

Neiman-Marcus
Main and Ervay Streets
Dallas, Tex., 75201

New Directions
170 Otis Street
San Francisco, Calif., 94103

Now Designs
107 Broadway
New York, N.Y., 10001

Patch
109 W. 10th Street
New York, N.Y., 10011

Ralph Lauren
55 E. 57th Street
New York, N.Y., 10022

The Paper Tree
1022 E. Las Olas Blvd.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., 33301

The Pineapple
3222 O Street
Washington, D.C., 20020

Polka Model Craft
314 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10001

Portault
53 E. 57th Street
New York, N.Y., 10022

Pottery Barn
227 E. 60th Street
New York, N.Y., 10021

Reveries Co.
120 W. Kinzie
Chicago, Ill., 60610

Relax-A-Cisor
575 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10022

Robert Benjamin
306 E. 61st Street
New York, N.Y., 10021

J. W. Robinson
7th, Grand & Hope Streets
Los Angeles, Calif., 90017

Sam Flax
176 N. Wabash Avenue
Chicago, Ill., 60601

Sawboat Gallery
133 E. 56th Street
New York, N.Y., 10022

Schakeman & Co.
2 W. 35th Street
New York, N.Y., 10001

Shreve, Crump & Low
Boydston at Arlington
Boston, Mass., 02116

SchuCo Toy Co.
1117 Broadway
New York, N.Y., 10001

Simon & Schuster
630 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10020

The Soldier Shop
1013 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10021

Sony
47-47 Vandam Street
Long Island City, N.Y., 11101

Stephen Barany
149 E. 72nd Street
New York, N.Y., 10021

Stirn Bros.
41 W. 42nd Street
New York, N.Y., 10036

Stix Rare Shell Gallery
13 Vandam Street
New York, N.Y., 10003

The Store
301 E. Canon Perdido
Santa Barbara, Calif., 93101

Studio Shop
218 S. Highland Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa., 15232

Tallerie
1033 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10021

5M Music System
3M Center
St. Paul, Minn., 55101

Three Penny Bit
1250 Wisconsin N.W.
Washington, D.C., 20007

Tiffany & Company
727 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10022

Treasure Trove
P.O. Box 2400
Grand Central Station, N.Y., 10018

Venini
16 E. 39th Street
New York, N.Y., 10016

Village Gallery
1 Croton Point Avenue
Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y., 10520

Wakefield-Young Books
746 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10021

Wilibert, Inc.
394 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10003

Williams-Sonoma
576 Sutter Street
San Francisco, Calif., 94102

Zabar's
2245 Broadway
New York, N.Y., 10024

HOUSE & GARD
Original Oil Paintings

Special European Art Purchase!
Comes to You on Heavy Canvas, Framed, Ready to Hang, Large 14" x 17" overall from France, Austria, Holland!

AMAZING OFFER! Each painting originally $20, now yours for $2.95 on special closeout. Now you can afford the finest. Not reproductions but original framed oil paintings you will be proud to hang in your home. Not only for their exquisite full-color beauty but for their possible increase in value. The artists finally selected (after 2 years of searching) are from Holland, France and Austria. They are fine and unusually talented craftsmen... men who we think may achieve greatness. Each painting on extra heavy canvas is signed by the artist. Comes to you mounted and mat framed, ready to hang and beautify your home. Large 14" x 17" size. Country of origin is indicated on the back.

Offer Will Not Be Repeated!

Because our supply is limited, orders will be filled on a first come, first served basis. You must be delighted or return on our amazing 12 month exchange privilege. 100% Guaranteed. Each a $20 original value! Mail no risk coupon today!

WORLD ART GROUP, “Home of World Famous Artists”
Westport, Connecticut
Decorative Antique Maps
Exquisitely Beautiful Antique Maps in Full Color
Especially for Your Decor

Set of 4 Rare Decorator Pieces
Only $3 FOR ALL FOUR

World Art Group Studio 1186G
Wilton, Conn. 06897

Please send me the 4 Antique Maps for only $3 each. Give me the names of the maps and the number of copies I desire. All for 3.00 if paid in full. Failure to pay will result in cancellation of this order and the maps will be sold at retail. All checks to be mailed to World Art Group Studio 1186G Wilton, Conn. 06897. Stipulated is 8.

NAME
ADDRESS ZIP

EASY KIT: Ready for quick assembly and finish with cedar interior. In satin patina honey tone. Stores blouses, shirts, slacks, too. Remove some give year 'round protection to precious woolens. Fragrant cedar shelves slide out for easy access—keeps all items, even bulky knits, in perfect shape. Quickly adjusts to any wall or floor space. Holds 100 lbs. of firewood!

Holds 100 lbs. of Firewood!

LOG CART

CARTLIKE CART FOR HOME USE

Extraordinary cart for household use. Large 15"x25" mural of 50 land and sea animals. Designed to roll and around the house. Beautifully executed in nature colors, hand made perfect gifts.

FREE!

Chickadee

SWITCHPLATES

Beautifully executed in natural colors, hand screened on heavy white enamel-like plates to make bird watching an everyday pleasure. You'll love them! Specify Cardinal, Chickadee or BLUEBIRD (not shown). SIZE: STANDARD: Single plate...$3.25 PPD. Double plate...$4.25 PPD. Triple plate...$5.25 PPD.

FREE!

Ford, HG11, Guilford, Conn. 06437

SWEATER CHEST

The first of its kind! This lovely, slim chest stores 10 to 20 sweaters in full view for quick selection. From all angles eye is met with rows of attractive sweaters. Fragrant cedar shelves slide out for easy access—free page "round protection to precious wardrobes. Stores hangers, skirts, stocks, too. Measures same size by 22". Hand crafted in rich pine cedar interior. In satin finish honey tone or natural pine and milled or natural pine and milled finish. 32 H. $56.95

EASY KIT: Ready for quick assembly and finish. Simple instructions. $36.95

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG—700 PCS. Fine Antique Furniture in Brady Pine

FURNITURE GUARANTEED

Fortune Telling Cards

Now, for the first time in history, you can tell fortunes with the ancient TAROT cards, without studying the book of Tarot. Nothing to memorize—signification of the 78 Tarot cards are printed right on the cards. These fortune telling cards are actually four different decks in one. The most amazing and amazing fortune telling game of the century. Book of instruction included. Perfect for gift giving.

MUSICAL DELIGHTS

Three little lassies play Ring Around the Rosy to the tune of "Born Free." Tiny chick and ducks observe the dancing trio. $33. The little bride and groom followed by the diminutive monk. Complete with tiny church. It all revolves to "Vaya con Dios." $35. Add 65c post. Hand-carved, hand-painted in Italy; 28-piece music box. Catalogue in limited quantity. 50c. Hildegarde's, HG11, 597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105

THREE-D DECOY

What a handsome fellow is this life-sized teal! Masterfully made of cork in nature colors, he's mounted on a beautifully-grained wooden plaque. 16½" from bill to tail feathers; plaque is 10¼" by 22¼". The gift for every sportsman. $14.25 ppd. Catalogue, 25c. Old Guilford Forge, HG11, Guilford, Conn. 06437

WARM, WONDERFUL WALKERS

Put your foot in it—if you wear sizes 9 to 12, and thank your friends at Shoecraft for fine fit as well as fashion flair. Smart black or rich brown softest vinyl boot with superbly warm pile lining. Guaranteed waterproof. Full sizes 9 to 12 in narrow or medium widths. $23.85 the pair postpaid. Send for free catalogue of fabulous footgear in the hard to find 9 to 12 size range. Shoecraft, Inc., HG11, 603 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017.

ORDER MERCHANDISE BY WRITING DIRECTLY TO SHOPS. ENCLOSE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER, ADD SALES TAX WHERE APPLICABLE. ANY UNUSED ITEM (NOT PERSONALIZED) MAY BE RETURNED BY INSURED MAIL FOR REFUND. PLEASE INCLUDE ZIP CODE.

SHOPPING AROUND

WITH BETTY FAGAN

HOUSE & GARDEN

158
PHONE CUPBOARD
If you're early American in your kitchen Mr. Bell's wall model doesn't exactly match the decor. Conceal it smartly with a pine-finished, louvered door cupboard; pad and pencil alongside. 26" by 8½" by 17½" w. $29.95 ppd. Breck's, US7 Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210

ORIGINAL ART
Nothing cheapens the art at the start of winter like a forecast of spring. This bright and original signed watercolor of an earthenware vase bursting with daisies. 9" by 15". $35 ppd. Catalogue 50c. Creative Crafts, Dept. 352, Box 8277, Chattanooga, Tenn. 37411

JADE CROSS
Classic cross of real jade chips framed in a rope of antique golden metal. Reverse is a handsomely ornate scroll, 1¼" by 1¼" cross with heavy snake chain. $3.98 ppd. Harriet Carter, HG11, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462

MINIATURE STORAGE
No doll house ever has enough storage space and no collector ever has enough miniatures. Hand-crafted hardwood armoire with doors and drawers that open, hangers included. 3¾" by 1¾" by 5½" h. $5.50. Hutch with 12 drawers, 12 cubbyholes. 2¾" by 1½" by 5½" h. $7.50. Both, $11.50.ppd. Doll house catalogue, 25c. Federal Smallwares, HG11, 366 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10001

CAROLINA CHRISTMAS
Holidays ahead! Better send 25c for Carolina's handsome color catalogue. It offers full and plenty of Christmas suggestions—scented soaps and candles, notes, sachets, sprays, accessories. Shown is an alabaster white pottery holder wreathed with poinsettias and topped with a candle column. The Carolina Soap & Candle Makers, HG11, So. Pines, N. C. 28387

TRAFFIC STOPPERS
You'll probably never get your teenager to stop using her bed as gossip area, study hall, TV lounge (we know from personal experience). But you can and will delight her come Christmas with bright red, black and white pillows, 15" long and 13" wide. "No Parking" and "Stop" pillows, set of two, $5.50 plus 49c post. The Ferry House, HG11, 131 Main St., Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 10522

PHONE
If you're early American in your kitchen Mr. Bell's wall model doesn't exactly match the decor. Conceal it smartly with a pine-finished, louvered door cupboard; pad and pencil alongside. 26" by 8½" by 17½" w. $29.95 ppd. Breck's, US7 Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210

ORIGINAL ART
Nothing cheapens the art at the start of winter like a forecast of spring. This bright and original signed watercolor of an earthenware vase bursting with daisies. 9" by 15". $35 ppd. Catalogue 50c. Creative Crafts, Dept. 352, Box 8277, Chattanooga, Tenn. 37411

JADE CROSS
Classic cross of real jade chips framed in a rope of antique golden metal. Reverse is a handsomely ornate scroll, 1¼" by 1¼" cross with heavy snake chain. $3.98 ppd. Harriet Carter, HG11, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462

MINIATURE STORAGE
No doll house ever has enough storage space and no collector ever has enough miniatures. Hand-crafted hardwood armoire with doors and drawers that open, hangers included. 3¾" by 1¾" by 5½" h. $5.50. Hutch with 12 drawers, 12 cubbyholes. 2¾" by 1½" by 5½" h. $7.50. Both, $11.50.ppd. Doll house catalogue, 25c. Federal Smallwares, HG11, 366 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10001

CAROLINA CHRISTMAS
Holidays ahead! Better send 25c for Carolina's handsome color catalogue. It offers full and plenty of Christmas suggestions—scented soaps and candles, notes, sachets, sprays, accessories. Shown is an alabaster white pottery holder wreathed with poinsettias and topped with a candle column. The Carolina Soap & Candle Makers, HG11, So. Pines, N. C. 28387
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVER
SAFELY REMOVES UNWANTED HAIR FOREVER

PERMA TWEEZ—Revolutionary "one-step" home electrolysis device safely and permanently removes all unwanted hair from face, arms, legs and body. This is the only instrument with special U.S. patented safety feature that destroys the hair root without puncturing skin. Automatic "tweezer-like" action gives safe and permanent results. Professionally endorsed.

Send check or M.O.

14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

GENERAL MEDICAL COMPANY, Department HG-70
3701 West Adams Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90016

Name
Address
City/State
Zip

Manufacturers of Professional and Home Electrolysis Equipment

INSTANT WRIST CALENDAR
Now you can always have each day of the month at your fingertips. 12-month sticky ribbed attach to watch band. Champagne finish with match watch. Sets start with month after order.

Set of 12...$1.29

FABULOUS AUTO KIT!
NEW! Only gift like it in the world! The "hundred mile an hour car that won the 1970 Grand Prix" replica kit imported from Italy is $23 parts (173 in published brass). 17" long. With working steering chain drive and transmission. Nut and bolt construction. All parts finished. NO PAINTING! Museum quality display model. Ultimate gift for the serious hobbyist.

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL! Now Only $49.95

Special offer due to purchase of distributor's entire inventory at a favorable price. Quantity limited. Send check or M.O., we pay postage. Special Delivery 6c extra. Or send $10.00 deposit, balance C.O.D. Satisfaction guaranteed. BIG CATALOG—Over 300 pre-assembled cars and Super Kits. FREE with order or send J10.00 deposit. BIG CATALOG—Over 300 pre-assembled cars and Super Kits. FREE with order or send J10.00 deposit.

1970 Fiat F-2 Grand Prix

TWISTY KEY RING
A super salesman we know thinks the twisty key ring is a neat trick. It holds up to 25 keys and will withstand a pull of 150 pounds. It's made of aircraft cable (no less) that should last longer than the keys. 4" long.

KEY RING...$1.00

Include 25c per item postage, Hilp. Calif. residents add 1/4% sales tax.

Anthony Enterprises
Dept. HG-118
565 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105

HERE S A BEAUTY DOLL

Hand painted 3-piece Coffee Service in HERITAGE porcelain, designed and imported by LEFTON. Coffee pot sugar and creamer have graceful spray of pink roses on a delicate green background with 24K gold spout, handle and knob. $11.50 for the set p.p.d. A matching 2-tier tidbit is $7.95 p.p.d. These symbols of the "Golden Era" are elegant gifts. Tea & Toast to match. These symbols of the "Golden Era" are elegant gifts. Tea & Toast to match.

Here is the handsome, small drop-leaf table for that especially important place! Handcrafted of solid white cherry, it is hand rubbed to a soft patina. The graceful rope legs are reminiscent of anti-bellum days. The two drawers have wooden pull knobs. $69.50. shipping charges collect.

Drop-leg, rope-leg TABLE

The Fur Center of Australia

Here we are! . . .

The Sign of the Happy Home
Personalize your home with this distinctive sign plate of heavy cast aluminum. YOUR OWN NAME in musical satiny polished, never-wear-out aluminum letters, right into the panel itself on BOTH SIDES! Size of letters determined by length of name. Background of center sign in black baked-in stencils. The ideal personalized gift for showers, anniversarys, housewarmings, Christmas, etc. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

POST SIGN
Design S-141

Send for catalog of glamorous, 5 sets our prices of 2-in. Rock Style, Chart, and Wavy rubber sole. AAAA, AA, 6½ to 10; A, B, C, 4½ D and E, 4½ to 10. $8.50 ppd.

THE WRIGHTS

Honey tone pine or maple, 30' X 17' leaves down; and 14' X 25' with leaves up. Height 39". Weight 34 lb. Finish over enameled. No C.O.D.

$69.50. shipping charges collect.

Send for FREE CATALOGUE WEATHERYANES and SIGNS

Here is the handsome, small drop-leaf table for that especially important place! Handcrafted of solid white cherry, it is hand rubbed to a soft patina. The graceful rope legs are reminiscent of anti-bellum days. The two drawers have wooden pull knobs.

WEATHERYANES and SIGNS

Here is the handsome, small drop-leaf table for that especially important place! Handcrafted of solid white cherry, it is hand rubbed to a soft patina. The graceful rope legs are reminiscent of anti-bellum days. The two drawers have wooden pull knobs.

WEATHERYANES and SIGNS

Here is the handsome, small drop-leaf table for that especially important place! Handcrafted of solid white cherry, it is hand rubbed to a soft patina. The graceful rope legs are reminiscent of anti-bellum days. The two drawers have wooden pull knobs.

WEATHERYANES and SIGNS

Here is the handsome, small drop-leaf table for that especially important place! Handcrafted of solid white cherry, it is hand rubbed to a soft patina. The graceful rope legs are reminiscent of anti-bellum days. The two drawers have wooden pull knobs.

Earring pouch
A wonderful little pouch of softest kidskin in elegant white. With Velcro closing to your earrings tenderly when begin to pinch or, of course, perfect for packing them safely. It is Scotchgard treated to stay white, small and neat. 2 1/2" X 2 1/2". $2.25 ppd. Downs, HG11, Evanston, Ill. 60204.
An excitingly different selection of OLD FASHIONED HAND CRAFTED STOCKING STUFFERS & STUFF

**MYSTERY TRAPEZE ACROBAT**
Authentic copy of antique well over 100 years. Performs thrilling feats for 1 to 3 minutes. No tricks, no magic, no key. Powered - believe it or not - by hair of old salt! Fascinating action. For all ages to 77. $2. 9. 2671G

**HANDCRAFTED HARDWOOD LABYRINTH**
A real challenge of a game calling for utmost skill and concentration. Manipulate steel balls through winding path avoiding holes and traps. 2 controls lift board 4 ways. For easily bored puzzle fiends, sick-in-the-head, etc. 3" x 3" x 1 3/4". 3766G $5.50

**CHOO-CHOO Pencil Container & Sharpener**
Handcrafted from hardwood. No flats, non-toxic, non-metallic wheels. Top opens and closes to expose pencils. Art fan is sharpeners to point up pencils. A true eternitite is point up pencils. At first is sharpener is point up pencils. A true eternitite is point up pencils. 1230G $2.25. 2 for $4.00

**SYLE-STOBY BISQUE BABY**
Hug fashion, his grandchild's favorite. Made from the original. Soft cuddly body, creepy, bisque head, coat, shoes, scarf. Lace trimmed white dainty bonnet. 9" long. Costume made of off-white crepe. 4726G $4.50

**DOLL HOUSE FAMILY**
Nothing finer than this made-in-Germany set. Fully continental, hand made, hand dressed, beautifully detailed, Ma. Pa. brother, sister, Pa's 23" doll, 2 others in scale.

**PLUMB & CLICK-A-DESIGN**
"Twinkle" or "Click-A-Design." Creates hundreds of designs, animals, letters, numbers, etc. Fully multicolored, non-adhesive, 1 1/2" x 1 1/2". 1460G $1.25 Special. 6 for $5.50

**SQUIGGLE CONTOUR BLOCK PUZZLE**
A tough one for pros. Handsome 2 toned hardwood block 3" x 3", divided into 6 sections. Comes apart in a jiffy. 3" x 3", 21 types, etc. With instructions for the impatient. 3400G $1.25. 2 for $2.50

**ANIMAL FINGER PUPPETS**
Set of 5 to harm all creative or show-biz young folk. Handcrafted hardwood heads, safe, smooth, non-toxic. Gay cotton costumes. Each 3 1/2". 948G $2.00 set. 2 sets $3.75

**WOODEN DOLL & BOOK SET**
Macmillan's 65 pg. classic best seller. "Little Wooden Doll" plus our handcrafted old-fashioned & jointed wooden doll. Lace-trimmed calico dress, wool yarn braids.

**SPECIAL**
For Doll House, Knick-Knack, Collectors, Fine Handcraftmanship, Magnificent! For all lard-stuff lovers. 2 for $5.00

**PIANO & BENCH**
A masterpiece of handcrafted hardwood, safe, smooth, non-toxic. For busy hands and minds anxious to explore the complexities of everyday life. Non-reinforced bolts, nuts, hinges, latches, handles, etc. on red enameled rubber tipped hardwood base 5" x 11 1/2". Perfect pre-school gadget. 4446G $3.50. 2 for $6.50

**CONTOUR PUZZLE**
4 wooden puzzle blocks. 13" x 13". Handsome, non-metallic, non-toxic. For those anxious to explore the complexities of everyday life. Non-reinforced bolts, nuts, hinges, latches, handles, etc. on red enameled rubber tipped hardwood base 5" x 11 1/2". Perfect pre-school gadget. 4446G $3.50. 2 for $6.50

**FUN TOYS**
For busy hands and fingers anxious to explore the complexities of everyday life. Non-reinforced bolts, nuts, hinges, latches, handles, etc. on red enameled rubber tipped hardwood base 5" x 11 1/2". Perfect pre-school gadget. 4446G $3.50. 2 for $6.50
THE ART OF SCRIMSHAW
...developed on the rolling ships of old New Bedford has almost disappeared. Only a few men still follow in the footsteps of the women who painstakingly and with great delicacy engraved the ivory from the whales they captured.

Our authentic work is done in this ancient tradition, scrimshandered (engraved), entirely by hand by New Bedford craftsmen, Please do not be misled by inexpensive copies. The decoration is an old whaling ship. Mountings are heavily gold-plated. A museum-quality gift, boxed with short history of scrimshaw.

frances-morris.

Brooklyn, N. Y. 11202

We pay postage.
Money-back guarantee.

Imported White DOVES

Dainty birds are sweet copies of the gentle dove. White cotton bodies have a "feathery" look and feet bend to attach among plants, flowers and trees. Nice for table decorations and package "toppers" too. 2½ bodies with 5½" wings. Set of 6.

No. 2091 ... $1.00, 2 Sets. $1.79 ppd.

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. Please, your zip code is required.

Downs

Evaston, Ill.

JOGGERS SWEATSHIRT

Jogging your way to good health, long life and a trim figure is real sport when you do it in an "official" sweatshirt that identifies you with the currently "in" exercise. White sweatshirt of soft, absorbent cotton (washable, of course) has Olympic-type decoration printed in red and blue. For men or women in medium, large or extra large sizes. No C.O.D.

Send for FREE gift catalog

Artisan Galleries

2108 B-11 No. Haskell • Dallas, Texas 75204

JOGGERS SWEATSHIRT

If all your want is uplift support for those special occasion dresses, Beautiful uplift and heavenly comfort. A, B and C cups.

TRUE MEANING OF NAME
WITH POEM IN A FRAME

The most unique and unusual Christmas gifts on the market! In this 31st year of satisfying service and proven reliability, our gifts continue to win the hearts of those who receive them. The magical appeal of this gift lies within the poem of personal meaning that each child receives when he or she opens this beautiful 9½" x 12½" frame. Perfect for birthday or for any occasion. No C.O.D.

No. 2091 ... $5.95 postpaid. Two for $11.50

PERSONALIZED CHILDREN'S POEMS

New Rochelle, New York 10802

NUDE BRA

If all you want is uplift support for those special occasion dresses, Beautiful uplift and heavenly comfort. A, B and C cups.

TRUE MEANING OF NAME
WITH POEM IN A FRAME

The most unique and unusual Christmas gifts on the market! In this 31st year of satisfying service and proven reliability, our gifts continue to win the hearts of those who receive them. The magical appeal of this gift lies within the poem of personal meaning that each child receives when he or she opens this beautiful 9½" x 12½" frame. Perfect for birthday or for any occasion. No C.O.D.

No. 2091 ... $5.95 postpaid. Two for $11.50

PERSONALIZED CHILDREN'S POEMS

New Rochelle, New York 10802

NUDE BRA

If all you want is uplift support for those special occasion dresses, Beautiful uplift and heavenly comfort. A, B and C cups.

A CHILD AND HIS NAME

TRUE MEANING OF NAME
WITH POEM IN A FRAME

The most unique and unusual Christmas gifts on the market! In this 31st year of satisfying service and proven reliability, our gifts continue to win the hearts of those who receive them. The magical appeal of this gift lies within the poem of personal meaning that each child receives when he or she opens this beautiful 9½" x 12½" frame. Perfect for birthday or for any occasion. No C.O.D.

No. 2091 ... $5.95 postpaid. Two for $11.50

PERSONALIZED CHILDREN'S POEMS

New Rochelle, New York 10802

Sea worthy

For the fisherman it's the ease seat: in all aluminum, whose special flanges prevent stove from sinking into the sand. Comes w/ rod holder and two bait boxes attached underneath—designed carry the entire ensemble in one hand. $12.95 plus $1 post. Kent Products Division, HG11, 1760 Howard St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19122.

Crazy kitty

Wild woolly pussy cat with eyes that are crossed ever so slightly wants to be put under the annus Christmas tree to join all the holiday festivities. Rumple its shaggy hair and it fluffs up like magic under the gesture of love and affection. 14" high, $8.98 plus 5¢ post.

Old timer

A sweet old timepiece inspired the masterful reproduction. Tiny rose buds on the face and an octagonal frame of molded composition that looks and feels like antique mahogany. 14" dia., $10.95 for electric movement, $14.95 for 8 day key wind; $17.95, battery movement. All guaranteed. Paps Seth & Jed, Dept. G-118, Great Barrington, Mass. 01230.

Antique antics

It huffs, puffs, smokes, shakes, looks and feels like antique mahogany. 14" dia., $13.95.

Nice mice

We know you wouldn't want any other kind! A bit haughty with expression with their pointed noses and aloft but they're aristocrats. Norwegians have achieved museum acclaim for these hand-cut Hadeland crystal pieces. Superb show-offs, perfect paperweights. 2½" high, $8.25 each plus 75¢ post.

ORIENTAL RUGS, age-old patterns from the alluring East, that blend so perfectly with modern decor, lend charm and elegance to any living room, bedroom, foyer, den or office. Also used as accent rugs on solid-colored carpeting. Exquisite harmony of colors. Will last longer than most carpets you have ever had, due to their unique through-to-the-back construction. The ultimate in practicability too, as they hide stains and scuff marks. Require a minimum of maintenance. Painstakingly reproduced from $10,000 originals out of natural yarns only. Specially priced for a limited time only: approx. 4' x 6' size $16.95 ppd.; 5' x 7' $29.95 ppd.; 6' x 9' $49.95; 8' x 10' $79.95; 12' x 15' $99.95. Solid red, ivory blue or green background. Prompt deliveries. Ideal X-mas gifts. Our 31st year of satisfying service and proven reliability.

INTERNATIONAL RUG CO.

Dept. G, 360 Amsterdam Ave., New York, N, Y. 10024

SHOPPING AROUND
5" high. 3.25

If special significance. Richly grained wood carved in Bethlehem, this camel caravan is a treasured family heirloom. 4" high, 16" long.

Edelweiss Ivory Jewelry from Germany. The famous flower of the Alps has been captured in ivory! Carved with painstaking artistry into a beguiling pin and earrings. Each delicate petal is perfectly shaped and accented by yellow and gray centers. $3.25 each.

Hyacinth Vase from India. Jewel-like glints of ruby, turquoise and gold gleam from the brilliant silver surface of this exciting bowl. It's "Nokdar": brass finished in nickel, then superbrilliantly polished and inlaid with fine lines of translucent colored enamel in delicate floral designs. With removable cover, 5" high. $6.50.

For generations, the farmers' 2,000 year old art of producing hand painted bark cloth sheets makes a highly individual decoration. Each is executed in acrylic paint. No two alike, yet all have character of one shown, 10" long. 16".

1125 Guerrero Bark Painting from Mexico. These "Primitives" have been widely acclaimed by art critics. The farmers' 2,000 year old method of producing hand painted bark cloth sheets makes a highly individual decoration. Each is executed in acrylic paint. No two alike, yet all have character of one shown, 10" long. 16".

3179 Dutch Shoe Planter from Holland. Your plants will take on new charm and personality in this striking Dutch shoe of traditional Blue Delft ceramic. Front of shoe is hand painted with the familiar windmill scene, sides with floral designs. A stunning receptacle for spring blossoms or phlox- dendon, 71/2" long. 4.50.

A delightful, challenging toy composed of eight hand carved, hand painted tops, and the trick is to get them spinning all at once. They store in decorative box whose lid is carved ivory carvings: 12 different jungle animals each less than 1/2" high come inside a tiny red bean. Great fun to recognize each animal: elephant, camel, lion, etc. In India it's called a "Lucky Bean" because it brings you the strength of the animals inside. Each sent with "Lucky Bean" story. $1.75.

Illusory mass masquerading as air silver balls will dance mysteriously about as you move and will add a gentle touch of elegance to both formal and casual wear. Order pierced or screw type, 2" long. $7.75.

1190 Elephant Carousel Earrings from India. Inspired by a favorite Rajasthani elephant performance--our exotic earrings are hand carved in finest ivory. Fabulously detailed trumpetting elephants march around in circles to create a dramatic fashion accessory. 11/4" diam. Order pierced or screw type. $3.95.

1100 Elephant Carousel Earrings from India. Inspired by a favorite Rajasthani elephant performance--our exotic earrings are hand carved in finest ivory. Fabulously detailed trumpetting elephants march around in circles to create a dramatic fashion accessory. 11/4" diam. Order pierced or screw type. 3.95.

5002 Horse Head Gusle with Bow from Yugoslavia. A fascinating one-string musical instrument you can play today as it was played 500 years ago. Intricately carved in dark fruit wood, it boasts a beautiful horse's head at end, a taut calf hide stretched over its base. 161/2" long. 8.50.

5123 Spinning Top Set from India. The world's smallest ivory carvings: 12 different jungle animals each less than 1/2" high come inside a tiny red bean. Great fun to recognize each animal: elephant, camel, lion, etc. In India it's called a "Lucky Bean" because it brings you the strength of the animals inside. Each sent with "Lucky Bean" story. $7.50.

1002 Lucky Beans from India. The world's smallest ivory carvings: 12 different jungle animals each less than 1/2" high come inside a tiny red bean. Great fun to recognize each animal: elephant, camel, lion, etc. In India it's called a "Lucky Bean" because it brings you the strength of the animals inside. Each sent with "Lucky Bean" story. 7.50.

3160 Samurai Sword Steak Knives from Japan. Fashioned by the makers of the famous Samurai swords, natural cherrywood scabbards with stainless steel blades, serrated edges will grace and compliment your table. Six knives boxed in handsome kiri wood, a happy inspiration for any gift giving occasion, 91/2" long. 8.50.

1042 Earrings, 1/4" diam. each. $2.50.

5005 Miniature Glass Animals from Italy. All the vitality of the animal world is captured here by the famed glass blowers of Murano. Delightful little creatures--made to glow in a sunny window or sit on a mirrored table. In varied brilliant colors, set contains deer, swan, cat, rooster, octopus and fish, 3/4" to 1 1/2" high. 2.25 set.

Used to make his toys different from neighbor's. We've saved our favorite, just for your tres. 2 1/4" high. $1.75.

1168 Silver Ball Earrings from Mexico. Tiny light-as-air silver balls will dance mysteriously about as you move and will add a gentle touch of elegance to both formal and casual wear. Order pierced or screw type, 2" long. $7.75.

1106 Silver Ball Earrings from Mexico. Tiny light-as-air silver balls will dance mysteriously about as you move and will add a gentle touch of elegance to both formal and casual wear. Order pierced or screw type, 2" long. $7.75.

5006 "Nokdar" Rose Bowl from India. Jewel-like glints of ruby, turquoise and gold gleam from the brilliant silver surface of this exciting bowl. It's "Nokdar": brass finished in nickel, then superbrilliantly polished and inlaid with fine lines of translucent colored enamel in delicate floral designs. With removable cover, 5" high. 6.50.

3239 Teak Fish Hot Plate from Stockholm. A cleverly designed this "fishy" item—a delightful, challenging toy composed of eight hand carved, hand painted tops, and the trick is to get them spinning all at once. They store in decorative box whose lid is Eighth top. Box 3 1/4" high. 3.25.

3024 Fiesta Christmas Tree from Mexico. Great Christmas with this one-of-a-kind tree-candleholder crafted by tin-smiths in gay fiesta colors. Painted with flowers and birds, it's 10" high, standing on mantel or table. Has holders for 7 candles. 5.50.

3953 Koala Bear from Australia. From the land down under comes the most cuddly stuffed animal you've ever cuddled. Beautifully made of Downy, soft real fur, it will be the favorite of any collection. Koala Bear, 5" high. 6.25.

1168 Silver Ball Earrings from Mexico. Tiny light-as-air silver balls will dance mysteriously about as you move and will add a gentle touch of elegance to both formal and casual wear. Order pierced or screw type, 2" long. $7.75.

3170 Camellia Tree from Japan. Fashioned by the makers of the famous Samurai swords, natural cherrywood scabbards with stainless steel blades, serrated edges will grace and compliment your table. Six knives boxed in handsome kiri wood, a happy inspiration for any gift giving occasion, 9 1/2" long. 8.50.

USE THIS CONVENIENT ORDER FORM

Name
Address
City
State
Zip Code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Number</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Name of Item</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
<th>Total Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total
hand made petit point!  

**Lucky Clover Jewelry**

Imported 4-leaf clovers are exquisitely made in the daintiest of petit point ... pretty shaded green leaves on white background. Graceful golden metal filigree. Safety clasp PIN is 1 1/8" dia., matching clip style EARRINGS are 1 1/2" dia. From Austria; for you; for gifts, for most any age.

No. 6598 Clover Pin $4.00 ppd.

No. 6598 Clover Earrings $4.00 ppd.

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items.
Please, your zip code is required.

**12 METAL CALENDARS IN POCKET CASE**

**PREMIER WRIST CALENDARS MAKE GREAT GIFT**

He'll think of you each time he refers to his Premier Wrist Calendar. Current month slips on any type watch band. Easy to change monthly. Each metal calendar is reversible for gold or silver color to match his watch. Handsome design forms to fit wrist. Large easy-to-read numerals that won't wear off.

12 month set in leather-look vinyl pocket case—$2.00 postpaid. Order TODAY. This season do your shopping without bending.

$29.98 ppd. Prompt shipment. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Send check or money order.

Write for FREE color catalog of unique gifts.

**HOBI DEPT. G-118**

LAKE SUCCESS, N.Y. 11040

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**JUST DUCKY**

For downright adorable ducks and ducklings. Cast from brass to serve beautifully as a swimming diva of d'art. Or put the water bird good use as highly ornamental perches. Small (2 1/2" by 3") only $1.45. Larger (9") by $3.00; both $33.50. Ppd. Tax Gifts. HGI11, 211 Conestoga Wayne, Pa. 19087.

**DOES SHE SEW?**

Even if your fair lady is strict about the button-down, hem-up sticher, needs the organizing genius of a mini-chest. 10" by 6" by 5" sturdy styrene in crystal clear tortoise shell. Removable tray, cushion, 10 thread holders, 6 compartments for pins, needles, sows, storage for yarn, patterns, ppd. Bolaraan Co., G-118, Box Oceanside, N. Y. 11572.

**MAKE A DINOSAUR**

Do your own thing—aassemble Rey the Tyrannosaurus. Prefisto skeleton of 30 plastic pieces goes together, comes apart in seconds. Looks just like the huge monster you've seen in museums. And it's big six feet long and five feet high! 89.95 plus $1 postage. John Broo Dept. HGI11B, 1620 Woods Road, St. Louis, Mo. 63114.

**COLORFUL STICKUPS**

Smashing vinyl stickers brighten the scene and transform the ordinary into something special-square, round, groovy. Peel off the back and stick them on doors, pears on a parol, paisley on a poncho, apples, lemons or limes on anything Washable, natch! Pack of 8, plus 25c post. Creative Hou HGI11, 211 W. 9th St., Kansas City Mo. 64105.

**FATTY?**

Lose Pounds and Inches—Improved Formula Tablets

Yes, a lovely figure can be yours with the help of the Improved Obesity Bell Tablet. No crash diets and no vigorous exercise are required. This improved formula is intended to help encourage you to a better eating habit. So safe, a nutritionist's prescription is needed. If you're not satisfied with the new mini-fashions and want to lose them because of chubby thighs, legs: do something about it! Send $1.00 for 60 Obesity Bell Tablets (1 month supply) or $3.00 for 240-tablets (3 months supply). Sensible slimming made easy. Prompt postage shipment assured.

Hollings-Smith Co., Inc., Dept. D

Drugs of Quality Since 1909

Orangeburg, New York 10962

*

CAROLE-ANN INTRODUCES

from America's favorite comic strip "PEANUTS" revolveing SNOOPY MUSIC GIFT! SGIi. 9599 Clover Earrings $4.00 ppd.

No. 6599 Clover Pin $4.00 ppd.

Gifts. 211 W. Conestoga, Calif. 92588

Send for Free Catalogue

CAROLE-ANN

1110 S. OJ. EL CAMINO

SAN MATEO, CALIF. 94402

Send for Free Catalogue

CAROLE-ANN INTRODUCES

from America's favorite comic strip "PEANUTS" revolving SNOOPY MUSIC GIFT! SGIi. 9599 Clover Earrings $4.00 ppd.

No. 6599 Clover Pin $4.00 ppd.

Gifts. 211 W. Conestoga, Calif. 92588

Send for Free Catalogue

CAROLE-ANN INTRODUCES

from America's favorite comic strip "PEANUTS" revolving SNOOPY MUSIC GIFT! SGIi. 9599 Clover Earrings $4.00 ppd.

No. 6599 Clover Pin $4.00 ppd.

Gifts. 211 W. Conestoga, Calif. 92588

Send for Free Catalogue
**COUNTRY CHARM** EARLY AMERICAN

**ELECTRIC RANGE**
The first and foremost cast iron replica of the Early American wood burning stove, made from original patterns. Completely electric with all automatic controls. The last word in performance and fits modern range spaces. Gives authentic décor to your kitchen. Prices start at $395.00

**CAST IRON WALL OVEN**
Fully electric with cast iron front beautifully designed with old time scroll finish in black enamel. Porcelain lined, fully insulated 18 x 16 x 19¾" interior oven. Control panel with automatic timer and minute reminder recessed behind hearth door. Choice of left or right hand oven door. Prices start at $247.00

*Made and Sold Only by*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THE HOUSE OF WEBSTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OLD FASHIONED GIFTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOX 1188-NO, ROGERS, ARK.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Sensational Scandinavian Import**

**ONE-TWIST JAR OPENER**
Guaranteed to open any size jar from 1/4" to 4" with one simple twist of the hand. Ready to install under your hanging kitchen cabinet, wood or metal—easily accessible, yet out of the way. Mothers hold their babies with one hand while opening jars of baby food with the other. A blessing for people with arthritis! Attractive design and excellent craftsmanship. A thoughtful gift for your favorite neighbor, too. Satisfaction guaranteed. $2.98. Add 35c for postage and handling. Free brochure. Prompt shipping.

Dane House, Ltd.

P. O. Box 126, H1411, Carmel, N. Y. 11725

---

**WIRELESS INTERCOM**
Imagine the possibilities! Farm house, small town residence, home to shop or store. Ideal in restaurants, hotels, schools, clubs. A ready-to-install, do-it-yourself job. Operates over single telephone line. No additional Strom. Perfect for restaurants, clubs, etc. A do-it-yourself project. $59.95. Includes 2 stations. 160 foot range. Selectable channel. Install yourself, save $30.00 installed. For information, write—

**CHARM APPLIANCE CO.**

925 Willow St., El Dorado, Calif. 95716

---

**FREE COUNTRY CHARM APPLIANCE FOLDER UPON REQUEST.**

---

**For Your Cat-Owning Friends**
The perfect gift is CATS Magazine.

Each month it's filled with helpful articles on care and feeding, poems, pictures, features, and news—all about all kinds of cats. Standard magazine size, it will delight every cat lover twelve times in the year. Send only $5.00 for the first subscription, only $3.00 for each additional one. Special cat-design gift cards will be sent to be received just before Christmas. (Samples, 50c.)

CATS

22 House Bldg.

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222

---

**PHOTO-GO-ROUND**

Enjoy your pool year round in the new space-age enclosure. Solar-heated by day, holds in and utilizes pool heat by night. Patented water border perimeter seals pool sparkling, keeps out leaves, wind, dirt, animals and insects. Vinyl top appears as stained glass roof, beautiful designed with old time scroll structures. Solar-heated by day, holds in and utilizes pool heat by night. $20.00; unframed, $13.00; framed, 7" x 10", $17.50.

**SWIMHUT**

Take treasured snapshots out of hiding. Display them in this revolving photo file! No gluing! No mounting! Simply slip photos up to 3½" x 5½", into the protective transparent windows suspended on the sturdy wooden base. Envelopes for 160 pictures are included. Will hold up to 600 pictures. $10.95 plus $1.00 postage. Envelopes for 32 extra photos are $1.00.

**FERRY HOUSE**

Dept. G-118

Dubois Ferry, N. Y.

---

**AQUAGARD POOL COVERS**
2801 San Fernando Rd.

Los Angeles, Calif. 90065

---

**Family pride**

Parchment coat-of-arms hand painted in heraldic colors. Regusted crest's painted above helmet; motto hand-lettered Framed 7" by 10", $15; 10" by 14", $20; unframed, $13; $18. Hand painted embossed copper on mahogany shield, 5" by 7", $14.95; 7" by 10", $18; 10" by 14", $27.


---

**The beat goes on**

Portable metronome, accurately yet compactly portable. Very essential for students of the dance or music—anywhere that beat timing is at all necessary. Setting of 40 to 288 beats per minute. 6½ high in black or brown plastic case. $10.95 postpaid. G. Schirmer, HG11, 4 E. 49th St., New York, N. Y. 10017.

---

**For your lion's den**

Gift the king of the house with his own regal pillow cover. Embroider this crewel shaggy-maned lion on the fine rich brown homespun-type cotton cloth. Fabric front and back; colorful Persian crewel yarn; needle, instructions, stitch chart, 16" sq. May also be mounted as wall hanging. $7.95, 36c post.

Crewel & Unusual, H411, 4 E. 49th St., New York, N. Y. 10017.

---

**For Your Babies**

A thoughtful gift while opening jars of Guaran­teed to open any size jar from 3/4" to 4" with one simple twist of the hand. Ready to install under your hanging kitchen cabinet, wood or metal—easily accessible, yet out of the way. Mothers hold their babies with one hand while opening jars of baby food with the other. A blessing for people with arthritis! Attractive design and excellent craftsmanship. A thoughtful gift for your favorite neighbor, too. Satisfaction guaranteed. $2.98. Add 35c for postage and handling. Free brochure. Prompt shipping.

Dane House, Ltd.

P. O. Box 126, H411, Carmel, N. Y. 11725

---

**For Your Domestic Need**

From this easy-to-read circular, open your eyes to all the wonderful gifts available to you. Send 35c for your circular today.

**THE ORIGINAL PORTRAIT KIT**

We, the originators of oil-portrait number 53, have enabled thousands of people with no prior experiences to paint quality portraits of loved ones. Our exclusive system gives you the know-how to paint portraits of steadiness. A photo-like portrait. A 16" x 20" portrait is painted in about 1½ hours. Each portrait is hand signed and numbered on a free facing mount 16" x 20" canvas, standard portrait size. Twenty-four rows of individually-skilled artists' oil paints for the outstanding colors are provided with the kit. Beautiful portrait of your choice is also included: an artist's painting, fine brushes, brush cleaner, plastic fusible hair and eye coloring. All parts included.

Enron $3.95 for Postage

Send Only $9.95

**PORTRAIT CRAFT**

Box 377-X

Wilmington, Calif. 90744

Signature required.
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Set of 4 Rare Decorative Pieces

$3
cardboard display frame

$4.95

Oriental Plates

WORLD ART GROUP
Dept. 11TG, 2 First Street, Westport, Conn.

FOOD COST—JET ROD
FLAME
GUN
KILLS
WEEDS
INSTANTLY

Giant Antique Mural of 50 American Steamboats and Locomotives (17”x21”) on parchment paper. Regular $10 value YOURS FREE! Just $8.98 plus 50c postage. Please rush me the 4 Great American Trains for just $1.98 plus 25c pp. and handling. Satisfaction guaranteed. Also include giant mural absolutely free. Each 26” wide, 9” high.

GIA NT CRAWL-IN PLAYHOUSE
$5.98

WORLD ART GIFTS, Dept. 11TG, 606 Post Road Westport, Conn. 06880

WORLD COMPANY
First St., Dept. 11HG, East Norwalk, Conn.

HOSTESS HOT TRAY

The electric way to fine serving. Some like it hot and when they do the food should be served from an electric hot tray as pretty and practical as this one. Indispensable for the hostess, this tray has an attractive white and blue cornflower motif with goldtone metal trim and finished with walnut handles. Measures 11” x 18”, holds two casseroles and a coffee server. UL listed and approved.

WORLD CO., Dept. 11HG, 1 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016

Next Issue: December 1966
Thermal Spread With Colonial Motif

It’s a spread by day and a blanket by night! Air circulates freely through the 100% cotton jacquard weave making a comfortable year-round blanket. Machine wash. State color: Red or Blue. Add 5¢ for postage and handling. 5412 - Full Size, 95 x 106" ... $16.98 5413 - Twin Size, 76 x 106" ... 14.98

Year’s subscription to gift catalog 25¢.

GRACIOUS LIVING DEPT. 268 BERKELEY, R. L. 02864

Shopping Around

On the beam
Combination key chain and flashlight, ever a good idea, works on extremely well in the case of an instant snap apart type. Sylvan’s bulbless sealed with a built-in reflector, lens and no batteries needed ever; beam guaranteed. Sterling or gold filled. Specify initials $7.95 plus 25¢ post. Old Pueblo Traders, 600 HKB S. Country Club Rd., Tucson, Ariz. 85716.

Giant play ball
Tossing this big ball about is great fun for everybody! Actually a brand new government surplus meteorological balloon, it’s made of the finest long-lasting neoprene rubber; inflates easily with gas on any 12" to 18" h. Terrific gimmick for bazaars, club gatherings. Great Xmas stocking stuffer! $2.95 p.d. Greenland Studios, 762 Greenland Bldg., Miami, Fl. 33147.

Miniature range
Little lassies of long ago (Civil War period) played with tiny cast iron stoves just like this one. Made in the original molds, it has swinging doors, handles to lift stove lids. Five pots and skillets included, ed. 9½" by 10½" by 5½"; $16.95; 11½" by 7½" $11.95. Add 85¢ post. New Hampton Gen’t. Store, HG11, 46 King St., Hampton, N. Y. 08827.

Really big

Wicker what-not
A touch of Victorian in willow and bamboo and perfect in the corner of your bathroom or dressing room. Hand-crafted in the Orient natural tan, it’s easy to paint to accent décor. 12½" by 8½" by 24½". $9.95 plus $1 post. Pretty in pairs as bric-a-brac show-offs. Catalogue 5c. Fran’s Basket House, HG11, 29 Calumet Ave., Rockaway, N. J. 07866.

Special Sale!
Scan-O-Matic $11.35

COIN VIEWER

Incredible Value! LESS THAN HALF PRICE!

Handcrafted Hardwood Set of 3 NESTED WAGONS with MAGNETIC ATTACHMENTS

Ideal play set for youngsters. Each wagon a different color. Largest is 6" x 8" x 3½" high. Attach themselves to each other with powerful magnets. Safe, smooth, sturdy, jointed corners, non-toxic, no hooks. Two smaller wagons nest into large one. Endless hours of constructive, instructive play.

No. 4342G Usually $5.50 set NOW Specially Priced at $2.50 per set, p.d. 2 sets ... $4.75

N.Y.C. residents add 5% sales tax, N.Y. State, 3% Satisfaction Guaranteed. No c.o.d’s. We pay postage for 40 c. each. Send for 40 c. catalog. Specify initials.

FEDERAL SMALLWARES CORP.
365 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10021

Golden Keys of the Kingdom $1 each
Antique gold plated keys make interesting wall decorations. Use them in groupings or alone. 5½" cast metal keys make wonderful paperweights. Nicely finished and kit furniture in friendly pine

Beautiful. NEW FREE CATALOG—700 PIECES Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

Include ship tax, handling, shipping insurance. Not good to return in store.

Wield House
Dept. G11-8
North Conway, N. H. 03860

Harriet Carter

DINNER BELL PLAQUE
Ring in the family for meals. Handsome wood plaque with large "L" brass bell. Size (5½ x 12) Salem maple finish.

2-TIER SPICE RACK

Unique Gifts

DINNER BELL PLAQUE

MONEY BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED

Some Day Shipment

Dorothy H. 26168
Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462

Handcrafted in the Orient natural tan, it's easy to paint to accent décor. 12½" by 8½" by 24½". $9.95 plus $1 post. Pretty in pairs as brica-brae show-offs. Catalogue 5c. Fran's Basket House, HG11, 29 Calumet Ave., Rockaway, N. J. 07866.

Special $7.50 plus ship post

Wicklow Studios. 762 Greenland Rd., Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462

DOROTHY H.
Clinical tests by leading medical authorities prove that new Swedish formula with natural food ingredients helps solve the problem of lines, wrinkles, and flabby skin—ACTUALLY MAKES YOUR SKIN LOOK UP TO 15 YEARS YOUNGER!

Before you read another word of this exciting news release—let us set the record straight on one recently published article. Erickson reads like this: To thanks to new scientific breakthroughs, medical science now considers a woman of 60 to be just approaching middle age—when women of 45 to 49 are just reaching her prime years of youthful beauty—and a woman of 30 to 35 to be a mere "youngster" when it comes to the appearance of her skin! I know that at first glance this may sound overly optimistic on the part of medical science but not when you consider the following events that have just taken place. Not when you realize that medical science today, it was revealed how a leading European specialist discloses that medical science today, it was revealed how to restore youthful beauty to aging skin simply and safely. The secret is in a revolutionary new formula derived from a new Swedish discovery. Yes, a totally new approach—the first step—was the discovery of a new chemical food formula that has been used in university tests, hospital tests and laboratory tests to actually make your skin look younger, IN JUST 10 TO 30 DAYS. For when the nutritionally trained reporters and beauty editors, it was revealed how this amazing research scientist made a 30-year-old woman look 14 years younger with simple, home treatments.

"IT WAS LIKE WATCHING A WOMAN GROW YOUNGER RIGHT BEFORE OUR EYES!"

After filling in the reporters on the background of the varied skin problems this 39-year-old woman had suffered from—skin problems typical of women 30 to 40. Problems like—unattractive crow's feet about the eyes... deep, furrowing lines extending from new

vibrant youthfulness that you could hardly believe it had ever been there... dry, yes. This new scientific discovery had made it possible to make her skin look 14 years younger! (Before our very eyes we actually observed the 14 years of youth that had appeared in her face. I was actually looked 14 years younger!)
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**NAVAL JELLY**

**DISSOLVES RUST FROM IRON & STEEL**

**FREE SAMPLE** of the famous Rust Remover ... sample bottle shipped free with any purchase of $5 or more, from this ad or other Meredith ad on page to the right of this page. Brush it on ... hose it off. Half-Pound bottle $1.39 ppd.

---

Johns-Manville Asbestos-Lined

**STEEL FIREMAN’S SAFE**

Made to withstand any household building fire, this double-walled chest of steel features Johns-Manville asbestos lining, in about 14" long by 9" wide and just under 4" high. A heavy barrel lock with two keys protects contents from theft. The lid has a full-length plastic hinge like industry seldom makes anymore. You get five valuable paper folios ... for insurance, cash reserves, social security records ... children's health certificates ... personal family records ... priceless photographs ... stocks and bonds. Baked enamel outer finish makes chest attractive and luggage-like. The chest makes it easy to carry this $6.95 UNDERWRITER’S Safe. $15.95 (We pay all shipping costs.)

---

**MEREDITH SEPARATOR CO., Dept. HG-11**

310 West 9th St., Kansas City, Mo. 64105

Regular Model @ $14.95 Double Capacity Box (same rectangular dimensions but twice as deep) and worth much more, $22.00 

---

**LIQUID PLASTIC**

Polyurethane that applies like paint forms a skin so tough it won't crack, chip or pool. Cuts painting costs ... covers and protects like a shield of invincible glass.

---

**WATERPROOF in 30 MINUTES**

Advise to profusely anything, stop leaks. Ideal for con­

---

**$50 REWARD**

for any Spider—Bug. In­

---

**THE MOST WANTED**

NEW TOOL!

---

**STEEL SOUP-BONE**

with B Swiveling Socket Wrench HEADS!

---

**KILLS BUGS INDOORS**

The Institutional Way

---

**HAR-BAR**

FOR GARAGE OR CARPORL

---

**AUNT MARTHA’S STUDIOS, Dept. 916**

1245 Swift, Kansas City, Mo. 64116

MAKE THIS RADIANT LONE STAR QUILT from ready-cut pieces. Precision cut from 80 X 80 soft colorfast percale. Rainbow colors—Green, Lime, Yellow, Pink, Light Rose, Ruby, Rose, Lilac, Lavender, Blue. Add your filled blocks and borders to one

---

**NEW • SOLVES HOME PARKING PROBLEMS • NEW**

---

**AUTO-STOP**

by HAR-BAR

---

**CHRISTMAS CHARMS**

Holiday time—time for a bangle for her bracelet. All 8
touches of colorful enamel on gold or sterling silver. Christ­

---

**FOR GARAGE OR CARPORL**

---

**HOUSE & GAR**
**Shopping Around**

**Time and time again**

Smart repetition—his time, her time—tastefully told on handsome watches. Heavy golden links with black leather straps, golden buckles. Good-looking Roman numerals on black faces. Hers, 1" diameter; his, 1¼" diameter. Factory guaranteed for two years, $20.95 each; any two, $39.95. Ppd. Wales, HG118, Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530.

**On key**


**Baked to order**

Order your Deluxe Fruit Cake from Corsicana, Texas, where since 1896 they have concocted a superb blend of the best fruits, nuts and batter. A favorite of royalty, hostesses and celebrities from 143 different lands. 2 lbs. $4.35; 3 lbs. $5.95; 5 lbs. $9.45. Ppd. Gift-packed in holiday tin with your card. Collin St. Bakery, HG1, Corsicana, Tex. 75110.

**Delicious pillow**

It makes us think of tempting strawberries and cream—luscious red strawberries, shaded green leaves, white flowers with yellow centers, already worked for you on 14" by 14" canvas. The ivory wool for background and edging, pre-worked design on canvas, linen for backing, and directions, $12.95 plus 65c postage. The Stitchery, HG1, Hildegarde's, HGII, Corsicana, Tex. 7510.

**FREE SUBSCRIPTION to HOSPITALITY MAGAZINE**

**UP WITH A DAISY**

... our discovery, and now priced to you at a great bargain. Beautiful, electric, white petal, yellow center, green cord ... $4.44 ppd.

**SCHWEPPES ELECTRIC WALL CLOCK**

All of the charm of the English pub ... and a collectors item too. Genuine electric clock as furnished by Schweppes to Yorkshire Taverns. Pendulum swings ... beautiful, wood case with brass trim. Limited quantity $32, we pay postage.

**MAKE EXTRA PRINTS of Polaroid Photos**

Camera fits in steel copier frame against special lens. Put photo in special tray, press camera shutter and in seconds you get a copy ... a perfect reproduction of the original. Make as many copies as you want. Easy and small (portable) and ideal for copying other things like cards. (One Model for Polaroid 210, 230, 250 Models Order 2M51455 $8.95) (One Model for Swinger Models Order 2M444 ... $5.95) Please add 50c postage for each Photocopyer.

**Fossil Rose Has Million-Year Guarantee**

Like an ant trapped in amber thru the ages, modern research has duplicated this feat in a clear, transparent material. A real live rose is captured at the peak of perfection and encased in a permanent home that makes time stand still. A man-made fossil, a beautiful fossil ... one you can stash away in your safe deposit vault or bury in your cornerstone. One million years from today your descendants can unearth this beautiful rose and see for themselves the flower from the distant past. You'll want to keep it now on your desk, mantel or table because of its indelible beauty. Get one rose in clear, transparent material, $4.44; get it mounted on a desk pen set at $6, or get a clear, fist-sized drop (paperweight) for $4, cause of its indelible beauty. Get one rose in clear, transparent material. A real live rose is captured at the peak of perfection and encased in a permanent home that makes time stand still. A man-made fossil, a beautiful fossil ... one you can stash away in your safe deposit vault or bury in your cornerstone. One million years from today your descendants can unearth this beautiful rose and see for themselves the flower from the distant past. You'll want to keep it now on your desk, mantel or table because of its indelible beauty. Get one rose in clear, transparent material, $4.44; get it mounted on a desk pen set at $6, or get a clear, fist-sized drop (paperweight) for $4, cause of its indelible beauty.

**MEREDITH,** Dept. HG-11, 310 West 9th St., Kansas City, Mo. 64105

**SIZE 12 1/2**

• Daisy Clock
• Photocopier

**METALLIZE BABY SHOES Yourself**

3 Pairs for $2.98

Now you can have the thrill of doing it yourself—bronzng leather ... baby shoes or anything you want with complete kit for only $2.98 you pay postage. Complete enough for 3 pairs, material, leather hardener, two other finishes, price less gift.

**PhoCopier**

Capture the elegance, romance and gay charm of old Spain with these decorative, matte black wrought iron pieces.

**Merry-Go-Round**

Capture the elegance, romance and gay charm of old Spain with these decorative, matte black wrought iron pieces.

**FOSSIL ROSE HAS MILLION-YEAR GUARANTEE**

Like an ant trapped in amber thru the ages, modern research has duplicated this feat in a clear, transparent material. A real live rose is captured at the peak of perfection and encased in a permanent home that makes time stand still. A man-made fossil, a beautiful fossil ... one you can stash away in your safe deposit vault or bury in your cornerstone. One million years from today your descendants can unearth this beautiful rose and see for themselves the flower from the distant past. You'll want to keep it now on your desk, mantel or table because of its indelible beauty. Get one rose in clear, transparent material, $4.44; get it mounted on a desk pen set at $6, or get a clear, fist-sized drop (paperweight) for $4, cause of its indelible beauty. Get one rose in clear, transparent material. A real live rose is captured at the peak of perfection and encased in a permanent home that makes time stand still. A man-made fossil, a beautiful fossil ... one you can stash away in your safe deposit vault or bury in your cornerstone. One million years from today your descendants can unearth this beautiful rose and see for themselves the flower from the distant past. You'll want to keep it now on your desk, mantel or table because of its indelible beauty. Get one rose in clear, transparent material, $4.44; get it mounted on a desk pen set at $6, or get a clear, fist-sized drop (paperweight) for $4, cause of its indelible beauty.

**FOSSIL ROSE HAS MILLION-YEAR GUARANTEE**

Like an ant trapped in amber thru the ages, modern research has duplicated this feat in a clear, transparent material. A real live rose is captured at the peak of perfection and encased in a permanent home that makes time stand still. A man-made fossil, a beautiful fossil ... one you can stash away in your safe deposit vault or bury in your cornerstone. One million years from today your descendants can unearth this beautiful rose and see for themselves the flower from the distant past. You'll want to keep it now on your desk, mantel or table because of its indelible beauty. Get one rose in clear, transparent material, $4.44; get it mounted on a desk pen set at $6, or get a clear, fist-sized drop (paperweight) for $4, cause of its indelible beauty. Get one rose in clear, transparent material.
**Bronze Stamp Holder**

Dept. IIH, 758 Madison Ave., N.Y., 10021

Or brushed gold finish, 18" high. In white, black or brushed gold finish. $6.95

**Paperweight Bouquet**

Sprightly arrangements of real flowers, thistle puffs, leaves and grasses... all picked fresh in the fields... are captured for lasting beauty in heavy clear Lucite, 5" square, about 1" deep (varies with types of flowers used). No two are exactly alike. Lovely as an ornament, too; perfect gift for the collector. $5.95

**Rose Candelstick**

A floral fantasy of petals and leaves to grace your dining, buffet, coffee table. Over 3'-foot tall in brush gold highlights on verde green. $2.50 Pair: $4.75

**Bean's Sheep Lined Slippers**

For Men and Women. A full grain leather, no-sheep moccasin slipper lined with sheepskin. Ideal for warmth and comfort. Color, Dark Brown. Ladies sizes 3 to 10, whole sizes only. Price: $11.25 postpaid. Men's sizes 6 to 13, whole sizes only. Price $12.00 postpaid. Send for Free Catalog.

**Tavern triumph**

The tavern table, surely, is a New England addition to the furniture scene for which we all are deeply indebted. It is a handy size in any room with early American furniture. 30" by 181/4" by 241/2" h. This is maple and pine, ready to assemble, $22.95. Catalogue 25c. Cohasset Colonials, HG11, 368 Ship St., Cohasset, Mass. 02025.

**For The Republican Toddler**

Needlepoint this chubby elephant for a child's pillow or picture. Bright red, Sunny yellow. Blue. Soft woods, hand-painted canvas, needles and knitting instructions for $10. Select any of the woolly creatures in our happy menagerie. Mazaltov's Needlepoint Farm has the finest selection of hand-painted pets for the younger set, Republican or Democrat. New color catalogue, $1.

**Simpatico Seating**

Iberian peasant's chair has rugged good looks, splendid comfort. Seat and back of hand-woven rush; frame's sturdy Mexican wood. 37" h., seat 19" w., 17" h. Antique charcoal stain, $32 a pair. Lacquered in lime, lemon, black, olive or white (specify). $32 a pair. 4 for $60. Regular charge collect.

**Eliza McCaffrey**

Dept. M112, New York 1158

**Festive flock**

Three birds and nests are worth three in the tree—and are gay and festive on the Christmas tree or among flower arrangements. Each 1 3/4" dia. clip-on nest is hand-woven, gilded fiber, holds three eggs that match the bird perching on it. Birds and eggs in red, white and blue. Set of 3, $2.50 ppd. Artisan Galleries, HG11, 2100 N. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Tex. 75204.

**Carved ivory bracelet**

Fourteen hand-carved ivory elephants form an endless chain of good fortune to wear about your wrist. Each bangle is carved from a single piece of white ivory tusk and all are attached trunk to tail in an imposing parade of good luck. $4.95 postpaid. Order from Park Galleries, 768 Greenwood Blvd., Miami, Fla. 33147.

**Delightful Wall Decorations**

What a find—Three Murals of Peter Rabbit and Friends. Over 10 charming animal characters, reduced for us in England, ... Here is a wonderful vi decoration (or any child's room. An inexpensive that will delight parents and child alike. One Set of 3 Murals $5.20 ppd. For those who will want more than one set, we have packed multiples Two Sets $10.75 ppd. Three Sets Money back if not delighted.

**L.L. Bean, Inc.**

416 Main St., Freeport, Maine 04032

Hunting, Fishing and Camping Specialties
Shopping Around

A treasury of fine gifts from Lillian Vernon

or quiz kids

lit most suitable for the spry set consists of a comic, many colored gift case and 15 pencils in assorted shades, with Venus erasers; practical duo enraptures the kids, nips at the bad habit of borrowing. Name's stamped in gold on each enecl. Case and 15 pencils, $1.25; 5 imprinted pencils only $1.25.

American Stationery Co., 403 Park Ave., Peru, Ind. 46970.

Treat for the game

Here's a jin-dandy bargain and a treat idea to boot. With these high-powered binoculars that are com like glasses, your hands are free for ballpark snacks, program to keep warm in your pockets. Adjustable to your vision and they fold flat when not in use for purse or pocket. Only 81 ppm. Box-A- 

ile, HG11, 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016.

Kiss me quick

Adorable enchantress coos to be kissed when she is squeezed gently on the arm. It's impossible to resist her. She wears a tangerine velvet dress with pleated nylon collar, thigh-high white textured hose, white Mary Janes. Her body is fully jointed. Waist length hair is ribboned. $4.98 plus 45c post.

Lillian Vernon, Dept. HGN1, 560 S. Third Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550.

Timely treasure

The life of the party arrives on the lot when she wears this watch hidden in a magnificent bracelet. Band is gold mesh tapering from 1" to 1/2" and adjusts to fit all wrists. The quality jeweled watch is concealed under a cover studded with simulated sapphires and pearls. Two-yr. guar. $21.50 p pp. Harriet Carter, Dept. HG11, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

Treasure trays

For splendid party service, plastic trays come on like pure crystal. They're a three initial monogram. Effect's one of total charm that adds a certain smart-set touch. Cocktail size, 11" by 13". $9.95; serving tray's 13" by 17", $11.75.


New booklet shows how you can do DECOUPAGE sing every-day materials!

You don't have to be an artist to become an expert in this ancient "art of the decoupeers"! Isabel White, a known authority, offers step-by-step guidance plus a complete list of supplies available in any gift shop. Add originality value to boxes, lamps, furniture with decoupage — made easy and fun!

Send $1.00 for your copy to:

ISOBEL C. WHITE
Dept. HG11, P.O. Box 5879, Wash., D.C. 20014
The mark of a man

The finest expression of your pride in his achievements is the display of his medals in this handsome heirloom showcase. Case in solid walnut or maple. Also in black, antique gold, or white, hand-rubbed finish. Velvet lining in black or red, and all others. Space bars adjust try, Military, Infantry, Infantery, Medical, Warant, and all others, engraved. $2 each, or 2 for $3.

LIBERTY BELLE
PISTOL-HANDED STAINLESS
in an heirloom tradition
An exact replica of a famous old dining pattern, with graceful pistol-handled knives. 9 fixed forks and turned spoons. In heavy, hand-forged satin finished stainless. Service for eight includes 8 dinner forks, 8 dinner knives, 8 salad forks, 8 soup spoons, 8 teaspoons, plus 2 serving spoons. 50-piece service for 8, $29.95 75-piece service for 12, $44.95. Also available: BETSY ROSS FIDDLE STUFFED CHINA and STAINLESS. Complete 50-piece service for 8, $79.95 75-piece service for 12, $114.95. All prices post, send $3 for catalog and open stock service list.

POSY TEFLOW COVER
Speed-up and perk-up the chore of ironing with this cheery, flower-powdered ironing board cover. Heavy cotton is coated with easy-glide Teflon. Hand-screened print is colorfast and fade-proof; won't rub off. Adjustable for a stay-put fit on all boards. Add $1.50 for Postage & Handling. 4851 – Ironing Board Cover .... $1.98

Gracious Living
D-271 BEVERLY, R. I. 02864

Shopping Around

T.V. or not T.V.? The question is what to do with the T.V. set when space is a minimum? The answer? To brass plated Hi-Low pole stands. Easily installed spring tension adjusts to ceiling height, holds T.V. by your level. Takes any weight up to 14" front to back; 17" height, $9.95 ea.; plus 50¢ post. Holiey Gifts, Dept. 311-T, 7047 Pecos B, Denver, Colo. 80221.

Tie track
Man, your ties stay on the track, hang straight and visible, even when they all might happen land on one side of this suit-tie hanger: new concept's constructo to eliminate nuisance of installation. Walnut frame hangs in a closer, 66 1/2" size, $9.95; for 50, $30. $5, Ppd. Sleepy Hollow Gift. HG-11, 3023 Crane Dr., Fall Church, Va. 22042.

Window winners
Just made for each other: Cabinets in unbleached muslin on your Empire furniture and antiques. Here, then, great draperies for assuring proper alignment with this particular era. $80. w, per pair 45" long, 54", 63", $10" per pair; 81" long, $90" $12 a pair. Valance in 9" long, plus $2. Fringe $3 ppt. Curtain H-11, Stockbridge, Mass. 02162.

Spooky saver
A haunted house savings bank is much fun that savings is painlessly tucked away. A ghostly figure in the door gives the bank a spooky look. The slot catches the coin inside and the door slams shut. Who can resist feeding it as long as the change lasts? Battery operated of colored plastic and steel. $5.95 plus 40¢ post. Bon-A-Fide, Dept. HG-11, 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016.

Totable portable
Tall rattan basket carries glasses, bottles, ice bucket and mixers to the sphere of action in handsome fashion. Rattan shelves lift out for quick and easy service. 27" high (without the handles) and 29" in diameter. Portable pub hangs handily at the party or between bashes. $37.50. Exp. coll. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG-11, Northport, N. Y. 11768.
Children and teenagers are happy with the Merry Doll, because of cheerful min, colorful gingham dress, handmade construction soft, formed polyurethane fill. Mom is happy because the Merry Doll machine washes, tums dry. 16" tall. $3.95 plus 60c Post. Merry Enterprises, Dept. 11, Box 97, Glen Ellyn, Ill. 60137.

moker's delight

new your antiques
With this big new 440-page antique guide, you'll have no more worries about the value of antiques. "A Fortune in a Junk pile" identifies literally thousands of antiques; shows prices, photos of items in 200 categories including glass, silver, china and furniture. 5.95 p.p. Madison House, 766 greenland Bldg., Miami, Fla. 33147.

Ads 'n fads
When your grandmother flipped through the pages of her favorite magazine, she no doubt was tempted by these turn of the century ads. Old Tyme Trade-Posters of patent medicines, corn plasters, tonics and bathing suits for a touch of nostalgia to modern décors. 11" x 14" ea. Set of 6 $5.50. P.p.d. Gal Product, 139-17 86 Rd., Jamaica, N. Y. 11435.

Arcus Toy Chest
Colorful, rugged toy chest makes tidiness fun. Sturdy triple-strength gabled chest has lasting one piece construction-sets up in 15 minutes or be folded flat when not in use. Asby as second clothes hamper too. 12" x 14" x 14" $5.95.

aritage House
Dept. HG118, Chadds Ford, Pa. 19317

Shopping Around

In 14K SOLID GOLD
Cufflinks $15.00 Cuff Links $12.50 Charm $7.50
STERLING SILVER
Cufflinks $10.00 Tie Clips $3.50 Charm $4.75

PROFESSIONAL SYMBOLS

IN 14K SOLID GOLD
Cuff Links $25.00 Tie Tack $12.50 Charm $7.00
STERLING SILVER
Cufflinks $18.00 Tie Clips $6.00 Charm $4.75

CHILDREN OF THE WEEK CHARMS IN RHYME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charm</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. MAP OF IRELAND</td>
<td>$23.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. KISSING THE BLARNEY STONE</td>
<td>$22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. THE OK VALLEY STREAM</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. SINGING</td>
<td>$23.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. SHAMROCK</td>
<td>$22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. CONFESSION</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. SINGING</td>
<td>$23.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. KISSING THE BLARNEY STONE</td>
<td>$22.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Promo: 'Lucky Leprechauns'
Just reach into your pocket each day, that's how little leprechauns bring their treasure. Beautifully crafted to wear, $4.99 each. Ask for them today. Also $12.50, 14K filled gold charm. Available in gold, $15.00. Order from F. CONFESSION, Dept. HC12, 82-31 200th St., New York, N. Y. 11368.

Family Tree
For doting grandmas, a new treasure from the company that brought you the original Family Tree, a handcrafted keepsake of the name and birth of each grandchild. Antiqued finish; a 2" charm may be added as the family increases, $4.99. Available in 14K solid gold, $15 plus $5.50 for each silhouette. Use a coupon to save on the original Family Tree, $12.95 each.


uur your antiques
With this big new 440-page antique guide, you'll have no more worries about the value of antiques. "A Fortune in a Junk pile" identifies literally thousands of antiques; shows prices, photos of items in 200 categories including glass, silver, china and furniture. 5.95 p.p. Madison House, 766 greenland Bldg., Miami, Fla. 33147.

Ads 'n fads
When your grandmother flipped through the pages of her favorite magazine, she no doubt was tempted by these turn of the century ads. Old Tyme Trade-Posters of patent medicines, corn plasters, tonics and bathing suits for a touch of nostalgia to modern décors. 11" x 14" ea. Set of 6 $5.50. P.p.d. Gal Product, 139-17 86 Rd., Jamaica, N. Y. 11435.

Arcus Toy Chest
Colorful, rugged toy chest makes tidiness fun. Sturdy triple-strength gabled chest has lasting one piece construction-sets up in 15 minutes or be folded flat when not in use. Asby as second clothes hamper too. 12" x 14" x 14" $5.95.

aritage House
Dept. HG118, Chadds Ford, Pa. 19317

Shopping Around
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A special gift for children rightSanta's heart. Charming ceramic bank and bookend drum rep from the Colonial era. In the red, blue and gold to captivate child's heart. 5½" h. Drum 3½" h. with golden tassel. $29.50; $6 bookends. $3.50. Set. $6.25. Free catalogue. North Shore ports, HG11, Suite 28, 811 Sk Blvd., Norrhbrook, Ill. 60062

Bank on this

Scuff-less shoes

Sturdy and handsome footsore take a beating without showing trace, thanks to Polynesian pro- tion that never needs a shine—wipes clean. Luxury linings—quality uppers—in black or brown in oxford style, or blac loafers. Specify size. Two pair $12.95 plus $1 post. Jay No Corp., Dept. HG11, 31 Hanse A Freeport, N. Y. 11520.

Four to store

Hip-high commode is high, w and handsome with four 15" de- dgers for storing treasures, an imported Italian aralia, marble top. Solid Honduras logary finished in mahogany, w nut, fruitwood or antique with gold (specify). 20¼" h., 15½" d. $84.50 FOB Mo- gomery, Ala. Jones Brothers HG11, Smithfield, N. C. 27577.

Window frosting

That lasts long after the spring thaw! Adhesive-backed window frosting is embossed vinyl. Assur privacy for bathrooms, basement or garage windows, front door stairway casements. Actually enhance appearance of glass. 6-fo- roll, 9" wide for easy press-on a- plication. $1 ppd. Walter Drake HG74 Drake Bldg., Colora Spurs, Colo. 80901.

SOLAR X SPACE ROCK

Sensational mechanical multi-colored rocket. With side-wind operating aventures long range (on wind alone) to 100 ft. Powered by lightweight special batteries. $2 ppd. Sandman Co., HG11, 112 Engle St., Englevo N. J. 07631.

$5.98 each, TWO for $11

PLEASE AND TELE-POSTAGE

Send us Your Gift List!

HONEY BEE GUARANTEE

Shoes, Scarves and Shoes Sales Tax

Ann Isabel

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19131

HOUSE & GARDEN
GIVE SPEAR MARKERS FOR CHRISTMAS
THE PERFECT PERSONAL GIFT
NAME MARKERS FOR MAILBOXES, LAMP POSTS, LAWNS & DESKS

NEEDLEPOINT BASKETS—create a personalized work of art. Complete kit includes imported basket, needlepoint canvas, needle, tapestry yarn and ribbons in your choice of red, blue, green or gold. Instructions included. Only $3.75 plus $.75 postage each.

PHONE SHIPMENT: SHOPLER—modern willow basket with drop handles 12" W x 9" H. $9.75. WASTEBASKET—wooden wastebasket with lid 11" W x 12" H. $14.75. BRUSSEL STRIPES—white & black striped basket 13" W x 10" H. $14.95. Dozen only. Engraved to order. 15% off case lot on all items. Engraving charge is $1.25 per card.

FREE GIFT CARD

NAME FOR GIFT CARD

FAST SERVICE - WE SHIP IN 48 HOURS
WE GIVE
SAVE! ORDER 3 OR MORE
WE PAY POSTAGE

FREE GIFT CARD

EDWARD'S| PHILADELPHIA| FOUNDRY

DIRECT from factory! Beautifully gold-engraved solid American walnut — oil rubbed finish 8½" x 2". Your name in genuine 24K Gold Marker with name and title (shown), $3.95; name only, $2.95. Order Style K4 today! Shipped in 48 hours. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back. Business requests invited for free sample brochure and quantity discounts.

GIVE SPEAR MARKERS FOR CHRISTMAS - to friends, clients, employees, or for sales promotions.

THE NEIGHBORS' UNCLE DANY & FATHER IN LAW
NEW! WORLD'S FIRST “NO-ALARM” ALARM CLOCK

... guaranteed to wake you (and you won't know how) or money back! (Battery-operated)

Now! Never oversleep again ... never miss another plane, another appointment ... never again be late for work! New space-age, electric cordless Melasonic alarm, totally unlike any alarm clock ever, awakens you naturally, pleasantly by the new science of psychological "sonic suggestion." No rings, no dings, no bangs, no clangs, no headaches. No ineffective music that falls you back to sleep. Guaranteed to get you up no matter how sound you sleep. You awake refreshed, relaxed, eager to start the day!

Handsome smooth-grained brown case looks like, feels like fine leather. "Good-morning" on a white face, clear black numerals, decorative golden hour markers, luminous hands. Runs entire year on 1 flash-light battery. Full-year guarantee. $17.97 postpaid.

Presort shipment. Satisfaction guaranteed. Proof check or Money Order. Write for FREE color catalog of unique gifts.

SHOPPING AROUND

GALLERY GEMS

Imagine the thrill of owning one of these fine art reproductions & enjoying the beauty every day! "Full Sails" is 27" by 20½" & a "Wooded Wonderland" is 41½ by 20½" & both full color reproductions are handsomely framed and ready to hang. Each color production is $8.99 plus 50c pd.

Gracious Living, Dept. 291, Berryley, R. I. 02864.

PERFECT CARVING

Some thoughtful person deserves a medal for designing this marble carving board for use especially with electric knives. The non-slip surface holds the roast, will dull or chip your precious blade. Deep well catches juices and all crafted of grained oil-finished teak wood, 15" long, $7.50 ppd. Maine Michel, Ltd., HG11, Michel Bld New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040.

THE FIRST LINCOLN CENT

1909 V.D.B. (designer's initials on the reverse) is the most popular of all U. S. coins. Victor D. Brenner's the designer. The only year of its kind! Rising in value every year. $3 postpaid. Hobby catalog included with your order.

Center Coin Co., Dept. HG-1, P. O. Box 5490, Sherman Oaks Cal. 91413.

SWITCH-ERY


PERSONALIZED COASTERS

Elegant personalized coasters with a classic grape and wreath design are certain to please the most discriminating. . . . Spacious 3½" coasters are made of fine jeweler's solid brass beautifully plated in gold or silver. Engraved with any 2 or 3 initials. 4 for $3.98; 8 for $6.98; 12 for $9.98.

Wales Dept. HG118, Box 247, Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530

HAND CARVED EBONY BOOKENDS

These imported hand carved Ebony Masai head bookends are truly works of art that are worthy of display in your home. Hand crafted with great pride by the Wamba tribe men of Central Kenya in Africa and recognized by world renowned authorities as primitive art at its finest. They truly capture a "mood" in wood. A beautiful and practical gift for any occasion. For your library or desk... adds an elegant touch to your decor. 6" high. $10.50 each postpaid.

Hand check or M.O. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

KEREM, dept. HG-11
2020 East 15th St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11230

GOLDEN FILIGREE SWITCHPLATES

Add a touch of charm to your home at little cost with our golden switchplates. Brass-plated, antique non-finish finish, screws included. Also available in wrought iron black. SINGLE—3½" x 4½" $1.00 each, 3 for $2.50. DOUBLE—6½" x 4½" $1.50 each, 4 for $5.00. TRIPLE—9½" x 4½" $1.50 each, 3 for $4.50. COMBINATION—6½" x 4½" $2.00 each, 3 for $6.00. QUARTET—9½" x 4½" $3.00 each, 3 for $9.00. PLUS 45c POSTAGE & HANDLING.

Pe. box. Add 45c for Tax. S3.00 to C.O.D.

THE ADDED TOUCH
12-H Walter St., Bryn Mower, Pa. 19010

Satin Sheets and Pillowcases

As a gift to your body as a good night's sleep! Our luxurious Celanese® acetate satin sheets header beautifully, come in the expert colors: Gold, Black, Mint, Lilac, Orchid, Pink, White or Blue. (They're used in the Imperial and Bridal Suites of the Conrad Hilton Hotel.)

SATIN SHEET SETS
(2 sheets, 1 case) $15.90
TWIN BUTLET—6½" x 4½" $15.90
TWIN—9½" x 4½" $15.90
QUEEN BUTLET—9½" x 4½" $19.45
QUEEN—12½" x 4½" $21.45
KING BUTLET—12½" x 4½" $21.45
KING—15½" x 4½" $23.50

(If you'd like fitted bottom sheet, add $2.50 to double or twin set price; $3.00 to queen set price, $4.00 to king set price.)

Send check or M.O. to C.O.D.'s.
Scintillo, Inc., 4802W. Broadway G-14
Chicago, Illinois 60640

SHOECRAFT
605 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 11, N. Y.

CLASSIC ROMAN CHESS SETS

Minutely detailed collectors' sets are actual copies of ancient Roman sculpture! The Emperor Augustus, the Queen, the Bishop, the King is 4½" tall. Heavily weighted, felted in pieces in Alabaster white and Gracilis. (Larger 1½" board). Leatherette box, 16 pages of historical note and rules included. $1.00. 16-page historical book and rules. $4.00.

Some classic pieces as above but hand-finished gold and silver. King and board gold board, imitation Morocco, $2.50. King, weighted & felted figures with board, book, leatherette gift box. 4½" King. Felted figures, board, book. $4.00. Add 35¢ per piece.

CARRIAGE HOUSE
4600 ROLLING RD., SPRINGFIELD, PA.
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Shopping Around

Happy pin-ons

Iggedy boy and girl dolls are transformed into brightly colored animated three-dimensional pins 3" tall. These beloved characters fun to wear to school, birthday parties or every day and we hear are good luck, too. $4.50 a set (one of each) ppd. Order from Downs, HG11, Evanston, Ill. 2014.

Make a deep breath

Newly released from the U.S. Army Medical Corps, surplus otoscopes are perfect for use with doctors and nurses, and make instruments for teaching both adults and children the respiratory system. And cheaper than a new model at $2.95 ppd. Madison House, 765 Greenland Bldg., Miami, Fla. 33147.

Reasure chest

A rugged hand-rubbed natural wood container is a conversation-starter, but has a practical plus as well: it's a tea chest, which grandmother kept in an honored place in the kitchen. Nice to use or just admire, it's 8 1/4" h., 8 1/2" w. to hold lots of tea or trinkets. $18.50 pd. Send 15c for folder. Aggie's, C11, P.O. Box 371, Belmont, N.C. 28012.

Secret service

An insulated server keeps tea warm for more than 4 hours or icy beverages as chilled as can be. Made of rich stained material that looks like wood, but is strong and durable as iron. Choose black or avocado, may be used with coffee filter cones. $8.98 plus 50c post. Graff Living, Dept. 289, Berkeley, Calif. 94704.

Tiger Lady Jewels

Exceptional! Tiger-eye stones are imported from Australia by skilled artisans. These extraordinary and highly polished, faceted gemstones are the foundation for the jewelry we have created. Our special offer of 30 full days of use in the privacy of your home, with return privilege guaranteed, lets you discover so much...perhaps a priceless new look you didn't dream possible! Write today for free literature and full details.

For stately height
the President Monroe
GRANDFATHER CLOCK

Rich hardwood cabinet finished in Pecanwood or Mahogany. 32" tall, 20" wide. 14" deep, 8-day weight driven precision movement. Westminster chimes plus Big Ben chime. Brass weights and pendulum, polished brass dial with silver Roman numerals, black glass dial with gold hands. Full directions for assembly and setting. Weight 13 lb., extra battery $1.20. Order No. 2106 President Monroe $492.50.

Priceless!

Your face is most precious...especially to those who love you. If you think this is vanity, all right. Be a little vain. Indulge yourself. But...it is the only face of your lifetime, so give it only the best.

• Zeigler has devoted years and years to the problem faced by women such as you...that of aging normally, but showing every bit of it. (Zeigler really cares.)

• Zeigler patiently, medically and scientifically, developed a facial unit to meet exacting requirements for safety, comfort, and effectiveness. (Zeigler really cares.)

• Zeigler has done everything possible to provide a pleasant way to handle certain progressive signs of normal aging—with ultimate convenience and privacy. (Zeigler really cares.)

• Zeigler proved this unit's effectiveness, in independent clinical studies...and photographically, as shown in these unretouched examples:

From this...to this

• Zeigler is the unit thousands of women are grateful for—and depend upon—to look their very best.

• Crafted to give a lifetime of use, the Zeigler unit has a five-year warranty.

• Every word Zeigler says about the unit is truth. Nothing else offers you so much in scientific background and proof of effectiveness, regardless of price! Zeigler really does care!

Now, will Zeigler care diminish your fine lines and fine wrinkles? Improve your skin tone, texture, and complexion? Give you the all-important, admired younger look? Try it! Zeigler's special offer of 30 full days' use in the privacy of your home, with return privilege guaranteed, lets you discover so much...perhaps a priceless new look you didn't dream possible!

Write today for free literature and full details.
**Irish whimsy**

Whirligig spins merrily on radio antenna as the car drags briskly along the expressway inches through a traffic jam. Makes it easy to spot car in a packed lot. Number each little fin to use it to play for end-of-drink. $1.95 ea.; 3, $4.50. P.

**Attention Getters**

Handcrafted black & white 2½ x 3½ orphans use it to play for end-of-drink. $1.95 ea.; 3, $4.50. P.

**Floating island**

Get away from cares. Relax a little. Stretch out and sun bathe—while you lazily float on the water on this pool lounge. Tubular aluminum frame, soft ethafoam top, side boards, head rest. Covered poplin duck in multi-color stripes or florals. And it's unsinkable. 50" L, 24" W, $12.95 exp. charge coll. The Patio, HG11, Highlal Park, Ill. 60036.

**Service for silver**

Pamper your silver. Gorham does it in this tarnish-proof Pacific silverclad pad. Convenient drawer to silver chest, 11¾" L x 15" by 2½"; holds over 110 pieces, $8.95. 1½" L x 15½" by 2½", over 150 pieces, $8.95. P. Order from Barrington Specialties, HG11, Box 135-4, Barrington R. I. 02806.

**The right course**

To create exquisite art forms. This three-part course teaches the ancient art of Medieval Manuscript painting. From earliest origins to color, painting, gilding, varnishing and framing. Plus three do-it-yourself historical patterns. Truly fascinating. And only $1.00 per course. For proper fit, measure dog from collar to base of tail in inches. Satisfaction or money-back! For proper fit, measurements. All shipped inside measures. Clioicc ol Maple, antique pine or walnut finish. Only $23.95. COMPLETE I WALLET 30 for $1.00.

**Calorie scale**

If you are watching your weight or should be, this is the ideal scale for your home. It can accurately measure all portions, that you could previously only guess at. This can be tackled discreetly into your office desk. We pay postage. 4923 Watch Your Weight Scale $1.00 2 for only 1.95. Includes your ZIPCODE for speedier service.

**WATCH YOUR WEIGHT SCALE**

Appearance...bright; comfort...right! You'll be delighted with these wonderful red lounging slippers. Uppers are of soft suede lined with imported natural lamb's wool; sole of durable cowhide. You've never seen anything so beautiful; never owned anything so comfortable. And the red is a real Christmas red...just as cheerful as holly berries. Men's whole sizes 7 to 13...$12.50 ppp. Women's whole sizes 4 to 10...$10.00 ppp. Free Catalog.

**Doggie Bathrobe**

Genuine Jade

**DESK/BOUDOIR ALARM CLOCK**

Nearly everyone falls in love with this adorable little (3½" x 3½") clock at first sight. The striking combination of a gift case trimmed with genuine jade is almost irresistible. Gift figures, luminous hands, and dots. Also available in Mother of Pearl.

**LUXURIOUS Red Suede Slippers**

**Shopping Around**

1. **SUSAN BOOK TABLES**
   FINISHED OR IN KIT

   END TABLE

   HOLDS ABOUT 40 BOOKS

   A friendly union of charm and function. Skillfully wrought from briar or oak, standard sizes above. Bookshelf on extra sturdy combined germ bearing stainless steel all birch offering book side, in honey tone pine or maple, antique pine or walnut finish. Only $35.95. COMPLETE I 46.00

   COFFEE TABLES

   NOW IN TWO SIZES

   Here is the fantastic seven and completely sealed table made. Matching, perfect coffee table holds books, covered albums, pictures, vases and games. Includes an extra serving tray with matching cover. The innovative design, the shape, the top, the sides and the base are the creation of an artist. Skillfully crafted of rich precious walnut with brass corners, brackets and legs. Order now.

   46.00

   **Glass Display Domes**

   Will keep and protect your valuable treasures. For clocks, figurines, objets d'art, wedding cake ornaments. Choice of Mahogany, Walnut or Black wood bases. Please give base color, dome size. Slabs are inside measurements. All shipped postpaid.

   **ORDER NO. 1170S.**

   3" x 3" $1.50
   5" x 5" $2.75
   3" x 6" $1.75
   3" x 1" $1.75
   4" x 4" $2.95
   4" x 6" $3.75
   4" x 8" $5.75
   5" x 7" $5.75
   5" x 9" $7.50
   5" x 12" $9.50
   6" x 8" $8.00
   6" x 10" $9.50
   6" x 12" $11.00
   8" x 8" $11.00
   8" x 10" $12.50
   8" x 12" $12.50
   8" x 16" $14.00
   8" x 20" $17.00
   10" x 10" $18.00
   10" x 12" $20.00
   12" x 12" $22.00
   12" x 16" $27.00
   12" x 20" $32.00
   14" x 14" $34.00
   14" x 18" $41.00
   14" x 20" $46.00
   15" x 15" $39.00
   15" x 18" $49.00
   15" x 20" $54.00

   Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. Please, your zip code is required.

   **DEPT. BC, DOWNS**

   E-141-C
   EVANSTON, ILL. 60204

   **FREE CATALOG!**

   **Calorie scale**

   Just the thing to keep him warm and dry after his beauty bath. Makes defangling more effective, protects furniture from shedding. Included are moveable hook...$9.50.

   Write for FREE catalog of the latest in color negative is not supplied. Additional 5c for color negative is not supplied. After 5th add $1.00 to above prices.

   **Send for GIFT FILM**

   CAMAILET & BUCKLEY

   Dept. HG305, 141 Constitution Avenue, N. W.
   Washington, D. C. 20004

   **Johnny Appleseed's**

   **DEPT. HG11**

   Box 720, Beverly, Mass. 01915

   Zip number required!

   **FREE CATALOG!**

   **Famous for It**

   PHOTO FOR CHRISTMAS CARDS

   PLUS 274/4 SHIP. Plus 25 for $1.25

   FULL COLOR TRIM LINE OR SLIM LINE

   25 for $4.75

   Mail any snap-shot, negative or portrait and receive your Personal Photo Card:

   Mail any snap-shot, negative or portrait and receive your Personal Photo Card:

   **CHRISTMAS CARDS**

   **WRITING PENS**

   **FIFTY 6500 untoaetm 3.5"$5.00 to 5.5"$6.00 are also available on heavy weight portrait paper. Send $5.00 or smaller. Your original returned unharmed. $5.00 for rush first class service.

   **CHRISTMAS CARDS, Lee Photo, Dept. D, Box 820, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11205**

   **HOUSE & GARDEN**
e works.

They don't tell the time any more, they are original and elegant. Links and tie clip. Swiss watch movements, gold plated, for the finest male you know who already has everything. Offer would like to surprise him with a Christmas. $8.95 per set plus post, Heritage House, HG-11, Rogers Lane, Wallingford, Pa. 1896.

**Activity Repps**

Little accessories, remove rings and scarifications from marble, we commend this Margolo kit. Stain remover, polishing powder, marble sealer wax, wood and felt buffing tool and instructions. $5.95. Better wax that protects and beautifies, alone. $2.95. Postpaid. A thoughtful gift for marble lovers!

**Jewelry**

Banish stains, remove rings and scarifications from marble, we commend this Margolo kit. Stain remover, polishing powder, marble sealer wax, wood and felt buffing tool and instructions. $5.95. Better wax that protects and beautifies, alone. $2.95. Postpaid. A thoughtful gift for marble lovers!

**Vord to the wise**

Point of reference is Sasano wood carving technique, origin Japan. Vord, statue's in the natural color of light wood whose groovy ruffles and feathers contributes to special decorative effect. Size is right (2½' high) for shelf or desk where the owl will command attention it deserves. $1.75 ppd. Shopping Int'l., 805 Shopping Int'l., Bldg., Norwich, Vt. 05055.

**NU-SLANT Better Than Extra Pillows**

Adjustable Head or Leg Elevator raises the full width of your mattress 5 to 14" for greatest rest and comfort. Like a hospital bed but at far less cost, no sick room appearance. Keeps back and torso straight at 77 preselected heights. Head Elevator—comforts bronchial, diaphragm hernia, breathing, hypertension, acid urygitation and heart ailments. Leg Elevator eases varicos and relief leg discomforts. Customer approved for years. All plywood. Fits under mattress, folds invisibly flat, Twin Bed Size $11.50. Double or ½ Bed Size $12.50.

**DELUXE BLANKET SUPPORT**


**MAGNETIC E-Z REACH**

This handy tool extends your arm 27" to bring everything within "easy-reach"—saving many a trip, shelf or desk. Its length can be adjusted to your needs! $1.59.

**TWIN-REST SEAT CUSHION**

New cushion comforts sensitive areas. Eases fatigue and soreness. Avoids side rocking and maintains balance because each half inflates separately with contact-free center space. Fully supports each thigh and 7 inches wide—istemless "ring cushions". Definitive for travel. Ideal for home, office, sports, wheelchair, car. Handsome leather-like vinyl, $4.97.

**NU-SLANT Better Than Extra Pillows**

Adjustable Head or Leg Elevator raises the full width of your mattress 5 to 14" for greatest rest and comfort. Like a hospital bed but at far less cost, no sick room appearance. Keeps back and torso straight at 77 preselected heights. Head Elevator—comforts bronchial, diaphragm hernia, breathing, hypertension, acid urygitation and heart ailments. Leg Elevator eases varicos and relief leg discomforts. Customer approved for years. All plywood. Fits under mattress, folds invisibly flat, Twin Bed Size $11.50. Double or ½ Bed Size $12.50.

**DELUXE BLANKET SUPPORT**


**MAGNETIC E-Z REACH**

This handy tool extends your arm 27" to bring everything within "easy-reach"—saving many a trip, shelf or desk. Its length can be adjusted to your needs! $1.59.

**TWIN-REST SEAT CUSHION**

New cushion comforts sensitive areas. Eases fatigue and soreness. Avoids side rocking and maintains balance because each half inflates separately with contact-free center space. Fully supports each thigh and 7 inches wide—istemless "ring cushions". Definitive for travel. Ideal for home, office, sports, wheelchair, car. Handsome leather-like vinyl, $4.97.

**PET SEAHORSES $2.00 FREE HITCHING POST**

Superior fresh caught Pet Seahorses sent Air from Fla. Orders receive a bit with FREE food, tying part, and simple instructions for raising these the little pets in jar or bowl. The father givesth the young (colts) or yearling. All the family will have hours of fun with this relaxing and educational hobby. Guaranteed delivery. U. S. A.

**PET SEAHORSES & ONE FREE EQUALLY $2.00. THREE PAIR SPECIAL $5.50—Order TWO PAIR and receive ONE PAIR FREE.** (One address.) No C. O. D.

F. F. MARINE LIFE
SINCE 1960
P. O. BOX 246-REG-11
DANIA, FLA. 33004

**COLONIAL GARDEN**

Dept. HG-11B, 270 W. Merrick Road, Valley Stream, N.Y. 11583

**SHOPPING AROUND**

Serve Our Authentic

**FRENCH ONION SOUP**

in These Traditional STONEWARE BOWLS

Remember that little French onion soup in the half-pint size? Of course! Where is it today? You can serve our authentic French Onion Soup in these traditional stone ware bowls. Serve contents while hot. Serve with curling broth. So delicious is this soup that the French are said to have called it "viande." Also available in green, blue, and maroon with same size and pattern. We also offer the larger size (12 cups) in maroon for $3.98.

**COMFORT - A Priceless Gift**

**FRENCH ONION SOUP**

in These Traditional STONEWARE BOWLS

Remember that little French onion soup in the half-pint size? Of course! Where is it today? You can serve our authentic French Onion Soup in these traditional stone ware bowls. Serve contents while hot. Serve with curling broth. So delicious is this soup that the French are said to have called it "viande." Also available in green, blue, and maroon with same size and pattern. We also offer the larger size (12 cups) in maroon for $3.98.

**COMFORT - A Priceless Gift**

One of the best inventions of the 20th century was the invention of the electric blanket. These blankets have helped millions of people get a good night's sleep. They are now available in a variety of sizes and shapes, and can be found in most hardware stores. They are a great gift for anyone who suffers from arthritis or back pain. The blankets are also a great way to keep warm in cold weather. They are available in a variety of colors, and can be found in most hardware stores. They are a great gift for anyone who suffers from arthritis or back pain. The blankets are also a great way to keep warm in cold weather.
**Build these Beautiful Clocks**

Now at big savings! Send just $1 for plans & instructions to build choice of: (A) Grandfather (B) Banjo (C) Steeple (D) Grandmother plus information-packed catalog of movements, dials, parts & kits to build these & 15 other fine movements, dials, parts & kits. Information-packed catalog of movements, dials, parts & kits.

**Genuine Jade Bracelet Watch**

Genuine jade chips mounted by golden metal make an unusual bracelet. But the necessity is in even more unique when it sprouts back to reveal a lovely watch. Bracelet watch completely opens easily when desired. Jewel movement is guaranteed for 2 years. Gift boxed. A gift supreme for a woman who enjoys the finest.

**RARE 'SCRIMSHAW' CUFF LINKS**

Hand-carved on genuine whale ivory. Found is the almost lost art of 'Scrimshaw'; made famous by Yankee seamen of Colonial days. Only an expert will be able to tell our handsome cuff links are not priceless antiques. They are crafted from genuine whale-tooth ivory beautifully, intricately engraved, entirely by hand, with Old American schoolmen, circa 1750. Each is a work of art—from two nets exactly alike! Measurements: 1½" x 1½". Each is $15.00. $25.00 armload, up to 22" or 30" wide. Completely clarified. $2.95 a pair. Exp. characters collect. Limited quantities available.

**Christmas Treasures**

Red Feathered Cardinals $3.98 4.5 x 12
Striking scarlet finches give a touch of originality to tree, centerpiece of snow frosted pine bough, the welcoming wreath at the door. Bodice is soft feathered cotton with red feather wings, tails, 0½" long, with wind-softened wings and birds. Order 24956 Set/12 $3.98, 2 sets $7.50, Pp.

**Genuine Jade Bracelet Watch**

Genuine jade chips mounted by golden metal make an unusual bracelet. But the necessity is in even more unique when it sprouts back to reveal a lovely watch. Bracelet watch completely opens easily when desired. Jewel movement is guaranteed for 2 years. Gift boxed. A gift supreme for a woman who enjoys the finest.

**Collectors' Calendar**

Hummel hoarders can't resist the creations of Beria Hummel, who turned out the winsome creature with flair. Calendar from We Goaround House & Garden, our gift for them, shows different child for each month of 1969. Each page is frame-worthy and held by spiral binding, 12½" x 8½" w. $1.25 ppd. Breck's of Boston, 859 Breck Bldg., Boston Mass. 02210.

**Let's go, pets**

Do charming things for your animal loving friends. Give them charm that's their favorite dog or bird, and have his name engraved on back! Tabby, Persian Siamese, Angora: Parakeet, Canary: any breed dog. Sterling silver: ¾" x 4½", 14kgold $15.00; ¾" x 4½", 14kgold $11: $15. Ppd. The Jamaica Silversmith, HG11, 407 Rockaway Ave., Valley Stream, N. Y. 11581.
Silvery swirl
deliciously delicate pressed glass
se is held by a spiral of English pewter plate. Vase is 9½" tall and moves for washing. Perfect for
the perfect bud or tiny fern fronds,
red berried holly leaf or sprig of
mistletoe. Petite problem solver
so many on your list at just
ppd. Order from Edith Chap-
on, HC11, Rte. 363, Blauvelt,
Y. 10913.

sportillo d’Espagna
andomst accessory we’ve come
ross in a long time is this all
ought iron Spanish basket (es-
trillo) to hold magazines, logs,
harding, records or boughs of
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wp, 12" high. $10.25 ppd. Ed-
ard H. Ziff & Co., HGII, 3072
ernandise Mart Plaza, Chicago,
, I. 60654.

colonial quartet
ldiers in full regalia of colonial
ys stand ready as handsome wall
sc. Colorful and detailed prints
by Frederick Elmiger, signed and
ented to ¼" wood, include Wash-
ron’s Bodyguard, Colonel of Ar-
ery, Continental Private, Amer-
an Dragoon. 9" by 4" ea. Set of
$3.98 plus 50c post. The Ferry
ouse, HGII, 131 Main St., Dubbs
erry, N. Y. 10522.

Belle of a bell
art way to personalize your
one. Takes but a minute to at-
ch this elegant plate. It’s 18k
old-plated jeweler’s metal with
dhesive back. Your family or first
ame, area code and phone num-
er framed by a circular wreath
ign. Just $1 each; 10 for $5.50.
der 25c post. Lillian Vernon, 560
outh Third Ave., Mt. Vernon,
Y. 10550.

Picture prizes
This season, send a photo with
our greeting card. Twenty color
ints can be made from a Pola-
rint. photo, negative or slide,
ally. area code and phone num-
. Takes but a minute to at-
ch this elegant plate. It’s 18k
old-plated jeweler’s metal with
dhesive back. Your family or first
ame, area code and phone num-
er framed by a circular wreath
ign. Just $1 each; 10 for $5.50.
der 25c post. Lillian Vernon, 560
outh Third Ave., Mt. Vernon,
Y. 10550.

Recent pillows
seen-printed, zip-off covers.
ook-like. Colonial Flag on
nd Paul Revere on Brown
4 x 11". Eagle on Gold, 13 x
Rifle on Green, 8 x 19".
priate design.
47 — Pillow $2.98
52 — Any 2 for only 5.40
50c for postage & handling.
GRACEFUL LIVING
D. 266 BERKELEY, R. I. 02864

FAMED VALUES IN PERSONAL PRINTED PAPERS
BY American Stationery Company
INCORPORATED
THE FINE STATIONERY IN THE PLAIN BOX
WE PAY POSTAGE

150 PRINTED SHEETS AND ENVELOPES $1.35
100 pcs. OUR FAMOUS INTRODUCTORY BOX
World famous stationery value, and a quality gift since 1919.
Crisp, rich white bond paper printed with your name and complete address in dark blue
ink. Socially correct, and so convenient for dozens of correspondences. Only $1.35 per 100-piece intro-
ductive Box.

SPECIAL BOND BONUS BOX! Exclusively as
above but on genuine 25% rag bond paper! Special Box (150 printed pieces), $1.85. Triple Special Box (450 printed pieces), only $.75*.

MONARCH BOX... $3.25*
Smart long-style sheets for masculine or feminine use, and for offices and organizations. Richer, heavier white
Amsco Bond paper. Sheets 6½" x 10¼", printed in dark blue. Superb quality, and socially proper. 125
printed sheets plus 125 printed matching envelopes. $3.25*.

ENVELOPE BOX..... $1.50
As beautiful as they are practical. Box of 100 fine quality envelopes, ¾" tall and 6½" long. Perfect for paying bills by
check—for mailing club and church notices. Smartly imprinted with your name and address on envelope flap. An
exceptional value at $1.50.

TRIPLE BOX BARGAIN! Only $2.95*! Jumbo Box of 100 printed envelopes, as
above. Save $1.55. Triple Box only $2.95*.

INFORMAL BOX... $1.95
In perfect taste! Not like ordinary in-
formals, as ours are raised-printed!
Each piece white informal is 3½" x 4½",
with your name only, raised-printed in
black on double-drop front panel. In
white gift box. 50 printed informal envelopes plus 50 plain envelopes, $1.95. Double
Informal Box (100 of each), only $.95*.

1000 NAME & ADDRESS LABELS
... $1.00
• • • $1.00
• • • $1.00
Handy “Stick-on” padded labels—up
to 3 lines printed in blue ink on quality
white gummed paper. 1½" x ½", in
reusable plastic case. For letters,
envelopes, postcards, books, etc. 1000
“Economy” Labels $1.00 ppd.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE—SEND TODAY!
American Stationery Co.,
103 Park Ave., Peru, Indiana 46970
Specify name and address on separate sheet.

ENGRAVED SELECT-A-KEY
Siamese-twin keyrings—husky metal in attractive goldtone, with your 2 or 3 initials engraved. Will last for
years! Sensible gift at $1.00.

NAME, ADDRESS & PHONE NUMBERS
... $1.50
Handy 6″ x 3″ personalized “stick-on” labels. Each label holds 2 to 6
characters. Each label 3″ x 1½″. Imprinted in rich white on double-drop panel. In
white gift box. 50 printed informal envelopes plus 50 plain envelopes, $1.95. Double
Informal Box (100 of each), only $.95*.

NOTE: Stationery imprinting limited to 4 lines of 30 characters each.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE—SEND TODAY!
American Stationery Co.,
103 Park Ave., Peru, Indiana 46970
Specify name and address on separate sheet. Item Price

Item
Price

TOTAL
ENCLOSED $-

ENCLOSED

SPECIAL OFFER*: Add 35c extra postage & handling west of
Rockies—for items marked *
EXECUTIVE FILE-DRAWER TABLE

Hand-made in our own workshop from seasoned woods. Holds years of files.

Who'd ever guess that this fine, handsomely crafted end table leads a double life? It looks like an elegant end table, but it is also an ingeniously aid for "the executive in residence."

One file drawer (or two) slides open to reveal a complete book of alphabetical files. Deep and long, it can accommodate years of files—correspondence, policies, and other important documents.

Drawers ride on non-stick nylon glides. Dovetailed for strength and other important documents. Drawers ride on non-stick nylon glides. Dovetailed for strength and other important documents.

Who'd ever guess that this fine, handsomely crafted end table leads a double life? It looks like an elegant end table, but it is also an ingeniously aid for "the executive in residence."

One file drawer (or two) slides open to reveal a complete book of alphabetical files. Deep and long, it can accommodate years of files—correspondence, policies, and other important documents.

Who'd ever guess that this fine, handsomely crafted end table leads a double life? It looks like an elegant end table, but it is also an ingeniously aid for "the executive in residence."

One file drawer (or two) slides open to reveal a complete book of alphabetical files. Deep and long, it can accommodate years of files—correspondence, policies, and other important documents.

INVITATION CHARM

Here's a pretty momento sure to please any bride—a sterling or gold charm that's an exact replica of the wedding invitation! Holiday Gifts will photograph it, then reduce it and etch it into the metal. Great for all kinds of special announcements. 3/4″ x 1 ¼″. Sterling: $10. 14-karat: $30. Ppd.

Send for free catalog.

Artisan Galleries
2100 B-11 N., Haskell • Dallas, Texas 75204

SILVER WINE BOTTLE COASTER

Bring the wine bottle to the table in great style with our elegant wine bottle coaster. It's an authentic copy of an antique and made of heavy, non-tarnish silverplate. Deeply embossed in the grape leaf and cluster design. The coaster is 7 1/2″ in diameter; 2 1/2″ high. Lined with felt and a padded base. A great gift. No C.O.D.'s.

SEND FOR FREE GIFT CATALOG

$3.95 plus 65c postage

SILVER WINE

Your OLD FUR COAT

INTO NEW JACKET • CAPE • STOLE

Morton's remolds your old fur coat, cape or stole into a glamorous new fashion for only $27.95. Includes restyling, new lining, interlining, monogramming, cleaning, glazing, and other services.

Order from Morton's, 6 to 9 N. Main St., Gettysburg, Penn. 17325. Shipping prepaid by the post office.

$27.95

YOUR OLD FUR COAT

TAYLOR GIFTS

$12.95 Add 11% postage & handling

Electric Hibachi

Smokeless, safe, easy and fast. The 270 watt infra-red element warms juices and flavor into foods and is self-cleaning. The finished feet prevent table top scratches. Line station or out of reach. No mess, no fire, 18″ x 3″ x 11″, U.L. approved.

$19.95 Add 11% postage & handling

IMMERSIBLE DISHWASHER

Can go in the dishwasher

.training secrets

Whether your dog is your first or fifth, pedigreed or an adorable mutt, debe deserves wise training. "The Koehler Method of Dog Training" was written by the trainer of Big Red in the Walt Disney film. Here he reveals his professional secrets and hints for "problem" dogs. $8.95 ppd. Turen, HG11, Danvers, Mass. 01923.

A hint of spring

Start Dutch hyacinths in clear see-through bowls now and bring early spring to the house. All you do is place bulb in bowl and add water and then watch as plants develop. Choose golden, pink, blue, or white. 2 bulbs and 2 bowls: $10; 6 bulbs, 6 bowls: $28.50. Add 35c post. Michigan Bulb Co., DEP 34, Central Park West, N.Y., N.Y. 10025.
Just in Time for
GREAT GIFTS

The Phone
The Most Beautiful
Phone in the World!

Winner of the Great
Italy Design Award!

Be the first to own the most modern
phone ever created! What's it closed
(6½" x 2½"), it appears to be a lovely
shell-like sculpture; then it springs open
to become a magnificent all-in-one phone
that cuddles in the palm of your hand.
Black white; cushioned base; jet dial.

$59.95 Complete with
dial, base, cord, and plug.

$39.95 Complete with
dial, plug, and cable.

As famous as raccoon coats and the roarin'
'20's. But more functional. Stands
12½" high and is crafted with dial in the
base. Black. Also available in high-polish
brass for $30 addl.

BATHROOM EXTENSION PHONE
$19.95 Complete with call card.
dial, and plug.

Be the person to have every-
thing! Here is comfort-plus!
No need to step out of the
shower when the phone rings.
Colors: beige, white, black,
grey, yellow.

$14.95 Complete with
dial, plug, and cable.

Luxurious styling to accent a conversa-
tion piece. Highlight your room with an
decoration piece. Design is comfort-plus!
No need to step out of the
shower when the phone rings.
Colors: beige, white, black,
grey, yellow.

FRANCE-STYLE PHONE
$12.95 Complete with
dial, plug, and cable.

Very popular style reminiscent of the
jazz era, crafted by leading American
manufacturer. Colors: black, white, beige,
grey, red, pink, yellow.

$11.95 Complete with
dial, plug, and cable.

STANDARD HOME PHONE
ASSORTED STYLES
$39.95 BLACK Complete with
plug, and dial.

Regulation phone for the home at a bud-
get price! Enjoy the comfort and conven-
ience of an additional phone without in-
creasing the cost on your monthly phone
bill. Black. Fully equipped and ready to
plug in and use. Colors available for $6
addl.—white, green, blue, red, ivory, pink,
yellow.

PHONE EXTENSION CORDS
$7.99 Complete with
plug and cable.

Full 25 foot extension makes your phone
reach to any part of the room. Saves steps
and energy.

Crane, New York.

No mail orders or exchanges on
 điệnronic phones.

METROPOLITAN TELETRONICS CORP.
35 West 35th St., New York, N.Y. 10001
Phone: LW 4-0430
Please send the following items:

Add $1.50 postage and handling charge for each phone ordered.

Be sure to add
Sales Tax.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

Mail $1 for our Illustrated Catalog. Full refund with first order.

Send check or money order for prompt delivery. Add proper sales tax.

VEMBER, 1968
La Bisquera... EXCLUSIVO— FROM ITALY!
...makes top round tasty like T-bone!

BROILS BIG STEAK FOR TWO!

Delizioso new way to pan broil and tenderize without fat, grease, water or softeners

Exactly how LA BISQUERA accomplishes its mouth-watering results without fats or additives has been a carefully guarded Italian secret for hundreds of years (protected by valid patents). Crafted of porous earthware that draws off fat and bitter acids, while keeping meat, fish and poultry moist and succulent, simmering in their own natural juices. No condiments, no basting needed—not even for roast beef.

USE LA BISQUERA on top of any range, gas or electric—forget the oven. Broils fast over medium heat—never shrinks more. Core prevents money splatter: heat-resistant handles: surmount two. Clean easily in hot water. Order today—you'll lick your chops (and everything else you broil) or your money refunded!

LA BISQUERA—Complete with Simple Instructions and FREE Continental Recipes—Only 59.95 plus 25c postage and handling.

Prompt shipment • Satisfaction Guaranteed. A perfect gift or holiday oven—see ad C-60-0-3-7.

Send for FREE preprint catalog.

Shopping Around

Neat identity

When friends come knocking, they'll know this is the place. Solid brass nameplates smartly engraved in script. New baked-on epoxy lacquer assures permanent high gloss brill. 5" plate, $4; 3", $2. Prices include engraving but be sure to specify lettering. Ppd. Elgin Engraving Co., HG11, 614 South St., Dundee, Ill. 60118.

Secret action marvel

Santa may become so intrigued by the super Aston-Martins in his pack, that he'll be delayed on his annual rounds. Friction powered car has secret key antenna to unlock motor, bullet proof shield that raises and lowers, retractive machine gun, crash bumpers. Secret ejector. $2.98 plus 25c post. Gracious Living, Dept. D-277, Berkle­ley, R. I. 02864.

Win the space race

And do it decoratively with a hand-crafted pine rack that holds jumbo tissue, jumbo paper towels and takes two tea or guest towels, too. Honeytone pine, maple, antique pine or walnut finish. 19" high, 12¾" wide, 4½" deep. $13.95. Ready-to-assemble and finish kit. $9.35. Ppd. Add 5c W. of Miss. Yield House, HG11, North Conway, N. H. 03860.

Craftsman's cannon

Civil War buffs can tell you tales of the mighty Whitworth, a cannon that was used by both Union and Confederate forces, and had a range of more than one mile. Available now in kit form, finished model is 9¼" l., 3½" h.; scale 3¼", to 1'. Complete kit, $9.95 ppd. Catalogue of nautical items, 25c. Preston's, 101-HGII, Main St. Wharf, Greenport, N. Y. 11944.

It's coming!

It's shopping around believes in a stitch in time and recommends that there's no time like the present to order Christmas labels for holiday mail. Any message up to 4 lines and 20 characters per line. Available now in kit form, finished model is 3" h., 5" w. $13.95. Ppd. Add 5c W. of Miss. Yield House, HG11, North Conway, N. H. 03860.

Island exotica

Anthuriums picked fresh on Hawaii are flown anywhere on the mainland to arrive looking so perfectly they scarcely seem real. Red, yellow, green blossoms are fun to arrange and stay beautifully from two to four weeks. Shipped with foliage and guaranteed. 6, $88; 1 doz., $15. Ppd. Dorothy and Doug Dale, HG11, 2528 Kualia Dr., Honolulu, Hawaii 96822.

Roto-Recipe File

holds up to 500 recipes!

Compact rotating file holds recipes in see-through picture window pockets, safe from flour and water. Included are 20 dividers printed with 25 titles from Appetizers to Vegetables. Index cards, pockets for 100 recipes $1.50. Each refill holds another 32 favorite recipes. For phone numbers, household notes, too.

3634 Rol-Rec File $3.00 ppd. 3636 Rol-Obl Binder $1.00 ppd.

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items.

Shopping Around

The Johnsons

Fiske WEATHER VANES and Cupolas

Original Designs AMERICA'S FINEST FOR OVER 100 YEARS

Established 1838

Fiske's original have become famous for over 100-years. Fiske's have never shown any sign of rust or decay. All are of hand-formed copper, finished with 22k gold leaf. All are furnished complete with the four points of the cardinal directions.

Arrows, $4.47. Price $13.75.

Fiske offers a wide range of interesting weather vane items: Vane illustrated $13.75. ARROW, 24" long. Price $4.47.


1532 ROOSTER, V4 full-bodied, 13" high. Price $4.75.

IKARI, 26", $29.95. Price $6.95.

Write for complete Weather Vane and Cupola Catalog.

J. W. FISKE ARCHITECTURAL METALS, INC. 112 Pennsylvania Avenue • Paterson 3, New Jersey

CRAFTSMAN'S CANNON

Civil War buffs can tell you tales of the mighty Whitworth, a cannon that was used by both Union and Confederate forces, and had a range of more than one mile. Available now in kit form, finished model is 9¼" l., 3½" h.; scale 3¼", to 1'. Complete kit, $9.95 ppd. Catalogue of nautical items, 25c. Preston's, 101-HG11, Main St. Wharf, Greenport, N. Y. 11944.

It's coming!

SHOPPING AROUND believes in a stitch in time and recommends that there's no time like the present to order Christmas labels for holiday mail. Any message up to 4 lines and 20 characters per line. Red letters and green tree. 500. 82.30. Catalogue of nautical items, 25c. Prestons, 101-HG11, Main St. Wharf, Greenport, N. Y. 11944.
Shopping Around

Sentimental rings
One for her, one for him: gold band around which is carved in Hebrew the tender quotation from King Solomon's Song of Songs, "I am my beloved's and my beloved is mine." Chain-link symbolizes life, love. Sterling silver $10 each; 2 for $19. 14k, $30 each; 2 for $55. Ppd. Jamaica Silversmith, HG11, 807 Rockaway Ave., Valley Stream, N. Y. 11581.

Music from a chalet
Carved music box with superb Swiss movement plays "Some-where My Love," the theme from the movie "Dr. Zhivago." As the tune plays, the water wheel at the picturesque chalet turns. Hand-painted with careful attention to detail, the music box is 3 1/2" w., 3 1/2" d., 3 1/2" h. $12.50 ppd. World Handicraft Center, Dept. 807, Norwich, Vt. 05055.

Tot tile
Children's drawings are reproduced in full-color permanent underglaze on a 4 1/2" square tile. What's more, the tile tops a handsome solid walnut box, 5" by 5" by 2 1/2". Interior and base is cork lined—all in all, a joy for a doting relative. Mail any size drawing, even if folded, $7.90 ppd. Nancy Retesar, HG11, Box 781, Port Chester, N. Y. 10575.

Adorable quartet
Four fascinating kittens named Georgie, Porgie, Puddin' and Pie are full color art prints ready to frame and hang. Enchanting for the nursery or a small child's room and heart-warming for grandma's sewing corner, too. 10" by 12" ea. Four for $1.25; 3 sets, $2.25. Ppd. Capitol Art, Dept. IRT9, Box 2900, Bethlehem, Pa. 18017.

Photos a-plenty

Timesaving totalizer
Ever lost count in the middle of wrapping coins after a church bazaar or PTA cookie sale? Convenient coin counting tray makes it easy to sort, count, wrap in seconds. Four marked slots for quarters, dimes, nickels and pennies let the treasurer do it in jig time, $1.98 plus 15¢ post. Anthony Enterprises, HG11, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.
Special! REGULARLY $198. NOW only $150. while the supply lasts!

GENUINE AFRICAN ZEBRA SKIN RUG
A virile decorating accent for den, bedroom or executive suite

One current catalog lists these breathtaking zebra skin rugs for $119. (And they're a bargain at that! You'll find they sell best places for $219.) Now—while the supply lasts—you can get one for just $119! Prepared by us from East Africa, they are all selected or selected adult zebra skins, the kind that last forever. A truly spectacular,stunningly different decoration for home or office. If you have some important business gifts coming up, it would pay you to order several. Fast shipment, satisfaction guaranteed.

A MAN'S WORLD
Dept. G-118, Lake Success, N.Y. 11040

FRUSTRATION FREE GIFT catalog.

Delightful Musical Gift Items
SWISS MUSIC BOX

A charming and original gift. Inside the base, the imported Swiss 18-note music mechanism plays the tune as the gaily handpainted wood figure and scene revolve. 5½ high.

Both Imported Boxes play
"LARA'S THEME" (Somewhere My Love) from "DR. ZHIVAGO"

MUSICAL KEY CHAIN
Sliding cover is for inserting your favorite photo while reviving the miniature Swiss music works under plexiglass. Pood proof key holder is linked to engraved gold-plated case, 1½ x 1¾ x 1/16. Weighs only 12 oz.
G. SCHIRMER 4 East 49th Street
New York 10017, Dept. 10

AMAZING DEVICE
for Garden & Kitchen use

ZIP SNIP
U.S. Pat. 3744541 - Des. Pat. 280045

Lay one across your bed
Great heath rug
Hang one on the wall
Across a couch...now!

MAN'S WORLD
Dept. G-118, Lake Success, N.Y. 11040

Please send me postpaid—

GENUINE AFRICAN ZEBRA SKIN RUG at the special price of $59.95 each. If not 100% delighted, I may return for full refund or cancellation of charges.

Check or money order enclosed.

Extended payment plan. Enclosed is $50 down; I will pay balance in six equal installments. Goods are subject to return for full refund or cancellation of charges.

Please send me for the special price of $150 each. It can Zebra Skin Rug made to order. Send postpaid. Frank Earnest Co., Box 235-G, Williamsport, Pa. 17701.

Christmas cookery
Cast aluminum forms in traditional Christmas designs of a star, tree and bell are designed to make timbales in deep fat. Use pastry as a cookie or filled with custard, creamed fish or meat or vegetable. Three forms plus handle, recipes $1.75; other forms for every season use, $1.95 ea. Ppd. Gifts & Gadgets, HG11, 724 S. Sherman St., Richardson, Tex. 75080.

Boon via Ben
Of the many blessings Benjamin Franklin left to us, the half-frame glasses may be the greatest. These magnify print or sewing. Quality lenses with reinforced hinges; wire core in temples. Tortoise shell, black, smoke gray or brown, $4.98; rhinestone trim, $5.95. Add 25c post. Case incl. A. Z. Optical, HG11, Box 175, Bay Sta., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11235.

Lamp post feeder
Here's one bird feeder you won't have to load every day. It holds a full 10-lbs. of seed. Attracts all type birds. Steel with a wrought iron finish. Roof: 13¾" sq., overall ht.: 84". Food container has four clear panels. Special tray prevents loss of grain. With baffle and pole, $14.98 plus 95c post. John Brooks, Dept. HG11C, 1620 Woodson Road, St. Louis, Mo. 63114.

Hummel honeys
Brown bear cub and yellow bee live complete with brown bees, and all in glazed ceramic. The perfect salt and pepper shakers for your breakfast table or as an enchantment on the sick tray. With plastic stoppers and Hummel trademark. Bear 3" h., hive 2½h. One set $2, two sets $3.85. Ppd. Imported by Downs, HG11, Evansville, Ill. 60204.

Magnetically yours
The blue whale or the orange kitten on these white metal trays take on the job of minding your children's manners. They're special observers. The orange-shaped cup stays in its proper place magnetically, though it lifts up quite easily. Tray is 14" by 8½" x 1/2. $1.79 ea. Specify whale or cat and name. Ppd. Breck's, U54 Breek Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.

Classic crosses
The odd couple

We’re sure there are plenty of people on your list who stand in need of convenient sewing accessories. These two irresistibles come in pretty handy at home or on the road. Ophelia stands with scissors, inch tape and thimble. Jacob totes the same handy equipment. $2.95 ea. plus 40c post. Dane House Ltd., HG11, Box 128, Commack, N.Y. 11725.

Tisket a tasket

Our basket is turned into a lamp shade atop a metal base with tripod scrolled metal legs. Basket shade is trimmed with ball fringe. Make-believe daisies adorn the base. Colorful touch for a dressing or bedside table in hot pink, lemon yellow, lime or pastel blue. 17" h. $10.95 ppd. The Crossroads, HG11, 135 So. Washington Ave., Bergenfield, N.J. 07621.

Collector’s item

Royal Copenhagen faience series proudly show off their 1968 mugs, the second in a new series. Bold design in white against shades of blue. Prices guaranteed through December 1968. Small, 2 1/4" dia., 3" h., $9.75; large with silver disc for monogram, 4 1/4" dia., 4 1/2" h., $27.50. Ppd. Viking Import House, Inc., HG11, 1975 Burnham Lane, Dayton, Ohio 45429.

Avast, ladies

Stop looking for that perfect gift for your mate. He doesn’t have to be nautical to appreciate this dandy ashtray, paperweight and container dinghy. In antique brass of heavy cast metal, it stays anchored down perched atop a landlubber’s desk, or riding the waves in a boat. 5 1/2" L. $5.95 plus 50c post. Postamatic Co., HG1168, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444.

Tape table

End table, coffee table, tape center—all in one handsome piece with this pine susan. Stores 72 7" reels flat with carton edges visible for indexing. Honeydew, maple, antique pine or walnut finish. 17" h., 16 1/2" top. $22.95; easy to assemble kit, $15.25. Ppd. Add $1.25 W. of Miss. Yeld House, HG11, North Conway, N.H. 03860.

Deal us in

Poker dice with honor cards and joker on the sides, lets players roll the right hands of 5-card poker. Full house, three of a kind and straights make it great for two or more. A colorful, fast and fun game complete with instructions, comes with 5 dice, vinyl case. $1.59 plus 25c post. World Co., HG11, 1 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016.

---

**Shopping Around**

you’ll swear it’s a fabulous diamond...

(but it really isn’t)

**Earrings and pendants available**

*No-risk approval plan allows you to personally examine the fiery brilliance and the precious, genuine look of the most exciting simulated diamond discovery of the 20th Century... a jewel that undeniably has all the fire of a fine diamond! YET PRICED AS LOW AS $40 A CARAT (about 1/20th the price of a fine diamond)*

**Terms are available.**

**MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR FREE BOOKLET**

VER STANDIG, Inc.
Connecticut Building
1150 Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20036

Gentlemen:
I like the conditions of your approval plan to personally examine the quality of the WELLINGTON. Kindly send your free booklet, directed to my personal examination.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY    STATE    ZIP

*Entire Contents Copyrighted 1967 by Ver Standig, Inc.*
KIDS LOVE 'EM
★ AUTHENTIC★
NAVAL UNIFORMS

... AND THEY'LL LOVE YOU WHEN YOU PRESENT THEM WITH THE REAL THING, JUST LIKE DAD'S OR BIG BROTHER'S!
Outfits in blue cotton sanforized twill consists of:
jeremy, pants or shirt, neckerchief and white hat.
ORDER NOW! ONLY $9.95 p.d.
Circle size desired. Please enclose check or money order.
Girl Boy Size: 2-3-4-5-6-8-10-12
Name
Address
State
City
Zip

THE LITTLE GOB COMPANY
137 E. Olney Road
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 23510

SHOPPING AROUND

Friendly support
Faithful basset hound lends his strong, long back to support a precious pipe. When not at work as a pipe rest, he makes a great paperweight for letters and bills. Keep it in mind for Father's Day. Hand cast in permanent burn-proof finished brass that needs no polish.

Magic grip album
Photos won't slip and slide in this self-mounting album. Clinging transparent cover sheet protects them, too. Rearrange or remove pictures anytime with no fuss or bother. 16-page album, leather-like cover. 5¾" x ¾", $1.98; deluxe 20-page, $3.98. Add 50c post. Royal Products, 164-611 Clymer St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11211.

Caribbean beat
Nothing's humdrum about a party that boasts a Trinidad steel drum. Drum's the 12" professional type, with numbers marked inside for following the music sheets included. Completely hand-crafted, brightly decorated in fiery orange and black. Drum with hanging loops and sticks, $9.98 plus 50c post. A Man's World, Dept. HG11, Lake Success, N. Y. 11040.

FREE FIBERGLAS
BEDSPREAD/DRAPE BOOK
Direct-to-you savings up to 40%. Catalog has world's largest Fiberglass* selection . . . for spreads, matching draperies, and more. See fully illustrated and fitted spreadsheets, late colors, prints, patterns. All sizes, even dual king! No iron, machine washable, unshrinkable. 5-Year Guarantee. Ronni Dept. 41-9, 145 Broad Ave., Fairview, N. J. 07022. *p.n.

FLUFFY, DANDELION
PAPER WEIGHT
(nature under glass)
We've taken a real dandelion's gossamer-light puff . . . so fragile it falls apart when you breathe on it . . . embellished it in heavy, clear-as-glass polyester plastic. Delicate puff is magnified into wonderful detail, makes a conversation piece for home or office—a true collector's item! Polished base. 5½x diameter $1.99

SEE MIRACLE OF BIRTH
POST PAID WITH SIX QUAIL EGGS ($3.25 Without Eggs)
You get the new clear plastic dome CHICK-BATOR with 6 Bolivian Quail Eggs (available year-round) and Egg Hatcher's Guide Book. Complete—nothing else to buy. Send check or Money Order today. Send 25¢ for catalogue of larger models for home, classroom and display. Also quail breeding equipment and how to produce and sell quail year-round.
G.O.F. MFG. CO. Dept. CG Box 125, Savannah, GA 31402

The Original
TWIN BED BRIDGE
protected by U.S. Patent 215 578.
Makes a Comfortable
King-Size Bed out of Twins!

Fills space between beds.
Made of soft polyurethane foam.
Fits any size twin beds.
Uses standard size sheets.
Rolls up for easy storage.
We pay all postage $6.95
Satisfaction Guaranteed
TONI STERN
HG-11, 54 So. Orange Ave., South Orange, N.J. 07079

PSYCHIC POWERS??
Now you can own an authentic, impertinent crystal ball—a true miniature of the "old War-er of Spells." The soft lights of a somber setting are caught, held, and woven into magic moods by your crystal ball Magick of the tie tac. Especially cut and polished to order, insuring the utmost in beauty and perfection. An excellent choice of jewelry for yourself or as a gift for a special person in your life. Each pendant, with silver 16-and Sterling Silver chain, is available for $9.50 p.d. The gentleman's tie tac is $10.00 p.d. No C.O.D.'s. Washington Residents please add 4.75% sales tax.

MAR-BEE ENTERPRISES
P. O. Box 25005, Northgate Station Seattle, Washington 98125

HOUSE & GARDEN
Records under glass!


World of stitchery

Catalogue of over 300 items of creative needlework is a treasure house for needlewomen. Items shown include needlepoint, crewel, cross-stitch, accessories and supplies, creative stitchery and kits. A whole potpourri of ideas for women who enjoy plying their needles.

Previously $34.95 NOW ONLY $19.95

SPECIAL PURCHASE!
We took over entire output of factory. 
Save $15 while supply lasts!

CARRY-ON FLIGHT BAG
Holds 7-day wardrobe. Made of imported natural tan leather. 
Grooving trip. Gives you years of faithful service...so only genuine leather...fully balanced for smoothest rolling. 
Long, looped handles offer easy no-strain grip. Amazingly lightweight, roomy, approximately 20 x 12 x 12. Ships under airline seat. Weights about 4 pounds. 
Use the Carry-On Flight Bag on your very next getaway at $15 less than thousands paid. Now only $19.95. Ppd. No C.O.D.'s. N. Y. City and N. Y. State residents add sales tax. If you don't enjoy it, return it in 10 days for refund. Prompt shipment.

Write for FREE COLOR CATALOG of unique gifts for men.

A MAN'S WORLD
Dept. G-118, Lake Success, N. Y. 11040

Paisley Tea Kettle

FINES CERAMIC PORCELAIN
Maid in France where cooking excels. Ceramic porcelain handled in extra heavy clay with exclusive silk-onion black pattern. dishwasher safe. cannot absorb food odors. Cook new and be proud with this quality cookware. 4 quart tea kettle-

$15.00

HOLDS
2 QT. $5.95, 10" COVERED SAUCE PAN $9.95, 12 QT. COVERED CASEROLE $17.00, 15 QT. COVERED SAUCE PAN $19.95, 16 QT. FRY PAN $17.00, 18" COVERED CHICKEN FRYER $14.00.

CHROME-PLATED

Perforator Kit

WE PRINT ANYTHING

The latest craze—think of the slogan and we'll print it! Any slogan for your team—a candidate...club...your favorite hobby...or whatever. Up to 30 letters printed on these quality cotton sweatshirts of T cloth. Machine washable, paint will not run or fade. Colors—powder blue, royal blue, black. Sizes S, M, L, XL. Specify size and color. Add $1.20 extra for printing on both sides. We ship in 48 hours. (Long sleeve $1.25 more.)

NEW! PRESTIGE T SHIRT

T-shirt $2.95 + 25c handling. Send 2 Sc for catalog.

Ephraim Marsh

Personal Pocket Kn

These knives were chosen by Price Eatington and Johnsen as the best gifts. Just 1/4" thin. This斟unique design is factory-packed, truly elegant pocket knife sturdy blade, blade opener and knife case. Made of Swedish stainless steel, specially hardened. Distinctive engraved symbol, letter case, attractively boxed. Each $7.95 postpaid.

Loos of 100, for executive gifts, per order—Write for quantity prices.

Ill. Res. add 5% state sales tax.

Bernard Imports, Dept. HG, 14346 Lincoln Avenue, Skokie, Illinois 60076
Ornaments aglitter

Free ornaments are fun and easy to make from a special kit. It includes 20 molds from 2½’’ to 4’’ by height, instant paper mâché, paint, brush, glitter, hangars and complete instructions. Put them on Christmas packages, as table decorations, too. $2.98 plus 35c post. Helen Gallagher, Dept. 111, Peoria, Ill. 61601.

Boots are in!

Sleek boots with smart buckled instep strap are terrific with tweeds, stretch pants or pants-suits. Genuine cowhide with sturdy sole and heel. White, black or bone leather or natural deerskin. Sizes 5 to 10 M and N: ½ sizes, too, $9.50 plus 50c postage. Order from Old Pueblo Traders, 600-H133, So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, Ariz. 85716.

Puffer’s pair

Dashing pipe dreams for dashing pipe types. Rich red suede leather-bound pipe, 5¼’’ long imported from France, made from French briar, $8.95. Handsome companion is the matching pouch, of suede too, and it rolls flat to fit his pocket. Lined to keep his favorite tobacco mixture extra-fresh, $6.95. Ppdp. Johnny Appleseed’s, Box 706, Beverly, Mass. 01915.

Whale of a tooth

The art of Scrimshaw came to be on long whaling voyages when sailors intricately carved and engraved sea scenes on the whale’s teeth. A few craftsmen still practice the American art and meticulously hand carve these rare pieces. To display, to use as a paper weight, about 5’’ L, 5’’ around. $25 ppdp. Frances-Morris, HG11, Box 1270, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11202.

Curtain Charm

With Ruffled Unbleached Muslin Tieback

43½’, 57”, 80”, 12” long $5.00 pr.

Matching Volance

11” x 70” wide $5.00 pr.

Tier

20”, 25”, 30”, 35”, 40” long $3.00 pr.

2 pairs to window $6.00

Matching Holders

Add 79c postage.

Send for FREE Illustrated catalog showing other models from $20.00 to $150.00.

PIEL CRAFTSMEN

NEWBURYPORT, MASS. 01950

Brig TOPAZ

Built in Newburyport, Mass. 1807: a typical “round the Horn” trading vessel of her day. 17½’’ long and 14” high; hull is black with yellow sheer stripe; antique copper bottom. Fully assembled on maple base with name plate. Historical folder included.

$25.00 Express Pd. U.S.A.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

Send for FREE illustrated catalog showing other models from $20.00 to $150.00.

Elegant candlelight adds Mediterranean drama to any room. These 3 tall candlesticks are exact replicas of minimum pieces and none in your choice of antique brass, bronze, white or silver finish. $90.00 with 60 hour white candles.

See your gift list, money back guarantee.

Baked to Order for You and Friends

Here’s the remarkable Christmas cake that earned its fame throughout America and in more than 143 foreign lands. Favored by hostesses for 72 years, the De Luxe is custom baked for you and mailed straight from our kitchens. Pilled with juiciest imported fruits and rich Texas pecans — flavor so perfect we guarantee it the best you’ve ever bought, baked, or eaten, or money promptly refunded.

ORDER NOW . . . SEND LIST AND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. Holiday packed, cake’s colorful history enclosed. Tell us how to sign gift card. Postpaid: 2 lbs. $4.75, 3 lbs. $5.95, 5 lbs. $9.50. Discount on 25 cakes or more.
Hot or cold— here's an earthenware vacuum bottle designed for the executive desk or night table. Green, ivory, yellow, turquoise— ours alone, $6.50. The Gift Shop at all Lord & Taylor stores.

**Ideal Executive Gift**

**TICKER TAPE CLOCK**

An exact replica of a stock ticker machine, 9" high, including stand, and 1½" in diameter. Truly the perfect gift for the executive or secretary (please ask all employees to view). The clock has a quality electric movement by stopping, highly accurate and guaranteed. Time is read through glass window on horizontal tape, which shows the exact time in stock ticker tape numerals. $27.95. Post. Add 6%. Sales Tax - No COD. Please send for Free Gift Catalog.

**From India BRASS BETEL BOX**

Used by natives to hold betel nuts or leaves which contain a type of narcotic commonly chewed by them. Made of solid brass, octagon shaped, about 5½" x 4½", just right as an accent piece on table or dresser for cigarettes, candy, jewelry, or even holding a fruit arrangement. Solid brass and very unusual. $16. Pa. Res. Add 6%. Sales Tax - No COD. Please send for Free Gift Catalog.

**Your own ring**

Approaching the ultimate in unusual design, romanticism comes swinging with the ring whose gothic setting is studded with 29 Strong stones (like diamonds): pure white, brilliant, unchippable. Free catalogue displays wide choice of rings (for men, women, pendants, earrings, pins, bracellets). Strongite Co., HG11, 7 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y. 10036.

**Car buffs' bonanza**

Splendid metal reproductions antique cars 13½" long solve the stocking present problem for boys from five up. Each model labeled and dated; mounted on platform with removable chrome dome. Imagine an 1890 Daimler, 1908 Model T Ford among set of 8 at $2.98. Plus 35 c. Harriet Carter, HG11, P. O. Box 2 in 19462.

**It's sew-ouncerful!**

Add a couturiere touch to the garments you fashion. Sew personalized woven labels in any dress blouze, knitted wear. "Hand Made by" and name imprinted to match Rayon taffeta in eggshell with weaving in harmonizing brown and red, 1½" by 2", 45 c; $2, 60 c; for $2.50. Ppd. Bruce Bolingen, HG11, Boulder, Colo. 80302.

**Silver pearls**

Superb sterling silver pearls hand rolled and strung on a silver chain. Gleaming with the look of truly fine jewelry. Handmade by Spanish silver craftsmen, they're imported at a remarkably low price. Single 1½" strand with fifty silver pearls is $7.95; double strand, shown, $9.95. Ppd. Park Galleries, 746 Greenland Bldg., Miami, Fla. 33147.

**NEW! WILLIAMSBURG COLOR**

Authentic Early American colors are individually hand rubbed and antiqued. Specify Antique Green, Red, Blue or Traditional Maple.
Automatic fun
Would you believe Aswan the Astronaut? Battery operated moon man; a whole foot high and he walks, stops, twirls, shoots from its chest machine gun—it's almost too much, but the kids love it! Some daddies too! Constructed of durable plastic. $5.98 ppd. Hobi Inc., Dept. HG11, Lake Success, N. Y. 11040.

Krimp Kut
Lakes, cookies and all sorts of kitchen creations that once were complicated to complete get quick treatment from Krimp Kut, which puts through two layers of dough—even when a filling's in the middle—and seals up the sides. Best for savioli, tarts, dumplings. With recipes, $1.98 ea.; 2, $3.38. Ppd. Franzen Gifts, HG11, 110 Franzen Bldg., Flanagan, Ill. 61740.

Tiffany settee
Bench in the Art Nouveau style could be a fine focal point around which to decorate the best room in your house. 28 colors in velvet plus prints, stripes and solids in other fabrics. Sofa's framed in native hardwood, 54" l., 14" w., 20" h. $69 ea.; pr. $135 exp. charges coll. Catalogue, swatches $1. Hunt Galleries, HG11, 2920 N. Center St., Hickory, N. C. 28601.

Feathered friends
Focus on prints reproduced from the original blocks in Maine where the woodcuts were handed down from generation to generation of the Jonathan Fisher family. Here now, on antique colored paper all ready to frame. 11" by 14". Set of 10 $3 plus 25c postage; two sets, $5.75 plus 40c postage. House of Goodspeed, HG11, Federal Square Bldg., Grand Rapids, Mich. 49502.

Over 1000 Active, Inactive and Obsolete Sterling Patterns
For Immediate Delivery
We will also give a liberal allowance on incomplete sets of old sterling silverware, diamonds and jewelry against the purchase of any new, current pattern of silver.
We specialize in buying for cash your diamonds, silver, jewelry
JANCY CO.
Box 324, Media, Pa. 19063

Church Christmas Plate
A collector's item...expensive new porcelain plate is the first of a limited rare series of famous Danish churches. 1968's design shows the Roskilde Domkirke 'neath a starry sky. Fine imported underglaze in midnight blue and white, smoothly finished. About 10", ready to hang as a wall decoration, to use for gracious services. Beautifully made!

Why Reheat Coffee?
Brew a fresh cup (or 2 or 3) each time. Boil water for tea or heat soup, too! Convenient for the office as well as the kitchen. Aluminum percolator has heat-resistant base and handle. Includes cord. Add 36 flags 4408 — 3 Cup Percol $3.99

Church Christmas Plate
A collector's item...expensive porcelain plate is the first of a limited rare series of famous Danish churches. 1968's design shows the Roskilde Domkirke 'neath a starry sky. Fine imported underglaze in midnight blue and white, smoothly finished. About 10", ready to hang as a wall decoration, to use for gracious services. Beautifully made!

Church Christmas Plate
A collector's item...expensive new porcelain plate is the first of a limited rare series of famous Danish churches. 1968's design shows the Roskilde Domkirke 'neath a starry sky. Fine imported underglaze in midnight blue and white, smoothly finished. About 10", ready to hang as a wall decoration, to use for gracious services. Beautifully made!

State
EARLY AMERICAN BOTTLES MADE FROM ANTIQUE MOLDS

Our Horse Shoe, Liberty Bell and Fish bottles are faithfully reproduced from original molds dating back to the 1750's. Each bottle shows every fascinating detail of design, character found in the original molds dating back to the 1750's. Use them as collector's items, do-bottler are faithfully reproduced from our Horse Shoe, Liberty Bell and Fisch. Send for free catalog. Each bottle shows every fascinating detail. Charming for any room, but particularly an early American living room, library, den or executive office. Unique design and lettering found in the original molds dating back to the 1750's. Send for free catalog. Each bottle shows every fascinating detail. Charming for any room, but particularly an early American living room, library, den or executive office. 

Bamboo Switchplates
Add elegance to any door with three beautiful Bamboo Switchplates. Cut metal finished in antique gold finish. Matching mounting screws included. Three styles: Small, Medium, Large. $1.94 each. 

Medals Showcases for the Achievers
In homes and offices everywhere, THE ACHIEVERS proudly display their medals in our elegant SHOWCASES. Solid walnut or maple case; also black, red, avocado, antique gold or antique white, hand rubbed finish. Flash velvet lining in black or any military or school color. Glass front. Stands and hangs. Medals show cases become heirlooms...beautifully engraved so the children will know and remember! Name, rank, branch, dates, service number and history, school & sport, etc. engraved—only 5¢ per letter. INSIGNIA of Army, Navy, USAF, USMC, all branches and corps, AARL and NCAA engraved—52.00 each or 2 for $9.00.

Strontite
A remarkable, hard and brilliant synthetic stone made by a sophisticated laboratory-made product, at the fraction of the cost of a diamond. STRONTITE's amazing hardness enables us to offer you an UNCONDITIONAL LIFETIME GUARANTEE in writing against scratching, chipping or loss of brilliance. Available in every popular gem shape, up to 20 carat diamond size, and larger. Fold on our easy payment plan and a MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE in writing. You take no risk! Send no money. Just write for FREE BROCHURE showing a wide variety of settings for men and women. 

Shopping Around
Hot stuff
Everything stays warm and meal is a memorable occasion with this wonderful compact Varafa Cookette. Durable stand takes your soups, sauces, syrups or the usual casserole and dinner. Smokeless, odorless, instant heat with a 76-gm LPG fuel cartridge that is included. $13.50. P.P. Michael, HG11, Box 50, Buffalo, N.Y. 14225.

Commemorative case
Masterfully hand-crafted case display a memorial flag, person effect. Solid walnut or mahogany frame is velvet lined in black color. Hinged glass door with lock. 28" by 22", $25.50; 34" by 2 $69.95. Exp. coll. Name, dates engraved 5¢ per letter; Army, Navy, USAF, USMC engraved $24.95. Award Maker, HG11, 6474, Surfside, Fl. 33154.

Two way lamp
Owl with an inner glow; vot candle shines through the wing, whose official designation might well be perfect party lamp. When hall-illuminated melody lights up the place, turn the owl freshens the air; cane lasts hours. In perforated ceramic $4.95 high. $2.50. 16 refills $1. P.P. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oakosh, Wis. 54901.

Taboret trio
Extra guests? Bring out these special extra tables, and invite them to come to the taboret. With woven, use as end tables, for stools, extra seating. Large: 10" h. x 17 1/2" dia. Medium: 17" h. x 11" dia. Small: 16" h., 17" dia. Nesting set of three, $24.95 plus $1.75 post. Send 35c for catalogue. Frank Basket House, HG11, 29 Calum Ave., Rockaway, N. J. 07866.

Charming Authentic Ship Prints on Parchment
Three original prints, beautifully reproduced on antique parchment in a striking combination of black, rust, olive and white. An early American yawl, a stern wheeler and an 1840 schooner are re-created in authentic detail. Charming for any room, but particularly an early American living room, library, den or executive office. Set of 3 $39.50.
Fish-n-comfort

a fisherman's friend is a comfortable chair with convenience built in: insulated ice chest and tackle box are under the seat—and theackrest becomes a carrying handle when it folds up to compact size. Rugged but light with aluminum frame, vinyl seat and back. 5½’ h., 18½” w. $26.95 ppd. Fra- en Gifts, HG11, 110 Franzen Bdg., Planagan, Ill. 61740.

Comfort a-foot

Jolly berry red suede slippers lined with imported natural lamb's wool make a luxurious gift. In men's and women's sizes, they are wonderfully warm and very handsome. Meticulously made, treated to resist soil. Soles are leather. Men's: 7 to 13, $12.50; woman's: 4 to 10, $12. No half sizes. Ppd. Johnny Appleseed's, Box 765, Beverly, Mass. 01915.

Royal toasting

The holiday table is wonderfully festive and toasting is little more exciting with extra-heavy silver plate goblets, wines and cordials. Copied from an 1845 design by Charles Fox, silversmith to Queen Victoria. Goblets, $10 each plus $1 per set; wines, $15 plus tax per 750-ml. cordials $12.75 for four, plus tax. Altheimer, HG11, 733 N. 5th St., St. Louis, Mo.

Plastic pleasure

Look alike for clear crystal ever feel like the real thing; unbreakable plastic set to rest or to discard or to set up several times over. 50 ten oz. Manhattan or Old Fashioned glasses $3.45; 50 eight oz. Martini stem-type $4.55; 50 twelve oz. Highballs $3.80. Ppd. Suburban Mail Shopping Service, Dept. HG11, 366 Wacoam Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60611.

Just Completed!

NEW REVISED EDITION WOMAN'S EXCHANGE OF MEMPHIS COOK BOOK

Distinctive Gifts for Gracious Living ... for Gracious Giving

OLD-FASHIONED HOME SPUN TABLECLOTHS

Loomed in the Appalachian Mountains, by mountain weavers, a skill handed down through the ages. Real home spun cotton in a host of marvelous southron colors, these self-fringed table cloths are reversible for double wear, washable, never touches an iron. In gold, red, blue, olive and brown.

52” x 72” $6.95
62” x 108” $10.95
14” Square napkins 12.95 pr.
12” x 18” Place mats 2.50 pr.
72” Round 14.95

All postpaid.

SIGN OF THE TIME

Just like the clock that hung outside the old professional watch re­pair shop—but electricity's been added to this modern version. Big, bold and simple, coal gray with weathered white dial, black numerals and hands, it's always on time. Moulded composition, 18” high, 14” in diameter, 2” thick.

Electric

$10.95

Battery Wind

$14.95

Battery Operated

$17.95

All prices postpaid.

WOMAN'S EXCHANGE

OF MEMPHIS

COOK BOOK

MEISSEN BLUE ONION STAFFORDSHIRE

Collect. Complete 55-piece set, includ­ing coffee pot and cover, $32.95 shipping charges collect. Complete 5-piece set, includ­ing coffee pot and cover, $32.50 shipping charges collect.

6500 Great Barrington, Mass., 01230

Whither the Zither

Since we heard the "Third Man" theme, we've been enchanted with the zither. Now you can play without knowing a note of music—printed song charts correspond to the strings. Most pluck and play. Fascinating for children or adults.

Gray metal 14” x 8” $9.95

LARGE ZITHER $28.95

The Child's Bentwood High Chair

Destined to become a family heirloom, this child's high chair is really a fine piece of furniture. Expert Spanish craftsmen took the rich best Beech wood and hand rubbed it to a rich walnut tone, then added the luxury of a hand-caved reed back—so comfortable for your toddler. Has a lift-up to reach footrest and lift-off tray. What an imaginative gift for the proud parent 30” high, 18” wide, 22” deep.

$29.95

Shipping charges collect.

FOR GRACIOUS GIVING

LEATHER


FASHIONED HOME SPUN TABLECLOTHS

LEATHER


THREE SMOKER — Spacious masculine

Hand-made leather in original design. Gray metal 14” x 8”, $9.95. Hand-rubbed leather 14” x 8”, $28.95. Leather 14” x 8”, $28.95.

536 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10010

Gracious Living

D-263 BERKELEY, R. I. 02184

1000 LABELS ONLY 99¢

No need to ever write your return address again. We will print three lines name and address including ZIP CODE on high quality gummed labels. Use for mail packages, books, etc. We pay postage.

4243 — 1000 Gummed Labels 99¢
4246 — 500 Gold Labels $1.99
4245 — 500 Press-on Labels 1.99

Gracious Living

D-263 BERKELEY, R. I. 02184
Promises the most delicious beef, chicken or fish you ever tried... or money back!

S news you got results! La Cotta revolutionary new roasting method from Italy

From Italy, land of fantastic cookery comes this exciting development in ceramic. Traditional roasting in metal boxes on brazier temperatures that toughen meat, destroy flavor, seal in fat and bitterness. LaCotta is a covered roaster (19"x12" diameter, 3.5 lb capacity) made of unglazed earthenware so unique world experts condemn. Gives you the look of a La Cotta, other fabulous meals, order today. Now low price because we've bought entire factory output! Easy instruction, scrumptious scrumptious of parchment cooking paper. Money back if not thrilled!

Add 75¢ for postage and handling.

Proper shipment, Satisfaction Guaranteed. Send check, or money order—no C.O.D.'s. Send for FREE Gourmet Catalog.

MAISON & MICHEL, Ltd.
Dept. 154, Blvd. New York, N. Y. 10500

DINGY TEETH made RADIANT WHITE

Instantly! Like a Movie-Star smile with new Cosmetic Enamel!

Are you smile shy because of discolored, dull and unattractive teeth? Then try WYTHEN, a marvelous new "Dental Cosmetic" for an attractive new glamorous look. Dust brush on and instantly you transform discolored, yellow and dingy teeth into a sparkling white finish that appears so pearl-like and natural. WYTHEN is used by thousands of women and theatrical folks to cover up stains, blemishes and even gold fillings. Dental formula is completely safe and harmless for natural as well as false teeth.

SEND NO MONEY! Free 10 Day Trial! Pay postman on delivery of WYTHEN only $1.98 with order and we pay postage. Order 2 Wytens $3.50, 3 Wytens $5.00, 10 day trial must satisfy or money will be refunded.

FREE FIND PRODUCTS CO., Dept. W-485
Box 205 Church St., New York, N. Y. 10008

HAND EMBOSSED For Personalized Stationary

Emboss your own personal stationery for a lifetime by just pressing a handle. Makes expensive looking raised letter impressions of any 3 lines of text, address on PAPER & ENVELOPES (re­usable). Requires no ink, accessories, service or maintenance, ideal for adults, teenagers, homes or offices. Clubs, etc. Print clearly 3 lines desired. No more than 24 letters of your name or address on each card. Every letter pressure-extruded, polishes to a satin finish, with no ink on face. Order your own customized stationery today. No C.O.D.'s.

POSTAMATIC CO. Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444

Silverware REPAIRED & REPLACED

We'll make your silver look brand-new again! Send precious silver to us, as thousands do from all over America. We plate with pure silver repair flawlessly, when needed. We also do Gold Plating, Bronz Plating, Chromium Plating. We replenish and repair Sterling, restore Pewter pieces. We install stainless knife blades. Send for free booklet, and no obligation. Famous for 76 years; established 1891

SIMMONS PLATING WORKS 1111 Willow Ave., Atlanta, Ga. 30303

A Typewriter Desk ... A Lamp Table

Converts Instantly!

Your typewriter and writing material concealed in 10" x 20" x 25" high console. Spring operated, French Provincial shown, also Early American, Oriental, Italian Provincial or Contemporary $19.95 and up for portables. Matching File, WHITE FOR INFORMATION. Ask about models for standard typewriters. Also the "Little Home Théâtre" for movie and slide projectors.

Little home office

186 Fish Rd., S. F. Grand Rapids, Mich.

Shopping Around

Festival of lights

Decor the house for the holidays with groupings of sheeshamwood candle holders. From India they're exquisitely hand carved three sizes, 10" candle hole $3.50, two for $6.75, 8" cans holder $2.98, two for $5.75. Candle holder $2.58, two for $4.50. All set of all sizes $7.98. P. J. Ann Isabel, HG-11, 7840 Rug St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19150.

Proud kings

Magnificent beasts with heraldic shields are perfect guards at garden entrance. In white Carrara stone or gray Pompeian stone, 24" h.; base 10" w., 11" d. $75 ea. (specify left or right when ordering only one); pair, $150. F.O.B. Chicago. Catalogue of statues in fountain, 50¢, Bello Gropi Catalog, HG-11, 421 W. Wisconsin Ave Chicago, Ill. 60614.

Doll décor

When closed, a bright, white snowball to trim the tree. When open cradle for a tiny doll baby dress-up in red that delights little girl Snowball's a shimmering silver covered with sparkling silver 2½" dia. Doll in Christmas cradle trim, $9.50 plus 4½¢. Artisan Series, HG-11, 2100 N. Haske Ave., Dallas, Tex. 75204.

Winter stroller

Beloved sandal with a most convenient portable 13½" wedge heel, zig zag rubber sole, AAAA-E, 2½ to 12 ½ D-E and 1½ to 14 smooth calf, trim. Choose design, beige, bone with malt all white; all black, 2½-10 $19.95; 10½-12, 20.95; 12½-14, $21.95. Add 50¢ post. Free catalogue, Sally Bayes, HG-11, 45 Winter St., Boston, Mass. 02128.

"Next Stop—North Pole"

A set of coordinated Christmas decorations in the style of old France. One of the most terrific gifts within 48 hours. Canada & U.S. $1.00 for catalog—We air mail all orders promptly. Ask for Mrs. Corbin, Dept. HG-11, 3210 Koapaka St., Honolulu, Hawaii 96819.
The Bee Hive Bag is an artful version of the famous Bermuda bag—a chic 72" x 84" for today's fashions. Entirely handmade, with genuine mahogany handles, it's clever, removable cover can be changed in an instant. Both adding and subtracting is done one-two-three. For a desk, but it fits in a riefcase, too. $9.98 ppd. Interna­tional Register Co., HG11, 622 W. 7 St., Kansas City, Mo. 64113.

A BAG FOR ALL SEASONS $10.00

The Bee Hive Bag is an artful version of the famous Bermuda bag—a chic 72" x 84" for today's fashions. Entirely handmade, with genuine mahogany handles, it's clever, removable cover can be changed in an instant. Both adding and subtracting is done one-two-three. For a desk, but it fits in a riefcase, too. $9.98 ppd. Interna­tional Register Co., HG11, 622 W. 7 St., Kansas City, Mo. 64113.

Merry Christmas

Holly Blossom

Fresh Red-Berried Oregon Holly

If you and your friends this year with fresh-cut, red-berried branches of the famous true English Holly. Beautifully packed. Mailed prepaid direct to your door. Just send us your gift list and do the rest as you request. Safe Delivery Guaranteed.

BEE HIVE BAG

BRANCHES

$3.35

HOLLY BLOSSOM

Custom Made to Order

$5.55

HOLLY WREATH

$6.50

SEE Complete Color Catalog of Holly Gifts

ROSE AND HELEN BROWNELL

Holly Growers & Shippers since 1920

Box 20225-A, Milwaukie, Oregon 97222

MEMBER, 1968

Shopping Around

MILITARY SHOWCASES

Fine, hand-made cabinets to display the treasured personal items of the military man... to hold them safe and secure in a handsome, quality setting. Solid walnut or maple frame. Alt also antique gold or antique white, hand-rubbed finish. Velvet lining in black, red, royal blue or any military color. Dustproof Special hangers easily install on case wall. Hinged glass door, with lock. Name, rank, branch, dates, service number, and history, school & sport—an inscription beautifully engraved, on brass plate at bottom, only. 5c per letter. Imagination of ARMY, NAVY, USAF, USMC, USCG, all branches & Corps (Artillery, Engineers, Infantry, Medical, Warrant, and all others) engraved, 42 each, or 2 for 93.

sword case

Model 54 4½" x 5½", over all, inside space 4½" x 9½", 4" depth, plus 2 inside compartments. $39.95

Model 54 4½" x 5½", over all. Inside space 4½" x 9½", 4" depth; without inside compartments. $59.95

MEMORIAL FLAG CASE

1½" 28" x 15" $36.95

Imported "Leopard" Robe

A fake... but you'll be surprised how like the real thing. Speculation will run high when you see it in car, den or dorm, on bed or couch, as to whether it's "real". All-cotton cover is realistically printed on both sides, neatly tape bound; hand washable. About 51" x 61". Our own import from West Germany.

No. 6450. $5.98 each, 2 for $11.85 ppd.

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items.

GRACIOUS LIVING

D-272 BERKELEY, R. I. 02124

Ceramic Mugs

Say I love you Grandma and/or Grandpa with 8 oz. glazed white mugs designed with cute faces, tiny hearts and child-like lettering. Grandma's in Blue, Grandpa's in Brown. We gap postgaje, 4814 — Grandma's Mug $8.95 4815 — Grandpa's Mug $8.95 Any 2 for only $1.49
Miniature Petit Point Furniture

Sized for elegant complements to a doll house, and so exquisitely detailed they'll be charming heirloom additions to a collector's shelf. Gold plated metal miniatures are accented by genuine petit point from Austria... beautifully worked on pale blue backgrounds. For unusual gifts!

6214 Foot Stool, 1 x 1 1/2 x 7/8". $3.50
6212 Arm Chair, 2 1/4" high. $6.00
6213 Table, 2 1/4 x 2" high. $8.00
6124 Rocking Chair, 2 1/2" high. $7.50
6123 Side Chair, 2 1/2" high. $6.00
6125 Sofa, 2" high. $12.50

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. Please, your zip code is required.

Downs, DEPT. 141-P
EVANSTON, ILL. 60204

Classic Florentine Lamp

Multi Colored Leaded Glass
Effect With Imported Italian Marble Base

Lamp Size (9 x 9 x 8") will make a striking focal point, giving decorative importance to any room. Heavy glass goblets and elaborately wrought mounts will assure years of wear. Italian marble bases add grace and elegance in this home of distinct line. Available only through Luigi Crysta. 

No COD's Please. Price, post, and tax.
SHIPPED EXPRESS

LUIGI CRYSTAL
Dept. KG-12
Frankford Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa. 19114

Miss In-Between

More than a Love Seat—less than a Sofa—here's luxury comfort and lovely elegance for that "in-between" space. 19" H. 40" W. 53" D. From over thirty handsome frames, hand-tufted back, supported reversible cushions, fully lined skirt. Lushly corded in your choice of 20 colors of velvets solid or effect fabrics in solids, prints, stripes. (Please specify matching sofa, loveseat.) $169.00 ea., $332.00 pair. Ship wt. 65 lbs. Express Charges Collected. No COD. Send $1.00 for Catalogue and Samples.

Over 40 years' experience in making/setting Fine Furniture

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded

HUNT GALLERIES, INC.
2020 N. Center St., HG11, Hickory, N. C. 28601

POLE MASTER STORAGE

Record pole meant compact racks that can be positioned at any height, holds 50-75 albums in easy reach. Book Magazine CHARGES COLLECT
Send 50c for catalogue

LUGI CRYSTAL
Dept. KG-12
Frankford Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa. 19114
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Over 40 years' experience in making/setting Fine Furniture

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded

HUNT GALLERIES, INC.
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LUGI CRYSTAL
Dept. KG-12
Frankford Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa. 19114

Simply Dreamy. Our cotton flannel nightie, made by famous Lanz, is prettily printed in blue and green on white. Ankle-length and trimmed with eyelash ruffles at neck, yoke and cuffs. Simply or in mother-daughter sets. Children's sizes 4 and 6, $6.00; 8, 10, 12, $7.00. Women's S, M, L, $10.00. Add 30¢ for postage.

Send for free catalog

TALBOTS • DEPT. AM, Hingham, Mass. 02043

Beauty in burlap

Remember way back when burlap was dust colored? Each year gets more glamorous. Now there are 46 colors including 10 tweeds. Kit of 40 samples, 35c. 38¢ win 69¢ a yd., 52¢ wide, 99¢ a yd., 75¢, 99¢, shipping extra. Why not try it for an interesting wall covering? Bonanza Dept. HG-118, 149 Waverly Bldg., New York, N. Y. 10011.

Delightfully nutty

An absolutely smashing way crack nuts. This handsome walnut finished wood nut cradle has built-in nut cracker. A graceful hand-carved duck's head tip works wonders with a walnut. Perfect for holiday cracking and year round. 7" w., 12" h., 5 1/4" d. $4.99 plus 50¢ post. Ann Isdale HG11, 7840 Rugby St., Philadephia, Pa. 19150.

Standard dial phone

There's nothing like the classic Standard Dial for service and looks. These Western Electric Stromberg Carlson phones are rewired and refinished at one-time retail the cost. In black, $9.95; for $18.95. In beige, white, ivory, green, blue or red, $13.95 each. Add 95c post each order. Green Studio, 763 Greenlaw Bldg., Miami, Fla. 33147.

Right in time


MATERNEIT

Original telograph labels for famous strain in France, introduce, by specialty in leading L. P. Paper Pulp for infants exclusively to feeding L. P. Baby. Use only in genuine green, ivory, blue, white, star. At special price of $19 (place one dollar order shipping), this original etched glass exceptional value. Each to increase in value years. Orders will be filled while supplies last. ARRIVAL NATIONS, Studio HG. Crofut-in-Hudson, N. Y. 10923.

To receive catalogs of original, send stamp amount from time to time during year.

HOUSE & GARDEN
Good grief ghosts
Big put-on puzzle to while away the after hours: figure out how to separate twenty-five ghostly parts and put them together again. Major madness in jigsaw art’s rewarding spook play, since someone’s bound to come up with a winner! Weird shapes appear in ghostly shade of green plastic. $1 ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901.

Baker’s half-dozen
For Christmas cookie and cake recipes, almonds all ready-to-use. Top-quality nuts are nifty, too, for casserole, almondine specialties. Diced roasted and roasted blanched slivered, each in two 5-oz. tins, plus two 6-oz. cello bags of ground blanched. $4.25 ppd. Free catalogue. California Almond Growers, HG-11, Box 1768, Sacramento, Cal. 95808.

Big game
Groovy accessories: genuine skin off the hide of an elephant’s ear, pelts off zebra and leopard make the latest in cases and clips. Zebra eyeglass case, $9.95; leopard or elephant, $14.95 ea. Leather backed English key clip in zebra, leopard, $4.95; elephant skin, $5.95. Add 50c post. ea. Free catalogue. Hunting World, HG-11, 247 E. 50th St., N. Y. 10022.

Pet rest
For cats or dogs, a cozy house fashioned from with-it willow. Strong on the outside, soft and snug on the inside via a cedar-treated cushion. 17½" h., 18" dia. Easily cleaned by just spraying it now and then with water. $10.50 plus $1 post. Catalogue, 35c.

Pet rest
For cats or dogs, a cozy house fashioned from with-it willow. Strong on the outside, soft and snug on the inside via a cedar-treated cushion. 17½" h., 18" dia. Easily cleaned by just spraying it now and then with water. $10.50 plus $1 post. Catalogue, 35c.

Satisfaction Guaranteed, no c.o.d.'s. We pay postage N.Y.C. residents add 5% sales Ux, N.Y. State, 2%

Shop Around

Texas Red Grapefruit!
The Best — From the Lush Rio Grande Valley
½-bu. Grapefruit....$6.90 Full bu. G.F. & Ors...$9.95
Carton of 12 G.F....$5.40 ½-bu. G.F. & Ors. in
Full bushel G.F.....$9.90 Mex. bamboo basket....$7.95
Carton of 6 G.F.....$3.80 Full bu. G.F. & Ors. in
½-bu. G.F. & oranges...$6.95 Mex. bamboo basket $11.50
All are delivered prices — Write for free illustrated folder.

Other citrus packs and also pecans, rare hones, fruit cakes and cheese.

WE TRUST YOU! Send your gift list now and pay our invoice in January.

Established 1926—This Is Our 43rd Year

PITTMAN & DAVIS, INC. 223 E. 52nd St., Harlingen, Texas 78550

Silver Wine Cups

Heavy silverplated wine glasses by Elaine Claire are truly unique, exceptionally decorative. Color glass cups are held by a framework of intricately crafted silver that is tarnish resistant. 4" tall. Gift boxed.

$7.98
Set of Four $30.98
Add 95c Postage

MONEY BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED

Harriet Carter
Dept. HG-1108 Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462

“I BIANCA”

commissioned by
Mrs. H. L. Browning, Dallas, Tex.

Sculpture portrait of your own dog from your photos—or life. Done in solid walnut, natural finish, or painted to show markings and color. Prize based on size and pose desired. Send photos for exact quotation. Catalogue of scultpures—dogs, horses, birds $1.00

M. E. BRASHER
(With your specialization in animal sculptor)
HG-118 Chickadee Valley, Route 341
Kent, Connecticut 06757

World’s Masterpieces in Replica

½ PRICE SALE
re-holiday sale
famous sculpture
for your own
eome or as a gift
distinction.
B-204 THE
SS by Auguste
Vin. Original
Paris, Bouc
Arts waits
Height
Reg. $18.95
THIS MONTH
ONLY $9.47

Send for FREE cata-
plus 50c postage.
Reply by Dec. 31.

Day money back
guarante.
and call your Dis-
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CHRISTMAS
Baby's First Shoes
Bronze-Plated in Solid Metal
only $3.99 a pair

Limited time only. Baby's precious shoes gorgeously bronze-plated in SOLID METAL for only $3.99 a pair. Don't confuse this offer of genuine life-time BRONZE-PLATING with paint-ed imitation. 100% Money-Back Guarantee. Also all-metal Portrait Stands (see at right), ashtrays, bookends, TV Lamps at great savings. Perfect Gift for Dad or Grandparents. Send No Money! Rush the coupon today! AMERICAN BRONZING CO. Box 43209, Bexley, Ohio 43209

Dining dazzlers
Cellulose and nylon placemat sprouts sporty designs in sock colors against white: pink, orange, blue, green, or yellow. And after the ball is over, into the basket with them! Meanwhile, they're fire- and water-resistant. 12 place-mats, matching napkins, with mini-dress, 44, 8-10, 12-14, 16-18, $7 set plus 25¢ post. World Co. HG11, 1 Park Ave., N. Y. 10016

Unique catalogue
For the pierced-ear brigade: 196 color catalogue shows 3,000 pair of earrings. In 14k gold, from all over world! Including U.S.A. Savings are spectacular: 40% to 60% of retail price. Catalogue has new supplement of hundreds of pendants, necklaces, finger rings—$1 ppd, refundable on first purchase. Aved & Co., HG11, Box 3086, Sarasota, Fla. 33578

A fine kettle for tea
In the Blue Onion design. With the rebirth of the blues in the kitchen what a decorative and practical addition. In porcelain enamel steel that's non-porous so your tastes like tea. For all other water boiling occasions, too. Two-quart size, $3.49; two for $6.75. Ppd Colonial Garden, Dept. G11A, 27 W. Merrick Rd., Valley Stream, N. Y. 11582

Ring of fashion
Fashion's darlings for '69 is the brilliant printed scarf. Here's the monogrammed ring to catch up the scarf ends at the bright jaunty angle most suited to costume and scarf. Ring is plated in 10k gold. Specify round, diamond or hexagon and three initials. $1.50 ea, plus 25¢ post. Lillian Vernon, HG11, 560 S. 3rd Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550

Choice chair
For the pros who know fine furniture: the Hamilton chair framed in native hardwood. Connoisseur has a wide choice in fabrics: 28 solid colors in velvet, prints, solids, stripes. Reversible cushion and back are foam filled. $311 by $295, $74; pr. $145. Exp. chqs. coll. Catalogue shows 3,000 pairs of earrings. In 14k gold, from all over world! Including U.S.A. Savings are spectacular: 40% to 60% of retail price. Catalogue has new supplement of hundreds of pendants, necklaces, finger rings—$1 ppd, refundable on first purchase. Aved & Co., HG11, Box 3086, Sarasota, Fla. 33578

YOUR OLD FUR COAT INTO LOVELY JACKET OR STOLE
I.R. Fox, New York's greatest fur modeling specialist, restyles your worn fur coat into a glamorous fur stole or jacket. Our low remodeling plan includes cleaning, glazing, repairing, trimming, interlining, monograms in style at $27.95 (mink, beaver, ext). Free shipping carton. Write FREE STYLE BOOK — 40 New Styles! All Work Guaranteed (on return) regardless of Age Of Coat! I.R. FOX 146 W. 29th St., N. Y., N. Y. 10010

IMPERIAL CRYSTAL salt shaker and pepper mill (guaranteed mechanism). Heirloom pieces in Cape Cod pattern to grace your table. Stand four inches high, weigh nearly a pound and a half. True quality to last for generations to come. A rare find for just $14.25 ppd.

FREE CATALOG—New Edition just printed: Offers 56 pages of out-of-the-ordinary items helpful to those who like to maintain their home and enjoy gracious living. Send name and address, including zip code.
Calendar scarf

Tie up with a jaunty fashion that's in tune with the times all year round. Scarf marks the twelve calendar months of 1969 amid an splendent design at center and border in blue, green and gold. An 18" acetate square with hand-rolled edges for a lady's neck or head, a man's pocket. $1.49 p.pd. Breck's of Boston, U60 Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.

Take care

"Your Feet Are Killing Me" reads the garden marker legend. Sign of black metal with raised letters in high yellow to show up on both sides is just made to keep city folk off the grass, out of the garden. Surprising thing is that the light-hearted reminder works. Spike secures it to ground. 6" by 6", $2.25 p.pd. Ann Isabel, HG11, 7840 Hugby St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19156.

Show room

Display a collection of spoons to their best advantage. There's space for 18 in this deftly designed two-shelved rack that is pretty enough to hang alone. Made of satin smooth colonial brown pine with a carved angel furbelow, it's a handsome show-off in any room of the house. 13" by 14". $6.95 p.pd. Art Guild Enterprises, HG11, Box 6462, Minneapolis, Minn. 55423.

Up and away!

Big bonus—no airport delay with a compact flight bag that holds a week's wardrobe. Has outside utility pockets, full length zipper with solid brass lock; extra-long carry handles. Soft, supple, leather-like skai in tawny brown. 20" by 12" by 13" h. $19.95 postpaid. J. W. Holst, Inc., Dept. GEF, 1005 E. Bay St., E. Tawas, Mich. 48730.

French paper dolls

Poupée a habiller—delightful prints of colorful, original turn-of-the-century paper dolls. Front and back of each figure is shown with complete cutout wardrobe, tabbed costumes. Printed in Epinal, France, ready for framing, they're 10" by 14½". Quantity limited. Set of 4 different prints, $3.85 p.pd. New Hampton Gen'l. Store, HG11, 44 King St., Hampton, N. J. 08827.

MUSICAL COFFIN

CIGARETTE BOX

Press a button and open the lid of this miniature casket. The death march starts playing and slowly a cigarette rises until it is upright. Each press of the button repeats the cycle. A memento reminder for those trying to "kill the habit." Solid mahogany with brass fittings. 6" by 4¼".

$9.98

PLUS 50c POSTAGE MONEY BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED upon return postage.

Harriet Carter

ACUSHNET Sales Co., New Bedford, Mass. 02742 Dept. G

Make-your-Own . . . Paperweights!

It's easy! Just remove the base and insert your own decoration; a favorite snapshot, coin, medal, clipping, small watch or flower, any treasured keepsake. Slip it in or glue it permanently. Rounded glass dome magnifies contents, keeps 'em dust-free. $1.25 ppd. 2 for $2.35.

Musical golf balls

Delicately climbing moss roses are hand-painted on cream white porcelain. Plug into any outlet, boils water in less than 3 minutes. 5 ft. cord included. Add 5c for postage & handling.

Mr. & Mrs. A. J. Johnson

431 E. Martin Avenue

Martinsville, Calif. 92057

GRACIOUS LIVING

D-268 BERKELEY, RI 02864

Be a #1 Santa. Give golf's #1 ball.

On the tee or under the tree, Titleist is #1. More golfers play it, more golfers give it, than any other ball. How come? Because you get extra distance when you play it. And you get extra thanks when you give it — especially when it's personalized, and in our leather-looking, brass-trimmed gift box (all at no extra cost to you). Minimum order, one dozen Titleist golf balls per name. $14.85 per dozen.

Please personalize Titleists as indicated below.

I enclose $ .

NAME

dozen

dozen

dozen

Address

City

State

Zip

Send to

Name

Name

Name

Name

Titleist golf balls per name. $14.85 per dozen.

Please personalize Titleists as indicated below.

I enclose $ .

NAME

dozen

dozen

dozen

Address

City

State

Zip

Send to

Name

Name

Name

Name

Musical golf balls

Keep golfers happy this holiday season with this musical gem. Play music, snugly nestled in a leather looking, brass-trimmed, gift box.Each Titleist golf ball is stamped with the golfer's name or initials. Perfect for Christmas gifts. Titleist golf balls per name. $14.85 per dozen.

Please personalize Titleists as indicated below.

I enclose $ .

NAME

dozen

dozen

dozen

Address

City

State

Zip

Send to

Name

Name

Name

Name

000 NAME & ADDRESS LABELS $1

ANY 3 DIFFERENT ORDERS $2.98

FREE MONEY BANDS

Tie your money in full on 3000 finest quality gummed labels. Colorado printed. Plastic box, if wished, 15 cents extra. Use them on stationary, checks, books, greeting cards, etc. Beautifully printed on finest quality gum paper. 1000 labels only $3.00 postpaid.

SClAL—SAVE MONEY! ANY 3 DIFFERENT ORDERS $2.50. A terrific bargain! Makes an ideal gift. If you don't agree this is the buy of the year, we'll refund money in full.

ANDY LABELS

1111 Jasperson Bldg., Culver City, Calif. 90230

December 1968

D-268 BERKELEY, RI 02864
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Homespun House presents draperies any width without seams
- woven 10 ft. wide to “up end” — only $3.98 yd!

Decorators “up end” one piece to shape the widest window floor-to-ceiling—to strings to new or old window. Any open woven; Pearl-spun; sturdy primitive cotton that imitates fluff dry, never stained; smart, too, for slip-covers, bedsheads, tablecloths. Natural, white, or custom color-matched. $3.98 a yard and up.

revolutionary new “fan pleating”
On a coil of plastic thread. Unlike anything you’ve ever seen, stack hour after hour (by fullness into less than half the mid space required for our pinch pleating. Compare and choose the one best for you.

or conventional pinch pleating
Your choice of yardage; do-it-yourself, pleating materials—or complete, made-to-measure draperies (hand pleated at low, low cost because they’re seamless). Factory direct prices. Money-back guarantee. For brochure, 40 samples, send 25c (or 50c for airmail).

SHOPPING AROUND

Crewel herb garden
Herbs blossom as you stitch with our easy embroidery kits that come with herb pattern stamped on Dacron polyester linen. Crewel wool in nature colors, needles, instructive incl. Chives, dill, rosemary, thyme, oregano or mint. 8” by 8”. $1 ea. Maple, provincial red, or green wood frame. $1. Add 55c post; Victoria Gifts, 12F Water St., Braintree, Pa. 19010.

Camel saddle
Straight from the sands of Rome the Araby comes the camel saddle. It’s an easy-to-take extra party seat that’s a fine spot for TV viewing. Yello red or black tooled leather cushion, brass studded wood frame, walnut finish. 24” long, 12” wide @ 14” high. $19.99 plus 82 post. P.P. 16, HGII. Box 245, Old Chelsea Station, N. Y. 10011.

Eternal struggle
Man’s unending struggle capture forever in a solid lead paperweight or a pair of bookends which a 24k gold plated. 3” h. 65/2” wide. Ideal to weight his paper does boost his spirits. Bright note for desk or library shelves. Weight $7.50; bookends, $15. Add 67 post. Camer & Buckley, HGII, 1141 Connecticut Ave., N.W. Washington, D. C. 20036.

Aloha Santa!

Presidential record
A thirty-two page calendar that includes the most interesting and amusing facts of the 1969. Each of the 12 months is 12” x 18”, 2 ppd. Holiday Gifts, Dept. 317-P, 7047 Pecos St., Denver, Colo. 80221.

french chef wire wisks
Set of three, all for only, $1.00 each. (8”, 10” and 12”) for blending sauces and gravies, beated eggs and butter, essential for decorative any kitchen.

Free booklet “Guide to the French Chef’s Kitchen”

DON APPETIT

805 Greenwood Ave., Jenkintown, Pa. 19046

HOUSE & GARDEN
**Scoppy-do!**

Dig into ice cream, cottage cheese, rice or potatoes and transport them to your plate with nary a drip or drop. Non-stick scoop won't lose a smidgen en route. Miracle-like Teflon coating does the trick.


**Personal poker**

There may be a psychological advantage for the host who can provide the poker party with these handsome personalized chips. 25 red, 25 blue and 50 white chips, custom printed with 24K gold initials—how's that for status? State initials. Gift boxed, $7.98 per set of 100. Add 50c post. Gloria Dee, HG11, P. O. Box 1100, Mount Vernon, N. Y. 10551.

**Tiles with wiles**

Hanging up one's coat gets to be a habit with this neat trickery. Charming clothes hooks with win-some brother and sister tiles in cheerful red, white and blue. Sturdy cast iron frame comes in your choice of yellow, white or blue. 9½" by 5½", $2.95 each; two for $5.50. Postpaid. Ann Isabel, HG11, 7840 Rugby St., Philadelphia, Pa., 19150.

**Different drummers**

Emblems and mottos from the French Revolution enameled on dessert plates and after-dinner coffee cups and saucers. Red, blue, green, yellow, black, brown on white ceramic. All gaily gift-boxed in a red, white and blue drum. Six 7½" plates, $15; six cups and saucers, $18. $1.50 post. ca. Sawdust Gallery, HG11, 133 E. 56th St., New York, N. Y. 10022.

**Pleasing pair**

White bisque-like cherubs bear a cargo of fruits or flowers and don't they make a decorative twosome? Why not let them hold Christmas balls on the mantel, candies on a buffet table? 9" tall, they're $4.95 the pair plus $1 post. Golden grapes are $2 additional ppd. Order from Henry R. Smith Studio, HG11, 39 Crescent Rd., Wayne, Pa. 19087.

---

**Design your own address labels**

Just send us a black and white photo (or clear sketch) no more than ½" high . . . and no photos, please. We will print it in black with your name and address (or any message) up to 20 letters per line. 4 lines: 300 for $2 on white or 250 on gold bordered paper 1½ x ½" size, Or on Deluxe size, 1½ x 5/8" for $1. Guaranteed, prompt delivery. Via air, add 25c. Brown Rollins, 212-D Rollins Bldg., Boulder, Colorado 80302. Thank you kindly?

---

**Run for your life!**

IT'S EASY TO WALK.
RUN or JOG ON A HEALTH WALKER®

- Exercise indoors—any time, in any weather!
- No special clothes, no missed phone calls.
- Best way to build a lasting program of exercise!

Here's a new "slant" on exercise: The incline in the Health Walker multiplies your effort four times! You compress an hour's exercise into 15 minutes. If you value your heart and health . . . if you want to look better, feel better and sleep better . . . try a Health Walker. Write for full information, including details on Battle Creek's exclusive 10-day free trial and monthly payment plan.

**BATTLE CREEK Equipment Company**
Dept. 054, 307 West Jackson
Battle Creek, Mich. 49016
Please rush information on HEALTH WALKER

Name
Address
City... State... Zip.

---

**New Way to Sleep!**

Ten-PJ's resemble a T-shirt, but are over a foot longer. Rib-knit, soft combed cotton. Gives what you move, eases up when you relax. No kind, no bunch, no chafe, no buttons, no ironing! If not most comfortable sleeper you're ever worn, return within 7 days for full refund and we send you regular-T-shirt FREE! Sizes: S (34), M (36-38), L (40-42), XL (44-46), for weight over 180 lbs. and/or over 6 ft.

$2.50 ea.
3 for $6.75

**the KENYA gem**

-is a new diamond

The Kenya Gem is the only known scientific jewel whose white radiance is more brilliant than a diamond. Expertly cut in 58 facets, the Kenya Gem beauty lies in its prismatic fire . . . and unless told differently everyone will be convinced it is a diamond. Men's and women's rings priced from $350. Terms...

---

**the KENYA Gem**

Send for KENYA Gem Illustrated Booklet

---

**的压力分析**

压力分析是一种利用计算机模拟和计算方法，对结构、流体等系统在不同加载条件下的行为进行数值模拟和分析的方法。压力分析通常包括流体动力学模拟、结构力学分析等。这种技术在土木工程、航空航天、生物医学等领域具有广泛的应用。通过压力分析，可以预测结构或系统的性能，优化设计，确保安全性和可靠性。
vote for fashion... the ‘eyes’ have it!

MINI FURNITURE™
makes it easy to be your own Interior Decorator
Avoid costly decorating mistakes. Create
miniature settings for every room in yon
house before spending a cent for a piece of
t+-iture, a yard of fabric, a roll of wall-
paper, or a bucket of paint. Think how much
you can save if you really plan before yon
buy. Over 150 different furniture combina-
tions, tables, chests, beds, piano, fireplace,
etc. Decorate furniture pieces, with, with
actual fabric and paint samples. Includes:
3-D miniature furniture of solid styrene.
Graph Board, Walls, Windows, Doors, all to
exact 1/8 Scale. Design and instruction book
included. Created by professional decorator
Plan-It-Kit Dept. H9G, Box 4025, Hamden, Conn. 06514

PROVINCIAL SWITCHPLATES
Switch to beauty in your home with Little Joy
and our golden brass-plated switchplates. Non-
tarnish finish, screws included. Also in antique
white.

SINGLE—2½ x 3½ $1.00 each
DOUBLE—4½ x 3½ 3 FOR $2.95
TWIN OUTLET—4½ x 3½ 3 FOR $3.95
TRIPLE—4½ x 3½ $2.95 each
COMBINATION—2½ x 3½ $2.95 each
DOOR KNOB withplate & rosette $1.95 each
PLUS 4c POSTAGE & HANDLING
Pr. Box, add 50c, 3 or more add 25c
THE ADDED TOUCH
12-H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010

Instant framing
Superb set of four decorative tique maps, remarkably details
and in full color on heavy vellum
stock. World, America, Europ
Africa, matted, 16” by 24”. A
four, $3 with $1 easy-assemble
a tique gold Frame-Up kit, $4 plus
50c post. Add/1, kits, $2.95 ppd
Frame-Up, Inc. HG11, 34-21 5
St., Woodside, N. Y. 11377.

Light and large
Illuminated magnifying glass is
bored for motorists in reading road
maps. Light shines directly on the
material to be studied and elimi-
nates eye strain. Excellent as well
for the artist and collector who
have to read so much detail and
fine print. Uses two size C batt-
teries. $2.98 plus 75c post. Gra-
cious Living, Dept. 311, Berkeley
R. 1, 1971.

Mini-manicure
Not only does this marvelous little
gadget organize all your nail
makeup articles in one spot but it
also makes you an expert manicurist.
The touch of your finger on the
stereo triggers the lamp and your work is
immediately finished. Battery powered and
portable. $6.95 plus 75c post. Send
10c for gift catalogue. Gifts by
Brichard, HG11, P. O. Box 84,
Belfair, N. Y. 11710.

Past and present
Look up your family! Coats,
arms, antecedents are to be fou
in a remarkable reprint of 7
Family Records” compiled
1897 by A. P. Burke, Thousand
of names of the British Is
and Europe included. The
handsome book is both hand-
and illustrated. $14.98 ppd. Hobi,
Dept. HG11, Lake Success, N.
11040.

For fruit and cheese
What is so right after festive fe
as fruit and cheese? And wh
more perfect way to serve the
than this 10” glass bowl with
handmade wrought iron stand.
Hardwood cheese board offers lo
of room for a creamy brie, a wir
cheddar. Your favorite crackers
ring the base. 14” tall. $10 plus
post. Woodmere Mills, HG1
Box 4025, Hamden, Conn. 0651

SLEEP- IN’ COORDINATES by Her Majesty®

PAJAMA or GOWN (4, 6, 8X, 10, 12, 14) $4.00
ROBE (4, 6, 8X) $6.00 (5, 8, 12, 14) $9.00
SLEEP-IN’ BAG $13.00, unzips to a quilt!

Why be a doorman for your pet? FlexPort
Ends Door-Tending, Whining, Scratching

Send for free folder.

HALF FRAME READING GLASSES
MAKES EVEN THE FINEST PRINT LEGIBLE

case included. Rhinestone Decorated 16.95 ppd.

Plain or Rhinestone Decorated Amber
$14.95 ppd.

Satisfaction Guaranteed (Not sold in New York)

PLANET—IVORY $7.95 ppd.

Immediate relief and comfort,
neutralizes strain. Kneel a-
material in studied and clini-
nicated. $14.98 ppd. Hobi,
Dept. HG11, Lake Success, N.
11040.

ROBE (4, 6, 8X) $6.00 (5, 8, 12, 14) $9.00

SLEEP-IN’ BAG $13.00, unzips to a quilt!

Why be a doorman for your pet? FlexPort
Ends Door-Tending, Whining, Scratching

Send for free folder.

HALF FRAME READING GLASSES
MAKES EVEN THE FINEST PRINT LEGIBLE

case included. Rhinestone Decorated 16.95 ppd.

Plain or Rhinestone Decorated Amber
$14.95 ppd.

Satisfaction Guaranteed (Not sold in New York)

PLANET—IVORY $7.95 ppd.

Immediate relief and comfort,
neutralizes strain. Kneel a-
material in studied and clini-
nicated. $14.98 ppd. Hobi,
Dept. HG11, Lake Success, N.
11040.

ROBE (4, 6, 8X) $6.00 (5, 8, 12, 14) $9.00

SLEEP-IN’ BAG $13.00, unzips to a quilt!

Why be a doorman for your pet? FlexPort
Ends Door-Tending, Whining, Scratching

Send for free folder.

HALF FRAME READING GLASSES
MAKES EVEN THE FINEST PRINT LEGIBLE

case included. Rhinestone Decorated 16.95 ppd.

Plain or Rhinestone Decorated Amber
$14.95 ppd.

Satisfaction Guaranteed (Not sold in New York)

PLANET—IVORY $7.95 ppd.

Immediate relief and comfort,
neutralizes strain. Kneel a-
material in studied and clini-
nicated. $14.98 ppd. Hobi,
Dept. HG11, Lake Success, N.
11040.

ROBE (4, 6, 8X) $6.00 (5, 8, 12, 14) $9.00

SLEEP-IN’ BAG $13.00, unzips to a quilt!

Why be a doorman for your pet? FlexPort
Ends Door-Tending, Whining, Scratching

Send for free folder.

HALF FRAME READING GLASSES
MAKES EVEN THE FINEST PRINT LEGIBLE

case included. Rhinestone Decorated 16.95 ppd.

Plain or Rhinestone Decorated Amber
$14.95 ppd.

Satisfaction Guaranteed (Not sold in New York)

PLANET—IVORY $7.95 ppd.

Immediate relief and comfort,
neutralizes strain. Kneel a-
material in studied and clini-
nicated. $14.98 ppd. Hobi,
Dept. HG11, Lake Success, N.
11040.
Grandish!
Salt and pepper Irish tweed hat and garnished Danish oak walking stick have the scent of an Irish bog and the spirit of the Viking about them to start the day off bright and briskly. No two hats are alike, but they're about 7 to 10%. Stick is 1" thick, 35" $35. Pdp. Johnny Applesseed's, HGI1, Box 707, Beverly, Mass. 01915.

Clear as crystal

Super soup
Mr. Campbell's famous soup can now made mammoth to hold anything that will fit in 17" high by 13" diameter. For paper flowers, rain gauge, picnic takings, for umbrellas, rubber & magazines. Just use your imagination and we'll bet you'll come up with lots more uses. $4.99 each plus $1 post. Pier 16, HGI1, Box 245, Old Chelsea Station, N. Y. 10011.

Space filler
Finally somebody has used us with a filler for that gap between mattress and bed that the pillow disappears into every night. Mattress Mate is for sofa beds and mattresses that are too short. Adds 4" of comfort. Polyurethane foam, non-allergenic, 50", or 60" $6.95. 72", or 84" $8.95. Pdp. Toni Stern, 54 W. South Orange Ave., So. Orange, N. J. 07079.

Kissing cousins
As inseparable as the salt and pepper they hold, these two white magnetized porkers. Each is 2" w. 2½ h. covered with bright floral pattern. Intriguing point of interest: their magnetized faces draw them together for a "kiss" when they're near each other. Set, $1.25 plus 30c post. Bon-A-Fide, HGI1, 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016.

DISCOVER THAT WONDERFUL WALKING-ON-AIR FEELING
Enjoy the comfort and satisfaction from these shoes that won the hearts of millions of women...the shoes that made Portsmouth famous. Each style available BLACK, BURGUNDY, RED, WINE. Quality You Can Rely On. Soft crushed kid.

CHARLES OF FIFTH AVENUE
Preseuts from France this Beautifully Gift Packaged The Perfect Gift
FOR XMAS ONLY! Created by Internationally known perfumers! Imported directly from France!
ALL 12 NEW, Elegant, Fabulous, Exciting and Racy Perfumes for YOU... and those special names on your GIFT LIST.
NOT COLOGNES, NOT SAMPLES, but genuine miniatures of FAMOUS PERFUMES to match every mood. Quantities are limited, so order TODAY for yourself, or as the perfect GIFT for others.

$5.00 each. To order, send post card to:
ORDER By Mail today. We will ship for you anywhere in the USA

Note special quantity prices
1 chest at $5.00
2 chests @ $4.50 Ea.
3 chests @ $4.25 Ea.
10 or more chests at $4.00 each.

Charles of Fifth Avenue
Mail Order Dept. HGI1, P. O. Box 946
Cedarhurst, N. Y., 11516
Please send me

CHARLES OF FIFTH AVENUE
A Christmas Jewelry
BEAUTIFULLY HANDMADE IN AUSTRIA FOR THE BEST OF CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Porcelain Lotus Bowls
$2.98 set of 8

Helen Gallagher
Dept. 510, Paul, Illinois 60073
Please Include Your Zip Code
WINE MAKING SET

Make Your Own Wine At Home

Federal laws permit each head-of-household to hold up to 200 gallons of wine annually for household consumption. Makes winemaking easy and fun, a personal task to handle. Use peaches, raisins or grapes. Set contains all tools necessary to make 2 gallons of individually blended wine. Includes 2 (reusable) one gallon containers, compact water seal valve system, siphon tube, sugar tester (saccharometer) to scientifically measure sugar content for true volume. Wine all the time, complete instruction book with recipes. $4.95 ppd.

MADE ARTIST

Nylon-tricot, the greatest thing in men's wear since pants. First drying, wash and wear, compact for travel and so comfortable. All items in S-M-L-XL. in 2 colors: Royal Blue, Black or White.
1. Judo-observ (pictured), fitted hip-hugger boxer underbriefs for undershorts, $15.95
2. Fitted hip-hugger boxer underbriefs for undershorts, $15.95
3. "Brief-ers," French style underbriefs, $3.00 six for $15.95

ADD 25¢ POSTAGE. EACH

Send 25¢ for New Catalog

AMAZING NEW NO-ODOR CAT TOILET

RARELY NEEDS CHANGING

Litter is constantly dried by screen filtration, evaporation. Dryness plus an occasional spray prevents odor and keeps litter fresh as new month after month. Wlop scoops removes dry solids in a jiffy. Easy, odorless and mess-free. Saves time, $20.00 14" X 6". Sturdy Non-Con-"sive. Long supply of special spray, $7.95 $1.00 post. Literature available.

SPECIAL PRODUCTS CO. Box 861, Traverse City, Mich. 49684


Display array


Kooky menagerie

Fantastic animals from "Dr. Dolittle" are fun to make with set plastic parts and fun gum. Perfection solution for occupying busy fingers Christmas afternoon when all the presents are opened and there is nothing to do. Animals can be made to everyone's hearts content, $2.98 plus .35c post. Gracie Lisling, Dept. 336, Berkeley, R. 20864.

Noël fireplace


Elephant elegance

Cinderella’s helper

Heartside hearts turn into dustless delights with a hearth broom that works like a magic wand. Solid black walnut handle, high-quality dyed brown trim and thong loop make a beautiful work-er. 34” l. Broom straws in red, blue, orange, green, black or natu-ral (specify.). $5.50 ppd. Berea College Student Industries, HG11, Berea College, Berea, Ky. 40403.

Think thin

“Slice a slice” is the answer to a dieter’s dreams and a homemak-er’s delight. It makes very thin slices from regular ones for melba toast canapés, layered sandwiches, 5” by 7½” stainless steel, $3; with 13¾” long wavy-edge stainless knife, $5. Ppd. Colorful recipe book included. Down’s, HG11, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

Daredevil Dan

Small fry toy with jointed arms, legs is dressed like a real diver: waterproof suit, helmet, gloves plus weighted belt and boots. To submerge, place in water; to bring it slowly surfacing, blow through compass. All good, clean fun! Plastic hammer, sled, $1.50.

Miniature limoges


Regal ring

Ring that rules the roost sparkles with the splendor of five genuine diamonds in a yellow or white gold setting (specify). Crown’s shaped for any lady with an eye for the elegant and the pocketbook too! Be sure to send her ring size. $49.95 ppd. The Jamaica Silver-smith, HG11, 407 Rockaway Ave., Valley Stream, N. Y. 11581.

THE MAGIC KWIK-VITA 5 POUND, 1 DAY REDUCING DIET has been known only to science, show people, athletes, jockeys, people whose profession re-quires quick loss of weight on short notice. The idea that THEY CAN loose 5 POUNDS IN ONE DAY IS WONDERFUL FOR THEIR PEACE OF MIND, NERV-ERS, TENSION, AND RETURN TO NORMAL WELL-BEING. Yet, you can eat three NOURISHING MEALS TO your HEART’S CONTENT, SUPPLIED BY YOUR GROCER AND BUTCHER, NO EXERCISES! You will receive simple printed instructions, and you can look forward to shed your second 5 pounds and third 5 pounds WEIGHT REDUCTION in a few more days. You will find no drugs, no pills, NO POWDERS, OR ANY OTHER COM-ERICALLY ADVERTISED REDUCING SUBSTANCES TO TAKE. Send your ZEUS, Code to HAPPINESS HOUSE, Dept’d 11HG, 8 WEST 29TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10001 and we will send you all the facts FREE.

Cinderella’s helper

Heartside hearts turn into dustless delights with a hearth broom that works like a magic wand. Solid black walnut handle, high-quality dyed brown trim and thong loop make a beautiful work-er. 34” l. Broom straws in red, blue, orange, green, black or natu-ral (specify.). $5.50 ppd. Berea College Student Industries, HG11, Berea College, Berea, Ky. 40403.

Think thin

“Slice a slice” is the answer to a dieter’s dreams and a homemak-er’s delight. It makes very thin slices from regular ones for melba toast canapés, layered sandwiches, 5” by 7½” stainless steel, $3; with 13¾” long wavy-edge stainless knife, $5. Ppd. Colorful recipe book included. Down’s, HG11, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

Daredevil Dan

Small fry toy with jointed arms, legs is dressed like a real diver: waterproof suit, helmet, gloves plus weighted belt and boots. To submerge, place in water; to bring it slowly surfacing, blow through compass. All good, clean fun! Plastic hammer, sled, $1.50.

Miniature limoges


Regal ring

Ring that rules the roost sparkles with the splendor of five genuine diamonds in a yellow or white gold setting (specify). Crown’s shaped for any lady with an eye for the elegant and the pocketbook too! Be sure to send her ring size. $49.95 ppd. The Jamaica Silver-smith, HG11, 407 Rockaway Ave., Valley Stream, N. Y. 11581.
FAMOUS BRANDS GO KING-SIZE
KING-SIZE . . . the nation's oldest and largest specialist in clothes for tail and big men. McBREGOR Jackets, Sweaters, No-Iron Shirts; also Famous ARROW Perm-iron Denim Shirts, MANHATTAN Man-Prest No-Iron Shirts; JANTZEN Sweaters, and LONDON FOG coats . . . and many other exclusive KING-SIZE items . . . all proportioned for tall and big men only. Bodies 4" longer . . . sleeves to 38", necks to 22". Also slacks with longer inseams, higher rise, waists to 60".

THE FAMOUS KING-SIZE GUARANTEE
"You Must Be Completely Satisfied Both Before and After Wearing."

Send for FREE Color Catalog.
Please rush your new 96 page Full-Color KING-SIZE Catalog of Apparel and Footwear for Tall and Big Men exclusively.

Send for the world's greatest toy catalog!

2,000 GIFTS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS!
It's more than a catalog—it's the favorite browsing book of thousands of American families! Here's the newest edition—easily worth the 25¢ for mailing! The most eye-popping collection of gay and instructive toys ever pictured—many for the first time. Also included are children's books and games, unusual children's wear, sporting goods and adult games. Shop by mail—it's fun. Send for your catalog now. Mail coupon.

FA.O. SCHWARZ
Dept. 118, 745 Fifth Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10022
Please send to me your 1968-69 Toy Catalog. I enclose 25¢ to cover postage and handling.

RATTAN ATTACHE CASE gives a lady bowed down with work an air of freedom, a shopper an air of business and students a purposeful appearance. This slim, trim rattan attache case has a sturdy leather handle, inside pockets, brass hardware and lock. It scores on long-wearing practicality, style and usefulness. 13 x 16 x 3½” deep, only $12.95 postpaid.

ORDER EARLY FOR XMAS GIFTS
ELIZABETH McCAFFREY
Dept. HG-11A, NORTHPORT, N. Y. 11768

Plant protector
Deer, rabbits and meadow mice steer clear of plants that are sprayed with Tatt-Go. If they persist, disagreeable taste repels them. It is harmless to plants. Brush or sprays on from one-ounce reusable plastic spray bottle. Lasts for 10 months. $2.98. Pd. Fred Rosenhauer Assoc., HG11, 10 Stuyvesant Ave., Lyndhurst, N. J. 07071.

Oriental magic
We remember these from our long-gone youth—the stuff magic is made of—there were always a few in the toe of our Christmas stocking and the party that had them as favors was an instant success! Magic water flowers, pot and all. Drop them into water and they open so beautifully! Set of five $1.50. 2 sets for $2.95. Pd. Downs, HG11, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

Frames for all!
Have a collection of prints that need framing? Choose these frames designed for the Museum of Modern Art. Of extruded aluminum in a chrome-like finish, 8" to 20" and two inch variations from 22" to 30". Two sets make a frame. 10", $5.50; 14", $4; 17", $4.40; 18", $4.50; 22", $5; 30", $6.75 post. Others avl. Write Brentano's, HG11, 585 5th Ave., N. Y. 10036.

Clear as a whistle
Something to sing about; a clear plastic cutting board that saves surfaces from scratches while you slice, chop or carve. Plus, it lets fancy formica patterns show through when they're too pretty to hide. 9" by 11". Dishwasher-safe, heat-proof. $3.49 each ppd. Colonial Garden, Dept. G11, 270 W. Merrick Rd., Valley Stream, N. Y. 11582.

Collector's mark
A record collection is a precious thing so why not label each disc with your name, then you can lend them and be sure you'll get them back. Labels are packed in a neat plastic box. Send exact wording for printing. 500 white heavy paper, $2; 250 gold printed in black, $2. Pd. Add 30c for airmail. Bruce Boland, HG11, Boulder, Colo. 80302.

COIN PAPERWEIGHT
Gleaming gift for everybody's desk! New coin to seem to float in space! 1/2 oz. Kennedy half. Made of—there were always a few in the toe of our Christmas stocking and the party that had them as favors was an instant success! Magic water flowers, pot and all. Drop them into water and they open so beautifully! Set of five $1.50. 2 sets for $2.95. Pd. Downs, HG11, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

BAD BRAND NEW U.S. C.O.I.

COIN PAPERWEIGHT
Gleaming gift for everybody's desk! New coin to seem to float in space! 1/2 oz. Kennedy half. Made of—there were always a few in the toe of our Christmas stocking and the party that had them as favors was an instant success! Magic water flowers, pot and all. Drop them into water and they open so beautifully! Set of five $1.50. 2 sets for $2.95. Pd. Downs, HG11, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

BRAND NEW U.S. COI.

COIN PAPERWEIGHT
Gleaming gift for everybody's desk! New coin to seem to float in space! 1/2 oz. Kennedy half. Made of—there were always a few in the toe of our Christmas stocking and the party that had them as favors was an instant success! Magic water flowers, pot and all. Drop them into water and they open so beautifully! Set of five $1.50. 2 sets for $2.95. Pd. Downs, HG11, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

House & Garden
Shopping Around

Tun to the beautiful motion picture "DR. ZHIVAGO", hand-carved wood, hand-painted in Italy. All music boxes have Swiss movements. Scenery revolves as music plays. Satisfaction Guaranteed. CATALOG showing many music boxes 50c

GET SMARTY TABLE only $5.95

Why spend a lot of money to hide a table. Get Smarty the corrugated collapsible table and cover it with a 72" cloth to match bedsprands or curtains. 27" high—folds flat. So sturdy hundreds of department stores use them for display tables.

SMART & ASSOCIATES Dept. N11
75 Colonial Road, New Canaan, Conn.

Consul's the name
And this never-fail lighter is as distinguished as its title. Good-looking brushed chrome finish, handy spring clip to attach to pocket fountain pen style. Butane lighter has adjustable flame; clasp controls gas valve. Just 3" long, neat and trim and efficient, it's made in West Germany. $7.95 ppd. David P. Erlclic Co., HG11, 32 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 02108.

Cunning kittens
Fun pillow makes ideal starter design for crewel embroidery. Kittens cuddle in a basket. Design is printed on 8" by 10" linen. Complete kit incl.: pillow top, back men, crewel wool, cording, wool or tassels, needle, instructions. Owl or horse (not shown) same size. $8.95 ea.; pillow form $1. Add 35c post. ea. Classic Corner, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010.

Fix-it safety
Youngsters' tool kit in its own plastic tote box is for all the world a duplicate of dad's with saw, pliers, wrenches, pliers, hammer, nails and such made of safe, soft, non-scratch plastic that doesn't harm furniture, pipes or wiring. Kit is 44" long and professional looking. $2.98 plus 25c post. Gracious Living, Dept. 334, Berkeley, Calif. 94704.

Man-made sparklers
Brilliant gems glitter like the real thing—and who's to know otherwise? In a variety of shapes, three to 10 carats, in 14k white gold settings, and known as "Brilliantes." Seven-carat round Tiffany, $221.50; 5-carat pear, $160; 3-carat marquise, $115; 6-carat emerald cut, $195. Ppd. Free size chart, catalogue, Regent Lapiadary Co., HGCP11, 511 E. 12 St., N. Y. 10009.

TREASURE CHESTS

SOLELY MY LOVE

Tune to the beautiful motion picture "DR. ZHIVAGO", hand-carved wood, hand-painted in Italy. All music boxes have Swiss movements. Scenery revolves as music plays. Satisfaction Guaranteed. CATALOG showing many music boxes 50c

SOMEWHERE MY LOVE

TISANAY STUDIO

LEARN DECORATING skills of the pros; FREE BOOKLET tells you HOW TO

NEW FREE BOOKLET tells you HOW TO

LEARN DECORATING skills of the pros!


NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP

Chicago School of Interior Decoration, 835 Diversey Parkway, Dept. 626-O1N, Chicago, Ill. 60614.
**V.I.P.**

**Your Name Clock**

Made especially for you as the letters of your name form the numbers of the clock. Genuine hand colored American walnut case with a three dimensional gold finish. Numerals and hands. The original name of its authentic streamline pendulum will operate for a year on a single 9V cell flashlight battery. 15 x 15 x 4 1/2". 4 to 5 weeks for delivery.

$49.95 Add $1.30 postage & handling

Free Quality Gift Catalog on Request

**SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS**

3023 Crane Drive, Dept. GIF

Pitts Church, Virginia 22465

---

**Glamour checkers**

Mini-checkers, perfect table game for any twosome. And is decorative on coffee table or can shelf between matches. Magnetic checkers with brilliant rhinestone trim on white silk screen boa. Sculptured golden metal Florine frame, 2 1/4" sq. 2 1/4" h. $4 plus 35c post. Gold Tone Gift Ltd., 303 5th Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016.

**Dinner for eight**

Turn the smallest space into a veritable banquet hall. A magic trick made possible by this marvy card table top enlarger. 4 diameter enlarger is made heavy kraftboard; comes complete with elasticized, quilted vinyl cover. Folds to 1/4 size for compact storage. $9.95 p.p.d. The Fer House, Inc., HG11. 131 Main Street, Dobbs Ferry, N.Y. 10522.

**It's in the cards**

And absolutely inevitable that you will love a photo of your homeboat on your cards. In black and white from your snapshot. 50 perfectly informal with sketch; 3 matching envelopes with address space $8.50 p.p.d. Or on napkins, playing cards, other items. Reorder approximately 1/2 price. Free samples. Baron, HG11. Box 147, Carl Place, New York, N.Y. 11514.

**Automatic spincaster**

Izaak Walton's relax; automatic spincasting rod shoots line up to 80' safely and accurately. Perfect for casting under trees, around stumps, on crowded boats and in all spincasting reels. Point rod to ward target; pull the trigger. Fiberglass and aluminum 42". Without target, casting tips. $9.96 plus 35c post. Harriet Carter, HG11. Poymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

**Delicately delicate**

The Empress Dynasty is painted with exquisite brushwork and color on woven bamboo plates 6" in diameter. Perfect size for dessert or salad service and charming ornaments for shelves. The set of four plates comes with a free display case in bamboo. $3 plus 35c post. World Art Group, HG11, 2 First St., East Norwalk, Conn. 06855.

**Picture puzzle**

Putting pieces together is fabulous fun when the result is a picture of yourself, your house or your pet hound dog. Send any print or negative to be made into an 8" by 10" jigsaw puzzle. Great game for children! Black and white, $1.25; hand-colored, $1.75. Add 25c postage each. Jigsaw Dept. J-20, 234 5th Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016.
Enchanted nut eater

quirrel eating an acorn is an abso­
olute pet. He comes in two sizes
and makes a splendid paper weight,
great desk ornament or bookend.
In hand cast and polished with tarnish-resistant
finish. 5½" h., $7.95 plus 85c post.
5½" h., $3.95 plus 55c post. Posta­
catic Co., HG1168, Lafayette Hill,
Pa. 19444.

Golden glory

a graceful centerpiece in wrought
iron finished in antique gold looks
handsome filled with fruit or a low
bowl of flowers. Made in Spain
with superb Spanish workmanship,
it would be fabulously festive filled
high with Xmas balls. 10½" ia.,
9½" high. $10.95 ppd. Ziff & Co.,
HG11, Box 3072, Chicago, Ill.
60654.

Colonial chess table

A handsome 27¾" high maple-finish
chess table with an 18¾" by
20¾" hand-screened, stain-thwarting
playing surface. Traditional
stained wood chess pieces in
brown and tan imported from
France, felted and weighted. $30
plus 82c post. Order from Bon-A­
Fide, HG11, 1 Park Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10016.

Parental reminder

Ornamental felt scroll is a creed
that. every loving parent and child
should learn by heart in these
troubled days. Hang it and heed it,
for "If a child lives with security
we learn to have faith and he
learns to find love in the world.
20¾" by 14¾" ready to hang. Decorative,
too. $2.98 plus 35c post. Fred
Harvey, Dept. 118C, 80 E. Jackson
Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 60604.

Oriental wallpapers

Cork wallpaper, artistically hand­
crafted to combine depth and soft­
gess in vivid or muted tones.
Grass cloth gives great elegance to
any setting. Double rolls are 36"
w., 24½' long giving sq. ft. of wall
coverage. Swatches, 25c ea.; with
price list 50c for cork and grass­
both. Mayflower Wallpaper Co.,
HG11, 363 Mamaroneck Ave.,
White Plains, N. Y. 10605.

Currier & Ives mugs

Especially nice for après-ski
drinks before the fire, or after din­
ner coffee. Currier & Ives mugs
have reproductions of century-old
American countryside scenes—both
sole and alf. Soft blue and white
fine-glazed ceramic. Fluted bases
stack. Generous eigh­toz.
size. Set of four. $1.98 ppd.
Breck's, U51 Breck Bldg., Boston,
Mass. 02210.
Sip and see
Festive beverages become even more so in clear plastic glasses with poinsettia designs. The host enjoys the party, too. They dishwasher-safe and shatter-proof. Each size in sets of 5; 9-oz at $1.95; 12-oz, $2.50; 8-oz, cocktail or champagne, $2.95. Two 8" matching plates, $3.50. Pr. Artisan Galleries, HG11, 2100 Haskell Ave., Dallas, Tex. 75206

Front and center
Star of an autumn dinner table—ting is a rugged fruit bowl hand-carved in Spain of rich rosewood. It is 9” dia. a 6½” h. An elegant extra w filled with fruits or an arrange ment of colorful Xmas balls. A propi ate with popular Mediterranean furniture. $12.98 plus 7% sales tax. Bon-A-Fide, HG11, 1 Pd Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016

Batik technique
One of the nice things about art it infinite variety. Original batiks here are hand worked in the Ten Dynasty manner on hand-loomed cloth; full color hangings color mounted and mat-framed to u singly or in group formation. 8” by 17” overall, $3 plus 35% sales tax. World Art Group, HG11, 2 Fire St., East Norwalk, Conn. 06855

Butterfly accents
Real butterflies in iridescent colors or découpage flowers on leaves are mounted on exotic accent pieces in H & C colors: amethyst, green almond moss, camellia, cranberry, tangerine, oyster, pineapple. Lamp with white shade $34.95; waste basket, $9.50; tissue box or desk basket, $7.50. Pp Junique, HG11, Box 209, Chestertown, Md. 21620

Slow-Burning Fire Logs Made from Old Newspapers!
Feed that "hungry" fire with these non-smoking even-burning logs made from old newspapers rolled up. Unlike house paper, these will burn long and clean, in fireplaces, stoves and grills. The secret is in the NEW, IMPROVED Log Roller Tool that provides a compact cylinder of newspaper with built-in air passages. Solves 2 problems: 1) gets rid of your old newspapers, and 2) provides plenty of fuel for your fire. Complete Tool Set with 100 Binder-Ties only $1.39 plus 25¢ each mail charge. Makes TREASURED GIFT! Send 3 for only $4.50 plus 25¢ each address. Order direct from:

Graham’s
2273 N. DIXIE HWY FT. LAUDERDALE, FL. 33307
Send for FREE Catalog
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$13.95 plus 75c post.
Send check, cash or M.O. (Sorry, no COD's.)
VICKI WAYNE
411 H-20 S.
Country Club Rd., Tucson, Ariz. 85716
Dir. Old Pueblo Traders

PARTRIDGE IN A PEAR TREE
This sophisticated combination of warm browns,
rich greens, yellows and blue against a gold back-
ground makes a stunning focal point in a room both
at Christmas and throughout the year. Kit includes
design on 19 1/2" x 34" gold linen, palette of yarns,
full instructions. Designed to fit frame size 16" x
30". Only $5.95 plus 45c pstg. Add $8.95 plus 75c
pstg. for handsome, gold-lip fruitwood finish frame.

PRUSSIAN GERMAN HELMET
Decorators, collectors and special-purpose
users all cherish this classic leather military
helmet of original Prussian design. Now
here is a full-size replica in kit form at an
unbelievably low price. The kit includes
brass spike, ornamentation, leather strap,
everything for easy assembly. An attractive
conversation piece of interesting headwear.
SEND $9.95 Today To:
WORLD ARTS
Box 577-Y, Wilmington, California 90744

PARTRIDGE IN A PEAR TREE

Crown Club Rd., Tucson, Ariz. 85716

Dir. Old Pueblo Traders
FAMOUS BRANDS GO KING-SIZE

KING-SIZE ... the nation’s oldest and largest specialist in clothes for tall and big men. MAGRUDER Jackets, Sweaters, No-Iron Shirts; also Famous ARROW Perma-Iron Decton Shirts; MANHATTAN Man-Prest No-Iron Shirts; JANTZEN Sweaters, and LONDON FOG coats ... and many other exclusive KING-SIZE items ... all proportioned for tall and big men only. Bodies 4" longer ... sleeves to 38", necks to 22". Also slacks with longer inseams, higher rise, waist to 60".

Send for FREE Color Catalog:

Please rush your new 96 page Full-Color KINGSIZE Catalog of Apparel and Footwear for Tall and Big Men exclusively.

Name ____________________________
Address _____________________________________________________________________
City ________ State _______ Zip ______

KING-SIZE CO. BOSTON, MASS.

FREE CATALOG

Beautiful natural color photos. 28 pages. Assortments from $13.75 to $300.00. We pay postage. Just as the saying goes, “take care of the pennies and the dollars take care of themselves.” An album of Lincoln pennies when filled out properly with correct marks and dates, as printed in the album, can be worth $100. Send $1 for album and receive also a 32-page hobby booklet, Centre Coin Co., H.C.11.

Nagelsall Hall, 726 Andover, Allston, Ca. 02237

ADORABLE TALKING TEDDY BEAR

Just a gentle hug from a loving child is all Teddy needs to start him talking in English or Spanish. His voice comes out crisp and clear through soft brown and tan fur. Batteries operated removable voice box. $9.99 and up. The price.

P. M. INGRAM 2715 Newton Street Hyattsville, Md. 20780

Songs of Christmas

Traditional carols from many lands are sung by children in their native languages. There are 21 songs on the record. Included are Korean, Italian, Urdu, Hindi and English. The children who sing are orphaned or abandoned and being helped by the Christian Children’s Fund. Only $1 ea. ppd. Christian Children’s Fund, Inc., HG11, Box 511, Richmond, Va. 23204.

$$$ from pennies

Just as the saying goes, “take care of the pennies and the dollars take care of themselves.” An album of Lincoln pennies when filled out properly with correct marks and dates, as printed in the album, can be worth $100. Send $1 for album and receive also a 32-page hobby booklet, Centre Coin Co., H.C.11.
**Shopping Around**

**Box bonus**

Bright and beautiful, 3¼" cube's made up of mirrored squares, de- signed to fit in a pair of D'Aliso wood — the perfect accent for your new Mediterranean décor. Perfect in a modern setting. Imagine a pair holding the golden fruits of fall as your centerpiece. $3.50 plus 35c post. World Co., HGI, 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016.

**Spanish splendor**

An elegant dish for anything from candy, nuts or snacks to a card and mail tray. Hand crafted in a pair of D'Aliso wood — the perfect accent for your new Mediterranean décor. Perfect in a modern setting. Imagine a pair holding the golden fruits of fall as your centerpiece. $3.50 plus 35c post. World Co., HGI, 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016.

**Vermeil artistry**

Gold-plated flatware, known as vermeil, is French-inspired. It never needs polishing; its rich floral pattern dresses the table to perfection. Five piece Fragonard pattern plate setting of dinner and dessert forks, knife, soup and teaspoon plus extra teaspoon, $12.50. Add $1 post. Harriet Eisenberg, Dept. G-12, 8 Valley St., South Orange, N. J. 07079.

**Flowergarden Treads**

A colorful, new concept in bathtub safety. A colorful, new concept in bathtub safety treads to enhance your bath decor. "Flowergarden" by Slip-X. Soft, resilient rubber-textured treads offer safe, firm footing in the bathtub. Adhesive backing for installation. Odorless, will not mildew. Avocado stems with blue, pink and tangerine. $3.98 ppd. Order 6922-6, Flowergarden Treads. All THREE for only $7.50 ppd.

**Ultra-Sonic Alarm Protects Home from Prowlers**


**Man of the Year**

Who's the greatest of them all? Read the sign — never fear — you alone are Time's "man-of-the-year." Morning morale booster for the man-of-the-house or guests at parties. Red frame mirror has self-stick back. Hangs in seconds. 8 x 10". Add $14.95 postage. $2.98 — 2 for only $5.49.

**Burns Trash**


**Alsto Company**

5102 Pearl Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44118

**Flowergarden Safety Treads**

A colorful, new concept in bathtub safety treads to enhance your bath decor. "Flowergarden" by Slip-X. Soft, resilient rubber-textured treads offer safe, firm footing in the bathtub. Adhesive backing for installation. Odorless, will not mildew. Avocado stems with blue, pink and gold blossoms. Order 6922-6, Flowergarden Treads. $3.98 ppd.

**Write for New Free Gift Catalog!**

Miles Kimball
347 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901

**Louie XVI Clock**

This beautifully weighted antique clock is an exact replica of a minute piece created by the renowned clockmaker, designed by and engraved. Frédéric Japy (1772-1842). One of the few brassen original, this fine is on display at the Musée de l'Hôtel des Arts in Paris; the other in the Rood House of the Whitechapel Art Society in London. The hammer, the pendulum and the weights are all in brass. The case is made of marble. Château Blanc carved with crown. Serviced for 2 years. $25.00 or $3.00. With electric movement $29.95.

With battery movement $24.95. (Operation 1 year on changeable alkaline batteries.)

Harriet Carter
Dept. HG106, Plymouth Meeting, PA. 19462

**ELEPHANT TABLE**

With removable tray for easy serving. Full of symbolic luck to bring good fortune to your home. Use it as an end or cocktail table. Imported from the Orient where they were handcrafted of natural bamboo by the experts of the ancient art. 29" long x 17" wide x 24" high. Now only $29.95 plus $2.00 post.

**Kiddie Chair**

Child's chair for low or high chair, extra strong, light in weight that makes them portable. Made of alumi- num bonded to steel. World's finest. 2 lbs. ou. $15.95 postpaid with money-back guarantee. Add $2.00 W. of Drawer. 347 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901.

**ULTASONIC ALARM PROTECTS HOME FROM PROWERS**

New device emits invisible ultrasonic waves to fill an entire room. Movement within protected zone immediately sets off system. Operates 1 year on changeable flashlight battery.) Unit plugs into electric outlet to operate immediately. Odorless, will not mildew. Will not show. One size fits all. Men's $3.25 ppd. Women's $2.95 ppd.

**DAll's Newsletter**

347 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901

**AIDS PROTECTION**

AIDS Protection. Silvered, made of silver. World's finest. 2 lbs. ou. $15.95 postpaid with money-back guarantee. Add $2.00 W. of Drawer. 347 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901.

**ELEPHANT TABLE**

With removable tray for easy serving. Full of symbolic luck to bring good fortune to your home. Use it as an end or cocktail table. Imported from the Orient where they were handcrafted of natural bamboo by the experts of the ancient art. 29" long x 17" wide x 24" high. Now only $29.95 plus $2.00 post.

**KIDDIE CHAIR**

Child's chair for low or high chair, extra strong, light in weight that makes them portable. Made of alumi- num bonded to steel. World's finest. 2 lbs. ou. $15.95 postpaid with money-back guarantee. Add $2.00 W. of Drawer. 347 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901.

**ULTASONIC ALARM PROTECTS HOME FROM PROWERS**

New device emits invisible ultrasonic waves to fill an entire room. Movement within protected zone immediately sets off system. Operates 1 year on changeable flashlight battery.) Unit plugs into electric outlet to operate immediately. Odorless, will not mildew. Will not show. One size fits all. Men's $3.25 ppd. Women's $2.95 ppd.

**DAll's Newsletter**

347 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901

**AIDS PROTECTION**

AIDS Protection. Silvered, made of silver. World's finest. 2 lbs. ou. $15.95 postpaid with money-back guarantee. Add $2.00 W. of Drawer. 347 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901.

**ELEPHANT TABLE**

With removable tray for easy serving. Full of symbolic luck to bring good fortune to your home. Use it as an end or cocktail table. Imported from the Orient where they were handcrafted of natural bamboo by the experts of the ancient art. 29" long x 17" wide x 24" high. Now only $29.95 plus $2.00 post.

**KIDDIE CHAIR**

Child's chair for low or high chair, extra strong, light in weight that makes them portable. Made of alumi- num bonded to steel. World's finest. 2 lbs. ou. $15.95 postpaid with money-back guarantee. Add $2.00 W. of Drawer. 347 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901.
**Building or Remodeling A Home?**

**Save Time and Money with Amazing New HOME-A-MINUTE KIT**

Plan ahead, see how everything will look before you build or remodel. This kit contains everything you should have and know to help save you many dollars... dozens of windows, kitchen cabinets, doors, fiber partitions, etc., at 1: scale. You can get your home ideas in 3-dimensional form. Arrange and rearrange furniture and fixtures with ease to fit your scheme. Build, dismantle and originate any number of floor plans. It shows how passage-ways and traffic lanes should be laid out and be properly measured. It's fun too. Live in your new or remodeled home before you actually build. Kit also includes 63 page book to help you estimate actual costs, financing, etc. Order now. Only $3.95 ppd.

Immediate delivery. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Send check or money order to C.O.O. 7/4.

J. W. HOLST Inc., Dept. GF11

1900 E. Bay St., East Towns, Mich. 48731

---

**New Holiday Idea from PACK-O-FUN**

**Turn Macaroni Into Christmas Beauty**

Special Introductory Offer:

FREE

FULL-SIZE PATTERNS of 3-KINGS

Value for subscription

10 months

($1 yr.) Reg. $4

only $3.00

YOU SAVE $1

Gourmet, gift, decoration and house items. In addition you'll also receive a never-ending parade of ideas for holidays, anniversaries, birthdays, every major occasion. Hurry. Subscribe today.

Money back guarantee, of course.

---

PACK-O-FUN, Dept. 1798, Park Ridge, III, 60068

Payment enclosed for Pack-O-Fun subscription:

$5 for 3-Yrs. (Save $4)

$3 for 1-Yr. (Reg. $4)

Send Free 3 Kings patterns under separate cover

Name

Address

City, State, Zip

---

**Shopping Around**

**House mouse**

A whiskered wee one whose presence is welcomed is a mouse splendor that does a lion's share of good deeds around the house. Stpler takes standard-size staple rests on wooden base, measure 21/4" w., 3/4" l. Mouse has leather tail and ears. $1.98 plus 25c post. World Co., Dept. HG11, 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016.

**Major magic**

There's nothing to beat the look of roses round the house. It's a breeze to make a toipiary tree full of these lovelies. Kit includes materials for wires, dowels, stakes, stem, leaves; felt pot, yards natural burlap, Green/yellow; or purple/brown/yellow; blue greens red tones, 10" by 22". $3.50 each.

Perks-Packets, HG11, 6322 Sloan St., Houston, Texas 77017.

**A coup in cups**

Old-fashioned custard cups, just like the ones grandmother used, are made of brown stoneware with aqua drip glaze. The 6-ounce size is just right for feather puddings, petit suisse or popovers as well as custards. Use, too, for individual baked bean servings. Set of 6. $2.98 ppd. Breck's, U55 Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.

**Star shining bright**

All bundled up
culptor Anna Hyatt Huntington
ho is in her early eighties and ill working, calls this, "Run and
lay Darling." This reproduction
one of her latest pieces is in
terra cotta composition that is
and finished. Mrs. Huntington's
ruby figure is filled with a warm
use of humor. 14% high. $22.50
pd. Windfall, HG11, 185 Adams
l, Bedford Hills, N. Y. 10507.

Shopping Around

House to let
ow's the time to set up this cozy
little home for Purple Martins. Re-
these tenants to devour pesky mos-
squitoes by thousands, return next
ear. Select plywood ready to as-
semble, paint. Easy to clean.
Mount on 2" pipe, wood post.
O 5/8" high, 16" wide, 261/2" long.
$2.50 ppd. Add $1.50 W. of Miss.
Field House, HG11, N. Conway,
H. 03860.

Have highway kit
Will travel safely. Complete
Highway Emergency Kit includes all
the necessary materials to combat
giving mishaps. Be sure flashlight,
dinker light, fire extinguisher,
flag, tool kit, first-aid kit and first-
aid hook. In leather case 9" by 9"
by 4" thick. $14.95 ppd. Art Guild
Enterprises, HG11, Box 6462, Min-
neapolis, Minn. 55423.

Grandma's our girl
and wouldn't she like to be re-
(added every time she sets her tea-
and on this delightful 6" white
ceramic tile? It has a nostalgic
valentine look with a big heart in
the center that says, "We all love
Grandma." With up to 20 names
of her treasured grandchildren in
gold letters, hand-painted. $3 ppd.
Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Osb-
woth, Wis. 54901.

Perfect Gift for
the Man in Service

RECIPE or PHOTO
WHEEL
Clip and flip up to 160 of your favorite reci-
pes on this new revolving Recipe Wheel. Keep
your recipes always clean and handy for quick,
easy, kitchen counter top reference.
Indexed for 52 food categories, it stands on
a sturdy 4" x 1/2" plastic base, comes with
clear plastic 33 1/3" x 5" pockets for 160 back-to-
back recipes. [With refill, file up to 50!]
Marbelized white-gray with streaks of gold, or
in brown. $5.95 plus S1.00 Post., 2 for $12.75
PPD. 4 for $24.95 PPD. [With rich wood
base, chrome inlaid knobs. $10.95 plus S2.00 Post.]
Includes 12 refill (for extra items). $2.00 PPD.
[For SNAPSHOOT WHEEL, same prices as
above, Ideal Xmas gift. Order several. Money
back guarantee. Ill. res. add 5% sales tax.
(Add 3sc handling charge.)

3 PORCELAIN WALL PLAQUES
Golden Framed Porcelain Plaques
proof that gorgeous things come in threes.
The pictures, 3 different, delightful scenes
of country life in glowing gold and black.
The frames, (4" x 4 1/2"), exquisitely wrought
in jeweler's metal, are 18K antique gold plate.
Charming for your walls ... make
lovely Christmas gifts. Order several sets now.

PIGSKIN SUEDE CAP
Ivy League styling in a cap that will probably
last forever. Sure to please the man in your
life. Very strong and rugged pigskin ... yet
extremely comfortable. Fits thick, broad
head, and is Scotchgard treated. Retains shape
in all weather. Colors: green, black, green or
mayflower BROWN. Send Head
Size (4 1/4-7 1/8). $3.95 ppd.

DECORATIVE
PHONE COVER
A Facelift For Your Phone!
In just seconds, you can convert your
standard phone into a breathtaking Conti-
nental beauty! No need to spend extra
money on fancy phones, just place this
beautiful antique gold scroll finish design
telephone and receiver cover on any
standard phone. Instantly, you have added
a touch of elegance to your home or office,
An exciting conversation piece. Decorator's
dream. Your pleasure is guaranteed. You
will want one for every phone you own.
Only $10.00 plus $1.00 for postage.

The Softer
A deerskin moccasin-slipper for the family.
Luxurious deerskin grain leather lined with
deerskin suede; sponge rubber innersole for
absolute comfort. Soft, yet rugged as cowhide.
For Men in Double Tan; women's in Saddle Tan or
Light Front. Whole sizes only. Men's 6 to 13 $7.95;
Women's 4 to 8 $7.95; Children's 9 to 11 $5.95;
misses 1 3 $6.95; boys' 1-5 $5.95. (Add 35c
handling charge.)

DEERSKIN "STRETCH"
GLOVES
For Men & Women

Personal Military Journal
perfect, complete record of all vital
military papers and photos of his (or her)
in service. $11.11 inches, more than
40 pages, looseleaf, screwpost binding,
spanish-crust covers, round-cornered, gold-
tamped. Only $6.95 postpaid to you or
return next mailing address. Shipping guaranteed
immediate. No C.O.D.'s, send check or
money order to

MILITARY GIFTS
545 E. Allen Rd., Tucson, Arizona 85716

The most unique
fabric service in the world wide

Every two weeks throughout the year you
will receive 16 fabric swatches gathered
from the four corners of the globe!
We offer hand woven cottons from
Pakistan, pure silks from the Orient, the
finest cottons from Switzerland, Austria
and Italy ... as well as many exclusive
fabrics from America's finest mills! And
all at Lowest in the Country Prices!
In addition, most purchases get a
Free Surprise Gift Bonus.

The unique, gift service of
Fabrics 'Round The World Inc.

INGREDIENTS
1 package instant potato flakes
1 1/2 cups milk
1/2 cup sour cream
1 egg, well beaten
1/4 cup green onions, chopped
salt and pepper to taste

Directions:
1. Mix all ingredients except green onions together.
2. Add green onions. Drop by teaspoon on hot griddle.
3. Cook 3 minutes. Turn over. Serve.

For Men & Women

MIRACLE MIST FABRIC POLISH
SHAMPOO...
...contains anti-static Repello-
Neutrone.

Spray on from 8 oz. squeege
bottle, bottle and polish at
same time. Lustrous finish is
a true dust-repellent. Use on
wood, plastic like; etc. A
breakthrough for the home-
maker. Exclusive with us.
$1.29 ppd.
A loaf of bread...  
A jug of wine...  

and NOW...  

HOUSE & GARDEN'S NEW COOK BOOK  
in a low-priced paperback edition—$3.95  
(all the recipes and instructions from the original edition published at $12.50)  

Add spice to your life with the only cook book that takes you step-by-step through over 1000 delicious recipes by such internationally acclaimed chefs as Dione Lucas and Julia Child. Invaluable checklist of essential cooking equipment, plus detailed how-to illustrations that add up to a complete course in French culinary techniques. A totally new approach to the art of good cooking.  

$3.95  

per copy postpaid  

Send check or money order. Sorry, no COD's.  

HOUSE & GARDEN'S NEW COOK BOOK  
Box 3306, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017  

IS YOUR PHONE DIRTY AND GREASY?  

Clean, polish at once with 6 big 9" x 14" superfine chemical treated cloths. Keep phone finished new looking. No polish needed. The "Beauty Bell" cleaning tool allows you to clean in and make the final dry wipe when phone needs flare to reach.  

Romich Products  
P.O. Box 311, Dept. HG-11  
North Chicago, Ill. 60064  

IS YOUR Phone DIRTY AND GREASY?  

Clean, polish at once with 6 big 9" x 14" superfine chemical treated cloths. Keep phone finished new looking. No polish needed. The "Beauty Bell" cleaning tool allows you to clean in and make the final dry wipe when phone needs flare to reach.  

Guaranteed  
Best today $1.00 ppd. for one package or three for $2.75 + 10c shipping.  

To Delight  
A Fisherman  

Floating Fishing Knife  

Here's a practical, useful gift for every fisherman or sportsman. A knife that scales the fish, cuts off fins, opens the fish, cleans it out... but best of all, if floats...can't sink. Made of quality stainless steel with high carbon content to keep the edge sharp and keen. An addition to any tackle box. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.  

ONLY $195 ppd.  

New Hampton General Store  
46 Main St., Hampton, N.J. 08827  

Write for Free Catalog  

Shopping Around  

Worldly timepiece  
The surest way to be up and at 'em on the home scene or when you're away is this Travel Clock. Sturdy, traveling men, lucky vacationers tell time world round in 24 time zones. Choose black, red, and tan Morocco grain leather case. Luminous hands and number $49.95 plus 75c postage. Free catalog. Heritage House, Dept. HG118, Chadds Ford, Pa. 19317.  

Oriental postage  
Stamps from the Orient hail from all sorts of exotic ports of call: Nopal, Siam, Viet Nam, Borneo—mention a few. Each bears mysterious designs such as ferocious beasts, ceremonial dancers, pagodas. Unusual collection of 55 stamps, 10c ppd. Jamestown Stamp Co., Dept. C-106, Jamestown, N.Y. 14701.  

Stack-a-mug  
Exquisite Oriental design, cool blue and white colors, space-saving stackability—no wonder we're mad about these glazed earthenware mugs! Thank Lefrton for creating them with their usual emphasis on excellence. Each 3½" stock. Set of 12 in four designs, $8.95 postpaid. Order from Imrie Ban, HG11, 3950 Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60613.  

Inti-mitts  
To each his or her own in the kitchen or at the barbecue. Personalized padded mitts are heat-proof. Pals are scrubb-resistant gold; face side is white percale. Completely washable. Send first names with order. Won't they look fabulously mad on the wall? $1.59 per pair ppd. Breck's of Boston, U56 Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.  

Knockout knocker  
Smashing introduction—a handsome and heavy door knocker of solid brass-plated metal, heavily antiqued to emphasize the detailed design. Brass plate engraved with any family name—anymember of letters. 7½" high. 5" wide. Complete with mounting screws. $2.98 ppd. Lillian Vernon, HG11, 560 So. Third Ave., Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10550.
christmas basket
fun basket comes with canvas, red, green and gold tapestry wool, needle and instructions for working design. Straw basket looks festively filled with cards or with holiday cookies, candy and nuts, $2.95 plus 50¢ post. Everyday mail basket with needlepoint kit, $2.95 plus 50¢ post. 9" by 5" by 6" deep. The Added Touch, 121 W. Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010.

kit for kids
little girl with a curl has a new kind of dress going for her—a parish creation of spunbonded polyester. A-line designed to scissor-tail sportswear, wear six times at least. Neat, makes included sets of non-toxic paints, a proper brush to fill in the patterns. Sizes 3-4, 6-8, 10-12. $1.50 plus 15¢ post. World Co., HG11 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016.

for memorabilia
reasured personal items display grandly in a solid walnut or nupile case lined in black or colored velvet. Locking hinged glass doors. Mounting depth 2½", 22 x 28", $57.50; 28" by 34", $99.95. Xp. coll. Name, date engraved 5¢ per letter. Army, Navy, USAF, USMC, engraved, $2 ea.; 2, $3. Award Maker, HG11, Box 6474, Surfside, Fla. 33154.

Fireside order
sturdy support for all your fire-place needs, a neat-looking black wrought iron rack. Holds logs on op, kindling wood beneath and paper on the solid bottom shelf. 22" wide, 25" high, 17½" deep. Shipped flat; simple screw assembly. $18.95 ppd. Add $1 W. of postage. Miss. Yields House, HG11, North Conway, N. H. 03860.

Cookie stamp
we used to stamp our Christmas cookies with a fork so we're really pleased with this hand-crafted stoneware set for spritz, shortbread and peanut butter cookies. The designs of holly and pine cones have a real old world look. The stamps come in a cloth bag with a recipe for shortbread. Set of 2, $2.25 ppd. Downs, HG11, Evaston, Ill. 60204.

GOLD OR WHITE ADDRESS LABELS
message up to 4 lines neat-printed in black on white, edge non-curling gummed or . . . or on gold gummed er, ½ inches long. Packed 1000 in. plastic box. 1000 each for $1 or 500 golds for (Via air, add 30¢). Guarantee. Prompt delivery. Write for fund raising folder, too. See Bolind, 211 Bolind A., Boulder, Colorado 80302. Thank you kindly!

Shopping Around

MULTI-COLORED

Cat Playhouse

hours of fun every day! Watch your cat playfully wander in and out the front door and through the rooms as if it were really at home. "Cat Villa" is beautifully designed and brilliantly colored! Features genuine wall-to-wall carpeting and cozy furnishings. Big 15" x 18" x 24". The perfect gift for your favorite pet or favorite pet owner. Includes toy mouse and your gift list.

FREE WITH ORDER: $3.95
For P.O. Box Cat Playing
Prompt Shipment. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

MAISON D'MICHEL, Ltd.
Dept. G-98, Michel Bldg., New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040

CUTS, PEELS, CORES PINEAPPLE IN SECONDS

Makes slices, chunks, or crushes!

IS" x 28" $19.95
144" x 28" $29.95
120" x 28" $24.95
104" x 28" $22.95
90" x 28" $21.95
72" x 28" $19.95
56" x 28" $16.95
48" x 28" $14.95
36" x 28" $11.95
24" x 28" $9.95
18" x 28" $7.95
12" x 28" $5.95
6" x 28" $3.95

MAISON D'MICHEL, Ltd.
Dept. G-98, Michel Bldg., New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040

Grape of Charm Embroidered Dacron Tablecloth
You can even machine wash this fragile looking beauty. Dry clean and it's ready for use. Comes in the beautiful Grapes of Charm Pattern. This impressive cloth comes to you at the lowest price ever.

White only
52 x 72" Rectangular or Oval $9.95
70 x 90" Rectangular or Oval 17.95
70 x 104" Rectangular or Oval 22.95
70 x 120" Rectangular or Oval 27.95
70 x 144" Rectangular or Oval 32.95
60" Round 12.95
70" Round 19.95

Irish Linens Napkins edged with Embroidered Dacron Lace Motif at the corner 17 x 17" are $1.00 each.

Hagerr's Specialties
P.O. Box 666
Dept. HG11
Englewood, N. J. 07631
Postpaid—Refund if not satisfied.

No C.O.D.

Name
Address
City State Zip
Please send me _____ tablecloths in
[ ] Round [ ] Rectangular [ ] Oval
Size __________________________ Price
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CONTOUR MASSAGE BELT


QUILTED GIFT ROBES
$7.00 sizes 4, 6, 8X
$8.00 sizes 8, 10, 12, 14

Muscle Massage Belt

TOOBSO
that's more-so!

The Oriental Vacuum Method makes dramatic CHANGE IN

BODY MEASUREMENTS!

Complete Instructions, Illustrated

$1.00 post.

—Nothing Else to Buy—

ASPIRA

Have a

BODY MEASUREMENTS!

Send self-addressed stamped envelope for official entry blank (Do not send poem).

CLOVER CONTEST

Box 4989, Washington, D.C. 20008

POETRY CONTEST

$500 in cash prizes

—plus 100 awards

and publication in the Clover Collection.

Send self-addressed stamped envelope for official entry blank (Do not send poem).

CLOVER CONTEST

Box 4989, Washington, D.C. 20008

—Nothing Else to Buy—

STAINLESS STEEL LARGE CHANGING HOOKS

$2.00 each—$3.00 post.

—Nothing Else to Buy—

STAINLESS STEEL SMALL CHANGING HOOKS

$1.00 each—$1.50 post.

—Nothing Else to Buy—

STAINLESS STEEL MICRO CHANGING HOOKS

$0.50 each—$0.75 post.

—Nothing Else to Buy—

For change hooks only.

Send $1.00 to Clover Contest Box 4989, Washington, D.C. 20008 for a copy of the Clover Contest Booklet.

SCULPTURED BEAUTY!

"PASSION" by DeGRoOT

Stands 20" high. Hand finished in Antique Bronte. Truly a collector's item. Authentic in every detail, this replica in Duratone of the famous sculpture will be treasured by every lover of art. With only a limited quantity available, it makes an excellent gift.

$27.50 Postpaid & Insured.


STALL THE ANIMAL KINGDOM!

Browse thru New York's only fur factory boutique devoted exclusively to genuine furs for fun girls and guys.

$25.00 to $995

STIRLING SILVER NULL IVORY AND JADE PENDANTS

$15.00 each—$20.00 post.

—Nothing Else to Buy—

STAINLESS STEEL LARGE CHANGING HOOKS

$2.00 each—$3.00 post.

—Nothing Else to Buy—

STAINLESS STEEL SMALL CHANGING HOOKS

$1.00 each—$1.50 post.

—Nothing Else to Buy—

STAINLESS STEEL MICRO CHANGING HOOKS

$0.50 each—$0.75 post.

—Nothing Else to Buy—

For change hooks only.

Send $1.00 to Clover Contest Box 4989, Washington, D.C. 20008 for a copy of the Clover Contest Booklet.

Shopping Around

In the swim

Come on in. Enjoy your pool from now through next Christmas with this swim hut sealed air-tight over your pool deck. Solar heated by day, pool heated by night. "Stained glass" vinyl roof. Sets through sides with nylon stabilizer. From $370; shipping costs $20 up. Free brochure. Aquagard HG11, 2801 San Fernando Rd., Los Angeles, Cal. 90065.

Timely traveler

Cordless alarm clock and six transistor radio is covered in genuine pigskin and folds up to 7" by 4" by 3". Just right for guys and gals who travel the globe. Radio pulls in both medium and long wave broadcasts and may be manually or clock-operated. Reception is high fidelity. Brass trimmed. $29.95. A Man's World, HG11, Lake Success, N. Y. 11040.

Splendor of Spain

Black wrought-iron candelabrum is an import from Spain where craftsmen know how to forge iron with skill. Base is composed of a pair of horseshoes with chain links supporting the candle cups. 12" h. and 9" w. and particularly handsome on a table in pairs. $9.50 ea. plus 75c post. World Co., HG11, 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016.

Major league lockup

Miniature of a player's locker is a Godsend to parents of young base-ball card collectors and traders. One side is American League and the other National League with a labeled compartment for each team's players, extras for trading and a personal note. Personalized with name, address, $2.98 ea. plus 45c post. Harriet Carter, HG11, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

Low end table file

Good-looking end table; handy file cabinet in one finely crafted piece. File drawers hold standard fold- ers; table sized to fit by chair or sofa. 16" w., 25" d., 22" h. Hard-rubbed honeytoned pine or maple, antique pine or walnut finish; Chippendale reproduction brass pulls. $34.95; kit, $23.95. Exp. coll. Yard House, HG11, North Conway, N. H. 03860.

THIRD HAND SPECIALTY CLAMP

Here's an ideal gift for the craftsman or hobbyist. NOTHING ELSE LIKE IT. Made of fine unbreakable steel it holds awkward jobs and leaves hands free for cutting, welding, gluing, etc. The standard Grip portion of the tool holds one piece in position while the right angle screw holds the other. The throat opens to 2-1/2". $3.00. No workshop, boat, etc., should be without one of these tools. $3.00 post. 2 for $5.50 post.

SAUGOR

120 Manville Road

Scarborough, Ontario, CANADA
Return to tradition

We'd be the last to scoff at convenience but with today's wonder fabrics are "cloth" napkins such a chore? Not really, when you stow them from meal to meal in hand-some silver-plated rings like these lovely ones. Pierced or plain, they're a mere $3 each ppd. and they look like antiques! Great family Christmas gift! Lord & Taylor, HG11, Fifth Ave., N.Y. 10018.

Silver blossoms

Tiny salt and pepper shakers in silver plate are bright on the dinner table, charming on an invalid's tray, lovely for a very pampering breakfast in bed. Each is 1½” h. and the tarnish resistant finish needs only a damp cloth to stay sparkling. With snug-fitting plastic stoppers. Set of 6, $7.75 ppd. Downs, HG11, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

Feline fashion

Fur, fake or real, is big fashion this season, especially in accessories—we are pleased to have found these lovelies; a nice squishy purse and beret of jaguar printed acrylic that would fool a jaguar's mother! Lined with satin, the dashing tam fits every head. $7.98. Purse, soft and roomy, $7.98. Ppd. Scintilla, HG 4802 N. Broadway, Chicago, Ill. 60640.

1939 roller coaster

The old steeplechase in exact replica, miniature, of course. Wind the strong clock movement and the cars are carried up the incline. Then down they whiz to the bottom as the carnival bells ring. Made from the original pre-war molds of 1939. 10” h. by 20” by 10”. Fascinating fun! $7.95 ppd. Madison House, 760 Greenland Bldg., New York, N.Y. 10018.

MERRY CHRISTMAS ONE AND ALL!

MUSICAL BABY HOLLY TREE

Shaded Green Poinsettia Leaves and Red Berries, are adorned with Glitter. Tree Ppd. on Hand Finished, Gold Trimmed Red Fruit Base. SWISS MOVEMENT. Single Bell. Overall 9” High. $6.50 Ppd.

MR. SANTA'S SAVINGS BANK


To guarantee delivery Orders must be in by December 12

Send check or money order

ESTHER-ANN

109 West 27th St., N.Y.C. 10001

Shopping Around

LAVATE LITE

A decorative light that is so unusual it defies description. Mysteriously beautiful, it has a hypnotic, restful effect that is so eye-pleasing and soothing that everyone is enchanted by it. Continuously moving lava forms are activated by bulb located in base, unit makes ideal T.V., light of Decorative light. Specialty lava colors: Red, yellow, lime or blue. Brass base and cap height 1½”, 4½” diameter.

Write for free brochure on 10 other models, priced from $16.95 to $179.50

$21.95 uninstalled, add $2.50 for air mail. We ship within 24 hours. Minimum order or designation. Send check or money order.

TRI-STATE SALES

327 Hiltins Rd.
Paducah, Kentucky 42001

Twoty Eight

SCRIPT & OLD ENGLISH HOUSE NUMBERS

DECORATIVE—DISTINCTIVE—DRAMATIC IDENTIFICATION

Enhance the beauty of your home with graceful Modern (SCRIPT) or warm Colonial (OLD ENGLISH) style House Numbers! Beautifully designed and hand created of durable, weatherproof and colorfast material, they add an elegant touch to the house or garage. Each "written" number is predrilled-complete with screws for easy installation. Space needed to install 6” in height. Available in Black or White. Specialty Style and Color. ONLY $4.95 per "written" number ppd. Excludes—Twenty-Eight—2 words—$9.90 Please send check or money order.

BretT INDUSTRIES

Dept. HG-118
485 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York

Your friends will RAVE about this gift

Salted Almonds

from California

Wait till your friends taste these crisp, crunchy almonds—the nicest gift you've ever sent. Just right for holiday entertaining!

These are choice Blue Diamond nuts from California, the salted almonds selected by leading airlines to serve at cocktail time. The gift pack shown features six 6-ounce tins, each one of our famous French Fried, Smokehouse, Barbecue, Cheese, Blanched Salted and Garlic Onion flavors. All are great served as snacks or with a favorite beverage. This come packed in handsome gift box. Price includes shipping. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send your list—we do the rest. (And don't forget to order for yourself!) Gift Pack #22 (shown above). $4.25 postage paid Send for free catalog of over 40 deluxe almond gifts for Christmas giving.

Send order with your name, address, check or money order to Dept. 20, California Almond Growers Exchange, P.O. Box 1768, Sacramento, California 95810.

MONOGRAM

BASKETS

Take a handsome basket, add your monogram in recognition of a special occasion, a deed or a fine tradition and you have a gift of beauty that will be cherished and remembered. Handcrafted from unbleached cotton fabric and hand printed with your choice of monogram script and design. Choose from 2 sizes—hand finished basket, 14” dia. & $4.65 plus 50c postage each. Dept. 2.00 each, mail order. See catalog for gift ideas.

NEW YORK • LONDON • PARIS • MILAN

PORTRAIT IN OILS

Magnificently painted on canvas from old or new photos, by outstanding European and American portrait painters. A superb living likeness in full color is executed in rich oils. 12” x 14” to 20” x 24”. THE PERFECT GIFT 12 PORTRAIT PAINTERS TO CHOOSE FROM.

Our portraits in oil are TRUE WORKS OF ART, painted on pure linen canvases. Our portraits in oil are TRUE WORKS OF ART, painted on pure linen canvases. Have you a photo of some loved one whose memory you wish to perpetuate? Compare our works of art with others selling up to $2,000. "Living Likeness Guaranteed." UNBELIEVABLE WORKS OF ART AT UNBELIEVABLE LOW PRICES FROM $69.50 TO $795.00

Send for free catalog and illustrated catalog and book "How To Order An Oil Portrait."

Van Dyke Oil Portraits, Ltd.

DEPT. B, 153 E 57 ST., N.Y., N.Y. 10022

"Largest in the field of all portraits"

---

NOVEMBER, 1968
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RECIPES 'N' PLACES

Put your favorite recipes at your fingertips! Keep your special cakes, casseroles, etc., in full view on your counter, housed in this pretty, practical revolving file. Holds up to 500 index cards or recipe clippings in protective transparent windows. Has sturdy metal frame and oval shaped base and turning knobs of fine, highly polished hard wood. Comes complete with 3½"x5" envelopes for 150 recipes and assorted index cards for 32 cooking categories. $10.95 plus 75¢ postage. Envelopes for 32 extra recipes are $1.00.

FERRY HOUSE

DOG-O-MATIC MAKES DOG FEEDING EASY!
End messy paws and bowls that litter your lawn. End storage problems. Press Handy Food Injector for measured amount—no mess or waste. Keeps food fresh and clean until you want to use it. No mess, no waste. For any dog, cat or rabbit—free for display,终生保证.

We started our own Anti-Poverty Program

a...with a heat-up chair we picked!
op for only $3...sold for $15.

CAROLE-ANN ENTERPRISES

ROYAL MANUFACTURING

Handsome printed return address labels for every use...You receive:

- 1000 White Gum, Black Ink
- 100 Gold Gum, Black Ink
- 500 White Gum, Block Ink
- 1000 Black Ink
- 100 Bright 3 color Holiday

for every use...You receive:

Handsomely printed return address labels for every use...You receive:

- 1000 White Gum, Black Ink
- 1000 Bright 3 color Holiday

RECIPE-GO-ROUND

Feeder House

Better Homes & Gardens

Purse with panache

In kit form, all the makings for handling the cream or black homespun and crewel yarns to the wooden Bermuda frame handle. Paisley yarns appear in purples, golds, oranges and green. Naturally, Pelon lining's included as well as instructions for the handy work. 11" by 12". $9.95 plus 50¢ postage. The stitchery, HGC11, Welles ley, Mass. 02181.

12 days' trimmers

From the Weimarhaus in your Merry Christmas mobile. Circle frame hand cut designs for the twelve days of Christmas: piper to partridge in the pear tree. You're unforgettable: what's more, these adorable ornaments last a lifetime. Jeweler's brace adds special cachet. The set of 12 2½" circles is $15 ppd. Downs, HG11, 1014 Davis St., Evanston, Ill. 60204.

ORIENTAL SILK PAINTING

Colorfully handpainted in Hong Kong by skilled craftsmen. 14" by 18" in size. or 18" by 24" including border. Just the right size for decorating your home. Priced at only $3 each ppd.

Send for free brochure

house of chen

Box 93, Garret Park, Md. 20767

FABULOUS FAK

DIAMOND SOLITAIRE

ONLY APPROX. 50CT. A Carat

Look like a million! Feel like a million! You'll be absolutely amazed when you see this fabulous fake diamond. Half a brilliance and sparkle that is unbelievable. The exquisitely cut facets give this gorgeous solitaire a depth of fire that rivals a real precious stone.

REVOLVING MUSIC BOXES

playing Lara's Theme "Somewhere My Love" from Dr. Zhivago, From Italy, handcrafted in wood, with superb Thoren's Swiss Movement.

TYROLEAN GIRL

size: 5½" high...5½" wide price: $10.95

TWIN FIGURES

size: 5½" high...5½" wide price: $12.95

CAROLE-ANN ENTERPRISES

518 SO. EL CAMINO
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 92031
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250-sample storage problems. Press Handy Food Injector for measured amount—no mess or waste. Keeps food fresh and clean until you want to use it. No mess, no waste. For any dog, cat or rabbit—free for display,终生保证.
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**Focus on light**

These are lamps art collectors all over the country are mad about. They are simplicity itself in design, but beautifully engineered, both of polished chrome and take the watt reflector bulbs. Shade of lamp at left moves by magnetic siders. Left, $19.90; right, $17.50. Add $.15 post. George Kovacs, 421 Hillside Ave., New York, N. Y. 10021.

**Pewter is perfect**

Elegant old-fashioned lines in contemporary shining pewter for a coffee service of graceful simplicity. 14" dia. tray, $15. Gently rounded handles and delicately curved spout. Eight-up coffee pot, $7 h., $35.50, sugar, $13.50; creamer, $11.50; tea pot available, $23. Ppd. Pewter catalogue 65c, Hildegarde, Hg11, 597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105.

**Checkers World**

With every checkers set in a checkerboard, a game is complete with envelopes. From slide add 50c, From card 25c. Size 3/4 x 5. Envelope is sent. Beautifully designed. Postpaid. Additional cards 16c each. Made from your favorite photo or favorite card. 25¢ post. George Kovacs, 421 Hillside Ave., New York, N. Y. 10021.

**Butter Curler**

FOR GOURMETS OR HOSTESS GIFT

Useful and practical Italian imported per curler. Creates fancy shapes for fancy butter, oleo or soft cheeses. As silver plated and has an ice compartment in base to keep shapes chilled, since your table setting. $6.95 p.pd. N. J. residents add 3% Sales Tax.

**PEACOCK WALL PLAQUES**

ONLY $4.95 A PAIR

A set of 4. 15"x15". Hand-carved in a setting which will bring raves of admiration! Each 20"x14". A pair $4.95. Postpaid. 2 pair $9.95. Satisfaction guaranteed.

**November Special!**

**Exceptional Value**

Create your own lamp in a minute. Be dramatically whimsical. Change your lamp every day with our wonderful "magic lamps" base. We picture 2 variations. Use anything for a bowl of flowers, poetized wave, figurine, pitchfork, radio, bottle, braid, a trophy, box, bag, clock—"anything." For any room, any height, any gurgle address post to any height. Thick oval base $4.00 x 7", $5.50 x 7". "As illustrated." In polished honey pine, maple, or black finishes. (Use your own shade.) Only $5.95. Larger Base $5.50 x 7", $6.50 x 7". Extra large base $7.50 x 7", $8.50. Postpaid.

**FREE! Sample B & W Christmas Card**

To those who order a sample of our Christmas color card we will mail you, free of charge, a Sample B & W Christmas Card. Offer expires Nov. 20th.

**FERRY HOUSE**

Dept. 118G Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.

**FERMRE HOME**

FOR GOURMETS OR HOSTESS GIFT

Useful and practical Italian imported per curler. Creates fancy shapes for fancy butter, oleo or soft cheeses. As silver plated and has an ice compartment in base to keep shapes chilled, since your table setting. $6.95 p.pd. N. J. residents add 3% Sales Tax.

**SADDLE RIVER TRADING CO.**

340 - 350 Route 17

Upper Saddle River, N. J. 07458

**Creative House**

1611 Mt. Vernon Rd., Dept. 411-R

Atlanta, Ga. 30308

**SADDLE RIVER TRADING CO.**

340 - 350 Route 17

Upper Saddle River, N. J. 07458

**Creative House**

1611 Mt. Vernon Rd., Dept. 411-R

Atlanta, Ga. 30308

**November Special!**

**"ANYTHING" LAMP**

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE

Create your own lamps in a minute. Be dramatically whimsical. Change your lamp every day with our wonderful "magic lamps" base. We picture 2 variations. Use anything for a bowl of flowers, poetized wave, figurine, pitchfork, radio, bottle, braid, a trophy, box, bag, clock—"anything." For any room, any height, any gurgle address post to any height. Thick oval base $4.00 x 7", $5.50 x 7". "As illustrated." In polished honey pine, maple, or black finishes. (Use your own shade.) Only $5.95. Larger Base $5.50 x 7", $6.50 x 7". Extra large base $7.50 x 7", $8.50. Postpaid.

**FREE! Sample B & W Christmas Card**

To those who order a sample of our Christmas color card we will mail you, free of charge, a Sample B & W Christmas Card. Offer expires Nov. 20th.
Imagine. Giant Tropical Flowers That Bloom Indoors for up to 6 Months—And Turn 4 Exotic Colors!

Rare beauty that is easy to grow—offered to readers for first time.
Here is one of nature's most fascinating plants. Called "Aechmea Fasciata". It looks so different from any plant you've ever seen—it seems to have come from Mars. Imagine huge flowers the size of a small grapefruit and a plant primitive jungle green leaves. The flowers turn from pink to violet to blue to rose—actually bloom for up to 6 months in your home. Easy to care for, the "Aechmea" draws nourishment right out of the air. Thrive in sand, soil or pebbles. Potted by plant collectors and horticulturists, "Aechmea" are very rare and can sell for up to $55 each. Now through special arrangement with one of the world's leading growers a limited number are available at just $4.98. All strong, healthy, multi-leafed plants. Shipped direct from Florida with simple instructions and unconditional money back guarantee.
Send just $4.98 for 1 rare "Aechmea". Only $9.98 for 2 "Aechmeas". Only $12.98 for 3 "Aechmeas" to

FLORIDA NURSERY SALES
Box 383, Westport, Conn. 06880

40 GENUINE PHOTO CHRISTMAS CARDS
Your Name Printed FREE on each

40 ENVELOPES INCLUDED

only

$100

Simply send us your favorite snapshot, picture, print. We will photograph it and make 40 Genuine Photo Christmas cards and print your name or ANY name FREE on each card. We repeat: 40 Genuine Photo Christmas cards on glossy rich stock! And 40 matching envelopes are included FREE. We don't even need your negative. We prefer picture, print or snapshot. This is the greatest photo Christmas card offer ever. Don't confuse this with cheap printing-press reproductions. These are genuine photographs! Order NOW! Send your favorite photo—any size, along with $1.00 plus 35c for postage and handling for each set. Prompt service sincerely promised but orders must reach us before December 12, 1968. Complete money-back guarantee if not delighted. Sorry, no CO.D's.

Photo-Ring, Dept. B-11, 234 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010.

PERFECT GIFT FOR THE HANDYMAN

Handy Dandys are sturdy, plastic caps that snap into ‘S’ pegboard and hold any quantity—twist baby food jar. With Handy Dandys you can make your workshop neat and clean. Ideal for storing bolts, cotter pins, screws, small tools, etc. Put a pegboard on the back of a closet door with Handy Dandys for buttons, pins, clips, chenille, sample order 10 for $1, 25 for $2, 75 for $5, 500 for $32.50. Handy Dandys only—no jars. You'll know someone who's buying baby food and will give you the jars. Shipped USA postpaid. No C.O.D.'s.

WICKLIFFE INDUSTRIES, Inc.
Box 284, HG11, Wickliffe, Ohio 44092

Shopping Around

Stretch-a-curl
Pull-on stretch wig of 100% human hair fits all sizes and is easy to restyle at home. Base is coil

spandex. Blonde, platinum salt and pepper, red, brown, gray black or send sample of hair for matching. No need to worry about special bleaches for styling or a lot for traveling. $23.95 plus 81 post National Beauty Guild, HG11, 4 W. 27 St., New York, N. Y. 10006

Carved enchantress
Magnificent modern interpretation of a Siamese cat is carved of oriental camphorwood by craftsman of Taiwan. Sculpture stands 9’ high. An unusual decorative piece is spot among treasured volumes of a bookshelf and a great gift for cat lovers, $2.40 plus 40c postage World Co., HG11, 1 Park Ave

New York, N. Y. 10016

Diet straws
Straws that break the monotony of drinking skin milk whether powdered or liquid. Just dump

Flav-R Straw into the glass. N calories! Recommended by TB Diet Workshop. Box of 60—for each Swiss chocolate, French vanilla, Danish coffee, burnt carma, black cherry, wild strawberry $2 ppd. Sound Foods, HG11, Box 489-D, Southport, Conn. 06490

Look! No Hands

How to Travel & Get Paid For It

KART-A-BAG® it don't carry it for TRAVEL & HOME assembles from case in seconds

Your own collapsible porter. The handy saving tutor for everyone in the family. One at home or when traveling, pays for itself on one trip with no effort. Ends lifting and carrying. Built to last a lifetime. Ideal gift for anyone. Send only $2.50 and we will ship your order for $25.00 plus charges or send only $10.00 and we will ship prepaid.

Free Brochure

GIFTS BY BRICHARD
P. O. Box 86, Dept. HG11
Bellmore, N. Y. 11710

Vega & get paid for it

New 128-page book: Opportunities in Travel Careers

For FREE CATALOG of styles set in 14k white gold price, for men and women, write:

VEGA Co.
Dept.HG-11, Box 465, Radio City Sta., New York, N. Y. 10019
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Here's the action
And we're willing to bet that old Dad will be in on it long before Christmas morning. A dozen scale models have movable parts including wheels. Each is about 2" long. Includes: tractor, bus, jeep, racing car, ambulance, Model T, tow truck, bulldozer, sports car ready to provide entertainment all winter. $9.99 ppd. Gracious Living Dept. 335, Berkeley, R. I. 02864.

Bar room brass
Shades of the old corner saloon—an exact replica of the long ago spittoon, in solid brass and lacquered to preserve shine. If you can keep it out of the game room when the gangsters in your family see it, it does make an unusual planter! 9" high, $12.99 ppd., Downs, Dept. HG11, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

A king's story
Full-color, 90 page catalogue's devoted to the man whose label is King-Size. He'll find McGregor jackets, Arrow and Manhattan shirts, sweaters, permanent press pants, sportswear, accessories. (Shoes 10-16, AAA-EEE; sleeves to 38, inseams to 39", extra long rise.) 200 shoe styles. Free, just ask King-Size, Inc., 7218 King Size Bldg., Brockton, Mass. 02402.

Spanish Step
... CHOICE DECORATOR'S PIECE!... display your golden china, objects of art or personal treasures in this handsome bisqueware shelf which echos Spanish style, in living room, dining room, even in the bath room for her paint and powder, etched in a handsome antique walnut, beautifully hand rubbed finish, with mini-grip rubber sole and 1" stacked heel. Widths S, M, sizes 4 to 10.

Combination Radio-High Intensity Lamp
NEW Kitco Radio and High Intensity Lamp Combination.

FANCY CATNIP
Two is the finest catnip you can buy—or your money back! No woody stems. Packed in air-tight jars to keep the flavor. Cats get so excited about catnip because they know they need it—it's a year-round tonic and conditioner. As my customers say: "It seems to do something for the cat's general well being." Wonderful gift for a friend's cat. I'll send gift card.

ONXY CHESS SET
Boldly hand carved in semi precious stone. This set should impress your competitors.

The kings in this 32 piece, Aitec design, are a regal 4" tall. SI5.95 a set ppd. This set should impress your competition. Boldly hand carved in semi precious stone, this set is a regal 4" tall & $15.95 a set ppd. Please add 5% sales tax. Henry R. Smith Studios 444 Grant Ave., Princeton, N. J.

KAREN GIFFEN
Dept. N - P.O. Box 6042
Argentine Station
Kansas City, Kansas 66106

Make Nails Longer

Caché Butler
For keeping all his Fine Accessories in 3 sizes
Made of solid walnut, beautifully hand rubbed finish, complimented with brass knob and across bar. Gold plastic riders for individual hanging (extem included). 50 tie size $7.50, 100 tie size $9.50.

Caché Butler
For keeping all his Fine Accessories in 3 sizes
Made of solid walnut, beautifully hand rubbed finish, complimented with brass knob and across bar. Gold Plastic riders for individual hanging (extem included). 50 tie size $7.50, 100 tie size $9.50.
Swiss Watchmakers breakthrough! Now available after years of development.

WORLD'S VERY FIRST DIGITAL WRIST WATCH

Flashes time and date directly in numerals

100% ACCURATE

This is new! This is good! Know the time exactly the second by a quick glance at this strikingly designed Swiss jewel-woven-movement wrist watch. Flash's hour, minute, and date in large, clear numbers. Gold or silver-tone case (specify), tarnishproof stainless steel back, satin-brushed dial. Sweep-second hand, black leather strap. Shock-resistant, unbreakable mechanism.

Have the time of your life for only $24.98 ppd.

SEND TODAY FOR 10-DAY NO-RISK TRIAL!

DIGITAL
HORI; TAKE SUCCESS, N.Y. 11040

Blow off!

At the countdown—a gentle push of the finger—60 pounds of pressure rockets through clogged pipes chasing debris and keeping it from crumbling away. Do-it-yourself & also cleans gas lines and clogged drains a lifetime. Indors, it's for sink, shower and tub drain $5.95 ppd. Plumbing Rocket Co. Dept. HG11. 622 W. 67 St., Kansas City, Mo. 64113.

Hot breads

The flavor of breads and bakery goodies improves tenfold served warm and crisp. The Salton electric bun warmer keeps them that way all through the meal. Woven wood effect, solid walnut handles paisley print cover. Or make cover to match your decor; instr. incl. 12" l. by 7 1/2" w. by 5" h. $9.95 plus 75c post. John Brooks, Dept. HG11, 1620 Woodson Road, St. Louis, Mo. 63114.

Santa swings

Comes on doing his own thing—goes round and round to the tune of jingle bells all the way. Santa's garb shows up in bright red trimmed in the traditional white.

To turn him on, just wind up the wooden base on which he stands 12" h. You'll have a festive centerpiece in year and year out. $10.95 ppd. Taylor Gifts, HG11, 211 Conestoga Rd., Wayne, Pa. 19087.

not for sale

(in any market, that is)

These primest of filet mignon are not sold in any market. Yet, you've probably enjoyed them in luxury restaurants. They're Prime Pfaelzer steaks—tender, flavorful, aged. Enjoy them at home, or have them seared as gifts with personalized cord. Quick-frozen, packed in dry ice for guaranteed perfect arrival. Box of 16—6 oz. each, 1/4" thick. $36

DISPLAY YOUR TREASURES

Here is a deep display case to hold treasures or awards in a treasure chest. Fits 8" x 12" x 2". Kit includes front and back, rising delires and keeping things in place. Glass, velvet, clear plastic. Complete. $14.95 ppd. (Assembled. $9.95 ppd.)

Three other convenient sizes

502 KING SIZE TWIST-O-LEMON, ideal for family bar, atomizer spray top. $5.95 (Bullets for King Size 4.95 Atomizer 1.45)
$12 BAR and JUNIOR TWIST-O-LEMON. Aerosol metered spray containers, ideal both for home bar and travel case. $8.95
$24 2 JUNIOR SIZE TWIST-O-LEMON. Metered spray containers, ideal for carrying in pocket or travel case. $4.95

ALL GIFT BOXED plus mailing container Charges to your Diners Club or Playboy Club or send check or M.O.—Postage Handling 40c extra for each box. (Illinois res. 3% tax). ORDER TODAY.

Port-a-call has built-in for everything from jewelry to patterns to show doubles as handy work top. Tip-out spindles 24 spools, hanger holds jars buttons & things. Clutter-proof, in upright, hook-back closure. Homely wood with stained, wipe-clean plastic front and back. Attractive, compact 17" w. x 32" h., when closed, 12" h. Vanishing supplies no longer.

Prizes: SEWING ORGANIZER, "I.V. FAYETTE INDUSTRIES, INC., Box 414H, Clarence, N.Y. 14031.

BROTHERS

228

HOUSE & GARDEN

Send to: Twist-O-lemon
REVERD-JAMES & CO. Del. H. 60292, HG-11
Before the fall
Consider the cleats; to keep you from slipping or falling on icy streets. Made of steel whose "toughnick" nylon closures are infallible, out easy to adjust. Fits all low heeled footwear for men and women. Convenient for last minute gift-giving. $2.98 pr.; two pr. 5.88. Pd. Franzen Gifts, HG11, 260 Franzen Bldg., Flanagan, Ill. 61740.

What's a squiggie?
Why it's a great new puzzler for all ages! Two-toned solid hardwood pieces fit one into the other. The 6" by 3" block is cut into corner segments. The trick is to put them together to reform the block. sounds easy? Try it! $2.25 each; 10 for $19.95. Add 50c post. Sally Bayes, HG11, 45 Winter St., Boston, Mass. 02108.

Brass swingers
Fascinating Christmas tree ornaments cut from jewelers brass in West Germany to swing gaily year after year. Figures are a gingerbread man, teddy bear, snowman, Santa, kneeling angels. Each sold separately. 10 for $21.95. Add 50c post. Franzen Bldg., Evanston, Ill. 60204.

NEWLY INVENTED
FIRE ALARM!

IN CASE OF FIRE INSTANTLY EMITS LOUD WARNING SOUND!
Protect your family with household fire alarm that is not designed to serve as a fire extinguisher. It allows you to know when a fire occurs. The alarm is set off by the heat of the fire and gives an audible warning. It is perfect for the kitchen, living room, or any other room in your home. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

SADDLE-STITCHED
SKUFFS

Cowhide slippers with stitched-on full leather soles. Skuffs take little space, weigh only 10 ounces, pack flat for travel. Tan, black or red for women. Tan, brown or black for men. Men's sizes 6 to 15", women's sizes 4 to 9. Whole sizes only. No C.O.D.'s.

$4 Postpaid

*For size 6 add $1.00

POKORNYS' 120 St. Charles St.
New Orleans 721, La.

Hildegarde's

Switzerland
lumber pleaser
little mathematicians master number concepts as they stack these colorful hardwood beads. Fifteen 5/8" beads fit onto five pegs. Pieces are perfectly sized so they're easy to handle, 8" high, 10" long overall. Safe, smooth, non-toxic, $4 each; two, $7.50. Ppd. 48-page catalogue, 25c. Federal Smallwares, HG11, 366 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10001.

Miniature autos
Collectors collection—over 350 exact scale antique, classics, GT's. Shown is the "100mm" Alfa Romeo at $5 ppd. but Sinclair's even has a 3 1/2 scale 1901 Oldsmobile you can drive. Its price? $1345. All models completely assembled—not kits. Catalogue, 50c. Sinclair's Auto Miniatures, HG11, 5416 W. Lake Rd., Erie, Pa. 16505.

Parting blessing
Say "farewell" with a split Mizpah coin, each part attached to a key chain. When together, message is the Biblical blessing. "The Lord watch between me and thee . . ." You can drive. Its price? $1345. Adjustable 17" ring dollies with BEATING HEART! Perfect for Christmas presents, no batteries, no electrical connection, just wind up, unbreakable. S1.00 ppd. Kav Willard, 303 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016.

Clearly good taste
Sparkling frame for desserts of the dough or whipped cream variety: clear crystal 8" diameter plates. Further, they bespeak understated elegance; look as good as they taste. Two or three hand-carved crystal 8" diameter plates. Sparkling Irame for desserts of the finest moments. Clearly good taste.

NOW! YOUR VERY OWN
Gold Tone
FAMILY TREE
NEW HEIRLOOM OF ELEGANCE
Imagined! Your exclusive Family Tree designed with authenticity. Insert photos of your loved ones, displayed with enduring charm as never before possible. American made, decorator inspired, intriguing bark-grain, tarnish resistant goldtone finish. Rings lovingly hold your individual selection of ancestors or friends. Ideal as memorable gifts.

SELECT THE SIZE TO ENCHANT YOUR HOME OR TO ENRICH DADDY'S OFFICE

CHART YOUR HOME OR TO ENRICH DADDY'S OFFICE
Style 19980
9 picture Family Tree $5.98
6 picture Family Tree $4.98
Rc. wide x 7" high.
Style 19280
5 picture Family Tree $5.98
5 picture Family Tree $2.98
Rc. wide x 5" high.

Add 50¢ for postage and handling. Enlarge Check or Money Order. No C.O.D. N.Y.C. residents add 5% sales tax. N.Y.S. residents add local sales tax.

GOLD TONE GIFTS LTD. 303 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016
Christmas bonnet
Put on the dog a bright red cherub with a bell on top! Ties under the chin so it stays secure no matter how blustery the season. For milder days the tan top may be worn separately. Imagine a pampered posey in his own beaver Washable orlon plush pile duffel and fluffy, $2.79 ppd. Green- land Studios, 771 Greenland Blvd., Miami, Fla. 33147.

Equestrian jewelry
Horsewomen will be delighted to receive this sterling silver set of horse pins and bracelet that are handsome to wear at the annual horse show or point-to-point. Pins can keep a tie or stock fastened neatly, the set goes smoothly with tweds and sweaters. $4.50 a set, ppd. J. W. Hobst, HG11, 1005 E Bay St., East Tawas, Mich. 48730.

Dramatic display
Elegant glass-doored case for a dress sword is lined in black velvet (or any military color). Choose walnut or maple case. With lock, compartments for belt, gloves, 43" by 13", $89.95. Without compartments, 43" by 11", $69.95. Names, dates, etc. engraved, 5c per letter. Exp. coll. Award Maker, HG11, Box 6474, Sarasota, Fl., 33154.

Red on black...
You don't have to be a Garbo to want to be alone! For such random hours, solitary card games are absorbing pastimes. Solitaire game board adds an effective touch with slots that hold the cards upright. Board's 11" by 18" of Styrofoam. Free instr. book of 150 solitaire games. $2.98 plus 75c post. Royal Products, 164-Gil Clymer St., Bklyn., N. Y. 11211.

Wise and weighty
American primitive—an enchanting little owl, butterfly and mushroom already worked on canvas in grospoint in soft golds, browns, red, green and grey. You complete the background in ivory or forest green wool and what do you have—a doorstop! Complete kit, except for the brick, $6.95 plus 45c post. The Stitchery, HG11, Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

BLUE BOY
Famous Art Reproductions
Each masterpiece comes framed in a 21/2" antique white wooden frame edged in gold. The overall size is 16 1/2" x 20". These beautiful, ready to hang reproductions are available at only $8.25 each or two for $14.00.
Please add $2.50 to cover postage and handling for each reproduction.

Redings Mill Art Productions
P. O. Box 2201
Joplin, Missouri 64801

PINKY
Equestrian jewelry
Those who have a fondness for tins and effects. Four-inch chemise, $2.00. Four-inch dress, $4.00.Scarfs, $3.00 each. Any three for $6.00.

FREE CATALOG
Please include your zip code

Moultrie Manufacturing Co.
MOULTREY, GA. 31768

Different and distinctive to accent today's architectural style of home. The little house contains a standard real wool mail box and also space to keep the largest newspaper dry. Mailboxes, nameplates and stand complete as illustrated. 8" wide, 10" high, and 20" deep. Send for free catalog of aluminum products for $4.95 post.

Moultrie Manufacturing Co.

New South Mail Box Stand

ROSE MEDALLION DINNERWARE
Time honored dinnerware from the southern Fookin (Canton) porcelains. Each part of this gilt and pink porcelain is intergrated somewhere on the profusely patterned pieces. We smiley with pride at the way the flowers are outlined with gold, $5.00 each. $25.00 set. We also have matching stuff in ROSE MEDALLION in white.

Casserole: $22.50
Demi-Tasse Cup and Saucer: $3.95
Tea Set: Covered pot, creamer and sugar: $11.00
14" Round Service Platter: $22.50
8" Round $9.95
6" Round $5.75

RUG CRAFTS 10804 Dept. 4.

Different and distinctive to accent today's architectural style of home. The little house contains a standard real wool mail box and also space to keep the largest newspaper dry. Mailboxes, nameplates and stand complete as illustrated. 8" wide, 10" high, and 20" deep. Send for free catalog of aluminum products for $4.95 post.

Moultrie Manufacturing Co.

NEW SOUTH MAIL BOX STAND

Different and distinctive to accent today's architectural style of home. The little house contains a standard real wool mail box and also space to keep the largest newspaper dry. Mailboxes, nameplates and stand complete as illustrated. 8" wide, 10" high, and 20" deep. Send for free catalog of aluminum products for $4.95 post.

Moultrie Manufacturing Co.

New South Mail Box Stand

DIFFERENT AND DISTINCTIVE TO ACCENT TODAY'S ARCHITECTURAL STYLE OF HOME. THE LITTLE HOUSE CONTAINS A STANDARD REAL WOOL MAIL BOX AND ALSO SPACE TO KEEP THE LARGEST NEWSPAPER DRY. MAILBOXES, NAMEPLATES AND STAND COMPLE T E AS ILLUSTRATED. 8" WIDE, 10" HIGH, AND 20" DEEP. SEND FOR FREE CATALOG OF ALUMINUM PRODUCTS FOR $4.95 POST.

Moultrie Manufacturing Co.
IMAGINE! Complete Self Teaching 3 Section — Person to Person CREWEL ART EMBROIDERY COURSE

Limited offer

A course of self teaching instructions which can be studied in the privacy of your own home. Create masterworks in crewel paintings with inspiration from designs worked almost one thousand years ago. Instructions include: 1. Ancient Methods of Historical Embroidery. 2. The South Kensington school. 3. Lessons on color blending. 4. Artistic Composition. 5. 10th to 17th Century Embroidery Alphabets. 6. The Medieval Concepts. 7. Creating Individual Patterns. 8. Heirloom Crewel Needlework. 9. Personalizing your work.

A simple, easy to follow book of techniques which have never before been taught in this country ... taking into consideration centuries of European needlework beginning with the Bayeaux Tapestry of 1068AD on through the French and Flemish work exemplified in the beautiful 15th century Unicorn series found at Cluny. Not a long winded, pretentious book with fancy, full color printing which screams the cost sky-high but a concise introduction to this creative art at an extremely low price of $1.00 which includes all extras, our catalogue and all shipping costs.

PLUS FREE BONUS!

2 MEDIEVAL Patterns To Recreate With Crewel
  • Noah's Ark AD 1050
  • Lady & Chalice AD 974

Two Medieval manuscript prints carefully drawn in line which you can transfer to fabrics and create magnificent crewelwork pieces. Both designs were taken from ancient manuscripts and depict subjects as they were conceived almost one thousand years ago.

ALSO INCLUDED: INTERNATIONAL CLASSIC'S BRITISH BOOKCASE KIT & GIFT MAKING CATALOGUE GUIDE.

HOLMES-COREY, Ltd.
154 Milk St., Dept. HG-118
Boston, Mass. 02109

Collectors' coins


Marine marvells

Seahorses make extraordinary household pets and require simple care. Male gives birth to babies, carries them in pouch. Kits include oxygenated sea water, shells, coral, instr. $1.50 for kit plus mated pair: $2.50 for kit, two mated pairs, one pregnant male. Add 50c post. Aqualand Pet Center, HG11, Box 130, Shenandoah Sta., Miami, Fla. 33145.

The most beautiful Sewing Chest ever...

makes the most beautiful gift ever

This is the first sewing chest with the elegance, warmth, look and feel of costly wood, recreated in strong, durable thermoplastic. In beautiful walnut finish, it's richly carved to look and feel of costly wood, recreated in strong, durable thermoplastic. In beautiful walnut finish, it's richly carved to look and feel of costly wood, recreated in strong, durable thermoplastic. It's a simple, easy-to-follow book of techniques which have never before been taught in this country... taking into consideration centuries of European needlework beginning with the Bayeaux Tapestry of 1068AD on through the French and Flemish work exemplified in the beautiful 15th century Unicorn series found at Cluny. Not a long winded, pretentious book with fancy, full color printing which screams the cost sky-high but a concise introduction to this creative art at an extremely low price of $1.00 which includes all extras, our catalogue and all shipping costs.

PLUS FREE BONUS!

2 MEDIEVAL Patterns To Recreate With Crewel
  • Noah's Ark AD 1050
  • Lady & Chalice AD 974

Two Medieval manuscript prints carefully drawn in line which you can transfer to fabrics and create magnificent crewelwork pieces. Both designs were taken from ancient manuscripts and depict subjects as they were conceived almost one thousand years ago.

ALSO INCLUDED: INTERNATIONAL CLASSIC'S BRITISH BOOKCASE KIT & GIFT MAKING CATALOGUE GUIDE.

HOLMES-COREY, Ltd.
154 Milk St., Dept. HG-118
Boston, Mass. 02109

Collectors' coins


Marine marvells

Seahorses make extraordinary household pets and require simple care. Male gives birth to babies, carries them in pouch. Kits include oxygenated sea water, shells, coral, instr. $1.50 for kit plus mated pair: $2.50 for kit, two mated pairs, one pregnant male. Add 50c post. Aqualand Pet Center, HG11, Box 130, Shenandoah Sta., Miami, Fla. 33145.

The most beautiful Sewing Chest ever...

makes the most beautiful gift ever

This is the first sewing chest with the elegance, warmth, look and feel of costly wood, recreated in strong, durable thermoplastic. In beautiful walnut finish, it's richly distinctive, unusually graceful, and highly practical. It organizes all sewing supplies neatly and conveniently and features a unique separator organizer tray with easy-carry handle that insures effortless use. The chest is light-weight, roomy, extra large sized 16"x10"x9" allowing tremendous storage area for yarn, pat- $9.95 terns, fabric and other bulky sewing equipment. 11c

CLOSET HOUSE, Inc. 100 Broad Hollow Rd., Melville, N.Y. 11746
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A TRIO OF WICKERWARE

PORTABLE BAR CADDY
Holds 4 bottles in lower compartment, glasses and things in top section. Can be used in the bath, for tattoos and toilettries, for household chores, honey maid—honkey ma, laundry hamper, car washing or what have you. Of full round natural color willow (unvarnished): handle and broken double woven for strength. 10" x 24": $5.95 ppd.

DESK SECRETARY
Unclutters Your Desk
Compact cashbox for home or office. 3 compartments on top for mail, earthy & silver, news. Two pockets under for all size envelopes. Front open fold makes handy size letter tray. Natural color large willow, varnished. 14" x 7" x 18": $4.95 ppd.

JAYBEE GIFT IMPORTS

GREAT COFFEE EVERYTIME!

MELITTA
EASY AS 1-2-3
TRY AT OUR RISK
This is the famous European MELITTA filter way, the only way to make a truly good cup of coffee say coffee experts. You get a potential MELITTA filter from the box of COFFEE. MELITTA filter bags that remove oils and residues that make ordinary coffee bitter: a pound of Gourmet blend, fine grind MELITTA coffee. Complete instructions, money-back guarantee.

SEND ONLY $2.95 (PPD."
MELITTA, Inc., P.O. Box 846
Cherry Hill, N. J. 08034 (HG)
Name:
Address:
City:
Zip:

SEND TODAY 
for house of goodspeed... "12 best & most beautiful gifts..."

SHOPPING AROUND

Whale of a plaque
The inspiration for this hand fellow came from an early chamb's trademark or tavern in a whaling village. Made of original molds of hard, durable glass, 32" by 18". Looks cast. A handsome wall piece great on barn, chimney or car $29.50 exp. coll. Zafiro Stu. Inc., HG11, 1306 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19107.

Showcase showoff
Display his or her ribbons, medals or awards in this handsome wood or maple case with black or oiled velvet background, front 12" by 26" for 5-30 medals $22.95. 12" by 32" for 10-50 medals $27.95. Ppd. Name, etc., engr $5c a letter; Army, Navy, USMC, A.U. insignia engr $2; 2 for $3. Award Maker. HG 6474, Surfside, Fla. 33156

Fun fort
Injuns are coming, but don't frighten. Your furniture nerves are protected. Move battle outdoors to this all-weather fort that never needs painting. 5' by 7' by 5', genuine split oak, wood, firing platform, blockswinging gate, stockade, flag $29.95 EA. Camden, N. J. Co. Products, HG11, Box 84, N. Y. 11530.

Carry-all colors
Hurrah for the purse-size sale Five shades of lipstick (one's desert white) in a case with plastic cover protects the lot. By a girl plenty of color to pick. Can refill from reserve stock. Included: a black, white or brown. Definitely the lady-like. $3.95 ppd. Bleuette, Inc., HG11, 1306 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19107.

Photo products
For Swinger...for Big Swingers
For Small Swingers
For Big Swingers
For Big Swingers

PHOTO PRODUCTS
Dept. 129, 15015 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

NOW - FIRST TIME OFFERED!
The Little Stacking Stool
BEAUTIFULLY DESIGNED WITH DOZENS OF USES.
A Footstool for Dad, a TV Stool for the Kids, a Stepstool for Mom, places for extra guests, plus many other uses. Just stack and store. Extra sturdy yet light in weight. Seat is comfortably cushioned and covered with stain-resistant leather-like vinyl. Available in white, black or olive. Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 16" square x 15" high $14.95 each; 2 for $27.95; or 3 for $39.95 plus post. $1.20 each.

SEND Today Dept. 1555
house of goodspeed

Lovable polar bear rug
So cozy and soft, now in lavish colors—white, pink, blue, red, gold, black, beige and mocha. Pretty enough to hang on the wall or spot before the hearth. Fluffy fur-like washable acrylic fiber, 36" x 44" $12.95; 50" x 46" $18.95; 64" x 39" $24.95; 84" x 54" $49.95. MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

MELITTA

MELITTA

MELITTA


Descriptive folder and additional information on request. Send check to P.O. Box 284, Hunting Hill Sta., Jamaica, N. Y. 11432. No postage required. For C.O.D. age additional.

HOUSE & GA
KEEP YOUR COOL AND YOUR COFFEE HOT

or your drink frosty cold in our 24 K goldplated covered THERMOS MUG with bamboo plated handle. An ideal gift for the busy Home or Office Executive. 10 oz., cup and a half, 51/2" h. 13.95 ppd. 16 oz., 2 cups, 7" h. 18.95 ppd. Engraving, add 75 extra per initial.

For the Gift YOU'd LIKE to KEEP

VISIT OUR STORE • CATALOG ON REQUEST

Department G

Sawdust Gallery

133 E. 56 St., N.Y., N.Y. 10022
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CERUB PLANTER
A crisp, cool and classic import planter to grace the walls of your terrace, patio, hall, boudoir, powder room. The charming cherub base supports a spectacular bowl ... filled with opulent fruit or centur \(\ldots\) to a hanging gar- den of glossy greenery. 10"; high. 30" wide. in fine white import ceramic. $4.95 ppd.

PYRAMID CURIO CABINET
Carved in Taiwan from a piece of rare camphorwood, used to collect tea and flowers, this handsome accent piece can be used in your home for flowers, candy, cookies, nuts, etc. No two quite alike; sizes approx. 7" dia. (5/8" high) $3.25 9" dia. (3/4" high) $4.25 please add 30c post. per basket

A HOT TIP
Kluge-liked gifts are included with gift subscriptions.

MAIL-ORDER SHALLOTS
Personal Use or Gift Subscriptions

JET-ACTION DISHWASHER
Easily portable ... no special fittings or installation needed. Connects easily and quickly to any make faucet ... delivers constant jet-stream washing action. Detergent compartment in handle.

$6.95

COLLIER'S

“HOT TIP”

Be in "Booz" or "Ball" he'll pay "divi- dends" and "split 3 ways" over these handsome ticking tape bookends. Each book- end contains a miniature of a stock ticker under a glass dome, and each has a plaque crediting Thomas Edison with his creation in the world of stocks. Perfect for your man's office desk, on home library or added to his invention. You can take "stock" that this is one "preferred" gift from a "Blue Chip" person which will never become a "penny stock". $6.95 plus ppd.

North Shore Imports
Quality Imported and Made in Gifts

CAMPFORDWOOD BASKET
Carved in Taiwan from a piece of rare camphorwood, used to collect tea and flowers, this handsome accent piece can be used in your home for flowers, candy, cookies, nuts, etc. No two quite alike; sizes approx. 7" dia. (5/8" high) $3.25 9" dia. (3/4" high) $4.25 please add 30c post. per basket

A HOT TIP
Kluge-liked gifts are included with gift subscriptions.
cornered chips

Shopping Around
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| 10" by 17". Each set includes 10 assorted posters. On white paper the child remember the lesson there's a musical quiz to help the child remember the lesson. Our own youngsters learned a-gerly from our set and enjoyed it. Free folder, Bremner Records, HG11, Wilmette, IL 60091.

ost position

summer shower, the snow and heat of winter—no problems when allman stows letters and magazines in this aluminum box. White, black or aluminum finish; 7" h., 11½" w., $12.95. Engraved name plate and numbers, $2.70. Pdd. 75c post. Locovfer (prevents ferage), 2 keys, $4.95. J. W. cist, HG11, 1005 E. Bay St., E. awas, Mich. 48730.

singing a song of 4 x 4

Multiplication can be a delight-ful game for children with a set of five tuneful records which teach the tables from two to five. Each table has its own frame and there's a musical quiz to help the child remember the lesson. Our own youngsters learned a-gerly from our set and enjoyed it! Free folder, Bremner Records, HG11, Wilmette, IL 60091.

Publicity posters

Americana 1774-1890: Ships, guns, political and wartime notices, Texas Jack, Abraham Lincoln—reproduced for framing. Sizes: 2" by 5" or 10" by 17". Each set includes 25 assorted posters. On white paper: 1 set, $2; 3; $5; 5; $7. On heavy antique tan stock: 1 set, $4; 8; $10; 5; $14. Pdd. Authentic Distributors, HG11, Box 414, St. James, N. Y. 11780.

Make Your Own BOTTLED WATER FROM ANY FAUCET!

New! Every home, office, shop, bar, etc., can have Crystal Clear Pure Water. The Imperial Water Filter utilizes Activated Charcoal and a series of coarse and fine screens to eliminate impurities, dirt, odor and bad taste. Snaps on any faucet. Ideal for Richer, Better Tasting Coffee, drinking water, baby formulas, iron STM, etc. Also for boats and campers. Get one for every faucet.

Only $395 ppd.
2 for $7.75 ppd.
Dept. HG11, 9923 Lavier Ave., Skokie, Illinois 60077.

LADIES PURSES

11" x 7" x 6½"

Available in natural finish hand-woven wood solioids and oak slats. Ideal for DIN-T YOURSELF decoupaged, monogramming, oil painting and trimming. $4.98 plus 50c postage. Please specify one or two handled model. Also available in walnut stain, round or double-teep oval. $5.98 plus 50c postage.

DURHAM BASKETS

LADIES PURSES

11" x 7" x 6½"

Available in natural finish hand-woven wood solioids and oak slats. Ideal for DIN-T YOURSELF decoupaged, monogramming, oil painting and trimming. $4.98 plus 50c postage. Please specify one or two handled model. Also available in walnut stain, round or double-teep oval. $5.98 plus 50c postage.

DURHAM BASKETS

Dessert Bowls

Big, for man-size servings of ice cream, gelato, evaporated cream, shrimps, etc. No F.D.A., but handy. Home dress valet has no-nub rubber feet. Order $8525, each $34.98 plus 50c shipping.

MEN'S DRESSER VALET

The Bugle's Round—Blowin'

REBEL MUSIC BOX LIGHTER

Join the TROOPS to the loyal strains of DIXIE! Each time you light up, REBEL FLAG on one side and COL. BEAU on the other. Both sides in full color. Send check or M.O. $6.75 ppd. or Money Order (No COD)

Full color catalog upon request

THE HOUSE OF BEAUREGARD

P. O. Box 6731, Dept. DR-1
Nashville, Tennessee 37215

O f t e r s a n y p u r c h a s e

FREE

FULL COLOR CATALOG

Upon r e q u e s t

FREE
Shopping Around

A la mode
The great look of Vermeil is a practical one for elegance at table. It is the 24 kt. gold plated flatware, including serving spoon and fork, cake server, butter knife and shell. No doubts about the practicality of these pieces, they’re dinnerware safe. Set, $7.95; any pieces, $3.95. Add 50c per piece. Unique Gifts, HG11, Box Larchmont, N.Y. 10538.

Handy Dandy
Handiest, dandiest organizers of kitchen, workshop, sewing room. Combination dust-tight plastic enclosure and holder for quarter-twist by food jars. Snap into 1/2" thick pegboard, keeps needles, pins, tacks, stamps, paper clips, neatly stored. Jars not incl. 10, 12, 10, 36, $7; 25, $50, $32.50. P Wickliffe Industries, Inc., HG 206, Wickliffe, Ohio 44092.

Your name and number
Make it easy for visitors to find your house with a post or window marker. Up to 6 white reflector letters and numbers on the 7" by 2½" plate, 17 on the 18" by 2½" plate. Rustproof aluminum alloy baked in black, red, gray or brown. $9.50. Add 25¢ to Spear Engineering, 3006 Speer Bldg., Colorado Springs, Co 80907.

SILKY LEOPARD ROB
Soft, cotton-backed acrylic robe is boldly decorative in rich leopard colors. The eye. For bed, couch, car or boat; (and impressive) for patio, pool or beach. Machine washable, about $25. Price is GIRAFFE, TIGER or ZEBRA exclusive with us! No. 6008 Leopard ppd., $9.50.

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. Your zip code is required. Please—street address only—no P.O. Box.

Downs
Suite 301, 15 East 48th St., New York, New York 10017.

IN ABSENTIA
Your favorite fern or palm will be handsomely stored. Jars not inch 10. Hand-screened graphic design. Unique Gifts. HG 11, Box EVANSTON, ILL. 60201.

Bill Bell Designs
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG.

OLD-TIME YULE-TREE CANDLE HOLDERS
Old-fashioned adjustable Christmas tree candle holders from Germany. Made of shiny tin, they’re exquisite with us! Our companion 6" by 9½" table lamp features the Bill Bell “Zodiac Room” converts from a romantic light to a softly pulsating colored party light at the flick of a switch. P Yule Time, 1111 Colorado Ave., New York, New York 10017.

Bill Bell Designs
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG.
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Thanksgiving charms
It's turkey and pumpkin time! So, how about a charm to mark her first college vacation? Toothpumpkin has a hinged top, tiny candle inside. All in gold and silver, of course. $14, $15; sterling, $3. Preening turkey is $16 in 14K gold, $2,50 in sterling silver. Ppd. 3/50 charm catalogue, $1. Charm & Treasure, HG11, 1201 Ave. of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10036.

First aid for growth
Soil test kit is the first step to growing better plants whether in your flower and vegetable garden or indoors. Ten-minute test reveals what foods your soil is lacking, indicates the balanced diet of which will permit plants to flourish. $7.95 ppd. Jewel-box case. Sudbury Laboratory Inc., HG11, Box 2567, Sudbury, Mass. 01776.

Kashmiri garden
Brilliant flowers adorns fringed Nundah throw rug made in the fabled vale of Kashmir. Yarns are hand-span of cotton and wool and each individually-embroidered rug is slightly different. Basic colorings of red, blue and green on off-white. 2' by 3', $5; 3' by 4', $10; 4' by 6', $30. Ppd. Gurian Fabrics, Inc., HG118, 11 E. 33 St., New York, N.Y. 10016.

CHAIR CANING KITS
Now anyone can restore his favorite antique and heirloom chairs easily and inexpensively with a NEWELL CANING KIT. Tools, natural cane, and "easy-to-follow" instructions, all postpaid for only $2.00.

(Extra cane $1.25 chair-lot.)

THE NEWELL WORKSHOP
Dept. S-4, 19 Blairie Avenue
HINSDALE, ILLINOIS 60521

OLONIAL BUNK BED
pubble the Pleasure—Double the Fun with a sturdy maple bunk bed. Ideal for small family or some fortunate little girl’s hill. Complete with ladder, mattresses and fusies. Converts to two single beds. Inside dimensions: 38" long by 14" wide by 27" high. $19.95. Check or Money Order only. New York residents add 5%, sales tax. Shipping charges collect from Wisc. Please include your Zip code.

THE CATNAP COMPANY
P.O. Box 5364, Dept. HG-11
Central St., N.Y., N.Y. 10017

ZODIPLAKS®
Unique way to personalize your home! Hand-somely designed Sun Sign and Planetary Ruler symbols, hand-seared on fine-quality wood plaques. 61/2" sq., clear lacquer finish. A perfect gift for your astrology-minded friends. $3.95 ea. plus 50c handling. Include birthdate or sun sign. Group signs on larger plaques made to order.

SAGITAR
Box 518, Randolph, Massachusetts 02368

AND NOW THERE ARE FOUR!
Kentucky's only AUTHENTIC Julep cup, our famous handmade STERLING SILVER cup now has three matching companions! All four items are heavy gauge silver and have hand beading at top and bottom. All bear our traditional presidential markings, which date them for posterity. Start a set TODAY . . . and pass them on to future generations with great pride! Use them for water, milk, teas . . . or whatever you wish! They make excellent business or presentation awards.

Send 50c for catalogue of traditional & contemporary wall, pole & suspension units in rosewood - teak oak walnut. Direct factory savings!

THE WOOD SHOP
Dept. HG11, 3100 "M" St. N.W.
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20007

famous for flavor...direct from my grove
SUNNYLAND PECANS

PECANS IN THE SHELL Extra fancies. Graded for size and fullness. I ship only the best of the new crop pecans, direct from my grove to you. Schleys, the freshest pecans of all, shells with ease. Stuarts, a taste treat, shell a bit thicker.

Send 50c for catalog of traditional & contemporary wall, pole & suspension units in rosewood - teak oak walnut. Direct factory savings!

THE WOOD SHOP
Dept. HG11, 3100 "M" St. N.W.
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20007
A CERAMIC 'MASTERPIECE'
From Your Child’s Artwork
Delight Family And Friends With A Gift Designed Just For Them!
Even the tinies dauber's artwork takes on the importance of a masterpiece when beauti­fully reproduced in full color on our fine quality ceramics. Send any size drawing—folded if you wish—and we'll REPRODUCE IT UNDERGLAZE AND GUARANTEE ITS PERMANENCY!

(Left) 7" SP. Ashtray $5.95 (Right) 6" SP. Ashtray $5.25
(Center) 6" SP. tile set in wrought iron letter or napkin holder $5.95
(Not illus.) 6"x8" Kidney shaped ashtray .. $5.25 6" SP. tile—cork base .. $4.75

We pay postage write for FREE BROCHURES allow us 10 days

NANCY RESETAR
Dept. HG-118
P.O. Box 781. Port Chester, New York 10573

GOURMET'S GARDEN DELIGHT ON A KITCHEN WINDOW-SILL!

EARLY AMERICAN TIN LIGHTING

Just think of meals with the tangier, zestier, rich fragrant flavor of these fresh herbs! Basil, chives, dill, mar­joram, oregano, parsley, sage and thyme. Set includes peat pots with enriched medium, germinating cover, everything you need. Simply add water, nothing else. Transfer out­doors if you wish, when weather warms, or enjoy fresh garden herbs on your window sill all year long!

18 page book of recipes, herb use guide, preserving tips included. Complete, only $2.98 plus 45c mail charge. Makes THOUGHTFUL GIFT! Send 3 for only $7.50 plus 45c each address. Order direct from:

GRAHAM'S
3273 N. DIXIE HILL
FT. LAUDERDALE, FLA. 33307

Frozen food labels
No more by guess and by golly you get frosthitten fingers search­ing through your freezer. Stick these labels that need no moist­ening—peel up, press on. Space write kind of food, weight pounds and ounces and date, by 1/4", 100, $1; 200, $1.75; 400, $3. Paid. Handy Labels, HG Box 509, Culver City, Calif. 90230

Café Royale Spoons

$2.50 Each—Silverplated
Set of 4......$10
Set of 6.......$15
Set of 8......$20
Set of 12......$30
Sterling Silver........$9.50 each
Add $4.50 for Postage and Insurance

Exclusively at

ADLER'S
722 CANAL ST., NEW ORLEANS, LA. 70130

Wall the willow!
Our first thought for this whimsy wonder was the guest bath for terries, fancy soaps, a pretty ci­der jar. But how about the kite for spices, the foyer for feme Hand-woven willow shelf, 18" by 20", to spray paint in gay colors, to stand or hang. $8.95 Free catalogue. JAYBEE Gift ports. HG11, 50 Shubie Hollow, Rolden, N. Y. 11576.

Love whimsy
Two charmers to tell her you love her lots. "Je t'aime plus qu'un moins que demain," shows how much you love grows. Or say "I love you just the same" around a ring and winking sun. 11/16", 14k gold $12, sterling, $2; 1/4", $16, $ 1/4", $30, $4. Pd. 8,500 catalogue, $1. Charm & Treatments HG11, 1201 Ave. of America New York, N. Y. 10036.

Kitchen & Bar Cutting Board
Made of Plexiglas
Easy to Store
Easy to Clean
Approved for Food Handling
8" X 12" $3.29 Each, PAD
Handy Gifts, HG Box 108
Culver City, Cal. 90230

Remote control On-Off Switch
Turns lights—TV—appliances on or off from far away!

Remote control On-Off switch cord. No installation necessary. Just plug into your wall outlet. Turns TV, Xmas tree, appliances, etc. on or off from far away. U.L. approved. Only $3.00 ea. or 2 for $5.50. Order from:

Blake House
P. O. Box 10088
Seattle, Wash. 98118

Old-time hickory-smoked meats

Hams  Turkey
Bacon  Sausages
Pheasant  Guinea

New Bruxelles Smokehouse
Dept. HG, P. O. Drawer 1159, New Bruxelles, Texas
Send your FREE Brochure please.
Send your Tasting Box with smoked pork sausage, Bismarckian sausage, 1 of each of country slab and Cana­dian-style bacon to help me select my Christmas gifts. Satisfaction guaranteed. $6.95 — plus postage.

Shopping Around

Old-time hickory-smoked meats

Hams  Turkey
Bacon  Sausages
Pheasant  Guinea

New Bruxelles Smokehouse
Dept. HG, P. O. Drawer 1159, New Bruxelles, Texas

Send your FREE Brochure please.
Send your Tasting Box with smoked pork sausage, Bismarckian sausage, 1 of each of country slab and Cana­dian-style bacon to help me select my Christmas gifts. Satisfaction guaranteed. $6.95 — plus postage.

Old-time hickory-smoked meats

Hams  Turkey
Bacon  Sausages
Pheasant  Guinea

New Bruxelles Smokehouse
Dept. HG, P. O. Drawer 1159, New Bruxelles, Texas

Send your FREE Brochure please.
Send your Tasting Box with smoked pork sausage, Bismarckian sausage, 1 of each of country slab and Cana­dian-style bacon to help me select my Christmas gifts. Satisfaction guaranteed. $6.95 — plus postage.
Ladder back lure
Derived from a Colonial forebear, the Madison ladder-back's back in production. Copy's selected ash and birchwood whose fibre rush seat's hand sown. 43" h, 17 1/2" w. Unfinished $11.95; natural finish $12.95; maple, walnut, or pine finish, $15.95. Express charges collect.


Capital gain
An elegant tablecloth made and used for White House banquets. Swedish lace pattern on Egyptian cotton in white or natural. 34 by 72" $21.95, 63 by 83" $27.95, 72" round $27.95, 72 by 90" $27.95, 72 by 108" $39.95, 72 by 120" $49.95, 72 by 144" $69.95, 83 by 160" $79.95. Add 81 post. Hildegarde's, HG11, 597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105.

Knit a sweater in a day
Imagine a beginner knitting a sweater in a day! With this simple device you won't drop a stitch, counting is automatic. You can't go wrong. There is a money back guarantee. Knitting Aid comes with a book of instructions with pictures and patterns from argyles to suits. $4.98 [ipd. Hesyan Prod.
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Something “For the Birds” . . .

This unique, naturally hand-painted bird seed barrel makes good sense. Of primitive wood construction with brass handle, it measures 12 high by 13 wide. Inside, hangs 25 pounds of seed, ample enough for the hungry birds. This barrel also makes a nice, decorative item to hang in the garden. The interest is true enough to attracts the birds. A few other useful suggestions: pine cone, waffle basket, knitted basket, charcoal basket or container for kindling wood.

"IMMEDIATE DELIVERY"

THE OSPREY SHOP

Main Road and Oysterpond Lane

Oriole, New York 11957
**NEW**

Cooks Both Sides of Bacon
At The Same Time!

**BACON PRESS**

Now you can serve perfect bacon everytime in half the time. New BACON PRESS holds it flat, free from hang & burn with turning. No curling, no shrivelling, no spattering.

Toasted Sandwiches, Grilled Cheese, French Toast, Hamburgers, All Grilled Meats.

BACON PRESS is made of 4½’ thick heat treated safety glass. Use it with skillet, trypan, or on grill-watch it cook everything to perfection. Cooks out all the grease, just pour it— you’re ready to serve in half the time. 8” round. Only $3.50 (plus 50c post & handling)

GLORY B! 23 EAST 67TH ST., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10021
Flick a twist

Be a real pro and snick off a neat twist of lemon with this special French knife developed for the " zest" the French add to aperitifs. It works to perfection for espresso after dinner coffee, too. Ebony handle, steel blade, 5 1/2" long. Order one for a gourmet host, too. $1.50 ppd. Edith Chapman, HG11, Re. 303, Blauvelt, N. Y. 10913.

Snack pack

Gift pack of crisp tasty almonds contains six favored varieties: one in each of smokehouse, French fried, blanched salted, garlic onion, cheese flavor, and barbecue. From big hush to bridge club, a variety for any size group! Set of 6 6-oz. tins, $.45 ppd. Free catalogue. California Almond Growers Exchange, HG11, Box 1768, Sacramento, Cal. 95808.

Tycoons talk turkey


Grande grapefruit

Real Texas-size, Texas-grown red grapefruit from the lush Rio Grande Valley. If you'd like, wonderfully sweet oranges may be included. All fruit is individually selected, wrapped and guaranteed. Send your order and gift list now and pay invoice in January! Half bushel, $6.70. Full bushel, $9.70. Ppd. Pittman & Davis, Inc., HG11, 126 Eey St., Harlingen, Tex. 78551.

Grandma's turned-on kitchenware in swinging COLORS

Turned-on kitchenware in white, black, blue, orange, red, olive green and yellow too! Mix or match them...it's up to you! Old fashioned 2-gal. Cookie Jar with emblematic ceramic sick $9.95. Our 6-pc. Heavy Glass Kitchen Set with emblematic tops (includes salt, pepper, 2 candy dishes & sugar pouring) only $7.95.

Delicious Home Made Fruit Cakes.

The nicest things that ever happened to your table! Each holds up to a dozen spoons, knives or forks... keeps the buffet clutter free... gives you lots more serving space. They're truly beautiful in fine white china trimmed with classic gold... fleur de lis and rims of gold. 4 1/4" x 2 1/2". Complements any table setting. 2 Buffet Silverware Stackers $1.25 for $1.98

Bazaar de la Cuisine, Inc.

Importers French Cooking Utensils

140 East 55 Street
New York, New York 10022
Send for free catalogue.

COMPLETE SOUFFLE SET

Includes 10" by 3 1/2" deep solid heavy copper egg-white bowl, 12" professional type piano-wire wisk, and six-cup souffle dish imported from France. $25 ppd.

Bazaar de la Cuisine, Inc.

DELCIOUS HOME MADE FRUIT CAKES.

The finest mixed fruits, cherries, raisins, pure creamery butter, pecans, and almonds are nestled in these holiday cakes. Stollen comes in gay poly bag. Fruit cake in deco-rated tin. Both truly a Gourmet's Delight.

The Country Gourmet Inc.

Dept. HG1, 545 S. Fourth Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550

PRIME STEAKHOUSE STEAKS THE WORLD'S FINEST

Prime filet mignons, the finest you can buy—aged, then thick-cut and fresh frozen—ready to be packed in dry ice and expedited to you in reusable styrofoam basket (with handle). Gift packages include your personalized card.

BOX OF 16 PRIME FILET MIGNONS each 6 oz. 1/4" thick, or box of

$35 8 PRIME BONELESS STRIP STEAKS, each 12 oz. 1/4" thick

Shipped Postpaid

PARCHES'S Famous for Steaks for over 35 years.

2000 K ST. NW. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006

SHIPPING FOR CHINESE FOOD?

Chinese Gourmet Ingredients

An end to your search and frustration. No need to go without or to substitute. Heretofore unavailable high quality imports from Taiwan, Hong Kong & Japan can now be conveniently delivered to your door. Variety and quantity of each in our selected 12 item assortment are as shown, in their authentic goodness, ready to use for all your favorite Chinese recipes. Your own enjoyment or unusual gift to friends. Box direct and same only $6.50 plus $.50 postage & handling. FREE with order—authentic detailed recipes. Satisfaction guaranteed. Four Seas International, Fast Division H11, Box 22, William Park, N. Y. 11596.

PARCHES'S
An **Everlite Greenhouse**
your "Garden Under Glass"

New adventure in gardening...an Everlite Aluminum Greenhouse. ★ Wide selection of lean-to or free-standing models. ★ Completely prefabricated. ★ Easy to install. ★ Easy to maintain ★ Full line of accessories.

Live with flowers the year 'round. Write for colorful brochure and Price List HG11B.

An Everlite Greenhouse, Inc.
14615 Lorain Ave. • Cleveland, 0. 44111

**GRIPTWIST**

Makes Weak Hands Strong
HANDY DISC OF 1000 USES
For Home, Office, Shop, or Laboratory
(Friend of the Motorist and Sportsman, too)
IF IT IS TIGHT—GRIPTWIST IS RIGHT
An ordinary twist of the wrist plus the thousands of gripping surfaces of GRIPTWIST opens stubborn screw-type jars, cans and bottles. Loses tight-fitting objects.
• Triples your strength • Protects your hands • Provides sure grip
4 for $1.00 postpaid.

ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES, INC.
305 South Lakeside Court
West Palm Beach, Florida, 33407

**500 RETURN ADDRESS LABELS**

**RICH GOLD TRIM**

50₵

**USE YOUR "ZIP" CODE**

**FREE PLASTIC BOX**

Quick and handy way to put your name and return address on letters, checks, books, records, etc. ANY name, address and Zip code up to 4 lines, beautifully printed in black on white gummed labels with rich gold trim. About 2" long. Free plastic box for purse or desk. Set of 500 labels just 50₵ postpaid. Shipped within 48 hrs. Money back if not pleased. Don't know the Zip Code? Add 10₵ per set and we will look it up. Send for free catalog.

Walter Drake & Sons
302-A Drake Building
Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901

**Scent-sational**
The "fragranceeers" are coming in and have discovered the new Scent-A-Scent wall vases that turn stale room odors into fresh ambrosia. Fragrance is released continuously. With French flor lily (shown) or ribbed vase, $7 ppd. Set: any vase with 4 months' supply of treacle or blue spruce fragrance, $3.95 ppd. Edco Fragrance, HG11, 17-30 166 S. Whitestone, N. Y. 11357.

**Follow the star**
Pendant of white gold with on carat man-made "Star" set center will have star billing on your Christmas shopping list. It smaller stones form the points. All bright, flawless; guaranteed against scratching, chipping, $3.95 ppd. Write for free catalogue. The Strongtie Co., HG11, 7 W. 45 St., New York, N. Y. 10036.

**TREASURED MASTERPIECES**

(A Choice of 79)

The dignity of Rembrandt, the beauty of Renoir, the lavish color of a Van Gogh, now enhance the decor of your Home or Office. These desirable Treasures of the Art World and many others, on artist canvas, stretched and tastefully framed, can now be yours at amazingly low prices.

Ideal for Christmas and other gift giving, Write for your FREE illustrated color brochure containing a selection of 79 world famous reproductions, as well as price and shipping information.

Oil Portraits
329 E. 14th St., New York, N. Y. 10003
World Famed BREVETTATA TEAR GAS PISTOL

Appearances of this tear gas weapon is similar to real gun. Ideal for people who work in dusty, dark locations & require protection from face, hair & nose. No permit or license needed, but is not sold to minors. From six cartridges without reloading. Gun comes with six tear gas shells & six blanks for practice and in shipped package. Gun cannot be repaired. Extra cartridges or blanks are not available. Designed for sale in states or localities which have laws forbidding their sale.

| 1 Gun-unit at ................................ $13.07 |
| 2 Gun-units at $22.86 ................................ $11.43 ea. |
| 3 Gun-units at $29.94 ................................ $9.98 ea. |
| 4 Gun-units at $35.16 ................................ $8.79 ea. |

$5.95

BIG BLAST CARBIDE CANNONS

Legend: Unbreakable! Hail to the World! Mighty Duke-Hit them where its hurts!\(\times\) Strong, sturdy, metropolitan shield! Big blast 25" Field Cannon $9.95

Extra details: Extra boxes of Cartridges, $2.00 each.

MEREDITH, Dept. HG-11
310 West 9th St.
Kansas City, Mo. 64105

PRAYING ANGEL CANDLE HOLDER

Add charm to any room—Christmas and throughout the year. Set this heavenly angel on a table or shelf. A fact! No fairy tale this. Best gift ever to use up your candle stubs. Heigh 6". Available in delicately shaded antique white or gold. Specify color. Candle not included. $3.75 each, 2 for $6.50, 3 for $9.00 postpaid.

FAIRFIELD HOUSE, INC.
P.O. Box 1044, Samp Mortar Station, Fairfield, Connecticut 06430

BEAUTY AND THE BLEACH

No fairy tale this, but a fact! Problems fade with Jolen Creme Bleach . . . the fabulous new cosmetic that bleaches superfluous hair on face, arms and legs. Like magic, medically approved Jolen turns dark hair pale blond to blend with your own skin tones. Be a beauty . . . try JCB now!

JOLEN
Box 561, H11, Fairfield, Conn. 06430

November, 1968

Shopping Around

Xmas card buy
Imagine finding 100 full-color lithographed religious theme cards complete with envelopes and imprinted with your name for $5! Handsome, fine-quality Frenchfold cards, 4½" by 5½" come gift-boxed. Imprint limit, two lines. 100, $5. Without imprint, $4. Add 75c postage. Collier's, HG11, 9933 Lawler Ave., Skokie, Ill. 60076.

Toast and toast
Pewter tankard hides a whistle in its handle, originally used to summon the waitress. Use it now just for fun, and the same goes for the glass bottom, whose original purpose was to help keep an eye on wilted table companions. Tankard in gift box, $16.50 ppd. Legacy Sterling, HG11, 999 S. Water St., New Bedford, Mass. 02744.

In store for you
Use this jewel box to store your treasures. Use it also as an opener to a whole new world. Just one of the myriad ornaments you learn about making when sending for this FREE booklet. It tells how to have a career in the fascinating field of decorative arts. Norm & Sue Morris, Lifetime Career Schools, Dept. E-221, 2251 Barry Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. 90064.

Guardian of the keys
St. Peter, guardian of the gates to Heaven, is attached to this sterling silver key chain. Chain comes with instructions for use. It is said that with this guardian it is virtually impossible to lose your keys so we've ordered two (one for home, another for office). $6; two, $11. Ppd. J. W. Holst, Inc., HG11, 1005 E. Bay St., East Tawas, Mich. 48730.

X-STITCH PATTERN

WAVE CANVAS

This beautiful canvas and design will be magnificent in your own home. It is easy to stitch. Design is woven into the canvas, four stitches to one inch. Generous supply of Grosgrain wool-yarn in shades of green, yellow, and orange. Pattern size 18" x 18". It includes pillow-top, yarn, needle, and instructions. Only $6.98 plus 50c postage.

Selma's Art Needlework
1642 2nd Avenue New York N. Y. 10028

Beautil AND THE BLEACH

No fairy tale this, but a fact! Problems fade with Jolen Creme Bleach . . . the fabulous new cosmetic that bleaches superfluous hair on face, arms and legs. Like magic, medically approved Jolen turns dark hair pale blond to blend with your own skin tones. Be a beauty . . . try JCB now!

JOLEN
Box 561, H11, Fairfield, Conn. 06430

Why Pay More? $9.95

Learn historical significance and prestige to your family name and home. The heralded Heirloom Family Crest and Coat of Arms is made with hand-rubbed Walnut finish, a rich antiqued brass finish, and a rich antiqued brass finish. Each crest comes with family name lettering below Arms. Framed in black parchment. Family name inscribed in antique English and matted in red (specify name). $9.95 plus 50c ppd. & handling. Imprint limit, two lines. Complete with envelopes and matted in red (specify name). $9.95 plus 50c ppd. & handling. Imprint limit, two lines.
Phonetic readers
There is nothing like a little success for encouragement, and these books are a real help to the learning reader. They use the phonetic method of the famous "Listen and Learn with Phonics." Five intriguing titles in 32-page hardback binding. Set of five "What if?" books: $6; single books, $1.49. Ppd. Americana Interstate, Dept. H, Mundelein, Ill. 60060.

Bright deal
Whatever the card game played by the group, sparking fresh cards are the dealer's choice. Durable dealable plastic coated cards are adorned with a single script initial within a decorative signal. Specify initial. Decks are pink and avocado. $2.98 a set plus 35c post. Helen Gallagher, Dept. 111, Peoria, Ill. 61601.

Golden-dipped rose
By a centuries old secret process the Austrians learned how to dip and preserve live rosebuds and leaves forever in 24K gold. The graceful rosebud pin is 24K long and 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)" wide with safety clasp. $5 plus 30c post. The earrings are real rose leaves, $4.95 plus 30c post. Helen E. Downey, Dept. HG, 1422 Pine St., Norristown, Pa. 19401.

Be prepared
All present and prospective owners of a swimming pool would do well to prepare now for happy days of outdoor swimming. Polypropylene mesh pool covers with heavy duty brass grommets last for years. 13' by 20', $13.85; 20' by 25', $21.85; 25' by 35', $28.90; 25' by 45', $34.90. Ppd. J. A. Cissel Co., Inc., HG11, Box 774, Freehold, N. J. 07728.

Sea scenes
Ships in sight, sailors' delight—but landlubbers, too, like exciting renderings of famous ships. Set of four, reproducions from oil paintings, includes the S.S. Savannah (shown), Lighting, Gertrude the haunted and Blessing of the Bay. All in full color, each 12" by 16". Set of four, $3.95 ppd. Catalogue, $1. Nautical Americana, HG11, 32 Reni Rd., Manhasset, N.Y. 11030.

"Thoroughbreds Rug" Use in any room, on the floor or as a picture. Predominately brown against a natural background, blends well with most color schemes. 100% cotton. Can be vacuumed. Washable. Perfect gift item. Size 34" x 45". $19.95 plus $1.50 handling and postage. Send check or money order. Sorry no C.O.D.'s.

THE GIFT TREE
P. O. Box Fig 55
Kensington, Md. 20795

Shoring Around
Jim Dandy
For the most elegant man you know—a touch of the Edwardian—double breasted vest in hounds-tooth plaid reversible to solid hounds-tooth. Rayon back has adjustable buckle. Bronze, olive or blue. 40 to 46, proportioned for tall men only. $14.45 ea., or two for $27.45. Ppd. Order free catalogue. Bond's Men's Shop, Dept. 412, 55th St. & 5th Ave., N. Y., N. Y. 10001.

Transistor Rolls
What a beauty! Hand-cast metal chassis, antique silver finish 1933 model Rolls is 3" by 3 1/2" by 9" long. This classic is also an eight transistor radio and batteries are included. Every guy deserves a classic model of a great automobile and when it has a radio, what a bonus! $29.95 ea. ppd. Art Guild, HG11, Box 6462, Minneapolis, Minn. 55423.

Silver services

Mittens for moppets
No one can promise they won't lose their mittens but with their name on them it's a cinch. Fleece lining. Sizes 2-12. order by proof Plasto-Hide with cozy cotton pocket for lunch money. Water-proof a 1963 set with the last mints, $6.98; $8.98. Ppd. Matt Nussman, Dept. HG11, Box 321, Great Neck, N. Y. 11022.

Tuneful awakening
Start the day off with a tune. French Provincial alarm clock in an ivory case trimmed with gold and adorned with a bouquet of pastel flowers. 4 1/2" clock is fitted with a Swiss musical movement. Starts at the preset time and ends when switch turns. Movement fully guaranteed. $13.50 plus 50c post. Harriet Carter, HG11, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

G & G Research
P. O. Box 5965-79
Dallas, Texas 75205

Cedar Products
DEPT. HG-11, BOX 84, NORTH BALDWIN, NEW YORK 11510

Tulip Flower Pot
5" High x 7" diameter, in lead.


CROSS LEGGED FROG ON LEAF
4½" high, 1 in lead

$16.50

Florentine Craftsmen
EGO LAFAYETTE AVE. (37TH ST.) NEW YORK, N. Y. 10016
Phone Lexington 2 3926

Protect Carpets
from damaging dog stains with TRAIN-O-MAT

Chemically odorized, sanitary mat attracts dog at "comfort" time. Instant tells "this is the spot." Train-o-Mat housebreaks pet easily, surely, effortlessly. Attractive 18 x 18' washable holder. Kennel-tested. Money-back guarantee.

Holder with 2 mos. supply of mats . . . $4.98 ppd.
Holder with 6 mos. supply of mats . . . $6.98 ppd.
Attachable 12" pole for male dogs . . . add 50c

Gracious Living
D-265 BERKELEY, R. I. 02864

Milk-Can Kitchen Set
Authentic milk pail miniatures in a shiny finish. Bring old-fashioned country charm to your kitchen or dining nook. Sugar and creamer on matching tray, 3¾"H. Top-filling salt and pepper shakers on wall-mounting tray. Add 15¢ for postage & handling.

Gracious Living

S. 3, plus 50c Postage. 2 for $5. postpaid.

Hillcraft Ind.
P. O. Box 783
Traverse City, Mich. 49684

Pants on the Floor?

Never with this hanger!


TOTAL GIFT FOR HOME OR TRAVEL. NOTHING LIKE IT!
The Great Revolution

IN SKIN CARE!

COCOA BUTTER
Oil of Theobroma
Nature's Finest Oil is Today’s
Cosmetic News Sensation!

HERE’S A SOAP MADE OF IT! Hershey Estates has taken the world’s number one skin conditioner—highly refined cocoa butter—and expertly formulated it into this world famous soap... the ultimate in cleaning and conditioning. Your complexion will love its supreme mildness.

Hershey Estates
Dept 24 • Hershey, Pa. 17033
(Full sizes and 6' size)

THE JOYS OF NATURE

Flowers and greenery have a special charm when brightened by this artistic garden pottery. Satin black with white- raised permanent letters — red bird. Plate 13 1/2” wide — 9 1/2” high — bird 6” high — rod 32” high. Complete with white dinner plate, birds, $7.50. Postage paid. Federal tax included.

Malone’s Metalcraft
HG 1023 Eighth Ave., S., Nashville, Tenn. 37203

How You & I Can Look Young & Beautiful

In McCall's April cover, "How the Rich Stay Young & Beautiful," VERA DE PARIS (Sydney of Kinsman Tone) "KEMSEX-PERFECTING" and "FACE-LIFTING" SPECIALISTS are featured. These treatments are not reserved for the "rich" only. For new VERA DE PARIS has created.

"SAVING-IN-A-KIT"

HOME VERSIONS of our famous corrective "RESTAURATION & MAINTENANCE" BEAUTY PROCEDURES we all can afford.

VERA’S BACK WITH MIRACLE-DOERS FROM EUROPE

For Personal Guidance; Send for BEAUTY QUESTIONNAIRE. Embossed $2 to cover processing. Hershey, Pa. 17033 • Add sales tax where applicable.

Vera De Paris
38 West 14th St., New York, N. Y. 10011
Small step stool
A sturdy stool that is the step up in the world for your small kin. We think they are great for personalizing—one for each child. Practice steps for up and down stairs and with the top flipped up, a handy small person seat. 16" l. by 6" h. by 15" w. Hardcover. $3.95 exp. charges collect. Ask for free catalogue. Adriodack Industies Inc., HG11, Dolgeville, N. Y. 13329.

To have and to fold
Save space saving table made in Europe of solid beechwood and finished with oiled walnut veneer. Closed, 9" by 30"; one side up, 37" by 30"; fully opened, 65" by 30" and it seats eight. 30" high. Perfect for apartment dwellers, great for a second house. $47.95 exp. coll. Shipped assembled. Cananda Imports, HG11, Box 204, Teaneck, N. J. 07666.

Blue is best
Beloved blue onion, treasured old pattern reproduced on white ceramic. Set includes 10" diameter bowl for salad, fruits, ice cream; six 6 1/2" bowls for individual service. Wooden fork and spoon with gracefully curved handles. $7.95 the set plus 75c post. Helen Gallagher, Box 147, Dept. 1101, 201 W. 80th Terr., K.C., Mo. 64114.

Winged ringers
Quintet of winsome wooden angels jingle brightly from Christmas tree, wreath, brightly wrapped packages. Each is handpainted in glowing colors and hides a tiny jingle brightly from Christmas tree. Windrivers create a festive atmosphere. $3.98 plus 25c post. Helen Gallagher, Dept. 1101, 201 W. 80th Terr., K.C., Mo. 64114.

Disney chase
Favorite figures from the wonderful world of Disney, chase, but never catch their prey, a colorful butterfly. Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck and Pluto are the chasers. Top has a clear plastic dome and long-lasting nylon gears that sends tops on a long spin. $2.98 plus 25c post. Gracious Living, Dept. 278, Berkeley, R. I. 02864.

Luxurious knit stole
Imported from Italy, our feather-light shrug makes a magnificent wrap for daytime or evening wear. Woven in tiers of face-touching knit, it is gracefully shaped to cling to shoulders and hang or tie. Style is a blend of cloud-soft wool, mohair and nylon, in a color choice of carmel, pink, turquoise, gray or beige. Weight-length in back (approx. 18" deep). One size fits all.

Your child's own face
On big or little sister PHOTOGRAPHIC DOLL $2.98 each ppd.; Both $5.50 A Living Doll! Stand-up paperboard dolls with your child's face hand-colored in oil: 8 pc. wardrobe copies of newest outfits from Saks 5th Ave. for either big or little sister (we use head only) 8 pc. coloring set, also new bedtime set. Send check or M.O. with clear picture (will be returned). State size, color of hair and eyes.

Over 6 yrs. Under 4 yrs.
DOLPACK, Dept. HCD, 60 Jane St., N. Y. 10014

When Parker joins Sterling
GIFT-GIVING BECOMES AN ART PERSONALIZED PARKER IN STERLING SILVER We've taken the world-famous Parker and enriched it in a delicate shroud of elegant Sterling Silver... PEWTER we ALREADY, with name carefully etched into the shank design in line with ...在全球范围内申请，优美...还无保留地保证了其独特的魅力. 其价位适中，... 

20 live pet seahorses $2.50
FREE SEASHELLS WITH CORAL You receive a free kit with shells of the world collection, beautiful coral for the bowl decoration, food, and simple instructions for raising these amazing pets in a simple fishbowl or jar. See the father (male) of this beautiful species give birth to cute babies. Fascinating and educational hobby for the entire family. Male and female only $1.50. SPECIAL OFFER—order two mated pairs and receive FREE a PRECIOUS MALE. Will give birth to 15 babies (fetal 20 sea horses) for only $3.00. LIVE DELIVERY GUARANTEED. Add 50c for postage. AQUALAND PET CENTER Box 130, Shenandoah St., Dept. HG-9, Miami, Fla. 33145

Artistic Sketch of your home
PRINTED ON QUALITY STATIONERY From a snapshot of your boat, home or pet—we draw a sketch in detail—print it on fine white writing paper and return photo. Introductory offer $15 Yacht Sheept prints with sketch and address, 50 Envelopes with address . . . . only $16.95 ppd. Answer is included in original price. Returners can be filled at approximately HALF of original price. Drawing can also be impressed on matchbooks, napkins, Christmas cards, calling cards, stationery and other items.

Baron
BERRY no C.D. 's
CARLE PLACE, NEW YORK, 11514
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This year... give Amalie!

Discover Amalie's exotic, tropical fragrance... use and give the only perfume made in the fabulous Virgin Islands!

Duty free, custom clearance into U.S. on postpaid orders of $50 or more.

Delivery by airmail postpaid from Islands. Check or M.O. and zip code, please.

ISLAND FRAGRANCES
Dept. G11, Box 2706,
Winter Haven, Fla. 33880

TRAVELER'S VALET
for plane, auto, train

For 3 men's suits...
$11.95
For ladies' dresses...
$13.95


Send order with charge...

THIRD FIFTH AVENUE
745 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10022

 ANTIQUE ROMAN CHESS SETS

These superb, minutely detailed collector's sets are exact copies of classic Roman sculptures. The King is Augustus; the Queen, Livia; the Bishop, Parson Caprn House 1681, Topsham, Maine.

The ancient figures are exact copies of classic Roman sculpture. The King is Augustus; the Queen, Livia; the Bishop, Parson Caprn House 1681, Topsham, Maine.

The King is Augustus; the Queen, Livia; the Bishop, Parson Caprn House 1681, Topsham, Maine.

Weighing Problem?

3-WAY "SHAPE-UP"
with "SLIM-SUIT"

You'll like this FIGURE CONTROL program. You get fully illustrated effective and proven Head-to-Toe routines for conditioning and exercising every part of your body—plus our visual exercise "SLIM-SUIT" which, by using your own body weight, helps you release excessive flab quite easily, quickly.

Just "slip-on and sweat-out" while doing your regular housework, exercising, jogging or at play. Made of soft cotton, machine washable. For Men or Women.

Also includes a pocket-size CALORIE COUNTER and Control Guide with 2200 calorie listing and 21-day planned never-be-hungry reducing menus. Complete "SLIM-SUIT" and Fig. 12 Control Program.

Give height and waist size.

Send order with charge...

EMBASSY SALES, Dept. HG-8
Box 67, East Elmhurst, N. Y. 11369

Right light

For tent, teepee or town house, a battery-powered lamp with the fashionable black and gold "Greek key" design on its base, translucent fiberglass lamp shade. Indoors or out, it shows its independence by being waterproof and fireproof: operates on a 6-volt battery (not incl.). $8.95 ppd. Fokker Industries, Dept. HG11, 622 W. 67 St., Kansas City, Mo. 64113.

For the birds

You or your active cub scouts can provide feeders, homes and bird-baths for the birds from this book of blueprints. Everything from a covered wagon wire house to a hotel for martins! 102 easy-to-follow plans—great for retired folks and a good source of income. $2.90, plus 25c post. Free catalogue included. Audubon Workshop, Dept. J-11E, Glenview, Ill. 60025.

Show and tell

Purely personal gift for the service man. Hanging or standing showcase displays his favorite medal. Walnut or maple frame with glass front. 6 1/2" by 9". $10.95. Ppd. Black velvet ground or any color. Names and dates engr. on brass plaque $.05 per ltr. ARMY, NAVY, USAF, ESMC, Insignia engr. $2. ea. or 2 for $3. Award Maker, HG11, Box 6474, Surfside, Fla. 33154.

Sporting holdup

Stretchable webbing belt has a hand-painted ceramic buckle that depicts a favorite sport. Belt is neutral beige, 1" wide and one size fits either guys or dolls.

Choose golf, sailing, riding, a duck, fox or retriever on the buckle. $6 ea. plus 60c postage. The Joan Cook Co., HG11, 1241 N. E. 8 Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33304.

Tie tac tracks

At last—original and handsomely designed tie tacs for the rugged outdoor men in your life. Exact and detailed tracks of deer, bear, grous, or rabbit reproduced in sterling silver from hand carvings by Sid Bell—beautifully finished and a good solid bargain at $4 each ppd. Specify design. L. L. Bean, Inc., HG11, Freeport, Maine 04032.

Sensational New Fishing Pliers
ONLY combination of pliers & scissors. Also used in Hollywood. Electric whirling etc. Lots of talent. Ideal Gift for the fishing father or son.

Nickel plated...$21.1...52.95
Chrome plated...$12.1...53.95
Stainless steel...$21.3...54.95
plus 25c postage & handling.

10 days money refund guarantee. Check or money order (NO COD'ed.)

PAM PRODUCTS
299 Market Terrace, BUFFALO, N.Y. 14211
Musical cheers

The prettiest jingle bell of them all makes music all through the holiday season. Red velour, with old braided ribbons, white, red or green Holly. Pull the string of a Swiss music box plays "Jingle Bells." Isn’t that the jolliest idea? Individual boxed, a special greeting for your dearest friends. $5.95 ppd. Bon-A-Fide, HGII, 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016.

Rotted scents

Sugarly brown and tan glazed porcelain bean pots become minute holders filled with fragrant candles that fill the room with holiday scents of pine, bayberry or lilly berry. 2" by 3" size, $1 ea.; $2.75; 3" by 3½" size, $1.50 each. Add $5.00 ppd. Catalogue, 25c. The Candle Mill, HGII, E. Arlington, Vt. 05252.

Vine taster’s table

The dear din days of things Victorian, father was treated as befitting his position. For example, he had a Honduras mahogany table with a Italian Carrarra marble top for his wine glass. More modern days use theirs for martinis, cigars or brandy. $3.95 ppd. Magnolia Hall, HGII, 726 Magnolia Hall, New Orleans, Louisiana 70110.

French kitchen

Set those marvelous utensils out in the drawers and on the wall where they are handy and so very decorative. 13-piece woodenware set finely ground spoons, spatula, oddler, rolling pin, etc. on a wall cabinet with breadboard. Special treat indeed to last a lifetime of hard use. $12.98 ppd. Maison Michel Ltd., HGII, Michel Bldg., New York Park, New York, N. Y. 11040.

Kobler V. Matic electric shaver

25 each

Kobler V. Matic electric shaver sold in USA and Foreign Countries. $55.—Classic 2 heads. $55. Full post required. Money return guaranteed, less $5 for 10 days trial, available at Abercrombie & Fitch 140 E. 59th St., New York City V. Matic with Speed Regulator, $5, each.

KOBLER SHAVER COMPANY
Brooklyn, New York 11203. Tel. 516 LV 1-8890.
ROSEWOOD STANDS
for vases, statues, and other decorative items.
Your most hastily arranged flowers will look as if they just placed first in the Garden Club Show. Use one for dramatizing a treasured figurine. Black rosewood bases are hand-carved in traditional Oriental motifs. Low base, 4" inside diam., $2.50. Footed base with 4" inside diam., $6.75. Ppd. Other sizes available. Send for free brochure. (Norton House Museum Allow.)

A DIFFERENT INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH-LANGUAGE NEWSPAPER EVERY FORTNIGHT!
Here's the next best thing to a trip around the world—tastefully printed great way of keeping informed! Due your subscription give you a wide choice of famous newspapers from all over the free world, mailed directly from their own city by registered mail. Only $7.98 per year, every other week. (Delivered at P.O. Box, Irish Times, Manchester Guardian, Baghdad News, Kathala Stateman.)
Specially selected, informative issues, irreplaceable for school children, exciting for entire family! Only $3.88 (Canadian $5.00) per year.

DAGAS, RODIN, 
MICHELANGELO
IN YOUR HOME?
NOW you can truly afford a masterpiece—sculpture that has lived in the world's great museums and private collections can now live in your home.

Every fine detail of these superb sculpture pieces has been permanently captured in authentic reproductions. Choose from stunning examples of every period: Greek-Roman, Egyptian, Pre-Raphaelite, Renaissance, Impressionist, and Contemporary. And select unique fashion accessories from an exquisite collection of museum jewelry in replica.

For our exciting catalog of over 1,200 photographs and descriptions, send 50c in coin. Dept. HG-168
BRENTANO'S
book-sellers to the world
585 Fifth Ave., New York City 10017

BERMUDA HANDBAG
Embroider a pretty pansy bouquet on our popular Bermuda bag. An elegant purse in kit form. Includes design stamped for crewel on cream or black homespun, crewel yarn in brilliant hues of orange, gold, purple, and green, pearl lacing, wooden Bermuda frame handle, and easy instructions. Size 11" x 12".
PLUS 50c POSTAGE & HANDLING
Pe. Res. Add 6% Sales Tax. Sorry No C.O.D.'s

VICTORIA GIFTS
12-H Water St., Blys Mawr, Pa. 19010

SECRETS of Teaching Yourself MUSIC revealed in your own home this money-saving way
YES! Teach yourself Piano, Guitar, Violin, by simple music notation. Everything you need, your own music book, enough music to last a lifetime! STOP CHEATING YOURSELF OF THESE JOYS Promotional offer, ready to start when you are immediately. Enough music to last a lifetime. Send 15c now, but you must be strictly serious about learning music. Complete, and start playing music for yourself.

Stop Cheating Yourself of These Joys
P.O. Box 50-50, New York, N. Y.
(Subscription many billions of dollars in music publications, packaged in the year. This offer expires December 31, 1972. "Proceeds from this offer to be used for educational purposes only.

TOY CHEST
"Lots and LOTS of Toys" is the cry of the youngsters, but Mom's fervent wish is for "no good place they'll put them away in." This is such a place: the "Toy Box!"
Toy Chest--rustic, sturdy, roomy, scaled to easy with plenty of space, and open lid that makes a fine place for drawing, reading, or snacks. A beautiful piece of fine furniture, to be treasured and enjoyed by generations to come.

How You Can
Send Money to
Your Child's School
How Should Your Child Keep His Money
STUDIO 3773, 39 Washington St., N.Y., N. Y. State Education Dept.

STOP CHEATING YOURSELF OF THESE JOYS

Shopping Around
Bright for writing
Mellow yellow stationery with a smart deep blue border. Choose single sheets or top fold notes well-sized for so many writing needs. Embroidered with your own name or initials; envelopes imprinted with name and address, 50 sheets and envelopes of either style, $6.95 pdd. Original Greeting Cards, Inc., HG11, P. O. Box 4066, Rochester, N. Y. 14610.

Safety bath seat
Spare grip white enamel seat adjusts to fit all bath tubs, makes it easy for mothers to bathe squirming kids. The seat is easy and safe for the elderly, expectant mothers, those with physical handicaps. Rubber protected side flaps inside, sizes fit and grip. $7.98 plus $1.60 post. Anthony Enterprises, HG11, 365 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

Name branded
Label your little ones; they will think it's a huge joke but does it have its practical aspects. Back and front reversible. Cotton, machine washable swats, specify size and name. Sizes 2, 4, 6, and 10. White with black lettering, will not run or fade. $3.98 plus 25c post. Holiday Gifts, Dept. 311-K, 7047 Pecos St., Denver, Colo. 80221.

Framed college scene
Paintings of more than 500 large and small colleges in the United States on one glass in subtle colorings. Each scene from the early days of the college is 14½" by 9½" and set in a gold bordered antiqued frame. Allow 14 days for delivery. $22 ea. plus $4.75 post. Camaller & Buckley, HG11, 1141 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036.

Linen lovelies
Natural Belgian linen placemats and lunchrnon napkins with graceful script monogram and border in rich brown or glowing gold. Particularly elegant on polished wood surface with sparkling silver, clear crystal. Set of four mats and matching napkins, $9.95; two sets, $18.95. Ppd. Specify initial. The Ferry House, HG11, 131 Main St., Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 10522.
Tiny treasures
The absolute delight of little girls is a complete living and bedroom with pieces made to scale with a 9½" blond doll with movable head. Sofa and chairs have foam seats with flowered covers. Dresser has a round mirror. All drawers open. High impact plastic, 12 pieces, $1.98 ppd. Gracious Living, Dept. 292, Berkeley, R. I. 02864.

Plantation pralines
Straight from New Orleans comes a one pound box of a dozen jumbo pralines. Creamy pralines are filled with pecans and were developed during the reign of Le Roi Soleil, Louis XIV who had a taste for the superb in everything including confections! 1 lb. box, $3.25 ppd. Creole Delicacies Co., HG11, 533 St. Ann St., Box 51042, New Orleans, La. 70150.

Switch in time

Clan under glass
Gather the whole group together in one table top easel and have it personalized with your family name. Individual 1" dia. frames snap off. casel is 4" w. by 5" h. of golden brass with rubber tipped feet. Grandmothers love this kind of gift and she already has everything else! $1.98 plus 25¢ post. Bon-A-Parte, HG11, 1 Park Ave., N. Y., N. Y. 10016.

Sculture supreme
One of the loveliest and most original wood sculptures, a masterpiece of authenticity, all hand done and painted in lifelike colors. This one is a snow owl scooping up a trout. Mounted on walnut, it's 8½" h. with a 12" wingspread. $225 ppd. Also in bronze, $1 for a 32-page catalogue of other sculptures. Brasher Wood Sculptures, Chickadee Valley, Kent, Conn. 06757.

FRUIT BASKET
A gift any hostess will really appreciate this coming holiday season. Practical and decorative gondola shaped fruit basket is perfect for serving or displaying fruits, nuts, etc. Four bamboo handled fruit knives fit into place in handle of basket. 14" long. Order for yourself... also for gift giving. We will enclose your gift card and ship promptly. Only $5.95 plus 50¢ postage. (Nutcracker not included.)

THE FAMILY TREE BOOK
"The Record of My Ancestry"
BAILLEYS PHOTO RECORD WITH THE FAMOUS CUT-OUT WINDOWS
The expert's way of preserving your family records. Endorsed by leading genealogists everywhere. Your family history is seen through the windows of THE RECORD OF MY ANCESTORY. For beginners or experts - compact, complete, easy to use. Full instructions with each book. In use over SIXTY YEARS...now in its SIXTH EDITION, enlarged and improved. The lifetime Christmas gift. Write for FREE illustrated brochure.

PAINT
A NAUGAHYDE CHAIR
LEATHER OUTER-WEAR
A CANVAS AWNING, TOO
A VINYL SEAT
LIKE NEW!
with
FLEXLIFE

Restore those costly leather-like furnishings to like-brand-new again. It's remarkably easy with Flexlife. Merely spray, brush or roll on dazzling new color. Flexlife restores supple texture; protects against acids, alcohol, water and mildew. Prevents chipping, cracking, peeling. Dozens of decorator colors may be applied in minutes, and dry overnight. So don't replace it. Repaint it... re-color it... and rejoice at the fabulous results.

Also available:
FLEX-ARMOR CEMENT
the permanently flexible adhesive for gluing and reparing leather, vinyl, etc.

Another quality product from
Industries inc.
10229 Pacific Avenue, Franklin Park, Ill. 60131
312-678-7975

Why gamble? Insist on
BACCTO
POTTING SOIL

BASEMENT TOILET Flushes Up To OVERHEAD SEWER OR SEPTIC TANK. NO DIGGING FLOORS. Write
MATHERSON, INC. Box 15133 TAMPA, FLA.

GOOD NEWS—A new publication called QUENDIUM that prints only the GOOD NEWS. Not a magazine—not a newspaper—but a magapaper. So different even the pages flip. FREE FIRST EDITION—NO FURTHER OBLIGATION. Write for: GOOD NEWS, Box 14, Roslyn, New York 11576, Dept. 15.

DOG-TEX®
CLEANS AND DEODORIZES DOG STAINS

- Removes Spots • Saves Rugs
- Restores Colors • Cleanse
- Other Floor Areas
- Adds "Housekeeping"
- Money-Back Guarantee

8 oz. 90e, Pt. $1.50, Qt. $2.75, Gal. $7.25

FREE Copy for
Helpful "Housekeeping"
Hints
At finest stores or write us
CONSOLIDATED CHEMICAL WORKS
1719 S. Halsted St. • Chicago, Ill. 60608

PATTERNS IN
PEDESTALS
FOR OUTDOOR SCULPTURE

Whether you have thirty pieces of outdoor sculpture or three, their pedestals are often as important to the overall effect as their placement in the landscape. Pedestals must meet the test Abraham Lincoln is supposed to have applied to the length of a man's legs: they should reach, he said, from the body to the ground. But it would be a mistake to assume that the pedestal of a piece of sculpture need be nothing but minimal underpinning. While it should never detract from the impact or the effectiveness of the piece it supports, it can and often does have a separate and important function: unobtrusively to set the sculpture apart from the immediate surroundings.

If you have only one or two pieces of sculpture to place in your landscape, the available choice will be relatively wider than if you have a whole collection to accommodate. And what you may very well end up with is a double pedestal—one of stone, bronze, or some other inert material appropriate to the sculpture, and a second, beneath or around the first, that is more closely related to the underlying earth, to the terrain, or to the living plants immediately surrounding it.

If you buy a piece of sculpture directly from the artist or from a good gallery, it will more than likely be supplied with all the pedestal it needs for normal display indoors. But if the piece is to be brought into scale and harmony with outdoor surroundings an additional element may be called for.

In the Alan Wurtzburger sculpture garden in Stevenson, Md. (see pages 128-133), the pedestals may seem, at first glance, to be casual and largely fortuitous. Nothing could be farther from the fact. Each base is as carefully designed and executed as any other essential detail of the sculpture's placement. In addition, the fifteen examples on these pages include a variety of pedestal materials that seem particularly appropriate outdoors: slate, cut stone, marble; bronze, iron, and stainless steel; wood blocks and timber; brick, stone, and con-

Evergreen pachyandra supports Giacometti figure.

Iron rods lift Zadkine's tortured bronze to the sky.

Bronze drum and gravel shelf retained by wood timbers support one of the two Arp bronzes in the Wurtzburger garden.

Polished square pillar for Arp torso rests on brick base.

Wood square on gravel terrace holds Lipchitz marble.
crete; granite slabs, ledgestone piers; earth mounds and beds of green plants.

With few exceptions, each sculpture has at least two bases, sometimes more. Yet the purpose in every case is to relate the piece effectively to its particular setting. In some, the base is intended to go unnoticed. In others, such as the rectangular block of granite beneath Max Bill's infinitely curved Möbius loop, bottom left, the pedestal makes a dramatic contribution to the total effect, if only by contrast —yet without seeming assertive. Gargallo's roaring "Prophet," bottom right, stands on a simple enough bronze podium, which in turn rests at the end of a long cantilevered slab of slate. It would be hard to devise a more appropriate setting for his forensics. In contrast to this is the small green cushion of pachysandra on which stands Giacometti's gentle figure, top left, opposite page. There is a bronze base beneath her feet, of course, but to all intents and purposes, the plants are the essential pedestal.

GARDENER'S MONTH

Two sections of structural steel beam mounted on a square block and set in the gravel terrace form pedestal for Frances do Somaina's "The Wave."

Bronze slab-on-timbers support huge Moore figure on tree-ringed terrace.

Slab base for a striding Negri figure is an integral part of the work itself.

House wall, and shadows, set off small Negri plaque.

Wood block no higher than timbered terrace step supports Mainzu maid.

Round brick drum repeats integral round base of the Pevsner "Projection."

Cut stone block supports Reg Butler's "Bird Watcher."

Granite rectangle contrasts with curves of Max Bill's granite loop.

Square repeats square for the Lipchitz "Guitar Player."

Long cantilevered slate plank forms rostrum for Gargallo's "Prophet."

HALLMARK FIBERGLAS POOLS

- 15 year Fiberglas guarantee against chipping, cracking, peeling, rust, tearing apart
- Completely equipped—skimmer, filter, pump & motor. main drain, inlet fitting, all accessories
- Any shape or size
Send for free color brochure & the name of your nearest Hallmark Pool Builder. Terms up to 7 years.

THE MARK OF EXCELLENCE FROM EXPERIENCE

Hallmark Pool Corporation
2301 E. Oakton St., Dept. HGNY
Elk Grove Village, Ill. 60007
I am interested in:
☐ personal pool ☐ dealership

Name__________________________
Address_______________________
City___________________________
State____________________ Zip_____________
How about a nice Hawaiian porch?

This is Scroll's new indoor-outdoor solid aluminum furniture with a Hawaiian flavor. It's called Marco Polo, one of ten designs in solid aluminum furniture from Scroll, and is available in tables, chairs, ottomans, carts, and so on. Ask your interior decorator about Scroll. Or see the Scroll collections at fine stores. Or write for free color brochure: SCROLL, INC., 800 N.W. 166th St., Miami, Fla. A Keller Industries subsidiary.

EVEN A DAY NOTES FOR WEEKEND GARDENERS

Eleventh hour mop-up
The border at year's end
Frost and frost damage
Lapful of new books

With a shamefaced mixture of relief and reluctance, we feel sure, you are about to permit the end of the garden year to overtake you—or at least to drive you indoors. There, depending upon the degree to which you have become addicted to the cosseting of plants, you will find a whole new round of pleasures to exploit. But before you take shelter for good, give real thought to the state of the outdoor garden.

• Give thought, for example, to water. Was it a wet spring, say, a dry summer, or vice versa? Or both of either? And what is the superficial moisture picture right now? Most plants (especially the evergreens) often enter winter with less usable soil moisture than they will need to reach spring in the best condition. The key word is usable: the water that is at the immediate service of the plants' feeding root hairs. Supplementary hose watering at the base of new or especially vulnerable trees and shrubs will help keep up the underground supply.

• One of the essential chores of indoor gardening is regular fertilizing of your pot plants. Feed in solution is the easiest to handle, but dosing each pot with a watering can or pitcher is a humbling operation. Suggested alternative: mix your nutrient solution, several gallons at a time, in a plastic dishpan and dunk the pots in it. You'll get better results with considerably less net work. Naturally, you can't do a big greenhouseful of pots this way. But a bay windowful is a cinch.

• Debugging house plants can be messy and most imprecise if you use the usual spray equipment, even that which is miniaturized for such use. A good gardening friend suggests a neat trick: close your plants for an hour or so in an unused closet in which you have hung a strip of Vapona (a dry vaporizing insect killer). No messy swabs, slobbers, or slurps. No drips or smears. No bugs, either. This is not, of course, real fumigation and it will not kill all insect organisms, but it will clean up most house plant enemies. (Greenhouse gardeners will do well to hang in their greenhouses strips of this insecticide, the active ingredient of which is similar to that used in barns and dog kennels. White flies won't stand a chance.) Query: who has an unused closet?

• Mulching newly planted (this year or last) shrubs and trees, especially evergreens, can make all the difference between a vigorous plant and a peaked one—or a living and a dead. Peat moss, so valuable as a soil conditioner, makes a poor surface mulch. But wood chips or, better yet, one of the packaged fir or redwood bark mulches will serve beautifully. Use not less than 2 or 3 inches over the root ball as you transplant it. A coarse grade looks best, lasts longest.

• Now is the time to move the snow blower from the back of the garage to the front—as near to the door as you can get it without interfering with the automobile's comings and goings.

• Prune back wayward canes of bush roses now (where have you heard this admonition before?). Prune back excessive length, but avoid cutting out all the growth you think may not want next year, dead or alive. Time enough to prune again next March or April.

It is not laziness exactly that leads us to say that the flower borders should be allowed to die a natural death in the autumn. Let's say it is tolerance for remembrances beauty—plus a genuine admiration for the fading luxuriance of well-grown perennials as they face the cut-down frosts of the declining year. To be sure, there is no good case to be made for a disorderly mess, either on the earth or on the point of sanitation (many insect eggs and pupae live over winter in plant rubbish, as do persistent diseases). But there is just as much nostalgic pleasure in
watching your flowers come full circle as there is in seeing your trees through the annual ritual of color change and final leaf fall. In addition, sentiment aside, many hardy plants produce or retain decorative seed pods late into fall. Notable among these are many of the ubiquitous composites (members of the daisy family) as well as those related to the roadside milkweed. Don't overdo this, however, lest the day suddenly come when the garden turns into a rubbish heap.

There comes a morning when the hoar frost will lie silvery on some of your favorite broadleaf evergreens. How much harm will this do to the plant? Maybe none at all; but with plants that have leaves vulnerable to sudden changes in temperature (some rhododendrons and barberries, some camellias, some hollies), morning frost on leaves that receive strong sunlight before temperatures rise high enough to melt the frost may be disfigured. A fine water spray from your hose may wash away the frost with enough force to force the leaves to fall. Better, locate the plant where early sun will not strike it. Then frost damage will be minimized. Curiously enough, actual cold, even below freezing temperatures may do little harm to foliage that will be noticeably burned by sun-struck frost.

There may be only two or three mornings during a single autumn when the particular combination of windlessness, humidity, low temperature, and plant maturation will cause such pretty but unwelcome dusting as that on the hoar frost. Placement of vulnerable plants so that they will be shaded from the east in the mornings will help avoid not only frost damage but burning after cold nights as well. Then if you also protect the plants from blustery northwest winds and burning southern winter suns, you will have demonstrated an understanding of one small phase of gardening expertise.

Gardeners of assorted stripes and persuasions will find interest in a modest pile of recently issued books. Catching up on your reading, too, is Josephine von Miklos's Wildflowers in Your House (Doubleday, $8.95). It is an "arrangement" book—and a good deal more, since it is full of the lore of wildflower finding and, where pertinent, wild and roadside plant collecting. The author is her very own distinguished photographer and a witty commentator besides.

A slim but outsized volume bearing the rather awesome title of Frederick Law Olmsted, Sr., Founder of Landscape Architecture in America has recently been issued by the University of Massachusetts Press. Authorship is garrulously attributed to Julius Gy. Fabos, Gordon T. Milde & V. Michael Weinmayr. The price is $12. Since this volume uses up the space allotted to the volume, it need only be added that any summary of the work of the man who was in such large measure responsible for the design of Central Park in New York City, Prospect Park in Brooklyn, and Franklin Park in Boston would be worth any gardener's attention.

Stanley Schuler's Gardening from the Ground Up (Macmillan, $7.95) is an aptly titled and eminently readable guidebook for the busy amateur. It is a bit cursory in its coverage, but at least has the considerable virtue of being practical and informative. Well but unevenly illustrated, it earns modest marks for profundity but good marks for helpfulness.

Douglas Barrtrum's Water in the Garden (Branford, $5.95) is one of the unassuming but inclusive manuals that the British garden writers turn out so expertly. It is a reading, rather than a looking book, and belongs on the same shelf if somewhat farther toward the wall, than Alan Bloom's fine Moisture Gardening.

Daniel J. Foley's Garden for Beginners (Funk & Wagnalls, $5.95) is a splendid vade mecum. It should not be mistaken from its title for a children's book; rather it is a helpful text with good illustrations, for the intelligent adult.
BEST IN BOOKLETS

Because H&G wishes to fill your booklet requests promptly, arrangements have been made for you to order directly from us. Please fill in the coupon below, circling the number of each booklet desired. If remittance is not required other than the $2.00 charge for postage and handling which must accompany each coupon, it will be indicated next to the coupon. Enclose remittance in the form of coin, check, or money order only. Please do not send stamps. H&G will do everything it can to see that your requests are filled as rapidly as possible.

1. HOW TO DECORATE ON a budget—with folding chairs upholstered in a variety of decorator fabrics too fine to fold away—is outlined in a folder from Samsonite. Several styles shown in room settings.

2. SCENIC WALLCOVERINGS for every room in your home are offered in a booklet by Van Luit & Company. All patterns shown in a variety of settings, $10.

3. TABLES, COMMODES AND CHESTS: reproductions in five popular styles—Italian, Louis XV, Queen Anne, Early American, and Spanish are presented in a folder from Lee Crafts, Inc.

4. HOW TO SCREEN YOUR FIREPLACE is described in a booklet by Portland Willamette. Featured: both standard and unusual styles—arch top, corner 3-face style, and new “Glassfyre” French Doors. Measuring instructions and assortment of fireplace accessories shown.

5. ORGAN DECORATOR HANDBOOK by Conn offers 16 decorating ideas to help you take best advantage of the space in your home and create unusual, functional, and attractive settings for your Conn organ. 10 styles shown, plus cutouts and floor plan.

6. WHAT STYLE FOR YOU? Choices are, you will find your favorite in a trio of booklets on bedroom, living room, and dining room furniture from Knapp & Tubbs. The booklets come in a colorful slipcase, $2.

7. HARVARD FRAMES FOR EVERY SIZE BED are illustrated in a pamphlet by the Harvard Manufacturing Company. Included: floor-saving casters, wood rollers, and glides.

8. DESIGN CHARMING ROOMS with the aid of a 25-page booklet from Columbus Coated Fabrics. Included: wallcoverings shown in full-color room settings and handy chart to determine quantity of wallcoverings for various room sizes, 50c.

9. SEVEN EARLY AMERICAN ROOM SETTINGS shown in full-color in a 22-page booklet from Taylor-Jamestown—plus more than 150 sketches and specifications for dining room, bedroom, and occasional pieces, 75c.

10. LIKE REPRODUCTIONS? Conant Ball Co. offers two furniture brochures. One features the Roger Conant Collection of Early American Furniture in maple; the second, the Cotswold Collection of antiques in oak in English rural manner, 25c.

11. ATTRACTIVE CLOCKS of unusual design for home and office as well as a complete line of desk top accessories are shown in a colorful brochure by Smith Metal Arts Company, 25c.


RECIPES


14. NEWLY ENLARGED RECIPES brochure from Shenandoah Valley Produce Co. shows exciting ways to prepare poultry, Recipes range from gourmet preparation of Rock Cornish Game Hen to convenient turkey roasts, Stuffings, and barbecue recipes, too.
15. More than 100 recipes to cook with almonds are offered in a detailed 48-page book from the California Almond Growers Exchange. Try almond slaw, almond crunch beefburgers or almond lobster thermidor. 25c.


17. Capsule report on the economy, including discussion of specific stock opportunities based on the opinion of Bache & Co., members of all leading exchanges, is offered in their 72-page booklet, "New and Review."

18. Personal financial planning, including discussion of estates, trusts, investments, and tax savings, is factually presented in a 50-page book by the Bank of New York.

19. Make your own imaginative holiday decorations and candles. Faneuil Publishing offers two colorful 32-page booklets, showing more than 85 suggestions with easy step-by-step directions for each. $1.

20. Your daughter and music is discussed in an informative booklet from Everett Piano Co. that outlines the benefits a girl can derive from piano lessons. Answers are given to pertinent questions such as readiness, talent, and practice time.

21. Snow removal is easy and quick with the aid of a Snow Giant snow plow by Hahn-Eclipse. 7 models shown; special features of each outlined in detail in their current catalogue.

22. For protection of valuables against fire or theft, Meilink Steel Safe Co., makers of Hercules home vaults, offers a catalogue of styles—plus an "inventory of personal property check-off list."

23. Bourbon—its history and making—is described in a factual 16-page booklet by Star Hill Distilling Co., makers of Maker's Mark Kentucky Straight Bourbon.

24. Jobs and opportunities for writers, a comprehensive 20-page booklet from Writer's Digest School. Included: descriptions of writing opportunities in every area as well as payment range for each.

Order coupon for booklets

November, 1968

Circle the number of each booklet you want, and enclose check, money order, or currency in amount indicated for those requiring payment. Each coupon must be accompanied by 25c for postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four weeks for delivery.

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. #11
Box 3579, Grand Central Station
New York, N. Y., 10017

I enclose: $ ________ for postage and handling of my request for booklets
$ ________ for booklets circled requiring payment
$ ________ is my total remittance

Offer expires 1/15/69

Name ___________________________ [PLEASE PRINT]
Address ___________________________
City __________ State __________ Zip # ______

Draperies should do more than just cover windows.

They should be a part of the room. But every room has its own personality. And finding draperies to fit that personality isn't always easy. That's why Norman's makes draperies to your order. At leading furniture stores and design studios, you can choose from more than 1,000 fabrics. So the draperies you get will be yours alone. And nobody else's. See your Norman's dealer soon. He can do wonders for your windows—and your rooms.

Norman's of Salisbury

For a full-color brochure and the name of the dealer nearest you, write: Norman's, Dept. 48, Drawer 799, Salisbury, North Carolina 26144.

LA-Z-BOY CHAIR CO., Dept. HG-C68-6, Monroe, Mich. 48161
YOUNG PIANISTS
continued from page 151

SCHUBERT: Sonata in E-flat, D.568; and SCHUMANN: Waldszenen, Op. 82. RCA Victor LM-2955/LSC-2955

MOZART: Concerto No. 10 in E-flat for Two Pianos, K.365 (with Rudolf Serkin). Columbia MS-6847

SCHOENBERG: Piano Concerto (with Seiji Ozawa and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra); Fantasy for Violin and Piano (with violinist Arnold Steinhardt); Piano Pieces from Opus 23. RCA Victor LSC-3050

Misha Dichter

TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto No. 1 in B-flat Minor (with Erich Leinsdorf and the Boston Symphony). RCA Victor LSC-2954

BRAHMS: Selection of Solo Piano Pieces; STRAVINSKY: Three Scenes from Petrouchka. RCA Victor LSC-2970

André Watts

LISZT: Piano Concerto No. 1 in E-flat (with Leonard Bernstein and the New York Philharmonic); CHOPIN: Piano Concerto No. 2 in F Minor (with Thomas Schippers and the New York Philharmonic). Columbia MS-6955

BRAHMS: Piano Concerto No. 2 in B-flat Major (with Leonard Bernstein and the New York Philharmonic). Columbia MS-7134

An André Watts Recital—solo piano pieces by Haydn, Chopin, Debussy, Liszt. Columbia MS-6636

Daniel Barenboim

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas No. 8 (Pathétique), No. 14 (Moonlight), and No. 26 (Les Adieux). Angel S-36424

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas No. 1, No. 17 (The Tempest), and No. 20. Angel S-36491

MOZART: Piano Concerto No. 20 in D Minor, K.466 (with The English Chamber Orchestra conducted by Barenboim from the keyboard); Piano Sonata No. 17 in D, K.570. Angel S-36493

MOZART: Piano Concerto No. 17 in G, K.453; Piano Concerto #13 in C, K.415 (with the English Chamber Orchestra). Angel S-36513


Vladimir Ashkenazy


BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata No. 29 (Hammerklavier). London CS-6563

MOZART: Piano Concertos Nos. 8 and 9, K.246, and Rondo in A Major (with the London Symphony Orchestra). London CS-6501

CHOPIN: Four Scherzi; Barcarole; Prelude, Op. 54. London CS-6562

COMING NEXT MONTH:

HOUSE & GARDEN'S
OWN GLISTENING
CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS

ON YOUR NEWSSTAND, NOVEMBER 19
Think of colors like these on your kitchen floor. Wouldn't they make the whole room come alive? Wouldn't they brighten up your life?

This is Coronelle® Vinyl Corlon® in some of the exciting Armstrong colors that are setting new decorating trends.

But no mere picture can show how Armstrong colors glow from deep within the floor. See them all at your Armstrong retailer's. He's listed in the Yellow Pages under “Floors.” Ask him about the Armstrong Time Payment Plan.

Look for the name “Armstrong” on the roll to be sure you're getting Armstrong deep-glow colors and Armstrong quality.

For a 24-page booklet of decorating ideas, write Armstrong. 6811 Maple Ave., Lancaster, Pa. 17604.
What makes Drexel furniture so special?

Things like polished Italian. As in new Livorno.

Italian—sotto voce. Poised. Impeccable. The Marchesa's Mediterranean. With knowing elegance every gesture. And great beauty of "face". When exquisite "butterflies" emerge from pin knot walnut veneers. To give you palazzo trappings prices that seem extremely modest by comparison.

Which goes to show Drexel's never-ending desire to please you... the added thought and extra effort that make Drexel furniture so special for you.

See why all Drexel styles are so special. Send for full brochure set. Drexel Furniture, 365 Huffman Road, Drexel, N.C. 28019.